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STEEL IMPORTS
TUESDAY, MARCH 23, 1999
U.S. SENATE,
CommITFE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 9:33 a.m., in
room SD-2 15, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. William V.
Roth, Jr. (chairman of the committee) presiding.
Also present: -Senators Murkowski, Gramm, Moynihan, Rockefeller, Conrad, and Robb.
OPENING STATEMENTOF HON. WILLIAM V. ROTH, JR., A U.S.
SENATOR FROM DELAWARE, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please be in order. Today's
hearing will focus on the complex situation facing the U.S. steel industry and a number of proposals that have been introduced in
both the House and Senate to address the situation.
Because we have a limited amount of time and a very large number of witnesses to hear from, I want to get right to our witnesses'
testimony.
But, before turning to our first group of witnesses, we will hear
from two of our colleagues, Senator Specter and Senator DeWine,
and two members of the House, Congressman Houghton and Congressman Levin, both members of the Ways and Means Committee,
who have introduced a steel proposal.
Then we will hear from a panel consisting of Secretary of Commerce William Daley, and U.S. Representative Charlene
Barshefsky. They are here to provide the administration's position
on the various bills now before the Senate, including the recentlypassed House bill imposing quotas on steel imports.
Finally, we will, hear from our second panel of witnesses, consisting of steel producers, steelworkers, and the consumers of steel
products to learn their views on the various proposals.
Senator Rockefeller?
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER IV, A
U.S. SENATOR FROM WEST VIRGINIA.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Mr. Chairman, I know that my name is
not Senator Moynihan.
The CHAImAN. Right.
Senator RocKEFELLER. But I would like to make a small opening
statement, because this is a life and death issue for me and for te
(1)

people I represent, particularly since we have been more affected
than any other State.
I just want to say, and I respect my Chairman and I will be
short, I am interested in short-term strategies. I am interested in
strategies of all kinds. But what we in our State, and I think the
steel industry, cannot afford is sort of business as usual, that we
need some kind of action which is going to address this problem
now.
I have always been for fair trade. 1 said at a recent meeting,
which you and I know about, that people have to p lay by the rules.
When people don't play by the rules, then that changes things. If
people dump steel, that is called breaking international law. That
islegal. *Wen people do something illegally, under international
law, one does not usually let that p ass.
I want to point out that imprt levels are at record levels,Xpricing
are depressed. If I could just put these on the record. Hot-rfled imports have slightly decreased from the three countries, and only the
three countries and only hot-rolled steel, in Russia, Japan, and
Brazil, but imports are up generally in steel to this extent: 1,236
percent from China; from Indonesia, 720 percent; 326 percent from
Australia; from Finland, 168 percent; South Africa, 164 percent;
India 124 percent, et cetera. Cold-rolled now is up everywhere. Peogood, then we will come in and we will fill in where
are saying,
ple
hot -rolled
is down just a little bit.
The Commerce Department did some critical circumstances.
They made it faster by 20 days, the ruling procedure, et cetera. But
the benefit of the hot-rolled win with Russia was crushed by the
suspension agreement. The suspension agreement was a major
mistake. I have the feeling that the administration may be looking
at Brazil. I want to find out about that.
Senator BYRD HAS DONE A TREMENDOUS THING IN TERMS OF THE
BILLION DOLLARS WHICH HE IS LOOKING AT. On the other hand, that

does not put a single steelworker back to work. It is tremendously
important to keep some of our steel companies viable, particularly
in West Virginia. But we do have the mechanisms, Mr. Chairman.
This is a serious problem.
As I said before, there has never been any commodity in the history of trade statistics which has risen so fast, so quickly, in terms
of imports, and so illegally, as the matter of steel. Therefore, this
is, I think, an extremely important hearing, and I am grateful to
you.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, because of the -importance and seriousness
of the situation, that is, of course, the reason we have called this
hearing.
Senator Moynihan?
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW YORK
Senator MOYNIHAN. Let me just say, Mr. Chairman, that, indeed,
we do face a singular set of events in the last year and a halt Representatives Levin and Houghton have some good ideas of how to
fix up Section 201, which is where we have to go. I think you have
indicated you, are of that disposition. I look forward to their com-

ments, and to our colleagues Senators Specter and DeWine, and I
have a statement I would like to place in the record.
[The FePared statement of Senator Moynihan appears in the apThe CHAIMmAN. It is now a pleasure to call on the members of
Congress who have given us leadership in this area. I would first
call on Senator Specter.
Senator CONRAD. Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRmAN. Would you like to make a comment?
Senator CONR~AD. Might I just say a word before we do that?
The CHAmmAN. I would ask everybody to be very brief, because
we have a full panel today.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. KENT CONRAD, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM NORTH DAKOTA
Senator CONRAD. Very brief. I understand that you do, Mr.
Chairman. I wanted to be here because, although my State is not
a steel producin g State, we have faced similar circumstances with
respect to flood of unfairly traded wheat coming into this country
which has devastated the economy of my State.
It is a very similar circumstance in which other producin countries are dumping at below their costs into our market. What we
have- found, is there is virtually no way to rectify the situation. I
know now that we are experiencing this in the steel industry. I
would hope that, together, we could form a coalition to "r to make
certain that there is a means for fixing these defects in trade
agreements.
I have argued on this committee, there ought to be a corrections
mechanism when some
goes wrong. Frankly, you look around
for away to fix things and it is pretty hard to find. Yes, you can
bring a dumping case.. That is very difficult to) do, in many circumstances, and expensive to do.
There has to be a way of getting results for an industry that is
experiencing the kin ofil
galnair activity that the steel industry is experiencing and that we have experienced in the wheat industry.
So, I just want to point out that this is a circumstance in which
we have a similar interest. Those who are in steel producing areas
have suffered terribly. Those who are in wheat producing areas
have suffered terribly.
I think, together, we should try to find a way of rectfying these
unfair circumstances and insist that our country enforce the laws
that are on the books, but also to provide for fixes in agreements
where they are flawed. I thank the Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Now we look forward to hearing from our friend and colleague,
Senator Specter.
STATEMENT OF HON. ARLEN SPECTER, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
PENNSYLVANIA

Senator SPECTER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and
members of the committee. ThA you for convening this very important session.

I begin with Senator Rockefeller's comment that the situation is
life or death. It is a real crisis. The action taken by the House of
Representatives on the quota bill-289 to 141 -veto-proof if those
votes stand-shows the overwhelming import of the matter.
H.R. 975, the quota bill, was p laced on the calendar on Friday
on a Rule 14 motion by Senator Holigs, and a major, massive effort will be made to bring that measure to the floor for a vote in
the U.S..Senate within the course of the next several weeks, perhaps as soon as we return from recess, or perhaps shortly thereafter.
Beyond the action -on the quota bill, there are other matters
pending before this committee which deal with structural reforms
going to the issue which Senator Conrad has raised about wheat
dumping, It is not only steel and wheat, but many of the other industries are affected by these illegal practices which violate U.S.
trade laws and which violate international trade laws.
When Senator Conrad asks for a long-term corrective mechanism, I suggest to him that the provisions of S. 528, a private right
of action, go right to the core, to the target of that issue. Private
rights of action have long been effective, illustratively in tfbe antitrust laws, because private parties have a much faster, firme~r handle on what is happening to take the initiative to move to core.
In 1982, I intr duced legislation for'equitable injunctive relief to
deal with the crisis in the steel industry at that time. The essence
of that proposal was that an iured party, union, or corporation
could go into a court of equity to get injunctive relief-that is, to
stop dead in its tracks-dumped goods fr-om coming into the United
States.
In a court of equity, it is possible, on affidavit alone, to get what
is called a temporary restraining order, ex part. That means on
the application of one party, with an affidavit setting forth the
facts, an emergency situation, and a judge will issue a restraining
order.
When that is done, there must be a hearing within 5 days for
consideration of a temporary injunction. The court hears that as
promptly as possible and then considers a permanent injunction.
But relief in a court of equity is a matter of days or weeks, not a
matter of years.
The time line on the trade cases is that the complaint filed on
September 30 of last year will not come to a final ITC determination until June of' 1999. That is an intolerable period of time, which
and the illegal practice to take a tremendous
thedumpng
allow
adon labor.
toll on
industry
We face a critical determination as to whether our laws will be
sufficiently responsive to enable us to carry on the capitalistic sys
tern where, illustratively, the steel industry has invested $50 bl
lion to become competitive..
In the 1980's, the cry was, "Steel is not competitive," for many,
many reasons. So the industry went out and invested $0 billion
in a premiere example of capital raising and capitalism to make us
competitive to deal with the most basic of all industries for national defense or for domestic production.
Now we find that the industry is being decimated. Three bankruptcies have been announced in the course of the. past several

weeks. We find a tremendous lay-off of steelworkers. We find entire
communities under Biege. And I will not go through those statistics,
because I know you will hear a great deal about tem toay.
My legislation in S. 528 is revised to be GA FT-consistent. Article
4 of GAIT provides that there may be "to offset or prevent dumping, a contracting party- may levy on any dumped product an antidumping duty not greater in amount than the margin of dumping
in respect to such product."
So in order to be GAfl-consistent, my legislation on equitable
relief would provide that, instead of an injunction which would stop
the goods from coming in, that in this brief period of time, days or
weeks, there would be a tariff or duty which is allowed by GATT.
Now, there is absolutely no reason why that ought not to be the
law of the United- States. This dumping is prohibited by Federal
law. It is prohibited by international law. We ought to have a remedy which takes care of the problem instead of the years' delay.
Other structural changes are provided in S. 261, which amends
the prvsions of Section 201 in three particulars, on which I shall
not elbrate because the yellow light is on, changing the definition
of substantial, changing the definition of what kind of a serious injury, and changing the definition of causal link.
Thank you.
The CHAnuMAN. Thank you, Senator Specter.
We will now turn to Senator DeWine.
STATEMENT OF HON. MIKE DeWINE, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
OHI[O
Senator DEWINE. Mr. Chairman,. thank you, first, for holding
this hearng This is a matter of tremendous importance to my
home Stte of Ohio, and I appreciate your courtesy in taking the
time to hold this hearing.
Our domestic steel industry, Mr. Chairman, has evolved, as Senator Specter has said, into a highly efficient and globally competitive industry. Yet, despite this modernization, our steel producers
face a number of unfair trade practices and market distortions that
have had a devastating impact in Ohio and other steel-producing
States.
I have heard firsthand, as I know my colleagues have, from industry and labor leaders about this crisis. Their message is clear:
the time for action is long overdue. The flood of drasticaly cheaper
imported steel over the course of last year has caused thousands
of workers to be laid off.
Some domestic steel businesses have been forced to file for bankruptcy. Most troubling of all, approximately 10,000 jobs, by our
best calculation, have been lost already in our steel industry just
since last year. In my home State of Ohio, the consequences have
been devastating
The Timken Copnalaigitrnational
manufacturer of
highly egneebargs
and alloy steels. was forced to lay off
400 employees. The WOI Steel Company III Warren, Ohio was
forced to lay off 200 individuals. Wheelig Pitt, where over 65 percent of the employees actually live in the Stateof Ohio, was forced
to lay off 250 jobs. The story goes on.

Mr. Chairman, these jobs need to be saved. Once they are lost,
it is impossible to predict whether these jobs will ever be restored.
Each day that goes by without a clear plan of action increases the
danger to the steel industry, a key component of Ohio's and America's economy and tov the livelihood of thousands of dedicated steelworkers and their families.
Now, I am a free trader. I believe fr-ee trade does not truly exist,
though, without fair trade. Free trade does not mean fr-ee to subsidize, free to dump, nor free to distort the market. Our trade laws
are designed to enforce these basic principles.
The current crisis underscores what I believe is a flaw and weakness in our current trade laws. The extremely large preliminary
dumping margins that were determined by the Department of
Commerce revealed that foreign companies are willing -to dump
huge volumes worth of steel in our markets in order to gain a longterm share of the market. Because of the laws, it is difficult for
U.S. companies to counter their actions.
That is why I strongly urge this committee to approve the legislation that I have introduced, the Continued Dumping or Subsidization Offset Act. Let me just also say as an aside, I also support Senator Specter's bill, as well as Senator Rockefeller's bill.
Let me talk a minute about my bill. Mr. Chairman, the Tariff Act
of 1930 give the President the authority to impose duties and fines
on imports that are being dumped in U.S. markets or subsidized
by foreign governments.
My legislation would take this act one step further. Currently,,
revenues raised through import duties and fines go directly to the
U.S. Treasury. Under my bill, duties and fines would be transferred to injured U.S. companies as compensation for damages
caused by dumping or subsidization.
Mr. Chairman, transferring duties and fines will help our steel
industry deal with the pending crisis and hopefully deter future
dumping or subsidization. These practices reduce the ability of injured domestic industries to reinvest in their plant, to reinvest in
equipment, people, R&D, technology, and health care and pension
benefits for their employees.
Moreover, current la*w simply has not been strong enough to
deter unfair trading practices. In some cases, foreign producers are
simply willing to risk the threat of paying U.S. antidumping and
countervailing duties out of the profits they receive from dumping.
They think it is good business practice.
I believe that my legislation is consistent with our obligations
under GATT and the World Trade Organization. Let me tell you
why. The Lenefits provided under my bill do not create an actionable subsidy under the WTO as the benefits poided are broadly
available to any petitioning group and eligibilityis automatic and
based on objective criteria. The benefits are neutral and do not
favor certain enterrise over others.
Mr. Chairman, te steel crisis calls for leadership. Now that the
House has acted, all eyes are on us in the Senate. We should not
act for the sake of just acting bu we should act in
a htwl
help our steel industry in the short term, and our U.S. manufacturing base in the long term.

We need to stand up for steel and not just to help the workers
in these communities. In many ways, this is a broader issue than
steel. If we as a Nation say we will allow other countries break the
law of illegal dumping, who knows what other U.S. industries will
be targeted by illegal? foreign predators? We need, Mr. Chairman
and members of the committee, to draw the line and draw it now
and protect the rule of law and preserve free trade. I thank the
Chairman and members of the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator DeWine.
[The prpared statement of Senator DeWine appears in the appendix.r
The CHAIRmA.
We are very pleased to have Congressman
Houghton and Congressman Levin with us. Congressman Houghton, do you want to start?
STATEMENT OF HON. AMO HOUGHTONt A U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM NEW YORK
Congrssman HOUGHTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chiran, I would like to submit my testimony for the record.
I will not read it. I will just sort of talk a little bit, because I think
it is easier for me to get at some of the issues.
The CHAIRMN. The full statements of all four, and all witnesses,
will be included.
[The prepared statement of Congressman Houghton appears in
the appendix.]
Congressman HOUGHTON. Thank you very much.
I am here with my friend and colleague, Congrssman Levin
from Michigan, and we have forgdablcledHR120Ovi
ously, we believe in it and we thnk it is an answer to the steel
crisis, and also to other problems where people are unfairly using
our open trade system.
I can only speak for myself in this particular case, but I applaud
Mr.
Vsclosy in the House for bringn this to our attention. Something, clearly, must be done. I tin it is important that we realize
that when we use the word dumping, not all products that are injurious to our system are dumped. This is why the Section 201 is
important versus 301, which apples only to dumping,
pbecause
articularly
there are particular industries that are affected by steel
from South Korea, for example.
South Korean steel is not being dumped at all, but their currencies are so low that they could sell at any price they want, perfectly legally, throughout the world. But, obviously, they do tremendous damage to our own industries.
I sort of like to look at this as if I were a businessman. I am a
businessman under theSenator MoYNIHN. Sir, you are a businessman. [Laughter.]
The CHAutMAN. He was.
Congrssman HOUGHTON. Thank you, Senator. Representing a
part of your State. If I look at my industry, ass---minglaminte
steel business for the moment, as I did when I - wasT in the glass
business, I would say, 201, this applies when an industry is being
injured.
What dolIdo? So what doI sk? How long is this going to take
me? What is it going to cost? What are the chances of success? All

of the ^answers are negative, so therefore I do not file for a 201
case. In effect, it does not help me. I have gt to do something else.
That is why so few 201 cases have been applied for.
In terms of the Visciosky amendment-Mr. Levin obviously can
speak for himself-I do not think that is the answer to this issues.
It imposes quotas without any sort of injury finding, and that is
clearly GATT-illegal. It takes away all Presidential discretion.
Certainly, we want to narrow it, but we do not want to take it
all away. It just applies to steel. I think that this is a problem
which has much more to do with many other industries. For example, the oil industi7 is being severely hurt not.
What our bill oes, is to-have the process honored by, going
through the International Trade Commission to find out if there,
in fact, is an injury decision. Also, we changed wording.
Now, I am not a lawyer. and I am not big on definitions and distinctions. However, there is a difference in the wording that we
proposed versus the wording that exists now. In order to have a decision favorable in a 201 case, it must be a substantial cause of injury.
Now, you could be in the middle- of a recession and the recession
can be the number one cause for the industry being in terrible
shape. But at the same time, you can have steel or whatever the
product is coming in from the outside hurting you tremendously,
but as long as it is not the single most important cause of injury,
then it is not approved. So what we do, is to change the wording
to "serious?J mean, it could be a significant, but not the only,
number-one reason for depression in your industry.
Also, what we have tried to do is keep the Presidential discretion
but reduce it. So, in other words, the President cannot just say, beinterests, because of economic interests,
caus
ofnatonalsecrit
this thing
is not appicbe here.
He must produce a reasonable, cogent case that there is reason
to think that the President should overrule whatever the findings
are. Also, what we do, is open this thing up so it does not just
apply to steel, it a applies to ote industries.
Now, evewlvbdy as teir own feelings about their own particular
bills, but I tikthat
this is an answer. The administration, I understand it, is going to testify a little later. I think-that Mr. Levin
and 1, and people from the administration, have talked and I think
we are almost on the same page.
Thank you very much.
The CHAuuMAN. Thank you, Amo.Now it is a pleasure to call on Congressman'Levin.
STATEMENT OF HON. SANDER AL LEVIN, A U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM MICHIGAN
Congressman LEviN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Moynihan,
and all of your colleagues. I am really glad to be here.
I think Senator Rockefeller is very correct, there is-a--real problem. Sometimes the instant polarization that occupies trade issues
makes us overlook facts.I
There was a substantial surge. I will spare you my charts. They
are colorful and unmistakable. There was a very sttbstantial one in
1998. The Japanese economics minister came'to see m6 and he

brought a chart showing how much the hot-rolled steel imports had
gone down in the last few months.
I pointed to him, look how much they went up in the previous
9 months. Their exports overall in steel went up, to the United
States, from 180,000 to 900,000 metric tons, over 400 percent. Peopie were- hurt, that is clear. Ten thousand steelworkers, three companies filing for bankruptcy.
Next, it is clear the government acted slowly. It was not until
dumping petitions were filed in September that the government did
swing into action, and they did, aggressively.
I think it is clear, and Senator Conrad is so clear and so correct
about this, there are real problems with Section 201. The relief is
not expeditious at all when there is a surge. People are essentially
helpless. That was shown in the Steel case. Section 201 has even
more onerous requirements and standards than the dumping laws.
So, you cannot wait until you are bleeding to death. Something has
to change.
Second, the antidumping laws are incomplete because you can
see a substitution of products or see a substitution of countries. So,
the antidumping laws essentially do not work. We have seen some
increase from other countries in recent months, especially from
China, I might add.
So, look. We have got to take advantage of what Mr. Visclosky,
Senator Rockefeller, and others have done to spotlight the problem.
We need to act.
The- problem with 975 is, it violates WTO. I looked into it. I read
as much as I could. It was not even argued on the House floor that
it did not violate WTO. We cannot, in a word, seek to enforce our
international rules under WTO-and we are doing that--at the
same time we are voting to violate them.
The WTO rules do -not leave us defenseless against surges, not
at all. What we have to do, is to- craf.t aggressive provisions within
WTO, and that can be done. That is what Amo Houghton and Iwho fought to safeguard our antidumping laws in Geneva when
WTO was being negotiated-have done once again, using his deep
experience in the business world.
In a word, what we do is this. We strengthen Section 201, and
I believe you have a copy of the analysis of it, by removing, "s Mr.
Houghton has said, the unduly high causation standard which is
beyond required by WTO.
We make sure t at there is consideration of the impact of import
surges. As I dug more and more into 201, it was clear to me that
the ITC does not really do this if there is a quick import surge.
They look at three to 5 years, and you can be gone in much less
than that.
Also, it requires the ITC to perform a more comprehensive1iivury
and threat analysis, and also, as Mr. Houghton said somewhat gingerly, it requires the administrtion, when it looks at ITC findings,
to focus on the problem at hand and not kind of automatically let
the problem there be overcome by other issues, foreign policy and
others.There are other provisions in it, including-and I think you
would find this of importance--an early warning import monitoring
system. We really have not had that in place. So, the surge goes

and we are asleep. We need to wake up. This legislation is an effort
to do that.
I wanted to close by just saying a couple of things. The steel
surge was not about globalization; that is here to stay. It was about
manipulation. I just finished with this, because some are saying, if
we reform 201, if we take strong action within WTO, it is down the
slippery slope to protectionism. I say to that, that what will feed
protectionism is inaction. We need to act.
I very much hope that this committee will use its experience, its
resources, and help lead us to the path to a solution, by the way,
which can be imposed quickly, because we have the power, under
law-you, Finance, and we, Ways and Means-to self-initiate a
201. We do not do it because 201 today is not worth initiating.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Congressman Levin appears in the
appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. I thank the entire panel. We appreciate your coming forward today and we look forward to continuing
the dialogue.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Mr. Chairman, on behalf of Senator Baye,
could I submit a statement from him for this hearing?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, of course.
[The prepared statement of Senator Baye appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRmAN. And Senator Gramm has asked permission, and
Senator Moynihan and I have agreed, we will open up for a brief
statement on the part of Senator Gramm.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. PHIL GRAMMK A U.S. SENATOR
FROM TEXAS

Senator GRAmm. Mr. Chairman, let me thank you for giving me
an opportunity to make a statement. Obviously, we cannot help but
be moved when our colleagues come before us and talk about job
loss.
I think that is especially true in my case, because while our colleagues are talking about 10,000 jobs being lost in steel, during
this same period we have lost 53,500 jobs in oil. Every one of those
jobs has been lost because of an import of crude petroleum.
But I think we have got to bring some balance to what has been
said here. Let me just briefly make a few points. First of all, we
have 40 times as many jobs where we -are using-steel as jobs where
w6 are producing it, domestically.
Second, domestic production is near an all-time record. Domestic
production is not sagging. Domestic production was 1.2 million tons
in 1998. The all-time record was 1.5 million tons in 1997. Of the
16 largest steeLmakers, 12 of them earned a profit in 1998.
And when you basically look at where we are, we do have provisions under Section 201 of current law for relief. But it is under
two circumstances. Number one,, you have got to prove you suffered
serious injury. Two, you have got to prove that thy were substantially caused by imports. Part of the problem is, the steel industry,
by its own record, since 1983 has, on average, lost 9,000 jobs a year
because of gains in productivity.

So it is very difficult to ferret out what is happening here, which
is why we have Section 201. I think it is very important that we
stay with our current trade laws and have the-steelT indstr bring
their case to the International Trade Commission.
We are already engaged in substantial action. The Department
of Commerce, under existing laws, has reduced steel imports from
Russia by 93.3 percent, from Japan, by 49.5 percent, from Brazil,
by 30.5 percent, and from Korea, by 8.1 percent.
The final point I want to make is, and not to sound unsympathetic because I am very sympathetic, is the bills that have been
presented to us here are prosperity killers. The adoptio of one of
these bills would send Dow down by 2,500 points. Theadoption of
one of these bills would be a major movement towards protectionism.
You can cover this with whatever kind of glossy paint you want
to talk about, these bills are aimed at introducing protectionism
where we would be the leader in what would quickly become an
international effort, especially when the world except or Er
is
in a deep recession-we are in the midst of great prospenriy. If 'we
start a trade war when we lose 10,000 jobs in an -industry when
we are creating 9,500 jobs a day in the economy as a whole, then
I think we are going to be the great loser.
While I think we need to make the current law work, I just want
to be sure that there is one person who says, we are not going to
start a trade war in America. This bill may have blown through the
House, but it is not going to blow through the U.S. Senate.
I think it would be a disaster for our country. I think it would
be a prosperity and job killer. I am adamantly opposed to it. I just
wanted to be sure that at least the other side of the story was told
to some degree. I thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I also
thank you, P at.
The CHAIRmAN. Thank you.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Mr. Chairman, do I have the right to respond to that?
The CHAIRmAN. Well, we have many important witnesses.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. I know. But Senator Gramm has just laid
out a case which is so filled with errors and ideology. I will be quiet
if you wish me to, but I will answer his question as I talk to the
other witnesses.
The CHAIRmAN. You will have your opportunity later.
It is a great pleasure to welcome you, Mr. Daley, and our USTR,
Charlene Barshefsky. Rather than waste time introducing you, I
will call on you now. Your full statements will be included as if
read.
Secretary Daley?
STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM M. DALEY, SECRETARY OF
COMMERCE,, WASHNGTON, DC
Secretary DALEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

President Clinton is dedicated to ensuring that America's steel
industry, our workers, and their families are not hurt by un1fa-ir
trade practices and import surges. This is a real problem.T is getting real attention an~ real results. The President has made it one
of our top priorities.
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Our staff at the Commerce Department has been working tirelessly for several months on steel issues. We have done everything
possible to poide the quickest, most effective relief allowed under
the law, icuding shifting resources, expediting cases, and making
an early critical circumstances determination.
This policy has had dramatic impact in reducing imports. This is
especially true in the hot-rolled steel, which is the subject of dumping cases in Japan, Russia, and Brazil. Hot-rolled imports have
dropped 70 percent since November.
But the administration is not content with the status quo, especially when 10,000 steelworkers have lost their jobs. We are taking
action to make sure what has happened in the steel industry last
Last week, a bipartisan group of House memis not reported.
year
bers introduced
H.R. 1120, the Import Surge Response Act of 1999.
We believe this legislation constitutes a constructive approach
and we are ready to work with both Houses of Congress to develop
a bill that we could recommend that the President sign.
Insarp bypse
contrast,
we have
deep While
concerns
the Steel
ye House
last week.
we over
understand
the Quota
moti-bill pasdbyth
vation behind this legislation, we do believe it is the wrong approach. Not only does it raise serious WTO concerns, but it also
could have a negative impact on our economy and send the wrong
signal to the rest of the world.
Mr. Chairman, we recognize that the steel industry is not out of
the woods, but our policy -is working. If we could just take a few
minutes to look at the numbers. Chart number 1. 1996, 1997, 1998
steel mill, products from all countries. The first chart shows the
--dramatic increase in all steel imports in 1998, 33 percent higher
than 1997, which itself was a record year.
By November of 1998, import penetration for steel products exceeded 36 percent. Domestic steel mill capacity utilization rates fell
below 75 percent.
Chart number 2 is 1996, 1997, 1998 hot-rolled steel from Japan,
Russia, and Brazil. Chart 2 shows the rise in hot-rolled steel immajor traded steel product, from these three countries
the1996
ports,
and 1998. In October, the steel industry filed antibtween
dumping cases on hot-rolled steel from these three countries, which
account for the major portion of-the surge. Where are we now?
Since then, a turnaround has begun. It is too early to declare a victory,but the news is encouraging.
har number 3 is November December, and January world
steel mill. products. Chart 3 shows the worldwide steel imports of
all steel dropped by 34 percent from November of 1998 to January
of 1999. The major reason for the reduction was a sharp decline in
iprts of hot-rolled steel.
Cmhar 4. November, December, January, hot-rolled products.
Chart 4 shows the worldwide imports of hot-rolled steel fell by 70
percent in these 3 months.
Chart number 5 is November, December, January, hot-rolled
from Japan, Russia and Brazil. Chart 5 shows the dramatic decline
in imports of hot-rolled steel in these countries that-is a direct resuit of the -antidumping cases.
As you can see, rot-rolled steel imports from Japan plummeted
from over 400,000 tons in November to less than 16,000 tons in

January. Russian imports fell from 600,0000 to 11,000, and Brazilian, from 65,000 to 16,000.
All of this is a direct result of our dumping cases and the bilateral pressure which has been applied to our trading partners. The
impact was felt because of our early changed circumstances determination made in early November.
This has had an immediate impact on the market, beginning in
late November. The Commerce Department will release preliminary data for February on this Thursday, and we are expecting the
dumping cases to continue to have a positive impact on our import
numbers.
As I have said, these numbers show that tough enforcement of
the law works. Let me briefly describe many of the unprecedented
actions which we have also taken.
First, we expedited these hot-rolled cases. For the first time ever,
we issued preliminary determinations almost a month early. These
margins on Japan and Brazil ranged from 25 to 71 percent.Second, as I mentioned, we changed, our esoteric policy that has
had a tremendous impact on the steel market. This policy, kiiown
as critical circumstances, is a WVTO-consistent approach that is designed to deal with extraordinary import surges.
By making this determination early for the first time, we made
the impact of the hot-rolled investigations felt in the market much
earlier than last month's preliminary determinations. Instead, the
impact was felt in November, and this was evidenced by the huge
drop in December.
Third, we reached itwo proposed agreements with Russia that
will significantly reduce imports of Russian steel and provide effective relief to our industry and our workers.
Together, the two agreements, when combined with the 1997
steel plate agreement, will reduce overall steel imports fr-om Russia
by almost 68 percent.
Overall, we are enforcing over 100 cases on steel products, and
yesterday we issued final dumping and subsidy determinations on
stainless steel plate and coil from five countries. The combined
dumping and subsidy rates range from 8 to 60 percent, and two
weeks ago we initiated dumping and subsidy cases on carbon steel
plate.
Finally, our steel plan announced in January put into place new
guidelines for the release of preliminary import statistics almost a
month early.
Mr. Chairman, the President remains deeply concerned about the
problems which are faced by the industry and workers. We have
outlined strong actions which we have taken and have pointed out
the dramatic results. Finally, I have indicated that we are prepared
to work with you on additional constructive measures.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAiRmAN. Thank you, Secretary Daley.
[The prepared statement of Secretary Daley appears in the appendix.)
The CHAMAN. Ambassador Jbarshefsky?
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STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLENE BARSHIEFSKY, U.S. TRADE
REPRESENTATIVE, WASHINGTON, DC
Ambassador BARSHEFSKY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee.
Last year, in the context of the Asian financial crisis, steel imports rose sharply and rapidly, averaging 3.5 million tons per
month between April and November, the peak of the crisis, about
50 percent above historic levels.
While U.S. demand for steel has been strong, the very rapid increase in imports was driven by the sharp drop in demand in Asia
and a diversion of Russia's exports from Aia to the United States.
Commerce Department preliminary findings have shown that at
least a significant portion of the overall steel surge resulted from
dumping. This threatened, in a matter of months, the stability of
our industry and the jobs of many of its employees.
President Clinton and our administration listened and responded
forcefully. The President is personally commitd ash
rapidl
hssaidand
here and abroad, to ensure that our trading partners act
fairly and that the policy that is adopted is working.
The steel report he sent to Congress on January 7 includes four
complementary trade actions. First, full and expedi ted enforcement
of our unfair trade laws. Second, initiatives dealing directly with
the major sources of import growth in steel over th last year in
Japan, Russia and Korea, which together accounted for 76 percent
of the import surge. Third, strong support for our safeguards remedy. Fourth, the creation of an early warning system.
Let me just make two points about this overall approach. First,
the policy is working and it is working rapidly. Steel import volume
has fallen 32 percent over the last 3 months. At this level, 1999
imports are only 5 percent above the average pre-crisis 1997 average rate.
Imports of carbon flat-rolled products subject to the dumping investigations were down 70 percent over the last 3 months. This includes a 96 percent decline in Japanese imports, a 98 percent decline in Russian imports, and a 76 percent decline in imports from
Brazil.
We know that domestic prices are beginning, at least slowly, to
increase, as is capacity utilization here at home. The market share
of imports has dropped from 36.6 percent in November to 28 percent in January.
Second, our policy operates within the framework of domestic law
and the international trade commitments'our country has made.
Both of these are crucial. By working within our domestic laws, we
ensure a fair and transparent process.
By remaining true to our international commitments, we prevent
the beginin of the cycle of protection and retaliation which would
harm wong people and families in other sectors, notably manufacturing exports, including steel-intensive exports, and farmers
and ranchers who are also suffering as a result of the Asian crisis.
Let me now review our actions on each of the four trade-related
elements, briefly. First, with respect to the vigorous expedited enforcement of our antidumping laws, Secretary Daley has already
reviewed for you the unprecedented actions the administration has
taken.

Second, with respect to bilateral approaches, last year we informed the Japanese Government that we expect steel imports
from Japan to return to p re-crisis levels and that, without such a
roll-back in short order, the administration would self-initiate trade
action against Japan.
We are monitoring import trends closely and we note a sharp decrease in Japan's exports from their peak volume, about a 75 percent drop. However, further progrss must be made.
With respect to Russia, the Commerce Department has conclude
two steel impor agreements, which will reduce substantially Russia's imnport levels.
With respect to Korea, our negotiations are centering on the expeditious, complete, and market-based privatization of Korea's largest steel producer, Pasco, and the rapid implementation of the salTe
of Hanbo Steel, which has since been closed, in a manner which
will not entail government involvement.
The third element in the President's p lan is support for Section
201, including the possibility of expedited action under Section 201.
Last, our early import monitoring system. Import steel statistics
were made public almost a month before their regularly scheduled
release. We intend to, first, carefully monitor imports from Japan;
second, monitor import trends from product categories that had
been the subject of sharp increase; and third, monitoring. imports
from second-tier suppliers and the EU.
Let me say a few words about this third element. Some have expressed concern that third countries will take advantage of the reduction in imports under the various elements of the President's
plan. We recognize this possibility and -we are closely monitoring
imorts of steel fr-om all sources.
On this point, let me say a word about China. Overall steel imports from China have increased. There has been some growth in
hot-rolled sheet, which we are watching closely, as well as increases in pipe and tube.
China is a relatively small supplier of these products but, due to
the weakened state of our industry, any steel import growth at this
time is of concern. We remain prepared to address unfair trade
practices of any country expeditiously and forcefully.
In summary, we have adopted a comprehensive action plan. It
has begun to provide relief from unfairly traded imports and it is
designed to ensure that steel firms and steelworkers are not made
to bar the full weight of the Asian financial crisis.
This plan, we believe is, well conceived and is getting results. At
the same time, it remains within the framework of American law
and international commitments, thus helping us to prevent a cycle
of retaliation which could harm working people and families in
other sectors.
Others have suggested alternative approaches. We are deeply
concerned, however, that legislative initiatives to roll back imports
outside the processes established by U.S. trade laws could backffire
and cause harm to U.S. economic interests in the steel industry,
steel-intensive exports, and other manufacturing and agricultural
goods.
But the steel crisis has demonstrated that there is room for improvement to our trade laws, and particularly the Section 201, to

ensure that they deliver strong, effective relief in an expeditious
manner.
Section 201, our safeguard statute, is critical for ensuring that
our industries can make a positive adjustment to import surges
when they occur. We believe, for example, that H.R. 1120, the legislation introduced by Representatives Levin and Houghton, constitutes a very constructive approach and we stand ready to work
with them, and other member of Congress, to develop a bill that
we could recommend the President sign.
The steel crisis is not over yet. We see a glut of product on the
market and imports remain very high in a number of product categories. We do, however, see positive signs in the marketplace and
we look forward to working with you, Mr. Chairman and members
of the committee, as we make progress in this, and many other,
trade issues. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ambassador Barshefsky appears in
the appendix.)
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Ambassador Barshefsky.
Let me ask both of you. We are faced with the prospect of quota
legislation coming to the floor. It, of course, passed overwhelmingly
in the House. If that legislation were enacted to become law, what
would be the impact on our trade? How would it affect other industries' employment? Ambassador Barshefsky?

Ambassador BARSHEFSKY. Well, let me say that we have a very

substantial concern about the bill that was passed by the House.
As you may know, the administration does not support the bill.
The administration has provided a letter to the leadership on the
House side indicating that, certainly, the President's senior advisors would recommend that he veto the legislation, were it to come
to his desk.
There are a number of reasons for these strong views on that legislation, and let me just cite a few. One, is that we have effective
tools to combat unfair anid injurious trade. The actions that Secretary Daley, in particular, has taken have proven remarkably effective.
Second of all, our trade laws are based on fair and transparent
processes. They are designed not to advantage or disadvantage one
set of producers or workers at the expense of another set of producers or workers. Without that kind of transparent review and
well-thought-out approach, action with respect to one sector is likely to favor one constituency potentially at the expense of another.
Third, legislated quotas can create severe distortions in the market. They can add to, rather than resolve, economic problems.
Quotas can create shortages for user industries, they can result in
excessive-price hikes, and add to economic distortion.
The imposition of quotas at this stage, when it looks like the
market is beginning to stabilize, could have the unintended effect
of causing a panic in the market and creating severe additional
problems.
Last, action outside the bounds of our trade laws exposes U.S.
producers and workers to retaliation. We would be in violation of
our international obligations and the result might be a further
downward turning in our export performance in a number of im-

beyond the downturn we are already experiencing
rtant
ause sectors
of the Asian financial crisis.
The CHARmAN. Secretary Daley?
Secretary DALEY. I would just second everything that the Ambassador stated. 1, as one of the senior advisors, would recommend
that, if the bill as it passed the House, came to, the President's
desk, that he veto it.I
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you this. If we were to lose a WTO
case and face retaliation or pay compensation, how much would
that likely cost our economy?
Secretary DALEY. To be honest with you, Mr. Chairman, I would
not have a guess at this point. But we can try to get some analysis
done for you. I would not have a guess at this point. No doubt, it
would be substantial.
Ambassador BARSHEFSKY. It would be substantial. It would be
substantial.
The CHAImAN. Well, I would be interested in any further comments you care to make because I think it could have a very, very
significant impact, both on other industry, if there is retaliation,
and on workers.
Ambassador BARsHEFsKY. I agree, Mr. Chairman. We do not
have figures. We could attempt to see if we could work them up
based on the kinds of cutbacks and potential damage that would
be occasioned as a result of that bill becoming law, were it to become law.
But there is no question that legislated quotas of this sort run
counter to our international obligations and would entail the very
real risk of retaliation against any one of a number of sectors.
As you know, under international trade rules no one can retaliate across sectors. So the fact that we block steel imports could result in, for example, retaliation against agrcultural exports or
services. exports, or the export of other manufactured goods of some
sensitivity here.
The CHAiRmAN. Let me ask you this. How do we address the
long-term structural problem facing the steel industry due to overcapacity ink the global market? Are more unfair trade cases the answer? Should we be initiating some kind of a multilateral negotiation on steel trade and encouraging the international financial institutions to facilitate further privatization? What do we do about
subsidies abroad?
Ambassador BARSHEFSKY. Mr. Chairman, you are asking, obviously, the difficult questions. I think there are a couple of points
to be made. For many years, of course, the United States attempted to negotiate a multilateral steel arrangement which would
have had the effect of reducing global subsidies on steel.
Over time, there has been a general reduction in global subsidies
own acularly to the restructuring of the European steel industry and the fact that budgets are tight the world around. It is harder and harder to pour in ~large amounts of money, though some
countries do, into particular sectors.
But subsidies remain a significant problem. The U.S. had tried
for many years to negotiate a multilateral steel agreement. The
chief stumbling block was that our trading partners,, most notably
Europe, wanted in exchange for that agreement our agreement to

go without the dumping and the subsidy laws. That obviously was
completely unacceptale condition and the talks floundered for a
number of years atr that condition was imposed.
I think, second, though, through the WTO we have a pretty good
subsidies code. That is an area I think of fr-uitful inquiry.
Third, IMF conditions on a number of the Asian economies, including Korea, mandate that the government stop directed lending
to enterprises. This, in Korea, included steel. It resulted in the
shut-down of Hanbo, which is their hot-rolled steel producer.
It is what is encouraging the Korean industry to privatize Pasco
and to get government out of the business of being in business in
the steel sector. We think that that is also a positive approach.
Obviously, all these approaches take time. The problem is still
severe in terms of subsidies, but we do think we have some means
of dealing with that, in addition, of course, to our unfair trade laws,
particularly the countervailing duty law.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask this, and then I will turn to you, Senator Moynihan.
Does the administration support either Senator Specter's proposal to allow dumping and countervailing duty cases to be litigated in Federal court, or Senator DeWine's legislation, which
would pass dumping duties along to the industry petitioners?
Secretary DALEY. No. Mr. Chairman, at this point we do not supone of those. We think one of the concerns must be the
either
ort
uren
that will be put on the judicial system with these -sort of
cases.
As to the compensation being given to the private sector, I thfik
there is a question, one, of frivolous suits, and also just the burden
of administering such a program may be too much for all of us. But
I think the burden that would be put on the judicial system could
be rather enormous.
Ambassador BARsHEFsKY. Mr. Chairman, if I might just add, I
agree fully with what Secretary Daley has said.
I think the other point is, our unfair trade laws are designed to
operate in an expeditious manner. That is to say, an administrative
agency like the Commerce Department, making very complex economic determinations but within a specific period of time, tat kn
of discipline would not be present in a court case.
These -cases are akin, in data collection and analysis--for example, the antitrust cases. We know how long antitrust cases take in
the Federal courts. Yet, industry is affected by unfairly traded imports want expeditious relief. So, for that reason as well, we do not
support the legislation.
The CHAIRMN. I

would just make one comment. I think one of

the concerns is that action is not normally taken quickly enough
to help. If you have safeguard, it is a year or so later. One of the
things, if we are going to be changing: the laws, we need to look
at, how can we expedite so that tee is real relief given when it
is needed and not after the fact.
Senator Moynihan?

Senator MoyNIHN. Well, very much to agree with what you just

said, Mr. Chairman.
I was pleased, and I am sure my good friend Representative
Levin was pleased, when you, Mr. Secretary, stated that their bill,

the Houghton-Levin bill, if you will, H.R. 1120, was a constructive
approach to this matter.
7 was even more pleased, yet more pleased, when Ambassador
Barshefeky said that the Houghton-Levin bill was a constructive
approach. I have a feeling the 0MB has been checkig out the testimon.
Ambassador BARsHEFsKY. They have been very constructive.
[Laughter.]
Senator MoyNiHAN. 1, for one, agree. I hope wecnproceed along
those lines. Could I just observe from someone who goes way back
and has admired the work of Cordell Hull on the Trade Agreements Act of 1934, sir, there is a tornado heading your way of protectionism.
It could be devastating to us and it could -come about because we
are not sufficiently attentive to real injuries that are easily, accepted in the large view of things, but not in Weirton, Weat fVirgnia.
I just plead that there neds to be more energy in the executive
here. dot either of you, but tiere seems to be an assumption that
surely no one would believe any of these things.
Well, we just saw that the House of Representatives did otherwise. In the midst of the longest prosperity in the history of the
world, our present expansion does ilot go back 11 years, or 9, or
what you will, it goes back to 1946, or 1941, if you wish, in unprecedented movement, largely the work of economic theory and very
courageous people such as Cordell Hull and Franklin D. Roosevelt.
We could lose it more quickly than you think. You saw it hit the
other day on the floor of the House. Do you share any of that
sense? I am not berating you, I am pleading.
Secretary DALEY. I would say we have the same concern and we
hear it every day. We have been hearing from not only the industry, but workers and the union now for almost a year, the truth
of the matter is. George Becker came in to us probably in April of
1998 and began 6c lay out his strong feelings about what was going
to happen.
I have had the opportunity to meet with industry workers, workers from Kentucky, workers from other parts of the country, and
talk about the difficulties and listen to real people talk about the
problem as opposed to others.
I think we sense very much the political concern and the move
towards an action, some action to ad~ss this deep concern of people who have lost their jobs and who fear that they may be next.
At the same time, as you say, Senator, we have got to balance
that with keeping ths strong economy and not getting swept up in
a wave of protectionism, but address, in a quicker way-and in
some people's opinion a more serious way-these honest feelings of
peple that -they are being taken advantage of by what is going on
in these import surges.
Senator MoyNHaN. Could I say sir that this is not a new experience, of the individual against the collective good, or the perception of well-being.
Mr. Secretary, the Chairman of this committee, and I think the
members of this committee, are determined to give the President
negotiate authority, which every President since Franklin D.
Roosevelt has had. And if you do not get fire in your blood down-

town, we are going to lose it. That is a legacy. I do not think one
can be too blunt. I am a great admirer of yours~, and yours, Ambassador. But we could lose a legacy of 60 years.
Secretary DALEY. We are intent, Senator, on~ not losing that. We
do want to work with you. I appreciate yourSenator MoyNIHA. Well, Ihop tere are people downtownand not you, you have been right up front-who might give up j ust
advantage, a few notches on the overnight poll to
poitia
litlthi~s
asave
central principle of American foreign relations. Well,' do
not answer that.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Moynihan.
Senator Rockefeller?
Senator RocCEFELLER. Well spoken, Senator Moynihan.
You have talked, Ambassador Barshefaky, about running counter
to our international obligations about other legislation. That, of
course, implies that others are living up to theirs. If you are indicating that, then you are an entirely new person than the one I
have known for the last number of years. You have talked about
substantial concern, or perhaps Secretary Daley talked about substantial concern. We- have. effective tools. I think that was you, Ambassador Barshefsky. The only problem is, you will not use them.
Now, the fact of the matter is, every
has been talking about
10,000 workers laid off. I would kind of be interested in what it
takes to get you all moving. Yes, we can do Section 201 in the Senate Finance Committee. I doubt it will happen, but we could try.
They are not going to do it in Ways and Means. In fact, they
voted down the quota bill. I doubt that either of you would have
given a dime that the quota bill would have passed the House, but
you were dead wrong, were you not, both of you? Absolutely, totally
wrong. I was surprised and you were surprised, and do not pretend
otherwise. It could happen here. It could happen here. We have got
a 2-week recess coming up and there are going to be some amazing
activities going on.
People talk about 10,000 workers having been laid off. That is a
total misnomer, and I hope you understand it, because you have
used that, Gramnm used that, others have used that. That is not
true. That only refers to those who have been laid off; 3,000 of
them, incidentally, in Texas of the 10,000. The fact is probably closer to 75,000 to 100,000.
As I have said in this committee many times before, the fact that
the 'United Steelworkers have a not cut clause in their contract
that expires in July, that come July, which is before any action
that you all will be able to take, is probably going to put another
75,000 on the street.
Those people today are probably sweeping and cleaning machines
in the factories today, so let us not talkabut 10,000, let us talk
about 75,000, 85,000, 95,000, in effect, in fact, today, but for the
protection of that clause in the contract which is not yet expired,
but which will. So, do not talk about 10,000.
So what is it that gets you going? I mean, you did some things
on Japan and Brazil. Yes, Japan is down. They are down. But let
us wait and see what the April statistics look like on March before
we come to any real deep conclusions about that.

Russia. You probably took the heart out of the steel industry on
Section 201 for the moment, although their lobbyists were lobbying
like crazy for the quota bill in the House, in case you had not noticed. They want this tragedy stopped now. They do not want to
wait 2 years for a solution, by which time a lot of the industry will
have shut down, far more in Wierton, West Virginia.
-So the Russia thing was a tragedy. I do not know, Secretary
Daley, whether you are going to do the same thing in Brazil. I have
heard that you are, I have heard that you are not, but I am interested in the answer to that.
But, regardless of the answers to those which I hope I will get,
Russia, Japan, Brazil, that is terrific. All right. That is three countries. But, since they are coming down a little bit and you are all
beaming about it, the administration is doing nothing about it.
I mean, try to make an impression in the Oval Office or the Vice
President's office, it just does not work. It does not happen, because
they are all listening to Secretary Rubin. I would hope they would
listen to you, but they do not.
This has been a pattern which has been very clear for a very
long time. They want to resurrect the world and, oh, yes, they will
settle on bananas. They will go to the mat on bananas, because
that is what Trent Lott wants. But when it comes to a steelworker,
forget, it. Well, I cannot, and I will not, like he cannot forget his
farmers, and he will not.
So while you are doing something on Brazil, Japan, and Russia,
China has increased hot-rolled 720 percent, Indonesia up 1,236 percent, Australia 326 percent. Finland-I did not even know they
made steel-168 percent. South Africa, 164 percent. India, 124 percent. That is hot-rolled. But cold-rolled is also up. Cold-rolled is
also up because they are beginning to figure us out: we will not act.
We will talk, but we will not act.
Some of us are fairly tired of that. -And maybe I could just ask
you, Secretary Daley, whether or not you are planning to bring a
suspension agreement with Brazil, which would be a crushing blow
to this whole effort, or if you are not?
Secretary DALEY. I met with the foreign minister last week. He
has asked for negotiations. I told him we would get back to him.
We have made no decision on whether we would.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. So it is open. You might.
Secretary DALEY. It is open. We might, we might not. We might
not even sit down with them to discuss whether we would have an
agreement.
Senator RocKEFELLER. Yes, but you might.

Secretary DAiLEY. We might.
Senator RocKEFELLER. Yes. So then that would be two of the

three of the hot-rolleds. Do you understand the message that that
sends to the rest of the world? I mean, big steel. Sure, they are
making money now because they are selling to automobile companies. But that, as Senator Moynihan refers to, is because of the incredible economy. The economy does not necessarily stay that way.
It does not necessarily stay that way. We were meant to pass
10,000 and we did not do it. So, things can change.

What I am interested in is a short-term solution which says to
the world, America, for the first time, will not be the only one who
will play by the rules.
You know perfectly well that the Europeans have a history of refusing to take up any of the slack for the dumped imports, regardle 8s of what the matter is, what the commodity is, that come our
direction because we will always take them. Yes, some of our steel
mills are buying them because thoy have no choice, because they
are trying to keep their people on the job.
I am just very, very discouraged and distressed, Mr. Chairman.
I admire your desire to look for a long-term result. By the time
that the long-term result is achieved, I am afraid that the steel industry in this country is going to be replaced by a -lot of $8- to $9an-hour jobs, probably without benefits. That is all I have to say.
The CHAIRmAN. Senator Conrad?
Senator CoNRAD. Mr. Chairman, thank you. Thank Ambassador
Barshefaky and Secretary Daley. We welcome you here. You hear
the frustration. You are about to hear some more. I do not have
a lot of steelworkers in my State, but I can tell you, we feel their
pain.
I represent a State that is the most agricultural State in the Nation. I believe in free trade. I believe in the benefits of free trade.
I believe that it makes economic sense in the large context. The
devil is in the details, as both of you know so well. Probably nobody
knows that better than Ambassador Barshefsky. This is a tough,
tough world. People fight for their interests with great intensity.
Others are, frankly, quick to take advantage of the United States
and our good nature and our prosperity.
Ambassador Barshefsky, you have seen this chart many times,
more times than you probably care to. But for others, I would show
it because this shows what has happened to durhamn imports from
Canada since the passage of the so-called Canadian Free Trade
Agreement. I call it so-called because I do not think it is really free
trade, I think it is negotiated trade. At least with respect to wheat,
which is the dominant commodity in my State, we lost the negotiation.
Now, that was not on your watch; I want to make that very
clear. That was in a previous administration, a previous trade representative. We got slipped a mickey. Some of us recognized it was
going to be trouble and voted against it. I think there were eight
of us in the Senate that did. But I can tell you, it has been a disaster for my State.
They went from zero percent of our durhamn market to 20 percent
of our durhamn market virtually overnight. Not because they are
more efficient, not because they are more competitive, but because
of defects in those trade agreements and because of a lack of effective tools to deal with it. That is what happened here.
Now, you see there was a sharp reversal back in the 1992-1993
time frame because a previous trade ambassador was then able to
take action, before GAT, which restricted our ability to do so.,Ambassador Kantor took action and we got a dramatic reduction, cut
it in half-cut it more than half.

Durham, by the way, is the product that makes pasta. The vast
majority of the durham. produced in this country is produced in my
State, the State of North Dakota.
But we have been devastated by this. So when I see it happening
in steel, I must say, I feel their pain. I know what they are going
through. It is pretty lonely out there.
The truth is, you search for what you can do to fix it and what
you find is not very encouraging. We had a Binational Panel ruling
that went against us because we found there was a secret side deal
between the previous trade ambassador and the Canadians. So, we
got no relief there.
Then you turn to the other remedies that are available, 201, 301.
Those cases are not going to be brought. Here is a commodity that
is a small dollar volume. It is very hard for them to raise the
money to bring a dumping case. If you do bring a dumping case,
because wheat prices are very volatile, they move all around, it is
very hard to prove ir~ury.
So what do you do? What do you do? We had put in place this
limitation, this green line, memorandum of understanding. It was
in effect for 1 year and it could not be repeated because of provisions in the GATT. In the last 2 years, they crossed the line. What
do you do? Ambassador Barshefeky has talked, talked, and talked
to the Canadians. They say they are now going to tell us what they
are going to send us next year.
I mean, our farmers are living with truck, after truck, after truck
that crosses our border every hour of every day, bringing in Canadian grain. Again, not because they are more competitive, not because they are more efficient, because of defects in trade agreements.
I would just ask, Ambassador Barshefsky, do you think there are
things that need to be done to change law to help us deal with this
situation, and if so, what would they be?
Ambassador BARsHEFSKY. First of all, you obviously are pointing
to a very difficult situation. We know how hard-hit your State has
been, in particular, for a variety of reasons, among which is the
durham issue from Canada.
You know that we have entered into an agricultural agreement
with Canada several months ago, which has already begun to improve quite dramatically the situation on cattle, as well as on our
ability to use Canadian railroads for our shipments of wheat to the
coast, which provides very important price competition to the existing carrier in the United States.
We see volumes shipped on Canadian railroads inw1in qite
substantially now, and we ar hoigtai
going to bring dow
rail rates overall. I think that will be good for the farmers, particularly in North Dakota.
With respect to durham and spring wheat imports from Canada,
you know we have'been working hard with the Canadians to help
ensure that Canadian imports are non-disruptive to the U.S. market, non-disruptive to the markets in your State, and in other
States in the northern tier.
Canada will now provide us with estimates of their shipments,
essentially, in advance. We have indicated to Canada that we are
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on the lookout for market disruption, and they are aware of this.
I think we have provided some of those estimates to you.
would say wth respect to the question of trade law change,
that I do thn our trade laws, generally speaking, are effective.
But I think we should always be alert to the question of whether
they can be made more so. That is to say, whether they are providing the necessary relief within the framework of international
rules and whether that relief is being provided at the earliest point
in time, which is also an issue Senator Rockefeller has raised.
For that reason, we do think-and I hate to go back to the
phrase that Mr. Moynihan spoke of-that the approach that Sandy
Lvin and Amo Houghton have suggested is very, very constructive
and one that we would hope the committee would look at quite seriously because it is a generic approach. It is, not sector-specific in
any way.
It is one that would comport with our international obligations
in all respects--I am speaking now, in general; I cannot tell you
whether we agree with the details of their bill, but speaking in general.-and one that might well ensure that more recent surges in
iorts can more effectively be captured under our trade laws.
Sowe would urge the committee to look carefully at the LevinHoughton approach, and that may well be an approach, Mr.
Conrad, that you might look at as well.

Senator CoNRAD. I thank you for that. I hope, in addition to

being responsive on this Canadian grain issue, continuing to work
at Making that a priority, that we send strong message on steel.
My colleague, Senator Rockefeller, feels deeply because people's
lives are at stake. When that agreement in July, that contractual
agreement, comes to an end, there are tens of thousands of people
at risk fo r losin their jobs through no fault of their own.
It is critical that we respond, and that we respond effectively, because otherwise these trade laws will lose respect in this country.
Then we will have a very difficult time maintaining any kind of
regie for the long term.
Secretary DAL.EY. Senator, if I could just make one comment on
a point you made. I know it is a concern of yours. That is, the inability of small businesses to take advantage of the trade remedies.
Under Secretary Aaron testified last month before -the committee.
We are trying to work with the committee to try to come up with
an idea.
One idea that was put forward was possibly having some funds
with which we could work with the States and have a grant program with the States, so they could then work with small businesses to put together the funds to take action under our trade
laws, which we acknowledge can be long and costly. So, I think
there are some ways to addrss some of the concerns of your small
businesses.
Senator Comma. Well, I appreciate that. I want to say, we do respect the work of the two of you. We know that you labor long and
hard to make this all effective, but you are caught up in a system
that is not perfect. Part--of -our obligation is to try to improve it.

The CIIAmMAN. Senator Robb?

Senator RoEB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Secretary, Madam
Ambassador, I wonder if you could respond just for a minute to the

you heard from the last two colleagues. My friends
that
passon
North Dakota and West Virginia have in the past very
fromi both
fr-equently articulated not only the problem, but the underlying
concern, the depth of the emotion that these problems create.
For many of us who profess, as almost everyone has said in one
way or another around the table, to be fr-ee traders, there is a
human dimension, and it is very real. I do not have quite the extent of the vested problem in either the steel or the durham problem. I am aware ofit and I have heard both of our colleagues who
have just interrogated you and made their feelings very clear on
this issue.
But it seems to me that we have the age-old problem, of the impact on the people who are adversely affected, or believe they are
going to be adversely affected.Sometimes there are even more of
the latter than the former, by others who do not play by the rules,
to use the terminology that the Senator from South Dakota just
used.
What obligation do we have to address the underlying human
problem and human concern that is clearly generated by the dumping practices that are taking place in both areas, or the perspective
on unfair trade practices which have got to be a little more neutral? What do you see that we can do about those?
Secretary DALEY. I think, and this really goes back to Senator
Moynihan's comments earlier. For those of us who believe in an
open trading system, we have got to make sure that we hold that
middle of America, who have benefitted by an opening trading system and are supportive of it, but are at this point questioning
whether seeing certain people in our society impacted. negatively
and their concerns about the changes that are going on in the overall society, the technology changes that have changed the work
force much more than trade has changed the work force. How do
we hold that middle of support?
There is no question that Senator Rockefeller's deep concerns on
this issue are not new. They are concerns that he has had for
many, many years, going back to even before he was Governor. He
understands this issue as well, if not better, than anyone, and understands the depth of the personal feelings of people.
We hear these stories from people, real people, and also from
those who come in, whether it is the union or the industry that
comes in, to visit with us. We are trying to balance that.
At a time when our overall economy obviously is gin vry well,
to see people who are subject to fluctuations in the market that
have occurred over the last, less than a year, the truth of the matter is, this surge, these difficulties, started in April of 1998. If you
look at the imports and you look at the impact, it really started in
April and then dramaticallyv went up in May, through November,
so, a period of about 6 months.
But, even though that is a short period, it has had an enormous
impact on the 10,000 that have been affected as of January 30, and
the potential obviously of the numbers that Senator Rockefeller
speksof thatar enormous.
So we are trying to balance that. Again, a few people feel the
so long.
because they have been involved in this issue forthe
Passion
laws,
~ut we are
working. We are trying to take advantage of
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as you have passed them, to move quickly and to enforce them. We
believe that, even though it is a short period.
We have seen dramatic results to bring down from this surge
that started in April that has had such a devastating impact. On
a week-by-week basis, we will monitor this to make sure that we
are on top of it, and whether we have to change the laws.
But this President has spent over 6 years now trying to work
with the Congress to get our economy strong for-the overall good,
and we are taking steps to try to hold that good economy, and at
the same time prepare for the next administration.
Senator ROBB. I certainly do not want to see us lose that. I am
concerned, as the Ranking Member has suggested, that the actions
that we might take Could have consequences far beyond anything
that we are talking about here.
But the old problem, and certainly everyone around this table,
and I think both the Secretary and Ambassador Barshefsky have
heard me use this analogy before, to the one individual who may
have a job at this point, it is no great source of relief or euphoria
for him or her to find out that, although their job may be at risk,
one of the trade agreements is going to provide employment for two
unemployed cousins, or whatever the case may be, if their own job
is placed at risk.
As one who has supported each of the agreements that have
come along and who wants to see us continue to enjoy the fr-uits
of the kind of trade relationships that we have had, it seems to me
that we do have an obligation to try to respond to the very real concerns.
Let me say to my friend from West Virginia, and I have been
working with him for almost 30 years. We were Governors almost
20 years ago together. The passions that you hear today are the
same passions that he exhibited for the people of West Virginia in
a way that very few public officials can truly understand and represent, the kinds of concerns. He has a way of conveying those to
colleagues that is unparalleled, as far as I am concerned, over a
long period of time.
So, I take those concerns seriously, but I take the potential implications of the kind of legislation that was passed by the House very
seriously as well. I am looking for some way to address the underlying concerns that are real without creating some sort of devastation on the whole system.Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHuaRm.
Thank you.
Senator Murkowski?
Senator Muiuowsfa. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I guess we are
all puzzled, frustrated, and recognize your degree of frustration for
not being able to enforce the trade laws that we have, playing by
the rules of the antidumping laws.
I am particularly moved by Senator Moynihan's reference to the
danger of where we are drifting with our fr-ustration being expressed. I am sympathetic to my friends who are dependent on the
steel industry. But I would suggest to you it is not unique to the
steel industry, it is all of our commodities, our oil, agriculture, timber, minerals, fisheries. They are all under water.

Now, we have got a little good with the bad. It is great for inflation, is it not? It is great for inflation. The administrtion, of
course, is motivated by the economic prosperity that we have. But
it is rather curious that everybody is under water. The economy is
at an all-time high, inflation is low, and these are the causes of it.
I am looking at commodities in addition to steel. Agricultural
jobs are down 14 percent, mining down 22 percent, manufacturing
jobs decreased 360,000 from 1985 to 1995. Low commodity prices,
minerals, gold, lead, zinc, silver, agricultural products, soybeans,
wheat, corn, oil. Water is cheaper than oil. Cattle, timber.
Senator GRAmm. You mean the other way around.
Senator MURKowsKi. I -mean the other way around. Oil is now
cheaper than water. These are all historic lows. And we blame
Asia, we blame everybody but ourselves. But the realization is, imports are attractive and we are becoming more dependent on imports. Our mark-ups are higher on imported apparel than domestic
apparel, so the wholesalers obviously are attracted.
But it seems to me, as we address the necessity of recognizing
job losses in the steel -industry, we are looking at the rest of the
commodity market as well. You cannot look at it singularly.
It seems to me you have to look at the ills associated with all
commodities and recognize that we are either all going to move
over to high-tech, Microsoft type jobs, which I doubt the reality of,
or we are going to do somet Igabout protecting our basic commodity markets without, as Senator Moynihan suggested, drifting
towards a very dangerous situation that we have already seen during Smoot-Hawley, where we built a fence around our Nation.
It would seem that the answer is to enforce the existing trade
laws. But I have worked on issues, and one of my favorites was trying to get U.S. firms into the Japanese construction industry. They
just stonewall us. Our markets are open to them; theirs are not
open.
I am venting my- frustration. I am wondering, is it not better to
look at the entire cause of all of our commodities being in a situation? I am sure Senator Gramm would indicate the number of jobs
lost in the oil industry. There are thousands and thousands in my
State of Alaska; 600 here, another 1,000 there.
So, this is a compound problem. I wonder if either of you are suggesting how you propose that this administration not just take on
the steel industry, but take on the underlying cause that we find
our commodities all under water. What are you going to do about
it? What are we going to do about this?

Ambassador BARSHEFsKY. Let me just say that obviously we are

happy to work with you and with the committee. I think you see,
generally speaIn g, a collapse of commodity prices globally. This
not only impacts the U.S., it impacts other countries, particularly
the produce countries. For example, Chile and copper, which
forms such a large part of Chilean GDP.
The reasons for that collapse are very complicated. In the case
off agiulue it is, in part, bumper crops in countries that forbeen large agricultural producers, coupled with bad
hadin not
merl
wather
other countries, coupled with a collapse of the Asian
economy, the inability to afford basic foodstuffs. The Indonesians'

rice subsidies were taken away because they simply cannot afford
any increases in price, particularly with a devalued currenv-.
§o I think there are many reasons that, for example, in agi
culture, but also in other areas, that commodity prices have collapsed.
To the extent that collapse results in capacity reductons, that
may help prices firm because these commodity prices, whether it
is wheat or corn, whether it is copper, whether it is oil, tend to be
global prices. There is relatively ittle differentiation among countries, which is, in part, why we think of them as commodities.
But part of this may result in a shake-out of capacity, particularly less productive capacity. That, therefore, would create some
We may be seeing that already beginning in agriprice
culurefirmig
and a. few of the other commodity markets.
Part of this is addressed in IMF programs, which try and gt
government out of business in the countries in which this has be
come a problem. But I think this is a complex area and one that
is probably subject to a lot of different economic interpretations as
to why what has happened has happened all at once, seemingly. It
is something I think we should look at with the committee.
I would say, as; a general matter, I do think that to the extent
imports coming into the U.S. are unfairly traded, if they are subsidized or dumped, I do think our trade laws are effective remedies.
But that is not, generally speaking, a remedy to which most of
the sectors you have mentioned have decided to turn, in part, because the price collapse is a global one, it is not predatory pricing
in the U.S. market, per se.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Gramm?
Senator GRAmm. Well, Mr. Chairman, thank you. Thank you, Mr.
Secretary and Madam Ambassador.
Let me jusi take up, Madam Ambassador, where you left off.
Your point, I think, is the critical point, that we are in the midst
of a global recession where we are blessed by havn very strong
levels of demand. We are looking at an industry that has had tremendous technological breakthroughs in the last 10 years and, as
a result, since 1983, has eliminated 9,000 a year, on average, as
a result of cost-saving technology.
The basic problem, from the point of view of the steel industryand from the point of view of many other industr-ies, quite frankly-is. that in our Section 201, we have two provisions, which I
strongly support, by the way, for exactly the reasons they are
against it.
Number one is, you have got to prove you suffered serious injury.
Two, you have got to prove that imports were a substantial cause.
The law defines substantial cause: "A cause which is important,
but not less than any other cause." Now, these are not huge standards.
Now, what is important about this, is that if you eliminate these
standards, and this H.R. 1120 eliminates the substantial standard,
let -me tell you what you are buying into.
Now, Iknow you all were trying to sto paterrble bill in the
House with abad bill. But let me tefl you wat yourare buying into
when you take substantial out of this law. You have ot a big technological breakthrough going on in an industry. Take -computer
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chips. This industry happens to be one we are a world leader in,
but we have falling prices in that industry.
So what happens is, if you take "substantially" out, you have a
potential where both these words prevent us fr-om. p iing the trigger on protectionism, where we impose countervaiin duties, and
so Americans pay more for steel than people in the rest of the
world, or for that matter, let us bring it close to home, more for
oil than other people in the world. We have 40 jobs in fabricating
steel for every one we have got producing it.
So, without these high standards, we would constantly be shooting ourselves, not in te foot, but in the head, because we would
be constantly imposing duties, driving up basic commodity prices
on which our prosperity is built.
So when you take "substantially,". out of here, you are setting
yourselves up for a technological breakthrough in an industry, especially if the breakthrough does not start in America, where we
would literally end up protecting Americans in using old technology
when the rest of the world is using new technology.
Senator Roc]KEFELLER. Would the Senator yield?
Senator GRAMM. No. Now, here is my point. You need to think
long and hard before you take "substantially" out of this law, because when you do it, you are going to end up with all of these
ein taken that, in many cases, are not the result of
measres
trade
in and ofitself; or where trade is not a substantial matter.
Do you share that concern, Madam Ambassador?
Ambassador BARSHEFSKY. I think we have to look at any change
in trade law very, very carefully on a couple of bases. One, would
the change be consistent with our international obligations? Two,
could we live with mirror legislation in other countries? Remember,
we are the world's single largest exporter; what is sauce for the
goose is sauce for the gander. We always need to be aware that foreign countries might mirror what we do.
In the case of Section 201, we have a curious situation where the
standards in our law-and I cannot tell you exactly why this is-are higher than the old GATT1 standard or the WTO standard.
Our standards are also higher than, for example, those employed
by Europe in making assessments. I think it is a legitimate question to ask, should our standard be WTO-plus, or would it be sufficient for our standard to be WTO-consistent, perhaps afford some
relief to the industry that might have been on the cusp.
Senator GRAMM. But let me ask you a question, if I may.
Ambassador BARSHEFSKY. Yes.
Senator GRAMM. Who benefits fr-om the high standard? It seems
to me, we are acting as if having a substantial cause standard, because that is a high standard compared to the world, we are acting
as if that hurts us. But, in a sense, we are also the big beneficiary
of it.
Ambassador BARsHEFsKy. I think that what you are raisin is
one of the elements that the committee needs to consider and look
at as it assesses the Levin-Houghton bill, or similar approaches
which some on the Senate side have suggested. I think we have to
look at the question, is this higher standard a net advantage or a
net disadvantage, or would it wash out in the end?
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The only other point, if I could make it, and I do not know the
Levin-Houghton bill well enough, but, of course,
of the
specifics
under WTO
rules, imports, as a cause of injury, still must meet a
fairly high test. That is, you would have to show that the import
increases are at the least an important cause of that serious injury,
that is not a low standard as it is. Important cause carries with
it some weight.
The only other point I would make is that, as in all Section 201
cases, of course, the ultimate relief imposed is decided on by the
President. In that process, and I think this is probably true of any
President, and I am not merely speaking of Mr. Clinton, all sides,
those who would disfavor relief and restrictions, those who would
favor restrictions, those who might have other interests, are heard
from, and those interests can be balanced in a way that does not
necessarily lead to one outcome or another.
Senator GRAmm. Well, let me say that I am not sure that I want
to leave a decision where we would take a word like "substantial"
out when we have got 40 jobs at stake for every one we are saving
and disadvantaging domestic producers. I am not sure that I want
to give that power to the President.
I would just urge you, while you are urging us to look at these
provisions, to look at them.
Ambassador BARsHEFKy. Absolutely. We will.
Senator GRAmm. I would also just make a final point, Mr. Chairman, since I am out of time. In looking at what we have done in
places like Russia and Japan,, especially in the case of Russia, a society absolutely on its back, I think we have done more than enforce the trade laws. I think no one can complain that your administration is not doing everything possible in order to protect steel,
it seems to me.
I would like to have sat in on the room where we explained to
the Russians that we believe in trade, only do not send any more
steel to the United States, when no one has filed a Section 201 protest. The reason they have not is very clear: you have got to provide proof.
I think in these passionate moments, when all of the politics are
on the side of give relief, give relief, give relief, that we have got
to look at the national prosperity.
I think that Section 201 is too easy to trigger, in my opinion. I
certainly am opposed to making it ayeie tpuhundreds of
thousands of people out owrkin responding to what can often
become more political than economic.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAiRmAN. Thank you, Senator Gramm.
Well, I think we have our work cut out for us.
Senator MoyNIHAN. Now, is that all clear to you? (Laughter.]
The CHAnthmmN But it is a serious matter. Somehow, we have to
find some answer to the problem, because I think the 'economy is
at stake. I would age w&hwaAyditnuse colleague said.
So we will look forward to working with you and Senator Rockefeller to try to come up with some kind of solution.
Thank you very much for being here today.

Ambassador

BAIWHEFSKY.

Thank you.

Secretary DALEY. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Our second panel today is made up of six distinguished witnesses.
Curtis Barnette is the chairman and CEO of Bethlehem Steel
Corporation; George Becker is the president of the United Steelworkers of America; Joseph Cannon is the chairman and CEO of
Geneva Steel Corporation; Thomas Belot is the president and CEO
of the Volirath Company; David Daniel is the president of Quality
Tubing, Inc.; and finally, Jack Porter is the chief of Procurement
at Caterp~llar.
Thank y6li, gentlemen, for coming. I do want to note at this stage
that we did have scheduled Bruce Bartlett from the National Center for Policy Analysis to join us as well. Due to the pressure of
time, we are unable to hear from him.
Gentlemen, it is a pleasure to welcome you. We will start with
Mr. Barnette.
STATEMENT OF CURTIS H. BARNETE, CHAIRMAN AND CEO,
BETHLEHEM STEEL CORPORATION, BETHLEHEMA, PA

Mr. BARNETE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for this opportunity to be with you. I come with both pride and regret, Mr.
Chairman. Pride in our industry that is truly a low-cost world-class
industry, and regret for the serious injury that is being caused for
industry because of these unprecedented levels of unfairly traded
I
foreign imports.
We have, Mr. Chairman, as a trade policy, longstanding, to support open markets, to support market-based trade, to support rulebased trade. But when those rules are breached and cause injury,
- they must be enforced to preserve the very foundation of our trading system.
We have taken three actions as an industry and joined with our
colleagues in the United Steelworkers, and others. We have taken
legal, actions through the trade cases we brought, public affairs actions through a very broad-based educational campaign, Stand Up
for Steel and Stand Up for America campaign. Third, we have bein
working with our Congress in so many ways, and with the administration.
1We have urged the administration to take 10 specific actions.
They are covered in my statement. We have also recommended
that the Congress consider eight specific legislative changes that
we think are essential.
We do wish, with your permission, Mr. Chairman, graphically, if
I may-and charts have been provided to you-to tell a steel story.
I would ask that you would refer to the booklet which I hope has
been given to each member of the committee, and would make six
observations.
Chart 1 simply demonstrates, over a period of time, 1995 to
1998, the very substantial increases in import penetration into this
market. Let me remind you that, during the last months of 1998,
we were approaching 50 percent of the domestic market.
The second chart demonstrates monthly import totals. April
through November represent the eighth highest monthly import
levels in the history of import trade.

Chart 3 shows the increases in just two products. This is not just
about hot-rolled and plate and COil but looK at the increases in just
those two products during this time frame.
The fourth, takes a very specific product, plates-to-cut-length and
shows the massive increases from just three countries, South
Korea, Japan, and Indonesia.
Now, the critically important chart. It has been missed in all of
the testimony this morning. When imports go up at that unprecedented level, prices collapse. Using just one product, the Japanese
product of hot-rolled, it is down 40 percent. That is the price of
steel in the marketplace today. So there is no recovery once those
prices are so depressed, whatever the volumes are happening.
I may refer you also then to Chart 6, which shows the other devastating effect of such a massive increase in imports. When imports
go up, the operating rates in our companies come down. That
means we are operating less efficiently, employees are out of work,
our shipments are down, and we suffer the consequences financially.
Here, we see an industry operating in the 90 percent level until
these surges took p lace, driving us to 75 percent, which is an unacceptable level and a rat at which, in general, we are operating
today with respect to our operating rates.
So here are the consequences. Imports are up, approaching 50
percent of our market. Prices are down 40 percent. Operating rates
are diving into the 75th percent level. To preserve our industry and
our companies, we must take all those actions that we can take.
We wish to take them fully within the law, and we have done
so. But we must have laws that are certainly no more restrictive
than WTO authorized. We 'urge the Congress, in every respect, to
be examining that issue.
That would constitute my informal opening remarks, Mr. Chairman. I would look forward to your questions.

The

CHAmimAN.

Thank you, Mr. Barnette.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Barnette appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRmAN. Mr. Becker?
STATEMENT OF GJRORGE BECKER, INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT, UNITED SIEELWORKERS OF AMERICA, PITTSBURGH,
PA

Mr. BECKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The crisis in steel is not over. There have been some margins
that have been applied to Japan, to Russia, and to Brazil, but al-ready we have seen shifting of product lines within Japan, moving
around those that were covered by the hot-rolled..
And we have seen surges--and it has been talked about already-from other countries that are out there, primarily Indonesia, China, and Australia, but we understand France and others
have all upped their market. The marketplace is here in the United
States, and they are going to fill that market.
The stake of the steel industry is what we are concerned about.
There has already been testimony and comments regarding 10,000
steelworkers that have lost their jobs over the last year, and another 100,000 that are at risk. We believe this is a very real risk.

We have got three companies that have already ified bankruptcy,
smaller companies in the United States.
We know that there is another three that have missed heavy obligations, payments that are to be made, and are very much at risk.
We expect tids to go up dramatically. There is no way that they
are going to be able to survive over the long haul.
We have pleaded for the administration to do something for the
last 15 months, a bit longer than what was alluded to here by the
Secretary of Commerce, because we started out with other agencies
within the government. This was very predictable, what was going
to take place.
Even though we got some cases settled, those with Russia,
Brazil, and Japan, the devastation that this leaves in its wake is
beyond recovery. We found that we do not get these jobs back. Everybody is concentrating their efforts on the industry.
We should be concerned about the industry, but I am also concerned about workers, I am concerned about their families, I am
concerned about the communities and the devastation there.
None of the approaches that we have talked about'in any way
deals with working with the human element of this. President Clinton talks about putting a human face on trade. We have the human
face out there in the steel community. We see this daily. This is
what we are trying to deal with.
We believe it is absolutely essential that we get a quota bill,
something that deals definitely with the problem that we are talking about. We have not talked about building a fence around America.
The quota bill does not do that. We have said, you establish a
quota at the pre-crisis level. This is somewhere in the neighborhood
of 20 percent. There is not another industrialized nation in the
world that would give away 20 percent of their market willingly.
This is what we have done.
I applaud the other Senators that have come forward with bills
of their own, but We are supporting, in the long run. We feel we
have to have one that we can come behind in a solid way. We are
solidly in support of Senator Rockefeller's bill, which will mirrorimage the bill that was passed in the House.
We are concerned also about the linkage, the linkage between
China and their steel industry They have the largest steel-producing mechanism in the world dand they are the largest steel producers in, the world. Their imports into the United States are increasing.
We are concerned about what ha pens if their accession into the
WTO occurs, and what kind of rues are going to be applid by
that. The administration says, and they have -said repeatedl, that
a quota bill is problematic with the WTO. I do not believe tat is.
We have never believed that that is the case.
But if it is the case, -if the administration is right, their accession
into the WTO with this possibility, the cheapest and the largest
*steel industry in the world I think there are problems we are going
to have to deal with.
We are here today to talk about the steel quota and what it will
do, what it will provide. The existing laws, clearly, from the steelworkers' end, from a worker's end, are not sufficient to protect the
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industry. Fifteen months, 16 months is too long of a period for us
to go through the process in order to have some kind of control or
effect. We need action. We need it now. We need the Senate to rally
solidly behind the Rockefeller bill.
I would add one other comment, because we have drifted in some
of the prior conversations about the number of other jobs in the
United States that are at risk. We have lost 285,000 industrial jobs
last year in the United States. In January, we lost 50,000 more.
In February, it is my understanding we have lost 60,000. We are
heading the wrong way, with the trade laws that we have now and
the enforcement mechanism we have.I
How much of this is tied in with steel? We have no way of knowwe know that we are at risk with the current trade laws
ing
tat But
we had today, and with the defense mechanism in order to
support that.
The CHAntmAN. Thank you, Mr. Becker.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Becker appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRmA. Mr. Belot?
STATEMENT OF THOMAS BELOT, PRESIDENT AND CEO, THE
VOLLEATH COMPANY, L1LC., SHEBOYGAN, WI
Mr. BELOT. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee. Were Mr. Gramm still here, I would gladly give my
time to him because he has said more eloquently what I am about
to say.
I am Tom Belot. I am president of the Vollrath Company in Sheboygan, Wisconsin. I am here on behalf; however, of not just my
company, but of the North American Association of Food Equipment Manufactirers as a member company.
NAFEM represents 650 U.S. firms that manufacture commercial
stoves, broilers, toasters, refrigerators, dishwashers, beverage dispensers, food carts, and many other lines of food preparation and
serving equipment. Therefore, we are users of steel.
Our members employ approximately 60,000 men and women in
the United States. Total sales are $6.5 billion at the manufacturers'
level. Stainless steel represents about 30 percent of all of our costs
of production.
My own firm produces products including broilers, steamers, food
warmrs, food carts, pots and pans, and many other products. A
brochure that I have submitted may give you an idea of a range
of our own products, over 2,500 in total just from my firm, most
of which are made out of stainless steel.
This industry uses about 550 million tons of stainless steel a
year, and is the second-largest user of stainless in our country, second only to transportation. In companies which principally use domestic stainless steel-and Volirath is one of these-the access to
foreign markets is essential to retain price competition and to assure the supply of specialty materials used by many of our member
oe.TtlUS
compares n NAEI70mnad
e.TolUS.employMy own firm employs 70mnadw
ment at all NAFEM members is approximately 60,000, as I said before. This one segment of the American steel-using industry employs about one-hrd as many workers as the entire U.S. steel industry.

Our industry is a great American success story. We lead the
world in the technology of food preparation equipment. A number
of our members, including my company, have won the Department
of Commerce's 'T" award for export.
Over 80 percent of NAFEM members have markets overseas. My
own firm exports about 10 percent of our products. The average
among all NAFEM members is about 20 percent. That is a lot of
exported stainless steel. That is, stainless steel exported with high
value-added, job-intensive manufactured product.
Our industry's export markets are growing rapidly, or at least
they have been growing rapidly. Growing markets for our products
have, up until now, meant an increased need for stainless steel and
an increased need for workers.
We have a technological advantage and will continue to compete
effectively around the world unless artificial trade barriers raise
our costs and put us at a world market disadvantage.
Although you would normally believe that an industry would
work in the best interests of its customers, in this case the steel
industry is clearly not. The drive by the domestic steel manufacturing industry for punitive duties meant to cut off foreign supplies
and the proposals before you for quotas that would roll steel imports back to the levels of two to 4 years ago will mean lost sales
and lost jobs in the now-thriving food equipment manufacturing industry.
As Senator Gramm mentioned, 40:1 is the ratio of jobs in the
steel industry versus steel users. This is exactly what happened in
1980, when we had voluntary quotas on imported steel, including
stainless steel.
Domestic prices of stainless 304, our principal material, rose 75
percent in 18 months, to a level well above world prices. Our industry's ability to compete was crippled. It was several years after the
phase-outs of the VRAs before our industry recaptured foreign markets and began again to grow at double-digit rates.
Imports of stainless steel did increase markedly in 1998 over
1997, but-and this is very important-that is not at the expense
of production, sales, or employment in the domestic industry.'
Shipments by domestic manufacturers of stainless steel, whether
you look at stainless steel or specifically at stainless steel strip and
sheet, were higher in 1998 than they were in 1997, or in any recent
year. Shipments, even in 1998, December, exceeded 1997, December.
For the domestic stainless industry, to replace the proposed cuts
in imports would require production of about 99,000 tons that
would be taken out of exports. I do not know if they can meet this
demand or not.
I think there would be shortages, at least for a tradition period,
and I am sure these trade restrictions would lead to sharply higher
prices with a negative effect on the competitiveness of our industry
that I have tried to describe.
The law of supply and demand, proven by our experience under
the VRAs of the 1980's, is that quotas or similar import restrictions
would lead to higher prices for stainless steel in the United States,
and that these prices will rise above those in competing countries.

In fact, quotas here will probably lead to greater supply and lower
prices in the rest of the world, and for my competitors.
While our export markets would be the first to go, we would also
begin to see increased imports of stainless steel in finished food
equipment coming into our own market from overseas. And we
would see some shifting away from steel to plastics. What good
would this do anyone?
This is not the time for the United States to back away from the
prniles of free trade. Protectionism is rising around the world.
Retitions on imports by the United States will hurt our competitiveness and will soon be followed by other nations' restrictions on
our own exports. Other industries, from high-technology manufac-_
turngt aricltre, could be harmed.
Weko wa opened under the "Voluntary Restraint Agreements"-"voluntary" quotas of the late 1980's, when stainless steel
prices went up 75 percent in 18 months, and they killed our marPlease, let us not make that same mistake again.
The CHAIRmAN. Thank you, Mr. Belot.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Belot appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Cannon?
STATEMENT OF JOSEPH A. CANNON, CHAIRMAN AND CEO,
GENEVA STEEL CORPORATION, VINEYARD, UT
Mr. CANNON. Good morning. Thank you very much for holding
this hearing this morning. My name is Joe Cannon. I am chairman
and CEO f eneva Steel, located in Vineyard, Utah.
In 1987, we resurrected a shuttered steel mill and restored 2,600
jobs. We made steel, we made money. We went public. We invested
nearly $400 million in our mill to become a leading low-cost steel
supplier in the United States.
In 1996, we were hit with a wave of plate imports from Ukraine,
Russia, and China. We filed antidumping cases and won them with
100 percent average dumping duties against these inefficient producers.
Suspension agreements entered into for foreign policy, and not
trade poolicy, reasons allowed those countries to retain 400,000 tons
annually of plate in the United States, down from 1.2 million tons
shipped in 1996. Just as our company started to recover from this
financial debacle, the world economic crisis produced a surge in imports in 1998 which threatens our survival.
Our biggest product is plate. From 1997 to 1998, plate imports'
increased from 1.25 million to 1.85 million tons, a 46 percent increase. Imports of that product took over 28 percent of th~e U.S.
market.
Our second-biggest product is hot-rolled sheet. Between 1997 and
1998, imports increased from 6.3 million tons to 11.1 million tons,
a 77 percent increase. Imports took 36 percent of that U.S. market.
Our third product is welded line pipe. Imports increased from
220,000 tons in 1997 to 330,000 tons in 1998, a 50 percent increase, with imports taking up to 37 percent of U.S. market. I
might say, in January of 1999 there was more line pipe imported
into the United States than the domestic product.

These huge import increases at dumped prices have forced domestic prices, as Mr. Barnette pointed out, to fall by $80 to $100
a ton in each of our major markets. Domestic shipments in each
product category have fallen by at least 15 to 20 percent thus far
this year.
At Geneva, our company, we shut down a blast furnace in September. We reduced our work force by over 800 workers and saw
fourth quarter 1998 sales fall over 50 percent from fourth quarter
1997, resulting in a $50 million fourth quarter loss.
This fourth quarter loss resulted in our company filing for Chapter 11 bankruptcy on February 1. Today, I urge the Finance Committee to request an investigation by the ITC, under Section 201,
on flat-rolled steel products, including cut-to-length plate and slab.
A number of members have asked this morning, what can be
done? Ambassador Barshefsky noted herself that 201 is largely a
political decision, once the ITC has done its work. You have the political power. We do not have the political power. That is a way
that the Senate could act on this, is to request that 201 relief.
The reason for our request, is that the collapse of the world steel
demand is continuing and we face a renewed import surge in 1999
that could prevent Geneva from reorganizing under bankruptcy
laws and may cause many other U.S. -producers into bankruptcy or
closure.
For example, imports of hot-rolled sheet in January were slightly
more than imports of hot-rolled sheet in January of 1998, at about
a half a million tons. But an import decrease of 250,000 tons from
Russia and Japan because of antidumping cases was replaced by
250,000 tons of increased imports from other countries, primarily
from China, Indonesia, Australia, the Netherlands, India, and
South Africa. This is illustrated on a chart that I have attached to
my testimony.
Most of these are Asian countries. Just as with'the import surge
of 1998, these increased imports are hitting the west coast first,
then moving through the midwest, the east coast, and southeast
later in 1998.
I will get to my main point. Because of these world market conditions, international trading companies will never show any mercy
to the U.S. market. They will bring in product from anywhere in
the world where there is more supply than demand and dump it
into the U.S. market at prices significantly below U.S. -producers'
cost. We cannot face this wave, after wave, after wave, of imports
which often are closing the barn door after the horse is gone.
So, a 201 case provides a comprehensive arrangement that looks
at all the factors, even those mentioned by Senator Gramm,-that
could produce a result here that would give the domestic industry
that time period to adjust to what is going on in these foreign markets.
Thank you very much.
The CHAntmAN. Thank you, Mr. Cannon.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cannon appears in the appendix.]

The

CHAUWAN.

Mr. Daniel?

STATEMENT OF DAVID 1. DANIEL, PRESIDENT, QUALITY
TUBING, INC., HOUSTON, TX
Mr. DANIEL. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
thank you for the opportunity to present Quality Tubing's views on
H.R. 975.
My name is David Daniel and I am president of Quality Tubing.
We employ over 100 people in our plant in Houston, Texas, and I
am here to explain why H.R. 975, as well as other measures designed to restrict imports of steel, are ill-advised.
Quality Tubing was the first company established for the sole
purpose of manufacturing steel coil tubing for use in the oil and
gas industry. The hot-rolled steel that we must use to make our
critical service coil tubing is unavailable fr-om domestic American
manufacturers of hot-rolled steel, and the high strength that we require makes it even more difficult to obtain.
This critical service coil tubing product, referred to as "downhole
work strings," is used by the oil and gas industry in deep, highly
pressurized oil and gas wells, where it must be uncoiled from large
spools, sometimes fed up to depths of 20,000 feet or more, and
coiled back onto a spool for use in another well.
.The constant coiling and uncoiling of this product subjects the
material to significant metal fatigue. As a consequence, the life
span of this coil tubing is three to 4 months. Any interruption in
the supply of the steel will, in a very short time, affect not only the
jobs at Quality Tubing, but jobs in the oil and gas industry as well.
Quality Tuing purchases aapproximately 70 percent of its hotrolled steel needs from Japan because the products are simply not
produced by domestic steel mills. Quality Tubing has worked with
domestic suppliers to produce steel meeting the requirements of
our customers.
However, domestic suppliers have repeatedly been unable or unwilling to attempt the production of the hot-rolled steel we require
for critical service applications. Therefore, Quality Tubing has
turned to the Japanese steel mill, Sumitomo Metals, to develop the
steel we need in order to produce steel coil tubing with the properties required by our customers.
The steel purchased by Quality Tubing from Japan is not fuingible with either U.S.-produced steel, steel fr-om Russia, or Brazil.
Only Sumitomo Metals has been willing to attempt the production
of the uniquely tapered rolled steel essential to our business. This
tapered hot-rolled steel tapers fr-om a thicker gaug to a thinner
gaugealong the length of the coil. This very unique material is
prodcin. citing rpreeting approximately 25 percent of our
We believe the potential adverse impact on our business by H.R,
975 is a prime example of unintended consequences. Nonethele,
those consequences are real. H.R. 975 is aimed at steel that is
dumped in this country at lower than market prices. Yet, Japanese
prcsfor the hot-rolled steel that we purchase are higher than the
coetgrades of available steel from U.S. supp hers.
Furthermore, in. each of the last 4 years the Japanese steel we
purchased has increased in price. Although the steel we import is
not produced in the United States, trade restrictions often do not

__

distinguish between imports, which compete with domestic products, and those which are not available domestically.
Our Japanese supplier has responded to what competition there
is from domestic sources by moving into higher grades of specialized products rather than reducing its price.
With respect to price, the Japanese p rice per ton increased each
year, as did domestic sources. The Japanese price per ton increased, on average, three percent per year. The Japanese pic
that we paid averages 49 percent more than the closest grade of
domestic steel.
Any reduction in our ability to import this high quality steel
would gravely impact Quality Tubing's competitiveness in the marketplace. Although the overall market for this niche product ia
small, production of coil tubing strings enables the $1 billion coil
tubing services market to function.
In the event of an interruption in imports, all of the coiled steel
tubing in existence would be retired in very short order and could
not be replaced with steel of a like quality and functionality.
U.S. service companies, as a consequence, would feel the negative
impact of a loss of this product almost immediately. U.S. ener~
production and jobs could be, and almost certainly would be, a5versely affected. Indeed, Quality Tubing would have to turn to a
French coil supplier, and not a U.S. supplier, for the closest substitute steel product in order to stay in business.
Mr. Chairman, we produce a unique product essential to the efficient operation of the U.S. oil and gas industry. In the 23 years
since our founding, we and are market have steadily grown and we
expect to, and hope to, expand our markets still further as the industry prospers. But without access to this steel, our business and
the businesses of our customers would surely falter. It is that simple.
I urge you then, as you evaluate this bill, to keep in mind companies like Quality Tubing, which produce secialized products and
do not deserve to be adversely affected by legsainimdtex
acting quotas on commercial-grade steel imports.
Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Daniel.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Daniel appears in the appendix.)
The CHAIRMAN. Now, Mr. Porter.
STATEMENT OF JACK B. PORTER, CHIEF OF PROCUREMENT,
CATERPILLAR, INC., PEORIA, EL, ON BEHALF OF THE EMIERGENCY COMMITTEE FOR AMERICAN TRADE, WASHINGTON,
DC

Mr. PORTrER. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, on behalf
of Caterpillar and the Emergency Committee for American Trade,
ECAT, than you for this opportunity to present our views regarding the pending steel quota bill and other legislative proposals that
would change U.S . trade remedy laws.
I am Jack Porter, Caterpillar's chief procurement office. I am appearing before the committee today on behalf of the Emergency
Committee for American Trade, an association of major American
companies with global operations representing all principal sectors
Of the U.S. economy. The annual sales of ECAT member companies

total over $1 trillion. The companies employ approximately four
million people.
Caterpillar and other ECAT member companies understand that
the domestic industries, which are experiencing increased import
competition, may appropriately apply for relief under existing unfair trade remedy statutes. In fact, there are ECAT member companies that are among those who have petitioned for such relief.
ECAT is concerned, however, that the U.S. steel industry's efforts to convince the Congress and the administration to grant
them special relief from steel imports beyond that provided. for
under existing U.S. trade remedy statutes could result in market
closing measures which would subject U.S. exports to the risk of retaliation, undermine U.S. competitiveness, and threaten the United
States' economic expansion.
Enacting special relief for the steel industry would signal to our
trading partners that we have abandoned our support *for the open
trading system and would encourage them to make similar measures to protect their own domestic industries.
Instead, the United States must remain steadfast in its opposition to protectionism and to help its trading partners do the same
by urging them to agree to a standstill of trade-restrictive measures in advance of the WVTO ministerial which the United States
will host this fall.
My written testimony discusses these issues at length. But, to
comply with the Chairman's request for brevity, I would like to
focus the remainder of my oral comments and how the steel quota
bill would affect American steel-using manufacturers like Caterpillar.
As you may know, Caterpillar's business strategy is somewhat
unique in that we compete- globally from what is primarily a U.S.
manufacturing base. The products we make are steel-intensive. We
buy over 90 percent of our steel requirements from United States'
suppliers. The steel that we do import is primarily steel that is not
made in this country.
Last year, Caterpillar exported over $6 billion worth of machines
and engines throughout the world. As a result, Caterpillar continues to be America's largest exporter of United States-produced
plate steel.
I have been working with steel companies most of my career.
During that time, I have witnessed a remarkable transformation of
the United States' steel industry. Today, the American steel industry produces more high-quality steel with greater efficiency than
ever before. New, more modern facilities to produce more steel per
worker continue to come on-line. Older, less efficient factories are
being closed.
When it makes sense, the domestic steel industry increasingly relies on imported steel slab to further improve its competitiveness.
As a result, companies like Caterpillar that rely on steel have a
strong competitive reason to expand production in the United
States. That is one of the reasons why, for the past 2 years, steel
production in the United States has been at record-high levels.
Caterpillar strongly opposes the steel quota bill because it would
hurt our competitiveness, lead to direct retaliation against Cater-
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pillar exports, and undermine the international trading system,
which would jeopardize the global economic recovery.
Senators, with all due respect, it has been our experience that,
when the U.S. Government intervenes in the marketplace, it often
makes matters worse. The last time the U.S. used quotas to restrict steel trade during the 1980's, the ITC reported that it cost
American manufacturers as much as $12.4 billo in lost sales.
That is ITC Investigation Number 332-270, May 1989.
At Caterpillar, quota-induced shortages required us to fly in steel
from overseas just to keep our U.S. production lines running. On
one occasion, we came perilously close to shutting down our largest
plant while we waited for permission to import a type of steel that
was not even made in the U.S.
Today, we still rely on heavy, special section steel to make Cat
track shoes. So there is no confusion, let me point out that these
are not the Cat shoes you see teenagers wearing around town.
Rather, they are the track shoes that go on our bulldozer -s. Even
though there are no U.S. producers of this type steel, Caterpillar
continues to manufacture the end product in the U.S.
As a practical matter, if steel quotas keep us from importing this
type of steel, we will be forced to produce the finished product
somewhere else. It is my experience that it is hard to forecast steel
markets. Lead times are generally long.
Last summer, we were all surprised with the General Motors
strike. We hope that will not be repeated with the steelworkers this
year. Perhaps what is even more troubling is the direct impact that
the steel quota bill could have on American exports. Retaliation
could be catastrophe.
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, by now it is clear that
U.S. unfair trade laws are working. The steel industry remains
profitable, new factories are coming on-line. Rather than focusing
on new protectionist issues like the steel quota bill, we urge you
to support initiatives aimed at improving the competitiveness of
the U.S. steel industry. That way, the steel industry, American
manufacturers, and U.S. workers and consumers all win. Thank
you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Porter appears in the appendix.]
The HA~mN Thank you, Mr. Porter. You make a very eloquent statement about the impact of a quota bill becoming law.
I wonder what the rest of the panel would say. Mr. Daniel, if the
Senate should pass the quota bill, the President should sign it,
what kind of imp act would it have on our economy?
Mr. DANIEL. On our economy, in general? I think what it does,
is put restrictions in place that are unpredictable. The impact can
be positive or negative, but we do not know what they are. In fact,
the free trade practices have proven to be very effective without the
restrictions of quotas.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Cannon?
Mr. CANNON. I am not an economist and I do not know what
would happen to the whole economy.
Senator MONIA. You can think of yourself as an applied economist. That is all right.
Mr. CANNON. All right. Well, I do not want to avoid the question.
I would just say that one reason that in my testimony I asked for

a 201 relief, is I do think that that is a GATT-sanctioned approach
that could get at the same problem in a more systematic, systemic
waythan the quota bill.
But, on the other hand, we have supported the quota bill because
we are in, as I think there is ample evidence in the record to show,
a very damaging, overwhelmingly damaging, situation with respect
to this particular product in the United States. So, we think something has to be done. If you choose to do a quota bill, then that
would be fine.
I guess my position, and our company's position, was we would
like you to use your political clout with this administration in the
201 context.
The CHAnRMAN. Mr. Belot?
Mr. BELOT. Number one, I would like to say that I believe that'
adequate protection is already existing in 201, and I think it is incumbent on the steel industry to prove damage, which I think they
have had trouble doing. That is why they are here asking for the
quotas.
The effect that I believe the quotas would have, were they to
pass and the President were to sig them, would be, number one,
to limit the amount of supply of reign ste
Uoin into the
United States, raising tepieoselhrenteUied
States,
making us as users of steel less competitive when we export.
And also, because if you limit the supply in the United States
there will be more supply to our competitors overseas, their price
of stainless steel will probably drop, making them more competitive
in importing finished products into the United States. So, I think
it would be a devastating effect on both sides, limiting our exports
and making imports less expensive and making us less competitive
here in the United States.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Becker, a few of our witnesses have indicated that the impact of the quotas system would be serious on employees of other industries than steel. You are understandably concerned about the steelworkers. But have you made any study, or
has labor made any study, of what the impact would be on other
industries if we p ass the quota bill?
Mr. BECKER. Well, first of all, let me put it in just a little bit different way, because clearly I am not an economist either. But we
are not talking about shutting off steel fr-om everywhere in the
world, we are talking about establishing it at the pre-crisis level,
which we depended on some 20 percent imports coming into- the
United States.
We are not talking about changing this. This was all during a
period of rapid growth in the United States through this whole period of the 1990's of 20 percent coming in. We are not talking about
wiping that out.
Biut I would like to comment on the status of the steel industry.
We are the most efficient steel industry in the world. I measure efficiency not by cost, I measure efficiency by low man hours -per ton.
When the comments are made that we should make the steel industryv competitive, competitive with what? Nineteen cent-an-hour
laoWhat are we talking about when we say, make it competitive? We produced for stee at less than four man hours per ton.
That is lower than any steel industry in the world. In economics,

let us think about this. For every steelworker, for every family-'supportive job that we cut out of the steel industry, we are wiping out
four supportive jobs in the community.
So when we talk about 10,000 jobs, we are not talking about just
limiting it right there. We are talking about another additional
40,000 being cut out of the economy. These are consumers that we
are talking about. The real question is, do we want a steel industry
in the United States? That is what it gets down to.
Keep in mind that the three cases that went forward with Rushia, with Japan, and Brazil, clearly there was dumping. This is illegally dumped steel coming into the United States.
Keep in mind also that we worked with the administration for
15 months trying to get them to do something with this. They have
ignored us. They just want the problem to go away. They would not
do anything. So we appealed to Congress and Congress responded,
because they have the same concerns we do about communities and
about workers.
So we had the bill passed in the House, and we need it passed
in the Senate. Somewhere along the line the administration has a
responsibility, and Congress has the responsibility, to communities
and to people in the United States.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Mr. Barnette?
Mr. BARNETTE. The issue, I think, Mr. Chairman, is what is the
appropriate remedy for an injured industry. There are many different remedies that can be applied under our trade laws, either
tariffs or quantitative restraint. Those can be formed within the
framework of the existing laws that we have, which are simply not
working effectively.
With your permission, this has not been brought back to the attention of the committee, but with great diligence Secretary Daley,
Mr. LaRussa, and his staff, in their preliminary determinations on
hot-rolled, found Brazil, 50 to 70 percent dumping margins; Russia,
71 to 218 percent dumping margins; Japan, 25 to 67 percent dumping margins.
These products are being sold in America at less than fair value
at those margins. That, understandably, is causing serious injury
to our low-cost, high-quality industry and forms the very basis for
the cause and concern that we have, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRmAN. My time is up. One question I do have. There are
any number of different tools available to the industry beyond Section 201 safeguards, yet, to be candid, neither the industry nor the
unions have taken any steps to avail themselves of these tools, especially 201. Why is that?
Mr. BARNETTE. Mr. Chairman, it is a very good question. That
is why we have recommended to the administration, since last
year, the 10 actions that are outlined. We think there is a responsibility by responsible government leaders to take their own actions
when this sort of injury is taking place. We urged consideration of
appropriate actions by the administration.
Second, we have taken all of the actions we can take under existing law. 201, we must remember, has not been used effectively for
some 16 years. It is more restrictive than our WTO obligations require, as are many other laws.

Third, that remedy which was used by the steel industry in the
1980's, ultimately, is decided upon by the President of the United
States as aeomendation by the International Trade Commission of the remedies to be imposed. We have urged the administration, as a consequence of the injury being sustained here, to selfinitiate a 201 action. They have that authority. They have declined
to do so.
So, there are other remedies. We are considering other cases. We
are considering state law actions. The attorneys general of six
States have expressed themselves on a number of these issues.
They have started to become active, Mr. Chairman, because if
the Federal Government, in our Federal legal system, is not resolvthis matter, the States will, of necessity, be considering and
aing
takng action.
The CHAIRMA. Well, my understanding is that there have been
some successful cases under 201 during the last 10 years. Of
course, one of the purposes of giving the industry or the opinion the
option of taking action, is if the government does not act then they
are able to act to help themselves.
But is p art of the problem, to be candid, that much of the industry is fairly profitable?
Mr. BAIRE. No, it is not, Mr. Chairman. I think when we talk
of an industry in terms of trade cases we are talking about specific
products within the industry. So it is the hot-rolled industry, it is
the cold-rolled industry, not either the operating income or the net
profit line of any particular company which, indeed, may be in
other businesses or in other products that are not, being adversely
affected.
The industry, I believe uniformly in the products here under
question, has shown significantly adverse results in the hot-rolled
section of a particular company, business, or plate.
The Ca RmAN. Well, let me be the devil's advocate just for a moment.

Mr. BARNETrF. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. The March 11 issue of Business Week reported
that industry earned an average 11 percent return on equity, and
that is overall, with some companies earning returns as high as 17
percent. A week ago, The Wall Street Journal reported profits for
a number of the major players in the hundreds of millions.
So, under these circumstances, when does Section 201 action prevail, in your judgment?
Mr. BARNETF. I do not know the answer to that, Mr. Chairman,
under the circumstances or the figures that you have referenced.
What I do know, and the charts attempted to illustrate, is that
while the crisis in steel started in early 1998-with meteoric rise in
the mid-year of 1998-and that is what is of enormous concern
here. Look at those monthly increases, approaching 50 percent of
our market.
So many of the figures, I believe, that you might have reference
to are referencing full-year data. There is no question that in the
first half of 1998, the industry was, in general, profitable. Certainly, our company was.
Equally, there is no question that, in the second half of the year,
based on the injurious imports coming into the marketplace, that

the financial condition of our companies changed, and that certainly was true in our case, on a quarter-by-quarter basis.
Mr. CANNON.

The CH .mm~A.
Mr. CANNON.

Mr. Chairman, are you addressing that to all of us?
Sure. Go ahead.

Just two issues, to follow up on what Mr. Barnette

just said. A year ago today, our company was profitable. Our bonds
were trading at par. We were a very successful company. This devastation occurred in the second half, and is even continuing into
this year, so I am not sure that the Business Week figures appropriately reflect the damage, A.
B, on why the industry would not push a 201 case, 1Ithink-and
I will try to say this maybe as politely as possible-and Ambassador Barshefsky herself said, at the end of the day when the ITC
finishes looking at these things, the President ha to make that decision. The fact of the matter is, there has been a notable absence
of political will on the part of the administration to do something
about this.
We have pushed every trade case that we can within our own
power, but at the end of the day somebody with greater political
clout than this administration and than the workers, obviously, has
to do something about it. That is one thing that I think you are
able to do. They will listen to you for all kinds of reasons that they
will not listen to us.
Senator ]ROCKEFELLER. Want to bet?
Mr. PORTER. May I springboard on that question?
Mr. CANNON. I will bet you that you are better than us. I do not
know whether you would bie successful, but you have more ways to
influence them than we do.
The CHARMAN. Mr. Porter?
Mr. PORTER. I am clearly not a steel producer, I am a large steel
user. I would point out that our fourth quarter results did not meet
the expectation of analysts. I would point out that the foreign market, John Deere, Case, I believe if you look at their production levels in the fourth quarter of 1998, and for that matter the first quarter of 1999, are down substantially from the first half.
I believe there is more to the reduced price of steel, if yu will,
than simply imports. I think there is has been historically, or at
least in 1998, some reduced achievement of some expectations.

The CHAnuAAN. Senator Moynihan?

Senator MOYIHAN. Yes. Mr. Becker wanted to say something.
Mr. BECKER. I wanted to jus pc up on that a second, if I could.
At the beginning of this, bac in the latter 1970's when the Asian
crisis first started to unfold, there was an economic model that was
run by the Economic Policy Institute here in Wasgtn and
which we use extensively. At that time, they predicted tat tere
would be 1.1 million jobs lost as a result oftat, and 70 percent
of those jobs would be manufacturing jobs.
What I am saying, in the reduced usage here in the United
States I think this is starting to unfold. There is a lot of spin-off
from l~e loss of jobs and a loss of business overall as a result of
the Asian imports coming into the United States.
I think that reflects, partly, the 285,000 jobs that we aretakn
about that have disappeared in 1998, and th 110,000 that had disappeared so far in 1999. One further point on that. We know that

there is an over-capacity of steel in the world. Somebody has to
deal with this in some way. When I say, do we want a steel industry in the United States, I think we do want one, for a lot of reasons. Defense is, one of them. It is a basic industry. I think it is
very necessary.
It produces family-supported jobs. Those are the kinds that can
support other community jobs. They can support Medicare, they
can support the social systems in the United States, Social Security
and what have you. You cannot support those kinds of programs.
You cannot support our system in the United States or the status
of life on minimum wage jobs. I think that those people that say,
let the steel industry go, I think they should re-think this and we
should look at this very seriously.
Mr. BARNErE. Mr. Chairman, my colleague passed me a note,
and I do wish to correct my earlier comment. He advises that there
have been three instances: Wood Shakes and Shingles, with imports of 182 million in 1986; wheat gluten, at 170 million in 1998,
and broom corn brooms at 9 million. Very important industries. In
two cases, a tariff duty, in one case, quantitative restrictions, but
hardly industries in volume that can be compared to the current
steel situation.
The CHAIRmAN. Thank you for correcting.
Mr. BARNETFE. Yes. I apologize, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate that, Mr. Barnette.
Mr. Becker, just let me ask one further question. The loss of jobs
is extraordinarily serious. Part of it, undoubtedly, is from the
surge. But to what extent is it from so-called increases in productivity?
Now, I understand, for example, that the domestic industry is
now talking about increasing by nine million tons. So that sounds
like they are not too pessimistic about the future, if that is going
to be accomplished. Have any studies been made as to a breakdown
of what has caused these job losses?
Mr. BECKER. No, there has not been a breakdown of that. I just
go back to the fact that we have helped the industry become as
competitive as the possibly can. If you go back from the 1980's,
we insisted that t L industry, as they regained profitability, that
they plow heavy amounts of their profits back into the industry so
that we would be able to be competitive.
When I say we produce steel for less than four man hours per
ton, and the figures are there for what every nation in the world
produces, clearly, we are the low man hours per ton.
On the dumping end of it, let me say, we were told by the industry-this is not our calculation-that we could work for nothingnothing-and they could not compete with the prices of the steel
that was coming into the United States. So how in the world are
we talking about becoming more competitive? Tell me how that
works. I want to make sure that Caterpillar can continue to buy
90 percent of their steel in the United States. I think that is an
admirable level. I applaud that.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Moynihan.
Senator MoYNnm. I would like to take off from a comment of
Mr. Becker about over-capacity. This is not a subject I feel any
competence on, but on January 27 the CEO of LTV testified that

"over 300 million tons of foreign steel capacity, or roughly one-third
of total world capacity is in search of new markets."
I do not know just how well business or labor economists think
of the subject of over-capacity, but I have a feel for it from my own
experience. There was a time when the first thing every developing
country, did was to get a steel industry. Not for nothing did that
Georgian gentleman rename himself Stalin.
I was once our Ambassador to India and it ha ppens that, in
1900, the Indians produced more steel than Japan. But then came
a planned economy and so forth, and nothing would do, they had
to gt an enormous mill1 from the Soviet Union, as it then was, and
it did not work. Well, it obviously works, but not very efficiently.
Has that political imperative of,' you must have a steel industry
or you are not an independent country, produced the phenomenon
that we would not necessarily see in computer chips or other such
matters? Who has a view on that? I have none. I do not know, but
I have a suspicion.
Mr. BECKER. I am not an expert on world steel locations, but I
do believe there are still some independent countries, under-developed countries, that do, not have steel mills.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Not for lack of wishing.
Mr. BECKER. No. You are right, Senator.
Mr. PORTER. I could offer just a bit of a comment, if I could, on
that. My colleague just passed me a chart here, which I would be
very happy to provide. The source of it is the OECD 1996 Steel
Market Outlook. This was torn out of a page. This shows here that
the over-capacity for Japan and the European Union just those
two entities, equals more than the total consumption o?~ the United
States.
Senator MOYNiHAN. And OECD uses the term "over-capacity."
Mr. PORTER. Over-capacity. That is what it says. "Steel over-capacity in Japan and the European Union roughly equals total consumption of steel in the United States." Steel industries are steel
being created. India is creating additional steel capacity, Australia
is. I understand, and I am not sure on these, this is passed on to
me, that Australia is doing the same. We know that some of the
steel industry in South Korea that is laying there is for exports.
Senator MOYNIHAN. These will tend to be state owned or ste
subsidized.
Mr. PORTER. I would respectfully point out, sir, that the United
States is also increasing capacity in the steel industry. I can think
of three new mills that have come on-stream in the last 9 months.
Senator MOYNIHAN. That can also be a function of getting moving
with productivity.
Mr. PORTER. Absolutely.
Mr. BECKER. This is why I feel that somebody should come to
grips with that. When I say somebody, I do not know. Maybe you
gentlemen here should come to grips with this in some way. It is
a global problem, so.I think it really requires a global solution.
Clearly, we do not have enough jobs in the United States, steelworker jobs, that we can give away to keep these other economies
going. W1e just do not have that many jobs.
Could I say one other thing on pricing?
Senator MoYNnmN. Mr. Barnette?

Mr. BARNETTE. Yes, Senator. In the 1980's, the U.S. steel-making
capability was about 155 million tons. As a result of the restructuring that took place in our industry, about 30 percent of that capacity, 40 million tons, was restructured. It is partly in answer to
your question, Mr. Chairman, as well, earlier.
Senator MoYNIHN. We know about that in Lackawanna, New
York.
Mr. BARNETTFE. Yes, sir, we do. Some good redevelopment is
starting to happen in that location now. But our workers, we are
at about 500,000. They have been reduced by 60 percent, nearly
300,000 workers. But the productivity in our industry has double
and in some cases, tripled. The industry circumstances we tace
around the world then is looking at a particular country's capability and measuring it against its own domestic demand.
What we find there is that many countries continue to have the
capability, a capacity, to make and ship steel far greater than needed in the domestic market. We do not have that in America. We
are, in effect, steel short. As long as it is fairly traded coming into
this marketplace, that should not be an issue.
Senator MC)YNiHAN. Well, Mr. Chairman, I would just say that
I think we ought to learn up a bit on this whole question of subsidized, nationalized steel. It has clearly got to be part of this issue.
I will leave it there.
The CHAIRMN. Thank you.
Senator Rockefeller?
Senator ROC]KEFELLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I agree, once
again, with Senator Moynihan. There are very few countries, if
any, that have gone through what we have in terms of steel. That
is a 100 percent cost to the company, not a dime from the Federal
Government, not one dime.
You go to most European countries or most Asian countries and
they are either state owned or state subsidized. If they lose money
at the end of the year, it is made up by the government.
I want to ask a question of Mr. Barnette, and I want to ask a
question of Mr. Porter. I am not a great admirer of your testimony,
Mr. Porter.
Would you agree, in that I only have a short amount of time and
I hope you will be short, that, under international trade laws, thiat
the globalization that you speak of, which I also believe in, that
when people violate international trade laws, that should not go
unnoticed? When other countries violate international trade laws,
that should not go unnoticed. Do you agree with that?
Mr. PORTER. Yes, I do. But we are talking here about quotas that
also impact fairly.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. I am not talking about quotas, I am asking you a question. You answered it.
Mr. PORTER. I agree with you, yes.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. All right. Do you agree that steel is, within the general context of industry in this country, that it is an important one, that it is special?
Mr. PORTER. Important, yes. Special, no.
Senator RocKEFELLER. You do not. All right.
You do not agree that steel is critical for an industrial society?

Mr. PORTER. You asked the question, important and special. It
is critical to society.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. I am trying to give youMr. PORTER. I understand that, Senator.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. So you think it is critical for an industrial
society.
Mr. PORTER. I believe it is very important for an industrial society. I do not believe it is special to be set aside from other industries. I do not think it should be given special preferences.
Senator RocKEFELLER. That is interesting. So long as you can
sort of do business the way you want, what happens to steelworkers as individuals or the steel industry as an industry, therefore, is not that important to you. It is a matter of passing interest
to you. You read about it in The Wall Street Journal, but otherwise
it is not really that important to you.
Mr. PORTER. I am not sure that that is a conclusion that can be
reached by my remarks. As I said during my remarks, we buy more
than 90 percent of our steel from U.S.-produced steel.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. I am aware of what you said. I am just
trying, in that you say that the steel industry is not particularly
special, it does not deserve any more treatment than anybody else
does, you are saying, so long as you all do well, it does not really
matter what happens to the steel industry or the steelworkers.
Mr. PORTER. That would not be my definition of special.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Well, it would be my definition of your
definition of special.
Mr. Barnette, you indicated, and I will also say that I think that
your concept that protectionism trade wars, with all due respect to
ouroriina an .quTe remarkable friend Senator Metzenbaum
from Ohio, if you will remember, Senator Moynihan, whenever Senator Metzenbaumn introduced a bill, the entire business community
of the United States would fly in on their G-4s and prepare for an
all-out war on the assumption that there was a predictable behavioral reaction, because Senator Metzenbaumn was going to do something which was not friendly to business.
But the fact of the matter is, I can think of almost no bills that
Senator Metzenbaum ever passed; but boy, did he ever cause a lot
of jet aviation to take place. So, I make that comparison to your
assumption that a trade war would break out.
If we were to do a quota bill, something that would stop this historic, absolutely never-before-recorded-in-history surge of imports
in the last 6 months to which you seem to be relatively sanguine,
but which I can guarantee you some of the other folks at this table
are not-we are the place where people buy things. We are the consumers of the world. I do not think that what you would like to
think is' going to happen will happen
Mr. Barnette, not deliberately, I know, you did not say in r
testimony that the bipartisan legislation that is the quota bi 1 in
the House from your testimony, "deserves full consideration by the
Senate within the frameworkof providing a prompt and effective
response to the steel import crisis.
Let me reiterate, you say, "that we are in a period of record
American demand and we are experiencing widespread losses in

our industry. The cause of the current crisis lies wholly outside the
United States."
Your next paragraph you say, "We need an effective response
now." Another paragraph, "We urge that members of this committee, who have much collective experience with American trade
posture, carry an understanding to the country at-large about the
nature of the problem discussed here today," et cetera.
Could you please explain why you think it is important that we
get a hold of this problem now, and that the industry seems unwillSection 201 under the present circumstance, perhaps
to bring
ing
because
of the suspension agreement with Russia? We do not know
whether it will happen with Brazil, from Secretary Daley this
morning
Coulyou please say why you wrote those words- in your testimony?.
Mr. BARNETTE. I will certainly try, Senator.
We desperately want to serve our customers, in the markets in
which we supply products to them, on a competitive basis. We can
compete. We can compete with foreign competition when it is unfair. We are going to be seriously injured when that product comes
;Uri here at such dumped and subsidized prices.
The background of that then, and let me say it as strongly as I
can, is driven by the way we want to try to respond to and serve
our customers. We have consistently said, give us the toolIs. When
trade is unfair, we will use those remedies and we will take the
actions that will cause the unfair trade to stop.
We have been trying that and then urging the administration to
take actions. The administration has done some things, which we
very much appreciate and support.- They hav failed to do other actions an~d thpy may still have some oter actions under consideration, I just do not know.
We did not wish in any way, as we look at what has to be done,
though, to suggest that it can be accomplished other than the private industry taking every action it can take, the Congress determining what is appropriate under these circumstances in terms of
further changes and the strengthening of our trade laws, and hopefully, which we have not talked a lot about, urging the administration to continue to take further actions.
All three parties, Senator Rockefeller, have to be active and engaged in this process. I cannot, and would not, attempt to be presumptuous enough to know the right role ultimately of theSenator RocKEFELLER. Mr. Barnette, let me be presumptuous
then on your behalf. One, you do not want to say it too strongly,
but you want to see the quota bill passed.
Second, the lobbyists that represent your larger steel companies,
not my mid-sized steel companies which are drying up, were all
over the House supporting the passage of the quota bill, all over
the House supporting members, encouraging members to support
the quota bill.
So the American steel industry may talk about having a variety
of options at their disposal, but it is fairly clear to me from your
testimony, and even more clear to me from what your lobbyists
did-I would not p resume at their own choice, in that they were
lobbying very hard for something to happen now-to stop the hem-
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orrhaging now, and that we all perfectly well understand that any
other option at the present time is not sustainable.
I would say to you that, when Secretary Daley passed me on the
way out of this thing, he said he is fully prepared to accept the possibility, or prepared to believe, that the quota bill can pass the U.S.
Senate, and I agree with him.
The CHAIRmA. Gentlemen, I think this brings us to the conclusion. Thank you very much for being here. We will undoubtedly be
in contact with you further, but we do appreciate your assistance
today.
The committee is in recess.
[Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]

APPENDIX
ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR THE ]RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CURImS H. BARNETTE

Thank you for this opportunity to participate in the Committee's crucial and timely hearing on the steel import crisis.
My Statement will consist of four parts: 1) an Appendix that reviews in detail the
steel impr crisis, 2) a brief summary of actions taken by the industry, 3) our recommendations for actions that should be undertaken by the Administration, and 4)
an outline of legislative initiatives that need to be enacted.
Last Fall, the Conrs vindicated its concern and support for the American steel
industry and its workers by stressing the need for strong and effective government
actions to stop the surge of heavily dumped and subsidized foreign steel imports.
The Congressional Resolution included in the budget reconciliation bill sent a clear
message that the U.S. government should not allow dumped and subsidized foreign
steel to undermine the American steel industry and American jobs.
STEEL IMPORT CRISIS UPDATE

Appendix I to this Statement is a summary of the steel import crisis caused by
unprecedented levels of unfairly traded imports, and the serious~hVury caused to the
American steel industry and its employees and communities. The! Appendix is essentially an update of my Statement filed for the record of the Committee's January
27, 1999 trade policy hearing. It is an extraordinary, compelling and deeply disturbing account of the severe damage to our industry.
This point needs to be stressed-the crisis continues. The joint industry-uniont litigation and public relations efforts described later in this Statement have helped
produce some short term benefits. Imports were down in some products in Decmber
and January because of cases that had been filed. However, there are increases in
other product areas--tin mill and rail, for example-not covered by recent unfair
trade cases. We also have reports that the trading companies are rebounding from
the impact of these cases by booking significant import business ftrm new sources
for delivery in Junt-and beyond.
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Regrettably, the steel crisis is not over.
STEEL INDUSTRY ACTIONS

We have implemented a four-part plan to address the crisis which includes legal
actions, an extensive public awareness campaign, and recommendations for actions
by the Administration and the Congress.
LEGAL ACTIONS

Flat rolled steel producers and their unions have filed unfair trade cases covering
two products. The first cases were filed at the end of September 1998 covering hot
rolled sheet from Japan, Russia and Brazil, and have resulted in airm;;ave preliminary antidumping and countervaln duty mar-gins ranging from 25 to over 200
perent Thse
ase adresed omeof&
thehihet volumes experienced in the third
quarter of 1998, and are directly responsible frmoot of the decline in the overall
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imotnumbers in December and January. We appreciate the Commerce Departmetsexpedited handling of these cases.
However, the effectiveness of these cases has been severely undermined by the
Administration's decision to initial a suspension agreement with Russia which will
allow Russia to continue to ship hot rolled into our market at dumped prices. The
Administration also announced that it had reached a more comprehensive steel expotrestraint agreement with Russia covering other products which will also be
dumped. We have repeatedly stated our strong opposition to a separate negotiated
settlement with Russia, and these negotiations have been conducted over our wellWe understand the importance of helping Russia, but the burobjection.
ecognzed
rden
ofdoing
so must not fall on the American steel industry and its'workers, by
permitting such unfair and injurious trade to continue.
Based on our understanding of the terms of the proposed hot rolled product suspension agreement with Russia, we do not believe that the agreement, if entered
into, will meet the statutory criteria of being in the public interest and preventing
the suppression and undercutting of p rices for steel produced in American plants
by American workers. We have advised the Administration that we will immediately
take our case to the Federal courts, and we will request the Congress to hold
prompt hearings. Going beyond the strict legal criteria, we believe such an agreement undermines the Administration's stated commitment to strong and effective
enforcement of our unfair trade laws and deprives our industry and our workers of
the effective remedy to which we
lawfully entitled. The Attorneys General of
Alabama, Indiana, Pennsylvania, Utah and West Virginia have indicated their opposition to the suspension agreement.
Based on our understanding of the more comprehensive agreement with Russia,
we do not believe that the agreement will achieve a reduction of imports of injurious
and unfairly-traded Russian steel. First, the quantities that may be shipped under
this agreement have been set at already injurious levels. Second, there can be no
successful one-country solution to the steel import crisis.
On February 16, 1999, Bethlehem, four other domestic petitioners, and the unions
filed new antidumping eiin
covering cut-tolength plate against the Czech Republic, France, India, Indotnesia, Italy, Japan, Macedonia and South Korea. Countervailing duty petitions were also filed for six of these countries. There are two very
significant aspects of these cases. First, the product involved is already the subject
of eleven existing antidumping orders and four suspension agreements. It is a clear
example of the how international trading companies find new sources of unfairly
traded steel to circumvent the effectiveness of our trade remedies, and of the
breadth of the world overcapacity problem. Second, the third largest American plate
producer, Geneva Steel, is not a petitioner in these cases because it has fied Chapter 11 Bankruptcy proceedings.
We and others are actively reviewing additional state and federal legal actions,
and additional cases will be filed when appropriate.
PUBLIC AWARENESS CAMPAIGN

An informed public is essential as we request our government to take immediate
actions to uphold our rights against these unfairly traded steel imports, and we believe we have made important progress in a joint industry-labor public awareness
progrm. The USWA and America's leading steel companies have established a
Stand Up for Steel--Stand Up for America" Campaign that reaches out to America
and is designed to involve all interested parties. Numerous rallies and other public
events, have taken place with significant community participation. Countless messages and letters have been sent to leading newsperanotrmdindavorous print, radio and television campaign to tel the public about the steel crisis
is being conducted. We will continue these efforts-this multi-steel company and
USWA Campaign-as a means to educate the public until the crisis is resolved and
fair trade restored.
ADMINISTRATION ACTIONS

We have recommended actions the Administration should take and they include:
1) Forceful and publicly known bilateral discussions with all countries who
are engaging in unair trade to direct them to stop.
2) Prompt and effective enforcement of trade cases brought by the industry.
3) Willingness to self-initiate, or consider self-initiating in consultation with
the industry, as appropriate: AD, CVI), 201 and other cases.
4) Willingness to deal with Russia by imposing a tariff on Russian shipments,
utilizing the 1990 USSR-US agreement on Trade Relations and other Presidential authority.
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5) Willingness to deal with the Japanese Cartel under 301, by a WTO case
or through the antitrust laws.
6) Utilization of CYD regulations to provide strong CVD remedies.
7) Support for an effective steel import monitoring system.
8) Support for trade legislation that will strengthen our trade laws in a manner consistent with the WTO.
9) Having the highest qualified public servants in position or nominated to
administer our trade laws.
10) Having forceful statements about the crisis in the American steel industry
made by the President, Cabinet Members and others to the effect that rules wl
be enforced when trade is unfair and injurious.
On January 7th, the Administration released its congressionally-mandated Report
to the Congress on a comprehensive Plan for responding to the increase in steel imports. The jud gm ent from industry and labor is that the Plan falls short of what
and that has been communicated to the Administration. The Plan is pri2sreuie,recitation
mar.lya
of actions previously taken by the Administration. It contains
four new" items: a vague and unenforceable demand for Japanese export restraints;
a "300 million dollar" net operating loss (NOL) carry-back extension which was not
requested and is of no use to Bthlehem or any other company we have talked to;
accelerated release of steel import data, which flsfar ahort of "real tine" data provided by an import permit system that other countries have; and trade adjustment
assistance enhancements that are widely opposed.
We continue to work with the Administration to encourage more meaningful actions, and we hope that the January 7 Report can be viewed as a starting point
rather than the final response to the steel import crisis.
CONGRESSIONAL ACTIONS

In addition to what the Administration can and should do now under existing
laws to address the steel trade crisis, legislation is needed now to cause our remedies against unfair trade to be effective and to make sure those remedies continue
to Function effectively into the future.
Bethlehem and the steel industry have long supported a trade policy based upon
open, fair, rule-based and market-based trade, with the effective enforcement of our
trade laws as appropriate, to handle unfair trade. Our trade laws need to be firmly
enforced to prevent unfairly traded imports from injuring U.S. industries. The trade
laws, however, also must be improved and enhanced to the fullest extent possible
consistent with WTO.
It has been a full decade since the Congress last enacted an omnibus trade law
reform bill, that was not related to the implementation of a trade agreement. In
that decade, and especially in this most recent crisis period, we have learned-having suffered material and serious*iur-that
the existing laws do not provide the
timely and effective remedies intended by Congress and pemitted by WTO rules,
which are required to continue open and market-based tradin.
The steel industry has supported international agreements intended to open world
trade. In particular, we supported the WTO agreements, which established new
international rules for the trade remedies imposed from time to time b WTO Member governments. But we did so based on an understanding that the Tlted States,
with the world's largest open market, would have and enforce the strongat possible
remedies consistent with the new rules. Congress intended that these laws provide
remedies, but increasingly they simply have not, and do not work.
We are advocatingprmt a propriate and necessary fair trade law reforms in
the 106th Congress. Our overall recommendations include the following areas, recognizing that additonal technical amendments are needed in each of these areas.
1. Section 201: Section 201 should be amended to reflect the standards in the
WTO Safeguards Agreement, rather than the more restrictive standards currently in our law. There is no justification for the additional burden now impsdon U.S. industries asking safeguard relief. In addition, in any case involving an "upstream" product that is both sold on the merchant market and
"captively consumed" by domestic manufacturers who use it as feedstock, the
statute should direct the ITC to measure the domestic industry's market share
in a manner consistent with common commercial practices in the industry concerned.
We also advocate chane in the U.S. 201 statute to clarify its applicability
to situations like ours werei internationally-competitive industries experience
precipitous price suppression as a result of rapid, widespread import surges. inally, we need to clarify the relationship between 201 relief and AD/CVD sunset
reviews.

2. Suspension Agreement Authority: We urgently need legislation to prevent
suspension agreements
the Commerce Department from entering into Af/C
when such agreements are opposed for good cause by the petitioners. The AD!
remedy
-for
WTO-recognized unfair
CVI) laws provide a credible and predictable
trade practices. It is wholly inappropriate for the Adminstration to effectively
negate the rights of petitioners to-enforcement of their remedy, and the Congress should act quickly to end this practice.
3. ITC~ analysis in AD/CVI) cases: This is an area of particular and unnecessary diculty for industries seeing relief against dumped and subsidized
import. Cogrss intended, and WTO rules allow, that such imports face offsetting duties whenever the domestic industry is injured to any measurable degree
an unfair trade practice, whether selling at lessWhere there is product,
the imports. or
bythn-fair-value
no amount of injury should be tolerated.
a subsidized
Any detectable injury should be remedied. That is the original intent of the
Cogress-ut it is not what happens today. An industry should not have to
suffer as much injury as we are suffering now in order to get relief. Likewise
it should not be necessary to wait until there is current injury in order to finci
threat of injury. To list just three of the many needed amendments, Congress
should act this year to clarify that: (1) there is no need to show actual losses
or layoffs in order to find present injury; (2) in cases where irjury is develop
rapidly, the ITC must focus primarily. on the most recent information; an~
any causal link between imports and ir~ury is sufficient for an affirmative determnination- whether or not there is evidence of one or more individual factors
such as underselling of domestic products.
4. Antidumping calculations: Significant and unnecessary loopholes in the
current law avlow foreign exporters to avoid the law's full remedial effect by,
for example, selling their goods through related parties in the United States.
Amendments are needed to ensure that dumping mar gins are appropriately adjusted to prevent such manipulations. Congress should likewise amend the law
to ensure that severe foreign c1'rrency depreciations do not put antidumping relief out of reach. We also believe that certain aset of the current U.S. methodology for non-market economies need to be tightened and codified in the statute--especially as some of the larger non-market economies move toward membership in the WTO.
5. Countervailing duty calculations: The Commerce Department recently
issued final countervailing duty regulations, and in doing so codified a number
of balanced rules that can bolster the CVD remedy's effectiveness. Nevertheless,
the Department failed to promulgate one very important rule that had been expressly sought by the Congress: a rule that changes in the ownership of subsidized factories, including privatization, shall be treated as having no effect on
the countervailability of previously received subsidies. This rule, along with a
few other clarifications, should now be added to the statute.
6. Section 301: The effectiveness of section 301 as a market-opening tool has
lessened, both because of the WTO agrements and because of the proliferation
of new and harder-to-reach types of foreign trade barriers. Closed foreign markets are an important p art of the overall trade crisis in the steel industry. We
urge that Congress update section 301 with expanded authority for the President to address the new generation of private and joint public/private restraints
on international trade. The USTR should have authority to act directly against
foreign firms that participate in, or are the principal beneficiaries of, such restraints.
7. Import Monitoring- The current delays in providing steel import information to the industry can only be addressed through legislation to implement a
steel import notification system that will provide "real time" data. Senator Specter and others have introduced legislation (S. 261) to implement such a system
and we commend and support that effort.
8. WTO Dispute Settlement Review Commission: Unwarranted fear of future
litigation in Geneva is emerging as a major problem in the administration of
the U.S. trade laws. In large part, what is needed is simply a more resolute
p roach by the Federal agencies involved. However, Congress can help by esta
isngablue-ribbon commission, comprised of federal judges, to review adverse
WTM ipute settlement panel decisions. This proposal has been previously introduced by Senators Moynihan and Dole and publicly endorsed by the Administration. We believe its enactment would help to prevent U.S. officials from
being deterred in carynout the dictates of U.S. law, by the prospect of unpredictable results from WTO litigation. When WTO panels act outside the rules
and invent new limitations on the use of U.S. trade remedies, some -procedure
must be in place to facilitate an appropriate Congressional response.

These fair trade law reforms would make our existing trade law remedies more
effective and credible. We will have additional suggestions as we move forward.
In addition to S. 261, a number of other bills have already been introduced in the
106th Congress to address the steel crisis, including S61abiltprvdfor
the
assessment of additional retroactive antidumping duties. We appreciate and thank
the sponsors and co-sponsors of this bill and others for their efforts to achieve a
prompt meaningful and comprehensive response to the steel import crisis.
On R~arch 17, th
ouse passed H.R. 975, a bill to limit steel imports for a pro
of three years andt implement an import notification system, and that bill Ww
now come over to te Senate. This bipartisan legislation deserves full consideration
by the Senate within the framework of providing a prompt and effective response
to the steel import crisis. Let me reiterate, that we are in a period of record American demand, a~nd we are experiencing widespread losses in our industry. There is
only one cause, imports- imports which are clumped, subsidized, closed out of other
markets by official and private restrictions, The causes of the current crisis lie wholly outside the United States.
We need an effective response now. We need to have full enforcement of the current trade laws. But we must recognize that these laws were not crafted to deal
with a collapse in foreign demand coupled with the widespread policies which prevail in foreign steel trad as in no other sector. We ask that you consider carefulfly
the well-documented facts of foreign unfair trade practices in steel. We have made
a, paper available to you documenting these practices which is entitled The New Crisis In Steel.
We urge that you consider carefully the causes of the current crisis and possible
solutions. We urge that the members of this Committee, who have much collective
experience with America's trade posture, carry an understanding to the country at
large about the nature of the problems discussed here today. Th e American steel
industry is not advocati
protectionism. It is advocating a restoration to this sector
of~
trd
~ ~n te
~~1
fai a
h operation of an undistorted market. Our industrial
highly competitive and certainly the most efficient producer for this market, and yet
we have recently experienced a sharp drop in shipments, p rices and capacity' utiliza-.
tion. Why? So that far less efficient, polluting, and heavily subsidized foreign mills
operating in closed markets can avoid the necessary, painful adustmets that we
underwent to modernize? That cannot be acceptable as a matter of son public polic.We need Cogrss to consider every effective alternative, and find a solution.
Wehave tried with our proposed trade law changes to contribute to the solution.
Actions and reforms are needed to restore fair trade in steel and to provide all domestic industries with prompt and effective remedies. The available responses to
date have been inadequate. We have done all that we can do as an industry in complace and in responsibly invoking the trade remedies under
the market
in decisions
peting
law. The
now are yours.
The current steel crisis and the need for action should be considered in relationship to other trade developments. Consider just the following three:
;First, the U.S. trade deficit was record high of $231 billion inl1998, and record
high in January 1999 of nearly $17 billion. ft will almost certainly be even higher
in 1999. This is an understandable and serious obstacle to popular support fo len
trade policies, and quite properly causes significant public opposition to unair
trade.
Scnd, we hve not found in the WOte hoped-for leverage to open foreign
markets ad cubunfair foreign trade practices. This early incapability of this institution brings into serious question whether the WTO is really effective in creating
a fair, rule--based system for international trade. Our rule-based approach to trade
requires, and our adherence to WTO obligations certainly requires, that we all have
a high confidence in the WTO. At present, we do not.
Third, consider the Administration's recent actions in "settling the Russian
dumping cases. Simply stated, the rights of seriously injured steelworkers and companie have been taen away from them, and the injuries to them are being authorized t continue by our government. How can we depend upon rule-basedt trade if
the rules are not enforced?
We are really at a trade policy crossroads. We believe that a comprehensive and
effective response can be based on WTO-consiatent principles, but that course requires an Administration willing to fully use the remedies available to it under current laws, and a Conv-js willing to make WTO-consistent changes in our trade
remedies where they i.zve been proven to be deficient. When the Unie States is
not able to respond, however, and the need for an effective solution has surely been
established, we may require a different course of action. Prompt, comprehensive and
effective action to address the steel import crisis is absolutely essential if we are
to continue our present trade policy.

APPENDIX I
BACKGROUND ON THE STEEL IMPORT CRISIS

The American steel industry has gone through a painful restructurn snce the
1980s-we have reduced inefficient capacity by 30%1, reduced jobs by 60%, made
massive capital investments of nearly 60 billion dollars, and more than doubled our
We emerged as the world class steel industry. Our foreign competitors,
productivity.
however, did not make the painful decisions made by the American industry. There
continues to be significant foreign overcapacity' which has to land somewhere, and
it has landed in the United States- the world a most open market. As we examine
the data detailing the sharp increase in steel imports and its effect on our industry,
it is essential keep
in mind the basic cause of the problem-uneconomic decisions
by foreign producers leading to excess worldwide capacity that ultimately is unfairly
traded in the United States and thereby undermines the American industry and its
workers.
Record levels of unfairly traded imports in 1998 pose an unprecedented threat to
all that our world-class American steel companies and employees have achieved in
recent years. The impact of the steel import crisis in the United States has become
even more severe in the first quarter of 1999.
Import volumes in 1998 reached unprecedented levels (see Attachment 1). The
United States imported a record 18 million tons in the first half of 1998. Nevertheless, import levels in the second half were even higher. During the third quarter,
a record 12.4 million tons of imports surged into the U.S. market, an increase of
56 percent over the same period last year. The July through November imports were
the five highest monthly totals for imports in U.S. history (see Attachment 2). Although imports declined in December-reflectin the impact of the hot rolled sheet
antidumping petitions-imports of steel mill products for 1998 set an all-time record
for a sigle year of 41,519,000 net tons-a 33 percent increase over 1997, which
itself was a record year.
There is only one accurate description for America-we have become the World's
Steel Dumping Ground. While average U.S. import values have declined by almost
$100 per ton in the past year, total import volume has increased by over 70 percent
(see Attachment 3). On October 28, 1998, the Executive Director of the steel importers association admitted to the Journal of Commerce that "there's no place left to
The docks and warehouses are full. The inventories remain at record
steel."
ut the
Feve
ls. Yet,
unprecedented levels of unfair and disruptive steel imports continue to
stream in from every corner of the globe.
Comparing 1998 with 1997's record import levels, finished steel imports are up
144 percent from key Asian producers (see Attachment 4), and up 72 percent from
Russia and two other nations of the Commonwealth of Independent Sttes (CIS),
not including cut-to-length plate, which is subject to a suspension agreement (see
Attachment 6). Other examples of 1998 import surges include Australia (up 117 percent) and South Africa (up 106 percent).
More than half of the total import surge in 1998 has been concentrated in hotrolled carbon steel flat-rolled products (see Attachment 6) which explains why this
is the product area covered by the initial trade cases filed earlier this year by U.S.
steel companies and the USWA. A closer look at the data shows that flat-rolled imports have surged sharply since the first quarter of 1998 (see Attachment 7), and
significantly higher import volumes and substantially lower average unit values are
especially pronounced for imports of hot-rolled carbon steel flat products from
Japan, Russia and Brazil (see Attachments 8-10).
It is important to emphasize, however, that this import surge is not limited to hotrolled carbon products or to these three countries Aone. WJith U.S. impots from
nearly 40 countries having exceeded their 1997 totals (see Attachment 11), steel import market share is rising in several key product lines (see Attachment 12), and
-import
surges, both by country and by product, are occurring across-the-board.
In one dramatic example, U.S. imports of cut-to-length carbon steel plate from
South Korea have skyrocketed since June (see Attachment 13), and more cut-tolength plate from Korea entered the United States in a 4-month period, from August
through November 1998, than in the previous 7 years combined (see Attachment
14). And these are not the only examples. More plate in coil entered the U.S. from
Japan in the last 3 months tha in the previous 10 years combined (Attachment
'15), and more cold rolled sheet entered the U.S. from Korea in the last 4 months
than in the previous 5 years combined (Attachment 16).
This is a supply-riven crisis, in which an already enormous world steel overcapacity problem ha been made much worse by major structural economic failures
in Asia and the CIS. Today, we have over 300 million tons, or roughly one-third of
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total world steel capacity, desperate for new markets. This current crisis
is deeply
troubling, causing serious injury to American steel companies and employees,
and
it is unique in three respects:
First, worldwide overcapacity and the failure of foreign producers
difficult restructuring decisions made by the U.S. producers continues to execute the
to undermine
our industry and workers. The problems caused by this overcapacity
have been exacerbated by the recent global macroeconomic developments, from extreme
currency
shifts to severe economic downturns abroad, which clearly are beyond
the ability of
U.S. producers and workers to control.
Second, no one can recall a time when American steel
fell as far as fast
in a period of still relatively strong U.S. market demand. prices
The stark truth is that
dumped and subsidized imports are deriving most, of the benefits
of our own successful efforts to grow the demand for steel in the United States and
North America.
Third, and perhaps most troubling of all, the serious import iury
this time is
threatening to destroy an American success story of industrial revitaiztion
an industry that is once again the world leader in labor productivity and
of state-of-the-art steelmaking technology. This time, unlike in the the application
early-mid 1980s,
major structural economic failures abroad are threatening the viability
of a worldclass, highly competitive American steel industry-and with it, thousands
of high
skilled U.S. jobs.
Recent press reports and public news releases detail the effects
erating national crisis. Unprecedented levels of unfairly traded and of this acceldisruptive steel
imports have caused a large and growing number of American
steelworkers to experience layoffs, short work weeks or reduced pay incentives. And
American steel
companies, these surging levels of imports, at prices far below the for
cost of production,
have resulted in lower shipments, large prouction cuts, significant
declie in capacty utilization, lost orders, severe price depression, and significant
financial
losses. Attachment 17 is a listing of -recent plant closings, layoffs
and capacity reductions as of February 10, 1999.
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Record Levels of Unfairly Traded imports From Russia, Asia and Other
Countries Pose an Unprecedented Threat to the Competetiveness Gains
Achieved by U.S. Steel Companies and Their Employees
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Recrd Levels of Unfairly Traded Imports From Russia, Asia and Other Countries
Pose an Unprecedented Threat Co the Competitiveness Gains Achieved by
U.S. Steel Companies and Their Employees
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Anecdroef 3

Over the Past Year Average Import Values Have Declined
Almost $100 Per Ton For Total Steel Imports
While Import Volume Has Increased 54 Percent
(Over 70 Percent through Q3 98)
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Attachmen4

U.S. Imports of Finished Steel Mill Products
From Asian Steel Producing Countries,
Already at Very High Levels in 1997,
Increased an Additional 144 Percent in 1998
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U.S. Imports of Finished Steel Mill Products From CIS Countries Not
Subject to Suspension Agreements,
Already at Record Levels in 199,
Increased an Additional 72 Percent in 1998
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Aziacbmeot
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Almost Half of the Finished Steel Import Surge in 1998
Was Concentratedin Hot-Rolled
Carbon Steel Flat-Products
(million net tons)
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Flat-Rolled Imports Have Surged Sharply
Since the First Quarter of 1998
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Hot-Rolled Carbon FlAt Steel Product
Imports From Japan, Russia and Brazil
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Hot-Rolied Carbon Steel Flat Product
Imports from Japan
1995:Q1 to 1998:Q4
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Hot-Rolled Carbon Steel Flat Product
Imports from Russia
1995:Q1 to 1998 Q4
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Foreign Suppliers That
Surpassed 1997 Totals in 1998
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Steel Imuport Market Share in 1998 Rose Signiflcandy
in Several Key Product line
(Shown Below are Four Examples)
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U.S. ImpotU of Cut-To-Lepngth Carbon Plate
from Korea Surged Sharply
Beginning in the Second Quarter of 1998 and
Still Remain Significantly Higher Than 1997
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More Cut-To-Length Plate Entered the United States
from Korea in the Last Four Months
(September through December 1998)
Than in the Previous Seven Years Combined
(1991 to 1997)
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More Plate in Coil Entered the United States
from Japan in the Last Four Months
(September through December 1998)
Than in the Previous Ten Years Combined
(1988 to 1997)
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More Cold Rolled Sheet Entered the United States
from Korea in the Last Four Months
(September through December 1998)
Than in the Previous Five Years Combined
(1993 to 1997)
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RRa9NT PLANT CLOSINGS, LAYOM AND CAPACITY RZDUCnONS
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PREARED STATE OF HON. CHARLENE BARSIwKY
Mr. Chairman, Senator Moynihan- and Members of the Committee, I appreciate
the opportunity to discuss with you today the steel import surge, its impact on the
U.S. market stid, industry, and the Administration's response.
INTRDUCTON
Last year, as we all know, steel imports rose rharply and rapidly, threatening
within a matter of months the stability of our domestic industry and the jobs of
many of its employees. In the April through November period, imports ran some 60
percent over historic levels across the industry, and at much higher levels in several
key product sectors. This import surge occurred in the context of the larger Asia
and Russian financial crises, as a result of weakened demand for steel in Asian and
other markets. Neither can the crisis become an excuse for our tradin partners to
adopt predatory export policies in steel or any other sector. Thus President Clinton
is personally committed, as he has said both here and abroad, and as he repeated
in his State of the Union Address, to ensure that our trainartners act fairly,
and will continue to enforce our domestic trade laws to ensurehl
The Steel Report which the President sent to the Congress on January 7 provided
at comprehensive and forceful set of actions to deal with the steel import surge and
the associated unfair trade issues. This action plan is working and we are seeing
the first signs of recovery. The Administration is determined to follow through uil
stability has been restored to the U.S. steel market.
Let me also stress that our efforts to solve the steel crisis have been, and must
remain, within the fr-amework of our laws and our international commitments. To
begi with, this framework can meet the task. And second, by sticking to the established rules, we can help ensure that the Asian crisis does not le-ad to a cycle of
retaliation and protectionism. which would badly damage, our economy as a whole,
and be especislVy dangerous to farmers, ranchers and manufacturing exporters including steel-intensive exporters, who are already suffering due to weaker demand
for our products abroad. This is especially important as we work to ensure that the
European Union lives up to its commitments in the banana and beef cases at the
WTO.
THE PRESIDENT'S ACTON PLAN

The President's steel action plan was developed with the benefit of advice and
suggestions from industry and labor. It can be found on the USTR web page at
www.ustr.gov/reportusteel99.pdf The report outlines in detail steel import trends,
their economic impact, and our response. This action plan includes four trade-related elements:
1. Vigorous and expeditious enforcement of laws to counter trade practices;
2. Bilateral efforts to address unfair trade ractices at their sources;
3. Support for a strong safeguards law adfor expeditious Section 201 inves4Creation of an early warning system for steel import monitoring.
Thie initiatives are the foundation for a comprehensive resolution of the steel import crisis in a balanced manner which will not damage other U.S. industries and
workers by exposing them to retaliation or supply shortages. These principles have
been translated into specific actions which began providingmeaigu relief in Delemnation of the Presidenes
Cember. We are confident that continued Vigorous Im
steel action plan will bring about the result we all dsr:a stable and competitive
U.S. steel market where U.S. and foreign producers can compete fairly. In the days,
weeks and months ahead, we will follow trghon prgrs being made and tk
additional targeted actlons where market condition and sports warrant, in a manner consistent with our nations overall economic interest
Let me now turn to a more detailed review of the import surge, the current market situation, the status of our efforts, and next ste.
STEEL DMORT TRENDS AND MARKET CONDMTONS

A The 1998 Import Surge
I will begin by reviewing the trends in our steel trade and market over the past
year.
Last year, 1998, witnueed the largest level of steel n ora, the largest and fastest import powth, and the largest import penetration in hsoy ae nfnlia
our 199 steel igmrt were 87.7milliodnmtric tos
December,
gZ~sa~slesfor
increse
0183.8 permit, or 9.4,
over 1997. Steel import pentration. rose from 23.8 percent in 1997 to 30.1 percent in 1998. This level exceeded U.S.

domestic needs, causing a glut in the market and severe price suppression. Between
1997 and 1998 U.S. steel shipments fell 3.5 percent from 96 to 92.7 MMT. Labor
statistics show a sapr than usual decline in steel employment, from 242,000 in
January of 1996 to 236,000 workers in January 1997 andt 1998, to 226,000 in Janubhree countries-Japan, Korea, and Russia--accounted for the great bulk B 76.4
percent-of this import surge. To update the information from the President's January Steel Report, in 1998:
Japan was the single larget source of steel imports at 6.1 MMT, up 163.4 percent or 3.8 MMT from 1997, accounting for 40.3 percent of the import growth;
" Russia was the second largest supplier at 4.8 MMT, up 58.9 percent or 1.8
MMT, accountin for 18.9 percent of the Import growth; and
* Korea was the third largest source of the growth, With Imports at 3.1 MMT, up
109.3 percent or 1.6 MMT, accounting F r 17.3 percent ofteiport growth.
While these three countries accounted for the bulk of the steel import growth, imother countries also rose substantially. In 1998, the United
a number
pots
Statesfrom
imported
ateel of
from 68 countries (albeit in ver small quntities from some).
Steel imports from a dozen or so "secnd-.tier" suppliers reachtween 100,000
and 900,000 metric tons, and have potential to increase further. Notable import
gro wth occurred from: the United Kingdom, Australia, Ukraine, South Africa
China, Indonesia, Taiwan, India, Luxembourg, Moldova, Romania, Latvia, an
Kjazakstan. In addition, the European Union as a whole remains the single largest
source of U.S. steel iprts, suplying 6.6 MMT to our market in 1998, although
overall steel imports fro the EUM
were 4 percent below 1997 levels.
By product, carbon flat rolled steel was the single largest source of the import
surge, accounting for 46.5 percent of the overall import increase. However, sharp
import increases occurred in a range of other products, includln heavy structurals,
steel piling, light shapes, reinforcing bars, line pipe, pressure tubing, etc.
In sum, we saw import and market disruption levels of unprecedented proportions
in the U.S. steel market beginning in April. of 1998. However, due to the Administration's execution of the steel action plan, the first signs of recovery emerged.
B. First Signs of Recovery

The December 1998 steel import data provided the first indication that market
conditions may have bottomed out, and that recovery can be anticipated.
At 2.6 MMT, December imports reflected a substantial decline from the average
monthly import levels of 3.5 MMT from April through November 1998 import surge
perid. prgres
Frthr wa evientianar, with imports declining further to
k48 MT-about 6%above the January 1998 import level.
The December and January decreases were concentrated in carbon flat rolled
products fr-om Japan and Russia, which are subject to the ongfoing antidumpinf investigation, indicating that actions taken by the industry, labor and the Adminiistration are bearing i~t. When compared to November levels, . anuary imports of
these products declined70 preT Dcines
were sharpest from the three countri. s
under investigation with imports from Japan down 96 percent, fr-om. Russia dormn
98 percent, and fr-om Brazil down 76 percent. ImporCs of this product from Japan
and Russia have basically ceased. The 198U.S. import increase of this product was
4.4 MMT (fom 5.7 M= in 1997 to 10.1 MMT in 1998). In 1998 U.S. imports of
this product from Russia and Japan totaled 5.9 MMT. Therefore, a substantial reduction of imports from these two countries will more than offset the growth which
has occurred. Nevertheless, imports of carbon flat rolled steel from a range of other
countries are increasing, and are being closely watched by the interagency import
monitoring team with a view to ensuring fair trade.
This type of short-term import decline does not by any means reolvoj the entire
steel problem. A glut of steel products is still evident in the U.S. market, and high
import levels of other products persist. However, the Decamber and January declines, are significant steps, and a clear indication that President'e steel action plan
is working.
Several other market indicators are also positive. Steel demand in the United
States remains strong and new orders are reportedly improving. In late January,
a number of companies announced price increases ranging from $M0$40 per net ton
on hot-rolled, cold-rolled, and coated sheets for secondquarter shipments. Analysts
believe these increases will likely succeed, as prices for these products are already
quite depressed (down an average of 21 percent since May 1998), and as the Import
su ~I
3 is being reduced due to o pg unfair trde cases.
ff ar, US.rwselpoutn roe 5.1 percent from December while the
monhs.Themos reentdata for capacity uW ion for the week of March 13,
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1999 show another improvement to 78.8 percent. Nevertheless, these rates are stil
low when compared to the operating rate of 93 percent in mid-March 1998.
Reflecting the drop in imports, import penetration (imports as a percent of apparent consumption) fell to 28.0 percent in January 1999, fr-om 36.6 percent in November of 1998. Still, this level is significantly above the 23.4 percent level recorded in
December 1997.
TRADE ACTION PLAN

These are some initial encourage signs that the President's steel action plan is
working. Continued forceful ,urstnof the Policies and actions announced, and active monitoring of import ang market conditions with a view to additional, treed
action, where needed will be key in reestablishing the health and stability ofthe
U.S. steel market. Fohowing is an update on the trade related aspects of the President's action plan.
A Unfair Trade Laws
The first and essential element of the steel actionI
is viorous and expeditious
enforcement of the antidumping law and conevl
duty lws by the Commerce
Department.
As you know, fully one third of some 300 antidumaping and count.-vali'ng duty
orders now being administered by the Department of Commerce address st e products. This remedy is well1 suited for the steel sector, in which the industry's cyclical
nature and the high level of government intervention and support overseas have led
to a high incidence of unfair trade. The industry isasrn
roponent of this trade
remedy, and has used it effectively to gain relief from unfairly traded and injurious
imports.
That has been the case in this crisis. The Commerce Department's expedited investigations and the critical circumstances findings have resulted in relief for U.S.
carbon flat rolled p roducers in record time, with retroactive effect to 90 days prior
to the Commerce Department anoucement of the preliminary dumping margins.
Thus, in the case of Japan, the antidumping cash deposit and bonding reurments
became effective only some six weeks from the joint industry and union=fln of the
dumping case. The trade laws have worked expeditiously to provide U.S. industry
and workers with relief against unfair trade. Secretary Daley will elaborate on this
element of the President's action plan.
The U.S. steel industry and workers filed additional dumping and countervailing
duty petition on February 16th with respect to carbon cut-to-length steel plate imprsfrom eight more countries which may have taken advantage of antidumping
reifapplied to products from Russia, Ukraine, China and South Africa. The Commerce Department initiated these investigations on March 8th.
Let me also note that January's import figures show a sharp rise in steel imports
from China, from 60,000 to just under 100 000 tons. This is still a -small total, making up about 4% of our steel imports for &i month. However, the sharp rate of increase is a cause for concern. Secretary Daley will raise this issue during his upcoming visit to China. As the Secretary has said, we wil not allow others to jump into
a vacuum caused by the elimination of dumped steel from Japan or other countries.
In sum, the combined industry, labor, and Administration effort to pursue and implement actions to counter unfair trade are providing relief, in a manner fully consistent with U.S. international obligations.
B. Bilateral Action
Another key element of the President's steel action plan provides for bilateral initiatives with countries which are the key sources of the steel import growth: Japan,
-Russia,
and Korea. Substantial progress has been made on this front as well.
.1. Japan-The largest source of steel import growth last year was Japan. As reflected in the President's Steel Report to the Congress, in January the Administration informed the Japanese Government that we expect steel imports from Japan
to revert to pre-crisis levels. We also informed Japan that, if such a roll-back does
not occur in short order, the Administration would self-initiate trade action to ensure a reduction of imports and to prevent further injury to U.S. steel producers and
workers. Thus, the roll-back will be enforced, if necessary, through Administration
trade action. Our intent is to act forcefully if normal trade patterns are not promptly restored.
Our interagency steel imnport team closely monitors and analyzes both Japanese
monthly export data and U.S. monthly import data for all major steel- categories.
We are reviewing trends, levels, and U.S. market conditions, and in consultation
with U.S. producers, we are assessing where trade action may be appropriate. Some
of the trends are encouraging, but important concerns remain. Japan s exports of
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steel to the United States in December 1998 foil to 383,000 metric tons, and in January 1999, Japan's exports declined to 233,000 metric tons. This compares to the
average monthly export rate of 680,000 tons from April through October 1998, and
the peak of 908 000 tons in Japan's September exports to the United States. Jarants
December and January steel exports of hot roiled sheet declined to a negligible level.
Our product-specific 'monitoring of steel imports from Japan continues to ensure
that our expectations are fully met.
At the same time, in our broader trade and economic relationship with Japan, we
are pressing for the creation of domestic demnand-led grwth in J asn through fiscal
stimulus, broad deregulation, financial reform, and imeaigu
L market-openn
measures. If fully implemented, these policies would create isubtantial opportumi
ties for exporters and workers in America, other Pacific economies, and for Japanese
workers and companies. Decisive action by the Government of Japan to implement
such reforms are key to relieving global pressures which are at the root of the steel
import crisis in the United States. We are looking to compile a substantive package
of deregulation measures by Prime Minister Obuchi's visit to the United States in
M ay.
2. Russia-On February 22nd, Secretary Daley announced the initialing of a comprehensive set of steel agreements with Russia-a suspension agreement on the carbon flat roiled dumping case, and a broader agreement under the market disruption
article of the 1992 U.S. bilateral trade agreement with Russia. These agreements
would roll back and cap steel imports from Russia, the second largest source of our
1998 steel import surge.
The suspension agreement would ensure that: a) there will be a zero quota-no
imports from Russia of flat roiled products covered by the investigation for a rriod
of six months, and b) the annual quota which goes into effect at that time, 7V0,000
metric tons, is 78.4 percent below our 1998 imports of this products from Russia and
58.4 percent below our 1997 imports of this product from Russia. The quota basically rolls back imports from Russia to their 1996 level. In addition, there would
be minimum price and strict monitoring provisions.
The second, broad steel agreement with Russia would cover imports of all other
steel products not already subject to quota, as weil as pig iron. It contains quotas
on sixteen products, and rolls back imports of these products to 1997 levels or be low,
reducing them by 68 percent from the 1998 import level.
Both agreements have been subject to public comment, and all views will be considered. The key obj ective here is to offset any unfair trade margis and to help
restore predictability and stability in the U.S. market. This compreenive approach
to the Russian issue is pricularly appropriate because the Europan Union had already negotiated a simlragreement with the Russian government which may have
caused diversion of Russian steel to the U.S. market, something U.S. industry was
particularly concerned about. This comprehensive approach also envisages opportunities for regular dialogue between U.S. and Russian government and steel industry
representatives which can be used to provide technical assistance in the transformation of the Russian steel sector to mnarket-based principles, and to sound environmental and managerial practices. We welcome U.S industry and labor involvement in this dialo e.
3. Kbeawe-Tbe IMd largest source of our steel import growth was South Korea.
The Presiden~i Steel Report -announced that our dialou wth Korea on steel trade
and policy issues would be expanded and expedited. A Korean government and industry steel delegation visited Washington in late January and provided an update
on government and industry efforts to restructure and privatize Korea's steel sector.
The Administration, as well as U.S. steel industry and members of Coges, have
had a longstanding concern with the Korean government's involvement in the steel
sector through industrial policies which have favored steel and steel-using industries, and encouraged their grwth and export-oriented capacity expansion, through
incentives and directed lendig Hanbo Steel is the best-known example, but there
are other examples as well.
In August of 1998 USTR exhne letters with the Korean Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and Trade which are aimed at ensuring that the sale of Hanbo Steel, which
is in bankruptcy, is taking place through a market-driven, open, and transparent
process in accordance with international practices. Hanbo's production of hot-rolled
sheet has ceased pending its sale, Bankers Trust has been engaged to manage the
sale.
In addition, the Korean government has offered general assurances that steel-related practices which have resulted in excs capacity in Korea and have been the
cause of longstanding trade friction between our countries have been abandoned.
Accordingly we have included in our steel discussion with korea a set of objectives
to ensure itia real and substantive progress Is made toward permanently getting

the Korean government, out of the steel business. Our broad objectives in these discussions include:
a) Having the Government of Korea address anti-competitive activity in the
Korean steel sector and -ensure open competition inside Korea and in international trade;
b) Expeditious, complete, and market-based privatization of Korea's largest
steel producer, POSCOcImplementation oi the Hanbo sale and operation of the company. on armslength terms outlined in our August -exchange of letters with Korea, ina manner which will not engender government involvement (we sent a formal Report
on this issues associated with Hanbo to Congress last December); and
d) Fair trade in steel products. In our view, these are reasonable expectations.
They are consistent with stated policies of the Korean government, and they
must be implemented fulfly if we are to avoid continued trade friction in steel.
B. Section 201 Safeguards
A third key element in the President's steel action plan is strong support for an
effective safeguards provision in U.S. trade law, including his bigness to urge
the ITC to expedite any section 201 safeguards investigations concernig steel.
U.S. industry and workers filed a petition for relief on steel wire rod under Section 201 in December of last year. The International Trade Commission (ITC) is now
conducting an inquiry to establish whether*hury has occurred or is being threatened in this segment of the industry. If the ITC -reaches an affirmative conclusion
under its legal procedures, the President will have the option to decide whether relief is appropriate. If a remedy-is appropriate, he will have wide discretion to fashion it in a manner which is appropriate or tis industry.
Because of its soeand flexibility, Section 201 is an extremely important and
valuable trade remedy tool. As with the unfair trade remedies, the decision on when
and whether to invoke it lies foremost with U.S. industry and workers. The Administration has met with steel industry and labor representatives to review market
and import trends and to- review assess relief options. Close collaboration on these
issues will continue.
C. Import Monitoring and Early Warning
The fourth trade-related point in the President's steel action plan is the decision
to
Release preliminary steel import data in order to create an early warning import
monitoring system. Under this unprecdented new data release program, steel import statistics are made public almost a month sooner than the regular release
schedule, some three weeks after the end of each month. Import trends are reviewed
at senior levels of government and discussed with industry and labor representatives to assess their impact and options for import relief.
These import data releases have been invaluable in providing both the government and the industry with a real-time sense of import trends. Each months datai
are carefully analyzed by USTR and Conmnerce Department experts and the intermonitoring team to review trends by country and by product category
agenc
in termsimpor
ofvolume and per unit import value. These trends are reviewed in light
of most current information on U.S. market and industry developments.
Our particular focus at this time'is threefold: 1) to carefully monitor imports from
Japan in light of the President's announcement that he expects imprts from that
country to revert to pre-crisis levels: 2) monitoring import trends f1or product categores hathadbee
thesubectof har import increases, to ascertain whether
meaningful declines are underway; a 3) monitoring of imports from second-tier
suppliers and the EU.
LEGISLATIVE

INMTATWES

In summary, our action plan, and our trade laws are in place, and beihVto
provide the relief needed and deserved by U.S. steel producers and workers. Proped legislation such as H.R. 975;-which would a~ttempt. to resolve these issues
thrug the legislated imposition of import quotas or similar import restrictions
would be neither in our national interest, nor that of our steel industry. While wel
intentionedI this type of action could create additional havoc in the U.Sf. market and
undermine substantial progress we have made to date.
Unilateral imposition of quotas or import bans would ignore the fact that we already have effective trade remedy tools which are producing results. As I have discussed above, we have seen a -substantial decline in imports in December and January; we have announced preliminary dumping and countervailing duties against unfair trade in record time; we have seen a substantial drop of imports from Japanand, we have initialed a comprehensive set of agreements with Rusia. Additional
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trade cases, both under the unfair trade laws and under the safeguards mechanism
(section 201) are pending, and the Administrations has affirmed its support for their
fair and expeditious review. Our action Ian and our trade laws are working as Congress intended, providing the relief neee and deserved by U.S. steel producers and
workers. The crisis is by no means over, but we are seeing signs of recovery. Continued imlementation of the President's action plan will ensure further progress. In
paricuarwe determined to carry on with our active import monitoring program to ensure that these positive trends continue, and that other countries do not
undermine pro a we have made.
By contrast, legislated solutions, which are not based on careful ITC analysis and
an interagency and industry consultation process, can create market distortions that
can add to, rather than resolve, economic problems. Legislated imposition of trade
remedies for steel outside of the established U.S. trade laws can create shortages
for user industries or result in excessive price-hikes. As our economy continues to
grow, demand for steel products remains strong. Imposin quotas at this stage,
when it looks like the market is beginning to stabilize could have the unintended
effect of disrupting the market, with effects that could reverberate throughout the
U.S. economy and undermine our nation's economic growth. Moreover, while intended to assist U.S. steel workers, quotas that are legislated outside of our trade
laws could harm U.S. steel interests by prompting retaliation against export oriented U.S. steel-using industries, such as autos and machinery, or against other industries such as agriculture that rely on a strong, rules-based trading system.
On the other hand, the steel crisis has demonstrated that there is room for improvements to our trade laws, and particularly to Section 201, to ensure that they
deliver strong, effective relief in an expeditious manner. Section 201, our "safeguards" statute is critical for ensuring that our industries can make a positive adjustment to import surges when they occur. We believe, for example, that H.R. 1120,
the legislation introduced by Representatives Levin and Houghton, constitutes a
constructive approach, and we stand ready to work with them and other members
of Congress to develop a bill that we could recommend the President sign.
CONCLUSION

In conclusion, let me reiterate that prompt restoration of a stable U.S. steel market remains a top U.S. trade priority, and the President's steel action plan is achieving the goal. Vigorous and expedited enforcement of U.S. trade laws has resulted
in substantial relief from unfair trade. Imports from Japan have been rolled back
almost to the pr-rsis levels. A comprehensive agreement has been initialed with
Russia which wilsbstantially roll back imports and prevent new surges. Progress
has been made with Korea, and additional results are anticipated shortly. Active import monitoring is underway based on the unprecedented early import data releases,
and the Administration is committed to do more as market and import trends warrant. Domestic steel prices and capacity utilization are risi ng.
We are not ready to declare that the problem has been so Ived. We are fully aware
of recessionary conditions and excess capacity abroad, and of the fact that the strong
U.S. market will continue to act as a magnet, while the temptation to trade unfairly
wvill persist. Nevertheless, we are pleased that actions taken to date have resulted
in improvements, and we are committed to continue to vigorously enforce the President's comprehensive steel action plan. Working hand-in-hand with U.S. industry,
labor, and Congress, we believe positive results will be achieved without jeopardizing broder U.S. economic interests.
Thank you for providing me with this opportunity to testifyr.
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Senate Finance Committee
March 23, 1999
Questions Submitted For the Record By
Senator Orrin 0. Hatch

Questionm: Millennium Rousnd WTfO Negotiations
Recent reports have indicated that the Administation has become more receptive towards
expanding the scope of the next round of WTfO megolatfous. Those opposed to the trade
laws have pushed hard to re-opem negotiations on the antidming agreemnets; however,
these trade laws are the only legal recourse available to an Ind"sr Injured by unfairly
trade Imports. Any weakening of the WrO antidumping rues would effectively strip U.S.
industries and our workers of their remedy against unfairly trade Imports. The
Administration must not allow these negotiatioas to be used as a tool to weaken the
antidumping rules.
Maliassuwwnc can you give owm
Met MiLsAdA3fSinoaF3 wil xot Miow L46 roxnd of WWT
negotlation to Pau&b In weakening of Mle &W&d
law"?
Ausvhr.
The full and correct implementation of WTO Agreements is a priority for the United States
including implementation of WTO rules for antidumping remedies. Since the entry into force of
the WO, the United States has worked actively in the VITO Antidumping Committee to
improve our trading partners' compliance with the Antidumping Agreement, as that helps to
assure greater fairness and predictability to U.S. exporter when they sell in foreign markets. At
the same time, however, we have made clear to our tradin partners that the United Stae will
not accept any weakening of the international rules which addrs unfair tade practices, and we
have opposed suggestions that the Antidumping Agreement should be reopened as part of a new
round of multilateral trade negotiation&.
The Administration has been consulting closely with the Congress, the private seto and other
interested groups to develop specific U.S. objectives for future work in the WTO. Some issue
(e g., agriculture and services) have already been agreed to as subjects for further negotiation,
while work is ongoing to developsa consensus on any additional issues for negotiation. We look
forward to working with you and others in the Congress to establish an affirmative agenda in the
WTO to pursue U.S. interests and to defend against any weakening of the remedies agst
dumping and other unfair trade practices.
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Question: Support for Legislative Proposals
The current steel crisis demonstrate that there are two kua"meatal faw in our current
to this crisis. Steel Imports
trade laws. First, our law have met bee. responsive enough11
suuged dramaticallyand price plummeted over a very short time period. Thousands of
Jobs have been lost, and thousands more are threatened. Numerous steel companies have
been forced to cut back their steel capacity, and several companies have had to declare
bankruptcy. Second, certain standards under our trade las are higher thaa required
under the WFTO Agreements. Changes to our trade laws ane desperately needed.
Should wsaiad the trad Iaw s. thrat they respond moe qukklyand effecdivij to surges of
unfairly traded~
la
Withfreso many people mefrcedourf vrh? Wflhtke
Add,1hitwtin suort suck aunendnsentsr to our ade law?
Answer:
The surge in U.S. steel imports from April through November 1998 was a result of a sharp and
sudden drop in demand for steel in Asia, coupled with substantial atel overcapacity in Russia.
These factors combined to depress global steel prices globally and in the United States.
Proceedings initiated by the U.S. induary under our trade laws, and actions taken by the
Administration under the President's -Aeel action plan, outlined in the January 7 report to the
Congress, have substantially rolled back imports of unfairly traded steel. As part of the
President's action plan, the Commerce Department acted swifly and effetively to apply our
antidumoping law to unfairly traded steel imports. The Commerce Departimets preliminary
antidunping remedies took effect in a matter of weeks after the initiation of the antidumping
investigation against carbon flat rolled steel imports from Japan and Russia. Within two months
after the Commerce Department initiated its investigation imports of this product from Japan and
Russia had virtually stopped.
As a result, in the first quarter of 1999 steel imports were 7 million metric tons, which was at or
below 1997 and 1998 import levels for the comparable period. Recovery in the U.S. market is
underway, with industry order books reportedly full, and prices moving up. Continued recovery
will depend on maintaining 1999 imports at more traditional levels, and, to that end, the
Administration is closely monitoring steel imports, making steel import statistics available to the
public on an expedited basis, and consulting intensively with steel exporting contries.

While our trade laws provided a mechanism for rapid amo sulbsantial relief for the U.S. steel
industry, last year's -import surge demonstrated that we need to look closely at these laws to
ensure that they deliver strong and effective relief in an expeditious manner, while remaining
consistent with our international trade obligations. We believe the legislation introduced in the
House by Congressmen Levin and Houghton constitutes a constructive approach to thi issue,
and we stand ready to work with Members of Congress to develop a bili we can recommend that
the President sign.
In contrast, legilation mandating steel import quotas would not be in our nation's economic interest
and would V~olate our international trade commitments. Quotas imposed outside the procedures
provided izvour trade laws (such as our "section 201" safeguards law or the quota suspension
areetprovisious in our antidumpi and countervailing duty laws) would violate our
mtnaional trae obligations under the World Trade Organization. We fought hard to put strong
rules in place under the WTO - not only to ensure that we can use our trad laws against import
surges and unfirly traded imports but also to protect our exporting industries and workers from
arbitrary or protectionist import restrictions abroad.
Quotas that are legislated outside ofour trade laws could prompt retaliation against export oriented
U.S. steel-using industries, such as autos and machinery, or Agains other industries such as
agriculture that rely on a strong, rules-based trading system. In addtion, legislated quotas could
have the unintended effect of creating shortages and excessively high prices for steel products with
effects that could reverberate throughout the U.S. economy and undermine our nation's economic
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGE BECKER
1. THE STEEL CRISIS

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Senate Finance Committee,
thank you for your invitation to testify today about the crisis facing steelworkers,
their families, their communities, and their employers across the nation.
Today, the jobs and future of steelworkers all across America are being threatened
by a flood of foreign steel, much of which has been illegally dumped into our mt~rket.
According to the President's January Rterort to Congress on the steel crisis, over
10,000 steelworkers' jobs !n basic steel, iron ore mining, and coke production have
been lost. Thousands more have seen their work hours and their paychecks cut as
their ei,-ployers have adjusted to the grim reality of empty order books and lost customers. h~e list of companies where steelworkers have lost their jobs or had their
work hours and paychecks cut grows longer every day. Gulf States Steel in Gadsden, Alabama; Geneva Works in Provo, Utah; Bethlehem Steel's Lukens Division
and Washington, Pennsylvania; Spartow's Point in Baltimore,
la-tt in Houston
pMaryland;
WCI, Inc.,
in Warren, Ohio; USXs Fairless Works in Bucks County,
Pennsylvania; and LTV's Cleveland Works in Ohio. And the list #oes on and on.
Perhaps worst of all, the crisis we are in today was both predictable and preventable. We are in a crisis today because for eighteen -months, our policymakers ignored
our warnings as foreign producers dumped millions of tons of steel into the U.S.
market.
When the Asian currencies collapsed in late 1997 and early 1998, we warned then
that if decisive action were not taken that foreign-made steel would be dumped into
the American market. We warned then that the Inte-rnational Monetary Fund's
(IMF) insistence upon export-based solutions to the economic problems facing nations in Asia, eastern Europe Latin America, and Russia would be a prescription
for disaster for our own manukatn industries. We warned that the longer action
was delayed, the more damage =would be done, and the more difficult this problem
would be to solve. Our warnings fell on deaf ears.
Unfortunatelyr, our predictions have ro A' been realized.
1998 was a disastrous year for the steel industry and our steelworkers. Last year
the U.S. imported a record 41 million tons of steel. That's an increase of one-third
over the volume of imports the precedinig year of 1997. From July through November last year, each month's steel import figures were the highest mont21y totals in
history. In fact, our total volume of steel imports in the third quarter of 1998 was
nearly half of the total volume of shipments by the entire U.S. steel industry.
One year ago in March 1998, the U.S. steel industry was operating at 93 percent
of capacity. Toay, in March 1999, the industry is operating at only 78 percent of
capacity despite a strong U.S. economy and a -correspondingly strong demand for
steel. While the volume of imported steel has surged, average prices fell by almost
$100 per ton.
Recently, some have suggested that because there has been a slight decline in
total monthly steel import figures that the steel crisis is over. Nothing could be further from the truth.
While total imprts of hot rolled steel declined in January, 1999 fr-om their peak
in November, 199 8, as Japan, Russia and Brazil backed away fr-om the market imports of~hot rolled steel have alredy ' epgn to surge up from a number of countries:
Indonesia (up 1,310%), China (UP 552%), Kazakhstan (up 166%), South Africa (up
76%), Australia (up 60%), and The Netherlands (up 42%). In fact, Chinese steel
surged 65% from December 1998 to January 1999.
With preliminary antidumping decisions against Japan and Brazil on hot rolled
steel, these two nations have reduced their hot rolled steel exports to the U.S. However, they have increased the level of other key steel product exports. For-example
imports fio
apan of rail products, tin mill products, and cold rolled sheet and
strip steel increased 520%, 348%, and 54%, respectively from November 1998 to
January, 1999. Imports from Brazil of cut-to-length plate, wire rod, and cold rolled
sheet and strip increased 109%, 102%, and 47% respectively over the same threemonth period. Clearlyr, countries that have been found guilty of dumping hot rolled
steel have simply switched to exporting more of other types of steel product to the
U.S.
Overall January 1999 imors wer still 10.3% higher than the average imported
durn the three-year period from July 1994 to June 1997.
*Imports from Japan at 418,577 net tons in January, 1999 were still 96.3% Higher than before the pre-crisis period;
*Imports from Korea at 300,996 net tons in January, 1999 were still 155% Higher than during the pre-crisis period;
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*Imports fr-om Indonesia at 58,760 net tons in January, 1999 were still 705%
higher than during the pre-crisis period.
It is abundantly dlear to steelworkers who have lost their jobs and who have not
been called back to the mills that this crisis is not over.
11. THE HUMAN [MACT

Mr. Chairman, there is a human face behind all of these cold statistics about import levels, unused caplacity ad import values.
Steelworkers work hard for a living. They work in some of the hottest, noisiest,
and most dangerous work places anywhere and yet they take great pride in what
they do. Many come from fartnilies where their fathers, grandfathers, and even
at
grandfathers worked in this industry. They are the people who have helped to buid
America. They have made the steel that has built our skyscrapers and our bridges

sanctions.
Many of us have bitter and painful memories of the last steel crisis in the late
1970s and early 1980s when over 350,000 steelworkers lost their jobs. Four hundred
forty-seven (447) steelmaking facilities were shut down. Twenty-five steel producers
went into bankruptcy.
While man y found other jobs, many more never worked agh The economic and
social costs of that crisis were staggering. Many steelworkers lost homes, automobiles, health insurance, and maybe worst of all, lost hope. There were increased
incidents of substance abuse, mental health problems, marital prblems, and even
suicides. Communities in large steel-producing states, such as Pennsylvania, Ohio,
and Indiana, saw a large portion of their tax base disappear as steelworkers went
from being taxpayers to bein rcpents of unemployment insurance, food stamps,
and welfare payments from feal,!state, and local governments.
In the iron ore mining industry in northeastern Minnesota, employment fell from
16,000 jobs in 1980 to 1,500 in 1982. In fact, northeastern Minnesota saw its gross
domestic product plunge by 50 percent as 28,000 people left the region during the
1980s. This same scenario was repeated in scores of other steel communities in
Pennsylvania, Ohio, New York, Indiana, and Illinois.
We simply cannot go through this same experience again. If we do not act decisively inte present crisis, there will be no American steel industry in the 21st century. When steelworkers lose their jobs, the consequences go far beyond just the
steel industry. Unemployed steelworkers cannot afford to buy homes, cars, appliances, or much of anything else.' Businesses which depend upon steelworkers bringsoon find that their business is also hurt when steelworkers
a, paycheck
ing
lose home
their jobs.
Likewise, state and local governments that depend upon the income
tax revenue from steelworkers' earnings and sales tax revenues from their purchases find that the revenues which they need to finance fire protection, law enforcement, education, highways, and more for the benefit of the entire community
decline when steelworkers lose their jobs.
When a steelworker permanently loses his or her job, that's usually another
name, or several family members' names, added to the list of some 42 million Americans who have no health insurance in the richest country in the world.
Two decades ago, the experts said that the American steel industry had become
bloated, inefficient, and uncompetitive with foreg-made steel from countries like
Japan, Korea, and Germany. Aftr cutting 350,000 jobs and after investing over $50
billon in modern electric furnaces, continuous casters, and other modern
steelmaking technologies, the American steel industry was reborn.
American steelworkers have become the most productive steelworkers in the
world. Since 1980, productivity has increased by 169 percent,, or 5.5 percent each
year. In fact, the productivity of steelworkers has increased far faster than that of
other workers in other industries. While the price of an automobile has increased
by 50 percent since 1980, the consumer price index has increased by 97 percent
since 1980, and a ticket to a baseball game has increased by 200 percent, a ton of
American-made steel costs no more today than it did in 1980. By any measure, this
has truly been one of the greatest comeback stories of all time.
While some downstream users and consumers of steel products may not share our
alarm about the collapse of steel prices, this cannot be a healthy economic development in the long run. Although steel may be cheaper to buy now than it was two
years ago, there is no evidence that automakers or appliance makers or other users
are passing these savings on to consumers for their finished products. The hard re-
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sity of economics is that many domestic steel producers will not survive if they cannot earn a reasonable profit. No business can operate indefinitely by losing money.
When those companies go out of business, the industry becomes more concentrated
and such concentrations inevitably lead to higher prices in the long run.
Make no mistake about it; the domestic steel industry is not in a crisis today because it is unproductive or inefficient. It is not in a crisis because it provides its
workers with decent pay and benefits. It is in a crisis because of Illegal dumping
ineffective trade laws, and because our government has not embraced policy 0i0
preserving this national industrial ma nu facturing base.
IlU. THE ADMINISATION'S RESPONSE

On January 7 199, the Clinton Administration announced what it called "A
Comprehensive P~lan for Responding to the Increase in Steel Imports." As I said in
my January 8 letter to the President, 'Unfortunately, this plan is neither comprehensive nor terribly responsive." The four key points in the Administration's plan
were 1.) a vague and unenforceable demand for export restraints by Japan- 2) the
accelerated release of import data; 3.) a new $300 million tax credit for the'steel
I
industry; and 4.) trade adjustment assistance for displaced steelworkers.
Let me be clear: threats against Japanese exports are meaningless unless such
threats are enforceable. While the accelerated release of steel import data is helpful,
unless further steps are taken, this only ensures that we wil be getting bad news
about steel dumping and import surges sooner rather than later. Three hundred
million dollars ($300 million) of-tax relief for the steel industry and more money for
trade adjustment assistance will do nothing to-save the market for American steel
steelworkers here at home. In fact, in the absence
the jobs of
and savemeasures,
companes
offrter effective
these proposals represent a surrender of our markets,
the surrender of steelworkers' jobs, and a further step toward the dismantling of our
domestic industrial manufactung base.
On a more positive note, the United Steelworkers of America is pleased with the
February 12, 1999 preliminary decision by the Commerce Department in the antidumping and countervailng utyinvestigations on hot-rolled steel from Japan and
Brazil. In the case of Japan, anti-dumping margins ranged from 25 percent to 67
percent. For Brazil, margins ranged from 50 percent to 71 percent. Early, tese
preliminary anti-dumpig margins confirm what the Steelworkers union and the industy
hve lleed;illegally dumped steel is destroying our domestic steel industry
and taking the jolbs of American steelworkers.
The United States and Russian governments have recently completed negotiations
on a tariff suspension agreement on Russian steel. As we have stated on previous
occasions, we believe that any agreement with Russia must be accomplished within
the context of a comprehensive worldwide agreement on steel imports. if we are to
end the current crisis. Such an agreement should involve all steelmaking countries
and all steel product lines.
You may ask why steel deserves such consideration. Steel and the steel industry
are vital to protecting America's national sec-urity interests. I would remind you that
it is American-made steel w~uich is built into the aircraft carriers and Navy ships
built by steelworkers from Local 8888 at Newport News Shipbuilding Company in
Newport News, Virginia. What would have happened in 1941 if America had no
steel industry and was instead dependent upon Japan or Germany for its steel? Can
we afford to permit this industry to fail and to become reliant upon foreign steel
producers from Russia, China, Korea, and elsewhere for such a vital product?
IV. THE CONGRESSIONAL RESPONSE

Just last week, on March 17, the House of Representatives passed the bill H.R.
975 The Bipartisan Steel Recovery Act: of 1999, sponsored by Representatives Viac~o~yReglaKucnic, Qinn Traficant, and Ney, by a vote of 289 to 141 (more
than two-thirds of those m-embers voting). This legislation would require the President to take action, including the imposition of temporary import quotas on certain
steel products, tariff surcharges negotiated voluntary export agreements, or other
measures, so that the volume oi steel imports does not exceed the average volume
of monthly steel imports during the 36 months preceding July, 1997 when the current crisis began. Additionally, H.R. 975 would establish a new steel import permit
and monitoring process so that the industry and the government can track steel import activity more closely and respond more effective to surges of possible illegal
steel imports. Before passage, HA1 975 (along with its preecsso, YH.R 506 had
attracted over 200 sponsors in the House.
The passage in the House of H.R. 975 shows that there is a bipartisan commitment. in Congress to put the interests of Main Street above the interests of Wall
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Street. Steelworkers and steel communities hold dear the notion that America's
trade policies should benefit Americans first. That idea may be novel in some quarters, but on March 17th it was a winning idea in the House of Representatives.
A companion bill, S. 395, has been introduced in-the Senate by Senators Rocke-:
feller and Specter. This legislation currently has 14 cosponsors.
Let me just add that prior to H.R. 975 being reported (unfavorably) by the House
Ways and Means Committee, I was deeply cuappointed to learn of White House
Chief of Staff John Podesta's letter to President Clinton recommending that the
President veto the bill if it were to reach his desk. Mr. Podesta states that, 'The
President's commitment to effective, vigorous, and timely enforcement of our trade
laws is producing results."
Unfortunately for our steelworkers, the remedies being administered under the
existing trade laws are too late, too narrow, and too weak. Incremental steps, taken
country by country (as in the case of the Russian suspension agreement) or product
by product (as in the hot rolled case against Japan, Brazil, and Russia) simply invite ever-more inventive circumvention of the trade rules.
It is our view that S. 395 provides the only effective opportunity for bringing a
quick end to the current steel crisis.
V. THE INADEQUACY OF THE WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION (WI'O)

Mr. Chairman, many critics, including those in the Administration and here in
Congress, have arged that some or all of these proposed bils violate U.S. commitments to the World Trade Organization (WTO) or other international trade agreements.
I will leave it to the lawyers to argue with each- other on that issue. Let me say,
however, that when the United States joined the WTO, we did not surrender our
sovereignty nor our right to protect our national security interests. A strong domestic steel industry is vital to this nation's national security.
The Europeans have recently filed an action before a WTO tribunal seeking to bar
the application of the 1916 Anti-Dumping Act. If the Europeans' view of our antidumping law is upheld, it will mean that when the U.S. entered into the WTO, global trade arrangement, we wiped long-standing legislation off our own statute books
and willingly agreed to wear handcuffs that prevent our addressing massive, industry-threatening trade law violations. Certainly, this could not have been Congress'
intent in originally approving U.S. participation in the WTO.
If, as we are constantly being told by our critics, our commitment to the WI'O
prevents us from effectively addressing the crisis caused by illegally-dumped foreign
steel in the U.S. market, then it is time for Congress and this Administration to
reconsider that commitment at the earliest possible opportunity. If the WTO isn't
working right, we need to fix it or get out.
Ironically, while the Administration has insisted that they cannot take more forceful action without running afoul of the WTO, it is the Administration's own proposal
for $300 million in tax credits for the American steel industry that is now being
challenged by our trading partners as an illegal government subsidy under the
WTO.
Apparently, it is the view of some of our trading partners that there is literally
nothing that the President or Congress can do or should do to stop this catastrophe
for steelworkers and the steel industry. Such a view is preposterous.
None of our trading partners would allow such a vital industry in their own country to be destroyed in the name adherence to the WTO or any other international
trade agreement. Indeed, our trading partners have erected many barriers to the
import of American-made products into their markets i'order to protect their own
domestic industries.
o
December 8, 1999 marks the fifth anniversary of the.Uruiguay Round Agreements
Act and U.S. participation in the World Trade Organization. The Act mandates a
review by the Administration and Congress of the effects of the WTO on domestic
interests and the costs as well as the benefits to the United States of its past participation. Most importantly, Congress must consider the matter of this nation's continued participation in the WTO. Should Congress conclude that continued participation in the WTO is not in the national interest, it can, under the law, require
the withdrawal from the WTO by enacting a joint resolution this year. What's more,
if Congress does not act, we must remain in the WTO until the next opportunity
for review and withdrawal, which does not occur again until December 2004.
These issues of our sovereignty and the enforcement of our laws to prevent or stop
irreversible economic injury to vital industres must be carefulfly examined if Congress is to make a sound decision about our continued participation in the WTO.
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VI. THE NAFTA DISASTE

Mr. Chairman, it would be bad enough if the only recent crisis we faced was from
foreign steel beingj illegally dumped in our market. Other events, however, have
magnified the impact of the current trisls for steelworkers.
The implementation of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFFA) has
been an unmitigated disaster for steelworkers and working people all across the
United States as well as workers in Canada and Mexico. By our government's own
admission, over 8,000 steelworkers have lost their jobs and been certified as eligible
for NAFT1A trade adjustment assistance. Nationwide, nearly half a million worker
have lost their jobs because of NAFTFA.
NAFTA has transformed the U.S.' $1.7 billion trade surplus with Mexico in 1993
into a nearly $15 billion trade deficit last year in 1998. During the five years from
:993 to 1998, other developed countries-such as those in the European Unionhave maintained their trade surpluses with Mexico, even during the 1995 devaluation of the peso. Likewise, the U.S. trade deficit with Canada for 1998 was over
$18 billion.
The so-called "free trade" system. that NAFTA established across North America
has given predatory corporations a license to hunt for the cheapest labor and the
lowest environmental and safety standards on the continent. To make matters
worse, the twisted logic of NAFVIA encourages even socially responsible corporations
tokjin this hunt in order to remain competitive.
No working person in Canada, Mexico, or the U.S., should be forced to trade hardearned economic security for the "opportunity" to work harder and longer for less.
And no community anywhere should have to accept lowcr health and safety standards and environmental protection standards to keep some of it. citizens working.
But it is precisely this kind of blackmail that has ravaged workers in all three countries.
As a result of NAF'TA, thousands of companies have moved their U.S. operations
to Mexico. They include many familiar and prominent names: RCA television sets,
Oshkosh overalls, American Standard plumbing fixtures, TrueTemnper hardware
t-shirt. and underwear, Farah pant., Woolrich coat.,
of the Loom
ArdcsFruittypwriters,
miCorona
Goodyear tires, and the list goes on and on.
NAFTA has failed workers and not just here in the U.S. It has also failed in Mexico where workers have seen their wages drop by at least 27 percent since NAYI'A
was implemented. And it's failed in Canada, which has lost more than 137,000 highly paid industrial and manufacturing jobs.
VII. THE LOSS OF OUR MANUFACTURING ANDUSTRLAL BASE

The current steel crisis, the inadequacy of the WTO, and the negative effects of
NAFI'A are all symptoms of a profound long-term problem facing America; the loss
of our industrial manufacturing base.
While most economic observers have noted the overall strong performance of the
U.S. economy, these observers often overlook a very different story of what is happnninmanufacturing. According to the Bureau of labor Statistics (BL) from
emr 1997 to December 1998, our nation lost 237-000 manufacturing jobs.
Why does this matter? Because many of these lost manufacturing jobs are the
kind of jobs that pay decent living wages which can support a family and which
and the necessities of life. They are also
~~8and , their
faiist
oeerco
~ ~ workers
u~ provide
~ that
allow~
families with health insurance and
the kibd of
jobs
pensions so that workers need not fear living out their older retirement years in
poverty. The loss of manufacturing jobs also guarantees that the continuing and
widening disparties in incomes between the highest income earners in America and
those at the lower end will only continue to get wider in the future.
Economists at the Economic Policy Institute have estimated that a $100 to $200
billion increase in the trade deficit would mean the loss of 700,000 to 1.5 million
jobs in manufacturing and other industries producing tradable goods. The trade deficit for 1998 was over $163 billion. Our trade deficit continues to grow. The trade
deficit in January 1999 hit a record $17 billion; up fr-om $14.1 billion in December
1998. On an annualized basis, the January figure would mean a trade deficit this
year of $204 billion.
The issue before us is not whether there's going to be a global economy. The global economy is a reality. The real issue is what kind of global economy are we going
to have?
Is it going to be a global economy that truly lifts the wages and living standards
of all workers or is it going to be a global economy that only works for the benefit
of those with great capital, wealth, and political power?
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Is it going to be a global economy that accelerates the destruction of our environment

and

natural

resources

for

the

benefit

of

a

few

or

is

it

going

to

be

a

global

econ-

omy that protects our natural resource for everyone?
These are fundamental questioristhat we as a nation must address.
A recent Wall Street Journal/NBC News Poll indicated that 58 percent of the public thinks that foreign trade has been bad for the U.S. economy because cheap imports have taken U.S. jobs. The American public has spoken up repeatedly in favor
of fair trads.Jet our policymnakers seem to have a tin ear when it comes to this
issue. If we don't move to stop violations of our trade laws and if we don't ensure
that trade agreements will be mutually beneficial for all Americans, then there will
continue to be this deep antipathy about trade.
Mr. Chairman, steelworkers believe in America and the American dream. Steelworkers have made the steel that has built America and defended this nation
throughout its history. We are not asin our government for any special favor here.
We are asking the President and this Congress to stand up for us just as we have
stood up time and time again for our country.
With over 10,000 steelworkers already out of work, three major steel producers
already in bankruptcy, another one on the brink, and virtually every steel producer
experiencing huge losses, action isn't an option; it's an absolute necessity.
Please pass S. 395 be fore it's too late.
Thank you.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF THOMAS

G. BELOT

QUOTAS OR TRADE BARRIERS ON IMPORTED STEEL WILL MEAN LOST JOBS IN STEELUSING INDUSTRIES

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Thomas Belot, President of
the Vollrath Company of Sheboygan, Wisconsin. I am here on behalf of the North
American Association of Food Equipment Manufacturers, as a member company.
NAFEM represents 650 firms that manufacture commercial stoves, broilers, toaste rfierars,, dishwashers, beverage dispensers, food carts and many other lines
and serving. equipment.
preparation
oft0oOrmembe
employ approximately 60,000 men and women in the United States.
Total sales are $6.5 billion at the manufacturers' level. Stainless steel represents
about 30 percent of all costs of production
My own firm's products include boilers, steamers, food warmers, food carts,
cookware, and many other products. A brochure that I have submitted may give you
a better idea of the range of our own products, over 2,500 in total, most of which
are made with stainless steel.
If you have ever looked behind the order counter at McDonalds or Burger Kin#,
or into the kitchen at any restaurant or cafeteria, large or small, what you see is
an expanse of clean, shining metal. The great majority of the products of our industry are made from stainless steel. Hygiene requires a non-rustin, hygenic surface
that is easily cleaned. Economy and efficiency demand durability. M~ehigh~er
pricecoudnrve some shift to plastics, stainless steel is the material of choice. The
food equipment industry uses about 550 million tons of stainless steel a year and
is the second largest user of stainless steel in our country, second only to transpotation. Even for companies which principally use domestic steel-and Vollrath
is one
of these-the access to foreign markets is essential to retain price competition and
to assure the supply of specialty materials used by some other members of our-industry.
My own firm employs 750 men and women. Total U.S. employment at all NAFEM
members is approximately 60,000. This one segment of the American steel-using industry employs about one third as many workers as the entire U.S. steel industry
and is for larger than the U.S. industry producing stainless steel.
Our industry is a great American success story. We lead the world in the techcoopay-havfwon
rprten
equipment. A number of our members-including my
company-hav wo h eartment of Commerce's "E" award for eprigexcel
My own firmn
lence. Over 80 percent of NAFAEM members have markets overseas.M
exports about ten percent of its products. The average among all NAFEM members
is greater-about 20 percent of all food equipment manufactured in the United
States is exported. That is a lot of exported or re-exported stainless stee-that is,
stainless steel exported in a high value-added, job-intensive manufactured product.
With 20 percent of our industry's products exported, that means that 20 percent
of the jobs in our industry--about 12,000 jobs--are directly tied to exports. One typical NAPEM member-A.J. Antunes & Co. of Addison, fllvrois-noW69a markets m
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140 countries, exporting 37 percent of its product. The company is moving into a
new and larger plant this year and its target Is to increase overseas sales to 50 Percent of its market, hiring new workers as it does so.
This is typical. Our idustry' export markets aegongrapidly-or sit least
have been growing rapidly. Growing markets for ourproducts hve until now meant
an increased nee for stainless steel and an increased need for workers. We have
a technological edge and will continue to compete effectively around the world unless artificial trade barriers raise our costs and put us at a world market disadvantage.
Although you would normally be safe in assuming that an industry would act in
the best interests of its customers, that is not the case with the steel industry. Their
drive for punitive duties meant to cut off foreign supplies and the proposals before
you for quotas that would roll steel imports back to the levels of two to four years
ago will mean lost sales and lost Jobs in the now-thriving food equipment manufacturing industry.
This is exactly what happened in the late 1980s, when we had "voluntary" quotas
on imported steel, including stainless steel. Domestic prices of stainless 304, our
principal material, rose 75 percent in 18 months, to a level well above world prices.
Ouir industry's ability to compete overseas was crippled. It was several years after
the phase-out of the VRA's before our industry recaptured foreign markets and
began aai to grow at double-digit rates.
Data from the American Iron and Steel Institute show that average iprts
of
stainless sheet and strip in the 36 months p receding July 1997 were 30,789 tons.
Quotas at that level would reduce imports by about 15 percent from 1998 levels.
Imports of stainless steel did indeed increase markedly in 1998 over 1997. Butand this is very important this was not at the expense of production, sales, or emindustry. Shipments by domestic manufacturers of stainin the domestic
ployment
less steel-whether
you took at all stainless steel or specifically at stainless sheet
and stripwere higher in 1998 than in 1997 or in any recent year. And shipments
even in December 1998 exceeded December 1997.
For the domestic stainless industry to replace the proposed cuts in imports would
require increased production of about 99,000 tons that would be taken out of expot.I do not know if they could meet this demand or not. I think there would
Em
sortags at least in a transition period. And I am sure these trade restrictions
would lead t sharply higher prices, with the negative effects on the competitiveness
of our industry that I have tried to describe. The law of supply and demand-proven
by our experience under the VRAs of the 1980.--is that quotas or similar import
restrictions will lead to higher prices for stainless steel in the United States, and
that these p rices will rise above those in competing countries. In fact quotas here
will probably lead tgrater sup ply and lower prices in the rest of the world.
While our export markets would be the first to go, we would also begin to see increased imports of stainless steel in finished foo equipment coming into our own
market from overseas. And we would see some shifting away from steel to plastics.
What good would this do anyone?
This is not the time for the United States to back away from the principles of
free trade. Protectionism is rising around the world. Restrictions on imports by the
United States will hurt our competitiveness and will soon be followed by other nation's restrictions on our own exports. Other industries, from high-technology manufacturing to agriculture, could be harmed.
We know what happened under the "Voluntary Restraint Agreements"!-"voluntary" quotas of the late 1980s, when stainless steel prices went up 75 percent
in 18 month kilnour markets.
LETS N&MK THE SAME MISTAKE AGAIN.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOSEPH CANNON
Good morning. My name is Joe Cannon; I am Chairman and CEO of Geneva Steel
located in Vineyard, Utah. In 1987, we resurrected a shuttered steel company and
restored 2600 jobs. We made steel, we made money, we went public, we invested
nearly $400 million in our mill to become a leading, low-cost steel supplier in the
U.S.
In 1996 we were hit by a wave of plate imports from Ukraine, Russia, and China.
We filed antidumping camss and won them with 100% average dum~ping duties
against these inefficient producers. Suspension Agreements entered into for foreign
policy reasons, allowed these countries to retain 400 000 tons annuplcnt
ally of
plattaeinteUS. market, down from the 1.2 millon tons shippedd In
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1996. Just as our company started to recover from this financial debacle, the world
economic crisis produced a surge n imports in 1998 which threatens our survival.
Our biggest product is plate. Frm1997 to 1998 plate imports increased from 1.26
to 1.82 million tons, a 46% percent increase. Imports took over 28% of the U.S. market. Our second biggest product is hot-rolled sheet. Between 1997 and 1998 imports
ir.eased from 6.3 to 11.1 million tons, a 77% increase. Imports took 36% of the
U.S. market. Our third major product is welded line pipe. Imports increased from
220,000 tons in 1997 to 330,000 tons in 1998, a 50% increase. Imports took over
37% of the U.S. market. These huge import increases at dumped prices have forced
domestic prices to fall ,by $-$100
per ton in each of our major products. Domestic
shipments in each product category have fallen by at lea-it 15-20% thus far this
year. At Geneva, we shut down a blast furnace in September reduced our workforce
by over 800 workers, and saw fourth quarter 1998 sales &'11over 50% from the
fourth quarter of 1997. This resulted in a loss of $50 million in the fourth quarter.
This fourth quarter loss resulted in our company filing for Chapter 11 banrptcy
on February 1.
Today I urge the Finance Committee to request an investigation by the ITC under
Section 201 on flat-rolled steel products including cut-to-length plate and slab. The
reason for our request is that the collapse in world steel demand is continuing and
we will face a renewed import surge in 1999 that could prevent Geneva from reorganizing under the bankruptcy laws and cause many other U.S. producers into bankruptcy or closure.
For example, imports of hot-rolled sheet in January were slightly more than January of 1997 at approximately half a million tons, but an import decrease of 250 000
tons from Russia and Japan because of the antidumping cases was replaced by
250,000 tons of increased imports, primarily from China Indonesia, Australia, the
Netherlands, India, and South Africa. This is illustrated by the chart attached to
my testimony. Most of these are Asian countries. Just as with the import surge in
1998, these increased imports are hitting the West Coast first. The import surge
that hit the West Coast in April or May of 1998 hit the Gulf, Midwest and East
Coast by August and September of 1998. Second, at the recent hearing in the plate
unfair trade cases held at the ITC on March 9, a spokesman for Mtsubishi Internstional stated that they had no orders for March. Tis is not a surprise as to orders from Japan given that the domestic industry just filed cases alleging dumping
margins of 50% and those margins could go into p lace as early as mid-May. H owever, on March 15, just six days after that ITC hearing one of our customers received an offer from Mitsubishi International Steel for plate from Malaysia at $290
a ton landed in the United States. Now this is below Gneva's costs and I believe
the costs of any manufacturer in the United States. I don't know whether this Malaysian plate will be made with Japanese slab or not. But my point is that these
international trading companies wil never show any mercy to the U.S. market.
They will bring in product from anywhere in the world where there is more supply
than demand and dump it into the U.S. market at prices significantly below U.S.
producers cost.
Geneva would not be able to reorganize and continue in business if we face wave
after wave of imports until the world economy improves. If that happens, the western United States will lose one of its two plate producers, one of its two hot-rolled
sheet producers, and one of its three line pipe producers. Not only will this be bad
for the people of Utah, but it will also have serious negative consequences on the
hundreds of western customers that will lose a valuable supplier.
Thank you for this opportunity to testify today.
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Major Steel Import Changes
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Major Steel Import Changes
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M. DALEY
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. President Clinton is dedicated to ensuring that America's steer industry, our steel workers, and their families are not hurt by unfair
trade practices and import surges. This is a real problem that is getting real attention, and the President has made it one of his top priorities.
Strict enforcement of the trade laws, especially the dumping and subsidy laws, is
the linchpin of our comprehensive, WTO-consistent solution to the steel crisis. My
staff at te Commerce De artment has been working tirelessly for several months
on steel issues. We have o!ne everything possible to provide the quickest, most effective relief allowed under the law, include shifting resources, expediting dumping cases, making early critical circumstances determinations, and adopt WTOconsistent methodologies that strengthen enforcement.
This policy has had a dramatic impact in reducing steel imports. This is especially
true in hot-rolled steel, which is subject to dumping cases on Japan, Russia and
Brazil. Hot-rolled imports have dropped 70% since November.
But the Administration is not content with the status quo, especially when 10,000
steel workers have lost their jobs. We are taking action to make sure that what happened to the steel industry last year is not repeated.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF WiLLIAm

LEGISLATIVE APPROACHES

Last week, a bipartisan group of House members introduced H.R. 1120, the "Import Surge Response Act of~ 1999." We believe this legislation constitutes a constructive approach, and are ready to work with both Houses of the Congress to develop
a bill that we could recommend the President sign.
In sharp contrast, we have deep concerns over the steel quota bill passed by the
House last week. While we understand the motivation behind this legislation, we
believe it is the wrong approach. Not only does it raise serious WTO concerns, but
it also could have a negative impact on the U.S. economy and it sends the wrong
signal to the rest of the world.
In the end, steel quota legislation would be counterproductive and would not provide the long-term Job security that American steel workers and their families deserve. Long-term job security can only be achieved by keeping domestic demands for
steel strong and by keeping America's economy strong. The way to do this is to
strengthen our trade laws and take aggressive enforcement actions in accordance
with our WTO obligations.
WHERE WE WERE

Mr, Chairman, we recognize that the steel industry is not out of the woods yet.
But our policy is working. Let's just look at the numbers.
Chart 1: 96-97-98 Steel Mill Products from all countries
" The first chart shows the dramatic increase in all steel imports in 1998: 33%
higher than 1997, which was itself a record year.
" By November of 1998, import penetration for steel products exceeded 36%. Domestic steel mill capacity utilization rates were below 75%/.
Chart 2:96-97-98 Hot-Rolled fr-om Japan, Russia, and Brazil
" Chart 2 shows the rise in hot-rolled steel imports-the major traded steel product-from Russia, Japan, and Brazil between 1996 and 1998.
" In October,- the steel industry filed antidumping cases on hot-rolled steel from
Japan, Russia, and Brazil-the three countries accounting for the major portion
of the surge.
WHERE WE, ARE NOW

Since then, a turnaround has begun. It is too early to declare victory, but the
news is encouraging.
Chart 3: Nov. -Dec.-Jan. World Steel Mill Products
" Chart 3 shows that worldwide imports of all steel dropped by 34% from November 1998 to January 1999.
" A major reason for the reduction was the sharp decline in imports of hot-rolled
steel.
Chart 4: Nov. -Dec.-Jan. Hot-Rolled Products
*Chart 4 shows that worldwide imports of hot-rolled steel fell by 70% from November to January.
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Chart5: Nov.-Dec.-Jan. Hot-Roled from Japan, Russia, Brazil
" Chart 5 shows the dramatic decline in imports of hot-rolled steel from Japan,
Russia, and Brazil that is a direct result of the antidumping cases.
" As you can see, hot-rolled steel imports from Japan plummeted, from over
400,000 tons in November to less than 16,000 tons in January. Russian imports
fell from over 600,000 tons to less than 11,000 tons. And Brazilian imports
drop ped from almost 65,000 tons to less than 16,000 tons.
All of this is a direct result of our dumping cases and the bilateral pressure we
have applied to our trading partners. The impact of these cases was felt because
of our early changed circumstances determination made in early November. This
had an immediate impact on the market beginning in late November.
OTHER GOOD NEWS

Tha Commerce Department will release preliminary import data for February on
Thursday. We are expecting the dumping cases to continue to have a positive impact
on import numbers.
During the four weeks ending March 13, steel mill capacity utilization rose on average to 80.5% from the 74.6% average in November. This is not as high as- the 93%
average we saw early last year, but it is a marked improvement. We are also encouraged that domestic production has risen in recent prods.
Also in late January, domestic steel firms announced price increases beginning
next month. Many Waif Street analysts expect the increases to stick.
All of this is very positive news, and we expect that a healthier industry will
translate into increased job security.
Of course we rec
.nz that 1998 was a record year for steel imports, and a couple of month&
of goddata does not make a trend. But we believe we are beginn
to see a long-term solution to the steel crisis. Let me assure you that we wilcontinue to do eveytin possible, consistent with our laws and the WTO, to ensure
that the United States does not become a dump ground for unfairly traded steel.
ENFORCEMENT OF TRADE LAWS

As I have said, these numbers show that tough enforcement of the trade laws
works. Let me briefly describe the many unprecedented actions we at the Commerce
Department have taen.
First, we expedited the hot-rolled steel cases. For the first time ever, we issued
the preliminary determinations almost one month early. The preliminary dumping
margins on Japan and Brazil ranged from 25 to 71%.
Second, as I mentioned earlier, we changed an esoteric policy that has had a tremendous impact on the steel market. This policy, known as critical circumstances,
is a WTO-consistent approach that is designed to deal with extraordinary import
surges. By making this determination early for the first time, we made the impact
of the hot-rolled investigations felt in the market much earlier than last month's
preliminary determinations. Instead, the impact was felt in late November. This is
evidenced by the huge drop in imports in December.
RUSS[AN STEL AGREEMENTS

Third, we reached two proposed agreements with Russia that will significantly reduce imports of Russian steel and provide effective relief to our steel industry and
U.S. workers. The first agreement would suspend the hot-rolled steel dumping investiation in favor of a the-part deal:
" First 'there will be a six-month moratorium on imports, which is intended to
offset the recent surge. As a result, total 1999 Russian hot-rolled steel imports
will drop by almost 90 percent from the 1998 import level of 3.8 million metric
tons.
" Second, starting in 2000,- there will be an annual quota on hot-rolled steel of
750,000 metric tonpe year. This is equivalent to the p re-surge, non-injurious
1996 import levels. t rpresents a 78 percent reduction from 1998 levels.
" Finally, the suspension agreement sets a minimum price for Russian steel, high
enough to ensure tht U.S. prices are not forced down.
As required by law, we also issued the preliminary dumping determination on
Russian hot-rolled steel, finding margins ranging from 70 to over 200%.
The second agreement is a comprehensive agreement restricting exports of other
Russian steel products to the United States to 1997 levels. This agreement will provide the steel industry and U.S. steelworkers with additional, immediate relief from
imports of other Russian steel products. The comprehensive agreement will prevent
surges in other steel products. In addition, it will deter circumventio of the hot-
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rolled suspension agreement by preventing the Russians from shifting to other steel
products to get around the quota.
Together, the two agreements, when combined with the 1997 steel plate agreement, will reduce overall imports of Russian steel mill products by almost 68 percent in 1999, compared to 1998 import levels.
OTHER STEEL CASES

We are currently enforcing over 100 cases on steel products. And we are continuing our vigorous enforcement.
Yesterday, we issued final dumpn and subsidy determinations on stainless steel
five countries-orea, Italy, Belgium, South Africa, and Taiwan.
in coil from
plate
Tecombined
dumping and subsidy rates ranged from 8 to 60 percent.
Two weeks ago in response to petitions filed byv the domestic industry, we initiated dumping and subsidy cases on carbon steel plate from nine countries, including
France, India, Japan, and Korea.
EARLY WARNING SYSTEM TO MONITOR IMPORT TRENDS

Early last year, in response to the Asian financial crisis, the Commerce Department established an import monitoring system to watch for import surges and fallpieparticularly for impor-sensitive industries, such as ste,61.
inuligon this approach, the President's steel action plan, announced in January, put into place new guidelines for the release of preliminary import statistics.
To ensure that the U.S . steel industry and workers had accurate information as
early as possible, the Commerce Department took the unprecedented step of publicly
releasing preliminary steel import statistics almost a month before the regular release of the complete trade statistics. This Thursday, we will release the Febr
preliminary steel import data.
COUNTERVAILING DUTY REGULATIONS

Another important action we have taken is to issue strong new countervailing
duty regulations that strengthen our ability to combat unfair subsidies. These regulations send a clear message to foreign governments that we will take action against
unfair subsidies that injure U.S. industry and workers.
BILATERAL EFFORTS

We continue to press the countries accounting for the largest volume of imports,
particularly Japan, which accounts for the largest share of the recent import surge,
toed unfair trading practices.. The President put Japan on notice in his State of
the Union address and in meetings with Prime Minister Obuchi that if Japan's exports in 1999 do not revert to their pre-crisis levels, the Administration stands
ready to take further action. Ambassador Barshefsky and I have reiterated this
message in our bilateral meetings. In addition, we have pressed Korea to end government involvement in the steel industry.
Finally, we have also issued stern warnings to other countries that may be tempted to sell more steel in the United States unfairly: We are monitoring imports closely and will continue to enforce our trade laws vigorously.
CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, the President remains deeply concerned about the problems faced
by the steel industry and its workers. Today I have outlined the strong actions we
have already taken to respond to the steel crisis. I have pointed out the dramatic
results we have seen so far. And finally, I have indicated that we are prepared to
work closely with you on additional constructive measures.
I would be happy to take any questions.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAVID L. DANIEL
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
Thank you for this opportunity to present Quality Tubing, Inc.'s views on H.R.
975.
My name is David Daniel and I am President of Quality Tubing, Inc. ("QTI"). We
employ over 100 people at our plant in Houston, Texas, and I am here to explain
why H,.R. 975, as passed by the House of Representatives on March 17, as well as
other measures designed to restrict imports of steel, are ill-advised. Quality Tubing,
Inc., founded in 1976, was the first company established for the sole purpose of
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manufacturing steel coiled tubing for use in the oil and gas industry. All of our
bcauetey re coiled, and 70 percent of the coiled tubes we
prodctsareuniue
maectanabe
coiled, uncoiled and reold peawedly. The hot-rolled steel we must
use to make our critical service coiled tubing products is unavailable from domestic
Aerican mnanuffaurers of hot-roiled steel, and the high strength makes it even
more difficult to obtain.
This critical service coiled tubing product, known as "downhole work strings," is
used by the oil and gas industry in deep, highly pressurized oil and gas wells, where
it must be uncoiled from large spools, sometimes fed to depths more than 20,000
feet down the well, and coiled back onto a spool for use in another well. The constant coiling and uncoiling of this product as it is used in especially deep and highpressure wells subjects the material to significant metal fatigue. As a consequence,
the life span of this coiled tubing is three to four months. Any interruption in the
supply ofthe steel we need to produce this product will, in a very short time, affect
not only the jobs at QTI, but jobs in the oil and gas industry as well.
Quality Tubing purchases approximately 7096 of its hot-roiled steel needs from
Japan because the products are simply not produced by domestic steel mills. QTI
has rea
domesticcspquested
spliers to produce steel meeting the requirements required by our customers. However, domestic suppliers have consistently been incapable or unwilling to produce the hot-rolled steel we require for critical service
applcatons
Theefoe,
I has found it necessary to work with the Japanese steel
mill, Sumitomo, to develop-the steel we need in order to produce steel coiled tubing
with the properties reuired by our customers.
The steel purchased by QTl from Japan is not fungible with either US produced
steel or steel from Russia or Brazil.Ol Sumtomo has been willing to attempt the
production of a uniquely tapered rolled steel essential to QTI's business. This tapered hot-roiled steel sheet actually tapers from a thicker gauge to a thinner gauge
along the length of the coil. This very unique material is usedin coiled tubing representing 25% of QTI's entire production.
We believe the ptential alves impact on our business by H.R. 975, as passed
last week in the Hfows, is a prime example of unintended consequences. Nonetheless, those consequences are real. H.R. 9 is aimed at steel that is "dumped" in
this country at lower than market -prices. And yet, Japanese prices for the hot-rolled
steel purchased by Quality are higher than the closest grades available from domestic producers. Furthermore, in each of the last four years, the Japanese steel we
purchased has increased in price. Although the steel we import is not produced in
the United States, trade restrictions often do not distinguish between imports which
compete with domestic producers and those which are not available domestically.
Our Japanese supplier has responded to what competition there is fr-om domestic
sources by moving into, higher gr-ade specialized products rather than reducing its
price. With respect to price,
" The Japanese price per ton increased each year, as did the domestic price per
ton.
" The Japanese price per ton has increased 3% per year on average, and
" The Japanese price per ton averages 499%more than domestic price per ton.
Any reduction in our ability to import this high quality steel would gravely impact
Quality Tubing's competitiveness in the market place.
Although the overall market for this "niche" product is small, production of coiled
tubing strings enables the $1 billion coiled tubing service market to function. As I
mentioned earlier, coiled steel strings wear out in an average of three to four
months. In the event of an interruption in imports, all of the coiled-steel tubing
strings in existence would be retired in very short order and could not-be replaced
with a steel of like quality and functionality. U.S. service companies, as a consequence, would feel the negative impact of a loss of this product almost immediately. U.S. production and ,jobs could be, and almost certinl would be adversely
affected. Indeed Quality Tubing would have to turn to a Frnch coil supplier for the
closest substitute steel product in order to stay in business.
Mr. Chairman, we produce a unique product essential to the efficient operation
of the domestic US. oil and gas industry. In the 23 years since our founding, we
and our market have steadily grown, and we expect and hope to expand our market
still further as the industry prospers. Moreover, we expect to adapt this unique steel
to new products. But without access to this steel, our business and the businesses
of our customers would surely falter. It's that simple.
I urge you, then, as you evaluate this bill, to keep in mind companies like QTI,
which produce specialized products and do not deserve to be adversely affected by
legislation aimed at exacting quotas on steel imports.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. Mmc DEWINE
Mr. Chairman, let me begin by thanking you for giving me this opportunity to
I
appear before this Committee on a matter of vita] importance to Ohio.
Our domestic steel industry has evolved into a highly efficient and globally competitive industry. Yet, despite this modernization, our steel producers face a number
of unfair trade practices and market distortions that have had a devastating impact
in Ohio and other steel-produacing states. I have heard firsthand from industry and
labor leaders about the crisis. Their message is clear: The time for action is long
overdue.
The flood of drastically cheaper imported steel over the course of last year has
caused thousands of workers to be laid off. Some domestic steel businesses have
been forced to ile for bankruptcy. Accordin to the American Iron and Steel Institute, 4.1 net tons of steel were imported in October of last year that's 56 percent
highr than the previous year, and the second highest monthly total ever.
Thssurge in imports has directly impacted our own steel industry. In November,
U.S. steel mills shipped nearly 7.4 million tons of steel last year more than one million tons below what was shipped the previous year. We have seen U.S. steel's industrial utilization rate fall from 93.1 percent in March 1998 to 73.9 percent in January 1999. Most troubling of all, approximately 10,000 jobs have been lost in our
steel industry since last year. In my home state of Ohio, the consequences have been
devastating.
* The Timken Company, a leading international manufacturer of highly engineered bearings and alloy steels, was forced to lay off 400 employees.
" The WC I Steel C ompany in Waren, Ohio was forced to lay off 200 jobs.
* Wheelinig-Pittsburg Steel Company, where over 65 percent of the employees live
in Ohio, was forced to lay off 250 jobs.
These jobs must be saved. Once they are lost, it is impossible to predict whether
these jobs will ever be restored. Each day that goes by without a clear plan of action
increases the danger to the steel industry a key component of Ohio's and America's
economy and to the livelihoods of thousands of dedicated steel workers and their
families.
I am a free trader. And I believe fr-ee trade does not truly ejust without fair trade.
Free trade does not mean free to subsidize, free to dump fre to distort the market.
Our own trade laws are designed to enforce thosempnncipiet.
The current crisis underscores a flaw and we ess in our trade laws. The extremely large preliminary dumping margins determined by the Department of Commerce reveal that foreign companies are willing to dump huge volumes of steel in
our markets in order to gain a long term share of the market. And, because of the
laws, it is difficult for U.S. companies to counter their actions.
That's why I strongly urge the passage of my legislation called the "Continued
Dumping or Subsidization Offset Act."
The Tariff Act of 1930 gives the President the authority to impose duties and
fines on imports that are being dumped in U.S. markets, or subsidized by foreign
governments. The "Continued Dumping or Subsidization Offset" provision would
take the 1930 Act one step further. Currently, revenues raised-through import duties and fines goes directly to the U.S. Treasury. Under, my bill, duties and fines
would be transferred to injured U.S. companies as compensation for damages caused
by dumping or subsidization.
Transferring duties and fines will help our steel -industry deal with the pending
crisis and hopefully deter future dumping or subsidization. Current law does not
contain a mechanism to help injured U.S. industries recover from the harmful effects of foreign dumping and subsidiation. These practices reduce the ability of injured domestic industries to reinvest in their plant, equipment, people, W4D technology, or health care and pension benefits for their employees. Moreover, current
law simply has not been strong_ enough to deter unfair trading practices. In some
cases, foreign producers are willing to risk the threat of paying U.S. antidumping
and countervailng duties out of the profits they receive from dumping.
Some may argue the cost of this provision is too great. Well, recent data indicate
that the "costs" Will be 50-60 percent lower than originally estimated. Also, tariffs
were not meant to be a revenue gatherngF measure but rather a deterrent. Any loss
in government revenues will be made up by:
" Fewer dumping cases being filed, thus less resources needed by the Department
of Commerce;
" More companies paying taxes on profits, and" Fewer lay-offs. Let me also stress that thi egstion is consistent with our obligations under GATT and the WTO. The bnefit's provided under my bill do not
create an actionable subsidy under the WTO as the benefits provided are not
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spleific within the meaning of Article 2 of the Agreement on Subsidies and
Countervailing Measures. The benefits under my bill are broadly available to
any petitioning group, and eligibility is automatic and based on objective cr1teris. The benefits are neutral and dO not favor certain enterprI over others.
Mr. Chairman6 let me conclude. Fhe steel crisis calls for leadership.It's important
that we in the o
aresremain focused on this crisis and take the lead in cushioning a very tog-low for these hurting communities, and assessing how we can
shape our laws to prevent similar blows to other industries. Now that the House
of Representatives has acted, all eyes are on the U.S. Senate to weigh in. We should
not act for the sake of acting. We should act in a way that will help our steel industry in the short termn and our U.S. manufacturing base in the long term.
We need to stand up for steel, not just to help the workers in these commuitnities,
but to protect a vital American national security interest. Our military needs domestic steel suppliers; without them, our ability- to build ships, tanks, and other equipment woul be at the mercy of foreign suppliers.
That's unconscionable; it flies directly in the face of our national interest.
And it does so in an even broader way as well. Because this is a broader issue
than steel. If we, as a nation say we will let other countries break the law with
illega dup , who knows what other industries will be tate
by ileaoreign
predators?"Letfs draw the line now, and protect the rule of law-and preserve free
trade.
I thank the Chair.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF

ORRiN G.

HATCH

Mr. Chairman, I want to welcome Joe Cannon, CEO of Geneva Steel in Orem,
Utah. Geneva is the nation's largest manufacturer of steel plate west of the Mississippi. Geneva, along with Acme Metals and LaClede Steel, is one of several U.S.
steel mills facingrecent or imminent bankruptcy from dumped, subsidized, or otherwise unfair steel imports.
I was really angered yesterday when I read an article in the
Los Angeles Times by.Donald Nauss, a Times business page writer. According to
Nauss, all three companies are using imports as a~ sour grapes excuse for poor management. In the case of Geneva, Nauss said that the company was failing because
it "was highly leveraged f-rm large investments in new technology that never pi
off." Nauss, having made the charge, never gave us the details, so let me help
out.
He's right: the technology didn't pay off. That's because the plant modernization
scrupulously pursued by Geneva was nipped in the bud by the same unfair import
deluge that prompted the bill introduced by my good friend from West Virginia.
Geneva finished its costly modernization program in 1995. The changes cut production costs by 20 percent. What happened then was another 20 percent price reduction in plate resulting from a massive import surge from Ukraine, Russia, and
China. Geneva and other members of the steel sector won a series of anti-dump ing
cases leading to a 100 percent-I repeat, 100 percent--dumping duty against these
countries.
B y now everyone's probably hikngwhy are we complaining? They slapped the
offenders with a 100 percent duty an won their antidumping cases. The domestic
trade laws must be working.
Unfortunately, there's a gimmick called a "suspension agrement," -unlawful
under GATT and WTO, but available to noniarket economies (NME) and non-WTO
members. It would be as if our courts allowed the commutation of sentences for
murders. In this instance, it allowed these countries to continue murdering US.
steel manufacturers as long as they didn't murder too manvI
My point, although made with a bit of justifiable cynicismn, is that our domestic
trade laws do not safeguard U.S. industry from devastatin import surges. Worse,
the discrtionary authority allowed the President in exempting NME and non-WTO
countries is not being fairly applied. While I am very sympathetic to our foreign policy need to keep Russia politically stable, it is unreasonable to expect, as Clin
administration officials have come to insist, that we do it by gutting the U.S. steel
industry.
In my judgment, Mr. Chairman, quotas. won't do the job. The risk of cutting off
imports on which our country's high productivity, low inflation and eveih consumer
choice depend is just too great.
But, I can point to several deficiencies in our Section 201 safeguards law that
need our urgent attention. The two mnst egregious provisions are those pertaining
to the cause of import-related injuries and the definition of serious injury.
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Both provisions imps much tougher requirements on our own import-injured
companies than the =IOprovisions impose on the rest of the 'world.
For example, on the matter of causation, under Articles 4.2 of the VITO Safeguards agreement, adopted by the Uruguay Round, relief is available whenever "increased imports have caused or are threatening to cause serious injury to a domestic
However, U.S. law requires that imports be a "substantial" cause of serious injrwhich is defined as an "important cause," and one that is "equal to or greater
tha any other cause.",
The serious injur standard is equally unfair. The VITO provision defines "serious
injury" as a "signfiat overall impairment in the position of the domestic industry." 1t directs authorities to consider the impact on market share as well as
"changes in the level of sales, production, productivity, capacity utilization, profits,
and losses, and employment."
The U.S. Section 201 provision was amended after the Uruguay Round to incorporate the language "significant overall impairment in the position of the domestic
industry." But, much to the delight of some of our trading partners, Im sure, the
standards for assessing "serious i *ury" were not also changed accordingly. The result is that U.S. authorities must slow such factors as:
1. The significant idling of productive facilities;
2. The inability of a significant number of firms to carry out domestic production operations at a reasonable level of profit; and
3. Significant unemployment or underemployment.
The repeated use of the modifier, "significant," has to make anyone suspicious. My
interpretation is that it imposes an artificially high injury level never intended
under the Uruguay Round ... and that this is borne out repeatedly through the
few successes of US Sec. 201 cases since the Uruguay Round changes were adopted
internationally.
The time has come to adopt the international standard and to place American industry in general, and steel in particular, on an equal footing with their competitors.
I appreciate the chair's consideration of my remarks.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF How. AMo HOUGHTON
I wish to thank Chairman Roth and Senator Moynihan for the opportunity to appear before the Committee to discuss the steel trade issue, and specifically the current situation caused by the surge of steel imports, and what might be done about
the problem. I want to briefly discuss two aspects of the situation. First, the bill
passed by the House last week (H.R. 975), and why I believe that bill requires the
wrong course of action, and second, the alternative bill, H.R. 1120, that Congressman Levin and I introduced a week ago today. We believe our bill is a viable alternative to the Visciosky bill, H.R. 975.
Mr. Chairman, I applaud the gentleman from Indiana, Mr. Visclosky, for bringin
up this issue. It is an important one and we need to do something about it. Te
issue is not only the hurt caused to the employees. The issue is how to cure the
hurt.
First, let me address H.R. 975, the bill that passed the House. It seems to me
from my experience that this bill has a heart but does not have a head. What do
I mean by that? First of all, I don't believe it will go anywhere. Even if it did, it
is VITO illegal. Furthermore, the most important thing is we have sort of a reverse
golden rule. We are doing unto others what we do not want others to do unto us.
Anexample of that, of course, is the banana issue.
I have been in this situation personally. I have been in a company which almost
went on its knees because of unfair trading ractices, and I relate to that. There
are two issues here, though. There is the antidumping issue, and there is the import
relief issue. The problem is not just dumping., The very existence of the steel indusby imports. This must be addressed by Section 201, the provision
is threatened
tr
of our
trade law designed to address injury caused by all imports whether or not
they are dumped. But H.R. 975 or variations thereof, is not the way to do it. That
approach will hurt us long-term.
There is another alternative, and I point to my colleague here at the table with
me, the gentleman from Michigan, who has been extraordinarily helpful in this ensat Tuesday, we introduced a bill, H.R. 1120, which I believe is a comdeavor.
prehensive approach to the "import aurge" problem B not just for steel, but for other
industries as well. The approach is W'f(D legal, bipartisan and I hope has the support of the Administration. It is not perffect, but it is a significant step forward. it
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enables us to give hurting firms and workers relief without violating our WTO obligations.
What does the bill do? First, it strengthens Section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974,
by removing the unduly high causation standard and bringing it in line with the
WTO standard. Our standard is presently higher, creating a significant and unnecessary obstacle to obtaining relief. Second, the bill shortens the time for obtaining
provisional relief, from 90 to 65 days. Third and very important, the bill requires
the consideration of iprt
surges. Fourth, the bill creates an early warning import
monitoring systems. And fifth, what I consider to be crucial, the bill makes changes
in the Prsident's discretion provisions to create greater likelihood that the Presidept will implement the Section 201 remedy. The bill would make it more difficult
for~the President to deny a remedy recommended by the International Trade Commission. In my view, the President's current discretion to modify or ignore the ITC
recommendations is the single biggest reason why Amnerican firms don't use Section
201.
The current situation in steel has been brought on by a surge in imports. An increase in 1998 of 33% for steel products. For January the imports were about the
same as for December. I'm told the data for February will not be available from the
Department of Commerce until this Thursday, March 25. In the January preliminary report, imports from Japan, Brazil and Russia were down, but imports from
Korea were up, as well as Canada and Mexico. The antidumping orders and Russian
suspension agreement have had some results, but we still have a long-term problem
to solve. The February data will be very informative as to the effect of the actions
to date.
Many believe our trade are not enforced. Thus, they are skeptical of using them.
We need to address that issue. I believe H.R. 1120 is a step in that direction. Both
Congressman Levin and I are eager to work with the Committee on our bill as an
alternative and comprehensive solution to the steel situation-and to address other
similar situations that will surely develop in the future.
Thank you for allowing me to testify and I will be pleased to answer any questions that the Committee members may wish to ask.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. SANDER M. LEviN
Chairman Roth and Senator Moynihan, thank you for the opportunity to appear
before the Committee today. Issues of trade are so prone to instant polarization that
facts often can get lost in the reflexive skirmishing. In this instance, certain facts
are clear:
" There was a substantial surge in certain steel products from several countries
in 1998. Other nations whose own economies were in trouble sought some instantaneous hard currency not in Europe but in the world's most open market,
ours.
" The 'surge hurt. Certainly, like in any significant sector of an economy, there
were a number of factors at play in 1998 in steel, such as competition within
the domestic steel industry, including between mini-mills and the larger ones.
But the parallel path of a sharp spike in imports and in employee lay-offs10,000 workers-and bankruptcy filings by three steel firms points to the
former as a significant cause of the latter.
" There was no U.S. government action until antidumpin petitions were filed in
September 1998. After that, the government did swingito action actively and
aggressively enforcing existing law.
I would urge that the events of 1998 demonstrate that existing laws are inadeq uate.
'irat, none of our trade laws provides expeditious relief for sudden, dramatic
surges in imports. Under the antidumping law, U.S. industries and workers must
wait until the injury has been done, or is so imminent as to be unavoidable to file
for relief. In order to ensure success in their injury case, the U.S. steel industry had
to wait until September 1998, fulfly 10 months after the import surge began, to file
antidumping petitions on hot-rolled imports. Section 201 imposes an even more onerous requirement. The ITC considers an even longer period-five years in moat
cases-iing
te determination of whether serious inury exists. Frigindustries to wai uninury "ripen?"before they can file for relief, I believe, is lie forcing a patient to bleed toward death before you can begin to !r;so his wounds. The
remedy provides too little too late.
Second, the remedial measures typically put in place are incomplete and can be
evaded. Antidumping orders cover only certain products from specific countries. The
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duties do not prevent foreign producers fromi shifting to other production areas or
producers from other countries from stepping in to fil the gap.
This very problem is looming in the current steel import crisis. While there has
been a dramatic decrease in imports of hot rolled steel fi-om Japan, Russia and
Brazil since December, there also has been a sizable increase in impot from other
countries (such as Australia, China, India, Indonesia, Italy and Kazahkstan) during
that same period.
Third, our current laws do not address the more fundamental, systemic problems
of structural overcapacity and anti-competitive foreign practices that underlie import surges such as the one that occurred in 1998.
Strengthening our laws is the appropriate response to the steel crisis, rather than
H.R. 975. The prime author of H.R. 975, Pete Visclosky, working with others in and
outside of Congress, has played an important role in highlighting the crisis in steel.
However, H.R. 975 calls for action in a way that is contrary to the rules of the
World Trade Organization (WTO) and our obligations thereunder. Because of this,
John Podesta, the White House Chief of Staff has recommended a veto to the President. The reason is clear. We cannot seek to use the WTO to enforce international
rules of law regarding trade-as we currently are in many cases--while at the same
time advancing a proposal that is clearly in violation of those rules.
We need to focus now on strengthening and reforming our laws. Toward that end,
Congressman Houghton and I have introduced legislation that would both address
deficiencies in our trade laws and provide effective, comprehensive relief for the
steel industry now-all in a manner that is consistent with our WTO obligations.
Specifically, the legislation, H.R. 1120, would
" Strengthen section 201 by removing the unduly high causation standard, requiring consideration of the impact of import surges, shortening the time period
for obtaining and expanding the availability of provisional relief, requiring the
ITC to perform a more comprehensive injury and threat analysis, and increasing the likelihood that relief will be granted by focusing the President's analysis.
" Create early warning import monitoring systems by creating mechanisms for
U.S. industries and workers to request monitoring of specific products, establishing an import monitoring center, providing for the early release of import
data when import surges are detected, and implementing a system to allow for
the accurate tracking of products subject to antidumping/countervailing duty orders or safeguards actions.
" Address the systemic problems underlying import surges by requesting the ITC
to conduct a section 332 investigation on anti-competitive practices in international steel trade, and directing the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative
to follow up on the ITC's findings.
" Promote expedient, effective enforcement of U.S. trade laws by providing additional funding to the Department of Commerce, the Office of the U.S. Trade
Representative, the International Trade Commission and other agencies to administer, enforce, and defend U.S. trade laws and actions.
The events in the steel industry provide this Congress with an opportunity to
show that it can ultimately respond creatively, rather than reflexively, to the changing dynamics of economic life in this and every nation. The steel surge was not basically about globalization, which is here to stay, but manipulation. To those who urge
that any action is starting down the "slippery slope to protectionism," I urge that
the latter's ally, indeed not its enemy, is being frozen in inaction.
In sum, responding in the manner we propose will steer us between trade's Scylla
and Charybdis, between saying on the one hand that the benefits of inaction always
outweigh any detriments, or saying on the other that the benefits of action in a particular matter so outweigh the value of a general structure-of rules of trade that
we should simply ignore that structure, as is done by H.R. 975.
As the Asian financial crisis and instability in Russia and South America have
shown, mismanagement of other economies can have a deleterious effect on other
nation. Rather than accepting such impacts simply as an inevitable consequence of
having interconnected markets, we have begun to address the problems; we are already doing so by mandating reform of capital markets and financial systems
abroad. Increasingly, we are confronting the issue of how we respond-to evolvi
economies with very different structures relating to other market conditions includirrtheir labor markets and environmental rules.
We need to find a new consensus on these issues in the trade sector. We r.-d
to do so both at home to ensure that our trade laws are as strong and effective as
they can possibly be within the WTO fr-amework and in our bilateral and multilat-
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eral negoti ns. An appropriate response to the steel surge is a useful place to pursue this endeavor.
PREPARED STATEMENIQ HON. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN
In 1997, the United States steel industry was the moat competitive in the world.
Our cold-rolled sheet was $50 per ton less than the top producers in Japan and Germany. In the spring of 1998, imports surged. Korea shipped more cut-to-length plate
to the United States in four months- than it had in the previous seven years combined. Total steel imports in 1998 jumped by a third.
On a brighter note, the Commerce Department reports that January imports of
hot-rolled steel from Japan, Brazil and Russia are down 96% from their November
levels. Yet January imports of steel from China and Korea were way up.
It is too early to conclude that the import surge is tapering off. But one thing is
clear. our domestic trade laws and our international agreements don't cope well
with the kind of sudden import surge that has battered the steel industry.
Representatives Levin and Hogton have some goods ideas about how to fix up
section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974, our so-called "safeguard" or "escape clause"
provision, and I intend to work with them and with Chairman Roth on this very
important issue.
PREPARED STATEmENT OF J.B. (JACK) PORTER
1. ITRDUCTON

My name is Jack Porter, and I am Chief Procurement Officer of Caterpillar Inc.
Caterpillar is one of America's largest exporters and biggest consumers of U.S.-made
steel. As the world's largest manufacturer of construction and mining equipment,
natural gas and diesel engines and industrial turbines, and soon agricultural equipment, Caterpillar buys over 90 percent of the steel it uses from U.S. steel producers.
We employ 65,000 people worldwide and posted sales of $21 billion last year. Our
exports account for $6 million of our total saes;.
I am testifying before the Committee today on behalf of the Emergency Committee for American Trade, an association of major American companies with global
operations representing all principal sectors of the U.S. economy. The annual sales
of ECAT member companies total over one trillin dollars, and the companies employ approximately four million persons.
Caterpillar and other ECAT member companies understand that domestic industries which are experiencing increased import competition may appropriately apply
for relief under existing unfair trade remedy statutes. In fact, there are ECAT member companies that are among those who have petitioned for such relief.
ECAT is concerned, however, that the U.S. steel industry's efforts to convince the
Congress and the Administration to grant them special relief from steel importsbeyond that provided for under existing U.S. trade remedy statutes-could result in
market-closing measures which would subject U.S. exports to the risk of retaliation,
undermine U.S. competitiveness, and threaten U.S. economic expansion. Special relief for the steel industry is also unwarranted, as domestic production is at record
levels and imports are declining.
Global economic stability and the restoration of the health of Asian economies can
only be achieved through America's leadership in spporting an open trading system. Enacting special relief for the steel indutry, whether thrimgh quotas or a
weakening of U.S. trade remedy statutes, would signal to our trading partners that
we have abandoned our support for the open trading system and would encouragethem to take similar measures to protect their own domestic industries. Instead, the
United States must remain steadfast in its opposition to protectionism and help its
trading partners do the same by urging them to agree to a standstill of trade restrictive measures in advance of the VITO ministerial, which the United States will
host this fall.
Today, I will present ECAT's overall concerns regarding the dangers of going beyond existing unfair trade remedy statutes to aid the steel industry and then discuss the severe impact that the pending steel quota legislation could have on Caterpillr' exports and overall competitiveness.
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U. DANGERS OF PROPOSED EXTRAORDINARY RELIEF FOR THE U.S. STEEL INDUSTRY

A Steel Quota Legislation
The primary focus of the steel union's campaign for extraordinary relief has been
H.R. 975, the steel quota legislation that was recently passed in the House. Senator
Rockefeller has introduced a similar bill, S. 395, the "Stop Illegal Steel Trade Act
of 1999." The bills would establish a discriminatorygvernment-administered steel
import quota program that would restrain fair and unair steel trade in flagrant violation ofl U.S. obligations under international rules. They would put U.S. exports at
risk of retaliation. In addition, they would undermine U.S. competitiveness. Such
legislation could also set into motion a spiral of market-closing measures in foreign
markets, thereby jeopardizing U.S. efforts to encourage global economic recovery
Imposition of .S. quotas on fairly and unfairly traded steel imports would be
wide
yortaigprnr
gis
likely to promptsitrtlaoyato
as Caterpilar' cosrcineupet8ipaeatmtv
Te next setionothtetmndealthptetaimatoCarilasex

atadcmues

ports.
Exports are a vital engine of U.S. economic growth. U.S. exports are already suf-

fering as a result of the Asian financial crisis. We should not invite further damage
to U.S. exports by-enacting legislation providing extraordinary relief to the steel industry.
Steel import quotas will also undermine U.S. manufacturing competitiveness. The
steel industry supplies an essential input for major sectors of the economy---metal
fabrication, transportation, industrial machinery, and construction-that em poy
over eight million American workers. Steel quotas would deny these sectors worldpriced steel.
As I noted earlier, steel import restrictions are already under consideration under
existing trade laws. The U.S. steel industry has filed antidumping and countervailing duty cases, as well as a Section 201 petition, against a wide range of steel
imports. The U.S. government is now conducting these investigations pursuant to
U.S. law and in accordance with international rules. Congress should not prejudge
the outcome of these investigations.
Steel quota legislation and other extraordinary rlefor the steel industry are
also unwarranted in light of the fact that domestic steel production is at record levels and imports are declinin. While certain steel imports rose to high levels in

1998, U.S. steel mills shi pdover 102 million tons in 1998, just under the 1997

level of 105 million tons, &eseod highest level in U.S. history. U.S. steel demand
last year was the strongest in history, and early last year there were actually short-

ages in the United States. Moreover, in December 1998 and January 1999, U.S.

steel imports fell significantly.
B. Private Right of Action
S. 528, the "Unfair Foreign Competition Act of 1999," introduced by Senator Spec-

ter, would create a private right of action in U.S. District Court or the Court of
International Trade for any interested party whose business or property is injured
by reason of U.S. imports of a product sold in the United States at less than foreign
market value or if the imports are subsidized. If the court finds that dumping has
occurred or a foreign subsidy has been provided, antidu~Mping or countervailing duties would be imposed against the targeted imports. The bill also creates a private

,right of action for customs fraud.
tosudrieS. 528 raises serious concerns, as it inconsistent with U.S. oblipain.
ndritr
national rules. With regard to antidumping, the WTO rules provide for a single rem-

edy to prevent or offset dumping thog h evying of antidumping duties in acroedra rules. While current U.S. law provides for a private
it ared
right corane
of action
under te
Antidumping Act of 1916, this law preceded the GATTF and
the WTO and is permissible under WTO rules because it was 'grandfathered'under
these rules. The Specter bill would expand the 1916 Act and, therefore, would not
be protected by the exception granted to the United States for the original law. Furthermore, even the grandfathering of the existing 1916 Antidumping Act is currently being challenged by the European Union in the WTO. The antidumping private right of action would therefore be inconsistent with existing antidumpig ruiles
and would be subject to WTO challenge.
Similarly, the private right of action aainst subsidized imports is also inconsistent with the single remedy and agedprocedures. for the imposition of antidumping duties set out in the GATT Subsidies Code. Unlike antidumpingteeI
no private right of action under current law with regard to subsidize mports. In
addition, the private right of action for both antidumping and subsidized imports
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could be challenged in the WTO as a violation of the prohibition in Article )a
against the maintenance of restrictions on imports other than "duties, taxes or other
charges," because the duties would be imposed under procedures which are inconsistent with the antidumping and subsidies codes.
In short, S. 528 is inconsistent with WTO rules, would be subject to challenge by
our trading partners, and would subject U.S. exports to the risk of retaliation.
III. IMPACT OF STEEL IMPORT PROTECTION ON CATERPILLAR

Caterpillar's business strategy is somewhat unique in that we compete globally
from what is primarily a U.S. manufacturing base. The products we make are steel
intensive. We buy over 90 percent of our steel requirements fr-om U.S. suppliers.
The steel that we import is primarily steel that is not made in this country. Last
year, Caterpillar exported over six billion dollars worth of machines and engines
throughout the world. As a result, Caterpillar continues to be America's biggest exporter of U.S.-produced plate steel.
The U.S. steel industry has undergone a remarkable transformation over the last
decade. Almost every year, both quality and productivity levels have improved in
the U.S. steel industry. Today, the American steel industry produces more highquality steel with greater efficiency than ever before. Newer more modern factories
continue to come on-line. When it makes sense, the domestic steel industry increasingly relies on imported steel slab to further improve competitiveness.
As a consequence, comnpanies like Caterpillar that rely on steel have a strong competitive reason to expand production in the United States. This is one of the reasons
that U.S. steel production has been at record high levels for the past two years.
Caterpillar along with other ECAT member companies strongly oppoe the steel
quota legislation as well as any other extraordinary relief measures that could lead
to direct retaliation against our exports and undermine the international trading
system.
It has been Caterpillar's experience that when the government intervenes in the
marketplace, it often makes matters worse. The last time the United States imposed
quotas to restrict steel trade during the 1980s, the International Trade Commission
found that it cost American manufacturers as much as $12.4 billion in lost sales.
At Caterpillar, the quota-induced shortages in the 1980s required us to import steel
just to keep our U.S. production lines running. On one occasion, we came very close
to suttig
don ou largest plant while we waited for permission to import a tye
of steel that was not even manufactured in the United States.
Another example of this is the heavy special-section steel that we use to make
Caterpillar's track shoes that go on our bulldozers. Despite the fact that there are
no U.S. producers of this type of steel, Caterpillar continues to manufacture this
product in the United States. Steel quotas could prevent Caterpillar fr-om importing
this type of steel and could force us to produce the finished product outside the
United States.
It is difficult to forecast steel markets. Lead-times are generally long. Last summer, we were all surprised when the demand for steel dropped as a result of the
prolonged United Auto Workers (UAW) strike at the country's largest steel user,
General Motors. Labor issues could again reduce steel suppy this year. In spite of
this uncertainty, steel quota legislation and other extraordnry relief measures attempt to turn the clock back to the mid 1990s, a time when demand for steel was
lower, unemployment was higher, and stock markets were significantly lower.
Steel quotas would have a direct negative impact on American exports. The steel
quota legislation and other extraordinary relief. proposals that violate U.S. obligations under international Agrements would invite WTO challenges and retaliation
by our trading partners . The exports of Caterpillar and other U.S. manufac turers
of steel products would be likely targets of foreign retaliation. Other highly competitive sectors of the U.S. economy, such as agriculture, aircraft and high technology,
would be likely targets as well.
IV. THREAT TO GLOBAL ECONOMIC STABILITY AND IMPORTANCE OF STANDSTILL
COMMITMENT

ECAT believes that steel quota legislation and any similar market-closing measures should also be opposed on the grounds that they would threaten global econonmic stability. Today, the United States is at fulemployment; inflation is virtually
nonexistent, and our economy is growin~g. Shutting U.S. markets to steel imports,
whether fairly traded or not, would be a-radical retreat from over a half-century of
U.S. trade policy devoted to expanding trade and investment. It would encourage
our trading partners to take similar action and could lead to a dangerous chain re-
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action of market-closing measures that will choke off global economic recovery and
growth.
Closing U.S. markets to steel imports would also undercut U.S. leadership and
credibility in hosting the upcoming Seattle WTO ministerial and the launch of a
new round of trade libralization negotiations.
ECAT believes that rather than yielding to protectionist pressures for extraordinary relief for specific U.S. industries the United States should pursue a marketagenda that inciudes setting priorities for the next round of
positive trade
opnng,
WOnegotiations
and calls upon our trading partners to enter into a standstill of
trade restrictive measures. The standstill we are advocating would involve a pledge
to resist protectionist, unilateral measures which are inconsistent with international
rules-such as the steel quota legislation, private right of action legislation, and any
other provision of special relief to U.S. industry or agriculture not in accordance
with international rules. It would not preclude the provision of relief under U.S.
trade remedy statutes in accordance with U.S. law and international rules.
IV. CONCLUSION

For the reasons outlined above, ECAT urges the Finance Committee to reject extraordinary import relief for the steel industry, whether in the form of steel quota
legislation, the creation of a private Aght of action, or other measures which are
inconsistent with international rule, and which would invite foreign retaliation.
ECAT urges caution in the consideration of any other amendments to U.S. trade
remedy statutes to ensure that suclk amendments are necessary, consistent with
international rules, and maintain a balanced a pproach which takes into account the
interests of the domestic steel industry, as well as U.S. steel users and U.S. exporters and importers.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the Finance Committee and would
be happy to answer any questions.

COMMUNICATIONS

STATEMENT OF THEz AMERicAN INsTITuTE FOR INTERNATIONAL STEEL

The Ameuican Institute for International Steel (MIIS) is pleased to offer comments to the Senate
Finance Committee on proposed steel related trade legislation, including the stel quota-blll, HR
975, which passed the House of Representatives last weel.
For over seven months the steel industry and its protectionist allies have raised the decibel level
with their complaints about increases in steel imports and the alleged devastation that these
imports have wreaked on the domestic industry. The truth has a different ring to it The
following four items show that the stel industry cannot be considered an hindstry in distress.
The hearing on the protectionist legislative proposals before the Senate should be denied as
contrary to the needs of steel industry's customer base - which employs 8.3 million compared to
170,000 in steel production - and contrary to the commitments of the U.S. in the WTO to open
trade aad markets
" First, the domestic industry shipped over 102 million tons of steel mill products in 1998, its
second beat year since the 1970s. Only 1997 was better, with 105 million tons shipped.
Steel imports increased in 1998, but so did steel consumption, as steel industry customers
demanded record levels of steel to satisf their needs.
" Second, steel demand, thought to be in its death throws in the 1980t, has come back with a
vengeance in the 1990L. Demand increased fr-om 88 million tons in 1991, to 138 million tons
in 1998, a 57 percent increase in ashort period of time.
" Third, the domestic industry has responded by incrasing productive capacity, much of it
financed with foreign capital, and imports have also increased to satisfy the growing needs of
steel industry customers. The increase in demand has resulted in significant imports of steel
on the part of domestic steel industry producers themselves, as much a 25% of the total.
" Fourth, II of the largest 13 steel producers in 1998 were profitable, though profits for some
were lower in the second half of the year, when competitive pressures were the greatest on all
sellers of steel products.
The steel industry has a 30 year history of crying for help from the government when things get
tough. in the past the government has responded, with 30 years of protectionist programs,
including trigger prices and quotas, to make the steel industry the most protected industrial sector

(1W)
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in the U.S. Indeed the market for stel was tough for seflers in the second half of 1998. It was
also tough for the oil industy, and most other metals as well. Yet it was only the domestic steel
industry that came to Wadhington, demanding protectionist actions from the goverment
It is time for the govrmiet to atop sending the bill for protection to the steel industry's
customers.
Attached is a fact sheet critiquing the industry's claims, as well as thre recent articles fini the
Wall StreetJournal.

Steel Imports: Facts versus Fiction
March 1999
The domestic stee irjdutrjs noisy "Stand Up for Steel" public relations campaign has
made inommwouageou claims regarding the imatof Steel imports on the industry.
A closer look shows that the camWpg's claims do not Stand UP under scrutiny:.
"Stand Up For tee" Clalm: TIN domestic stee inty is Suffering from open fre
bade policies for steeL

FACT: The domestic Steel industry has been a major beneficiary of fr-ee
trade and the neraoaluinof stelcnsmto and production.
U.S. apparent steel supply has grown from 88 million tons in 1991 to 138
million tons in 1998 - a 58$' increase. Consumers Of Steel have improved
their U.S. and ineratonal competitiveness causing this surge in demand.
The domestic steel industry has a 30 year history of protection fr-om import
competition, and HR 975 is merely the 1998-1999 version of this
longstanding tendency to demand protection, instead of competing.
"Standl Up For Steel" Cladm: imports are having a devastating effect on the domestic
stel industry.
FACT: U.S. steel companies are themseves major importers - from iron
ore and ferro alloys to steel making machinery, slabs, hot roiled sheet, and
other finished products. Lie all stel consumers, imports have improved
the industry's comipet~itiveness. An estimated 37e of domestic steel
production has some form of foreign ownership.
The domestic steel industry claims that thre Aeen bankruptcies in the steel
industry were caused by imports. This is simply not true. For example,
Geneva is a chronically ill corporation and did not even make a profit when
demand and prices were strong in 1997. Acme's problems stem far more
fr~om problems associated with a major investment gone awry.
The domestic steel industry doesn't talk about the companies that ae
flrishing.- In the fourth quarter when the market was the toughest for all
sellers of,stel, AK stel had reord shipments and operating proft of $61
per ton, USS was profitable, and Nucor's profit dropped only 10%K.
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"Stuad Up For Steel Chime Cuc US abde tade policy bs fing the domestic
steebl dstry to lay offathOwuas ofwcdWM.

FACT: The domestic steel industry claims 10,000 layoffs have been caused
by the surg in imports in 1998; however, thefindustry has yet to produce the
evidence to suport this claim. The fact is that consumers of steel in the
United States employ 8.3 million worker compared to 170,000 in steel
production. Steel consumers cano .remain internationally competitive
unless the prices they pay fbr steel are comparable with the prices paid by
their international compettors. The irony is tha more steelworker jobs
would be lost from protectionist actions than could ever be lost from the
tough
copetitie situation all sellers now face.
From a trade policy perspective, it make no sense for the U.S. to take
actions that endanger the far larger steel consuming sector for an industry
whose total employment is one-third dhe size of Ford.
Stand Up For Ste Cblaus Mae stee hauty nee&e help fiona Washingm be=as of
the wocddwidj ecm&
FACT: Steel, along with most metals and the oil and gas industry, has been
affected and price competitor has becme tough. Yet it is only the
doetcsteel industry that is demanding special protection from
Washington.
With economic problems facing; many of our trading partnes, protctionist
actions by the U.S. could have devastating effects on the world economy.
Protectioist teriff increaes contained in the Smoot-Hawley legislation
spurred a spread of protectionism in -otbow countries and turned a world
recession into the Great Depression. WAven't we learned out lesson? There
wesigns that some countries are t gni g to experiencing a return to'
health, e.g. Korea;~mkn this the exact wrong time to enact poetonis
actions.
27m Ann*=, hutltdjr hanwtlowd &wel Is conrIsdo
Qia*e lapcmv .portmr
and Mwated umuptin
bNonh Ann*& Foraed~ordbrmtlo, call 202-628-387&
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Trade Secrets
Steelmakers Complain
About Foreign Steel;
They Also Import It
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR EVAN BAYB
SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE HEARING ON STEEL IMPORTS
MARCH 23,199

Mr. Chairman. this hearing today should not be necessay.
The leislation I cosponsored with Senator Rockefeller should not be necessary.
It shouldn't hl necessary, but both events aM happening because of one simple fat T7he
Administration has faied to enforce our trade, laws.
Cheap foreign steel being illegally dumped into the US. market isthreatening thousands
ofjoba and undermining one of the most productive, and efficient sectors of our economy. T'he
results of this unfair usad have been devastating. Ten thousand jobs have already been lost.
Two companies have gone bot~mzp, and several are facin significant losses that could result in
fiztherjob cuts.
I am particularly concerned about the impact this crisis ishaving on Hoosier fammilies.
Indian is the number one steel-producing state, accounting for nearly one quarter of all raw steel
produced in this country. Nearly 30,000 Hoosiers are employed by the stel industry. It isby no
means asy worked, but the people of my home state are not afraid to work hard. Wha they ame
afraid of now, is that they will lose their jobs.
How do we explain to these hard working men and women the Administration's
reluctance to stand up for free Wdfair trade?
I believe inopen markets and fiee trade. Free and fair trad can be a tremendous engine
for economic growth and opportunity. But five trade only works when all partes play by the
rule. When foreign competitors feel free to subsidize their products and dump them into our
marke we should do what isright enforce the laws deagped to protect fie trade Without
enforcement of owr trade laws the whole trade system bras down.
Countries that dump steel into owr borders need to be on notice that the United States will
stand up for steel and fair trade. I call on the Administration spin to stand up for American
jobs, enforce our tride laws, and put a mtop to this this illegal dumping.
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Wrkktm Testduomy
SuMItted by Mr. Daniel T. Griswold
Assocate Director, Ceater for Trade Policy Studies
"Th Steel gCriss: Thbe Rest of the Story"
Hearin on Trade LguaomRelating to Steel Imports

Senate Fh aComit
March 23,19
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indutry has been flooded by imported products pouring in
America, swamping more efficient American producers and
This tsuami thireatens to wash away a straegc industy that
1 -r r r
sector-o generations." Rep. PhilEngiw, R-

Pa.L

"Plecm do not wait too long to act or dhere, will be no steelworkes and no steel
industry to stand
up for." GeorgeBecke, Fissn -d;m dreideni Unite Steel orkers
2
olmnefim.
"We are fight for the survive of t entire domestic stel Wistry." Mark
G~pds PNesdea: Independew Skeewmker UnImO?
Thie above statements are typica of the ap)oytc rhetoric tha dominates the
curent debate over steel imports. Mims of the imminent demise of a major America
istry-at fthhands of "onfai," "iliega," and
davtoey imports-have generated a
crisis atmosphere in Wahington. Alredy, mktnigand coutemilin duty actions
against hot-willed stel from Brazil, Japa and Russia eaten draconian cutbacks of
imports from those countries if not their total exclusion from the U.S. market But U.S.
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steel miffs and their unions remain unsatsfied. They are aow lobbying Congress for
additional protection, including highly restrictive quotas against a broad range of steel
imports.
It Is vitally important that policymakers resist the crisis atmosphere and instead
gain a cool and measured understanding of the full facts of the steel import question. In
particular, the following facts are jarringly inconsistent with both the descriptions and
prescriptions advanced by the steel loWb:
* U.S. steel mills shipped 102 million tons in 1998, the second highest annual
total eve. Domestic stel shipments in 1998 were up 20 percent from 1989,
the last cyclical peak, and up 66 percent from the 1982 recession.
" American steel mills actually increased their share of global production in
1998, from 12.3 percent to 12.6 percent. U.S. steel makers still supply more
than two-thirds of domestic steel consumption.
" Eleven of the13 largest steel mills were profitable in 1998,'and 9of13 were
profitable even during the fourth quarter of 1998, the supposed depths of the
"crisis."
* Steel imports in January fell to 2,669,000 tons, below the monthly average of
2,729,000 tons imported during the last "pre-criss quarter of April-June
1997.
" U.S. steel mills themselves accounted for about 20 percent of 1998 steel
import
" Steel protectionism is incapable of saving steel jobs. Employment in the steel
sector has docllaNuby more than 60 percent since 1980 largely because of
rising productivity, and employment will continue to fall even if trade barriers
are imposed. From 1984 to 1992, the last time the United Stae imposed
import quotas, employment in the steel industry fell by 78,300.
" While the steel indutry has reduced Its workforce by 10,000 in the last year,
the rest of the American economy has created 2.5 million net new jobs. So for
every steel job eliminated, 250 net new jobs are being created in other sectors
of the economy.
* Workers in the major stel-using sectors--transportation equipment, industrial
machinery, fabricated metal products, sad construction--outnumber workers
in the steel industry 40-1.
* Quantitative restrictions on stee imports during the 1980s cost the U.S.
economy up to an estimated $6.8 billion a year.
" Quotas are a direct violation of our international obligations under the World
Trade Organization. Such violatons by the United States would encourage
copycat protectionism in countries suffering much greater economic problems
tha we face. An outbreak of rtetosmaround the worid would directly
Ihreaten continued US. prosperity.
This briefing paper represents an attempt to set the record straight-to provide a
reasoned analysis of actual conditions in the US. steel market and current proposals to
address those conditions. The conclusion of this analysis Is that the U.S. government has
already gone too far Infavoring US. steel mills with unfair protection from imports.
Flurher favoritism for the stee industry is completely uwratd

18
Ste "Cd"e-Wbt COWN?
Imports of atel-mili products rose sharply In 1996, reaching a record 41.5 million
tons and up 33 percent compared to the previous year.' pikes of steel productsfel
especially for commodity products in sensitive spot markets; the so-aktprice for
hot-roiled steel fell by 30 percent. In the face of falling prices earnings of U.S. steel mills
deteriorated sharply, and som smaller mills, including Geneva Steel in Utah, recently
filed for bankruptcy. Employment in the steelP
sctor fell in 1996 compared to 1997.
As these facts deosrtAmerican steel mills baye certainly faced adverse
market conditions in reetmonth&Nevertheless, clalrma of a "arisis that threates the
viability of the industry are wildly overblown. An examination of the broader historical
record shows that overall industry performance in 1996 wan negative only by comparison
to a string of banne years immediately preceding. Look at the total US. steel production
figures in Figur 1. Domestic steel mill shipments in 1998 were 20 percent highe than in
1989, at the peak of the last expansion, and a whopping 66 percent higher than the trough
during the 1982 recession While domestic shipments dropped slightly in 1998 compared
to the record-setting 1997, they were still at their second-highest: level ever 5 IThis
hardly the picture of an industry on death's door.
Not only is the U.S. stel indstry strong by the standard of its own past
performance, it is Stron compared to other Industries around the world. The impression
given-by the steel lobby is that American mills are being displaced by relentlessly
expanding foreign production. In fact, many steel Industries around the world aresuffering far worse at present than our own. The Janeeselndtrfreap,
sank to its lowest production levels in 30 years last yer'With world mtee output fall ing
U.S. producers actually iwce&We7 their share of world steel output last year, from 12.3
percent in 1997 to 12.6 percent.
Although earnings fell from the previous year, most domestic steel complies
continued to operate profitably in 1998. Of the 13 domestic steel makers with mzal
sales of more than Si billion, I1I posted operating prft Infiscal 1998. Even in the
fourth quarter of 1998, in the depth of the supposed crisis, 9 of the 13--Incuding
antidumping petitioner USX Steel Group-posted net profits. Major American stel
producers enjoyed combined profits -ofmore than $1billion in 1998.
The steel companies and their unions point again and again to the 10,000 jobs lost
in the pant year an proof that emergency action is needed.8 First although statistisdo
show a decline in steel-sector employment of roughly- 10,000 workers In the last year.
there is no evidence &-to how much of this total is due to noral attrition (I.e.,
retirements not offset by niew hires) rather than layoffs, or the percentage of layoffs due
4 Azndciro

and Stee bgdufe Poem Relhase. *1998 Sledl Imports of 41.5 MilOn Tom ffigbe
Ever," Februuay 19,1999, hWtp//wwwM*owhzmL
' AMS Prda Release, IDecenter U.S. SWee ShlpMeM dow. 14A9 Feecm,- Febmaz 8,1999,
hftpJwwwLomrnkw4,rI999ffiM9908taL The 196 pocacdon fure is ho. AL 1997 Annual
Statisti" Report (Wushaom: AJSL, 1996), Table 10, p.27.
Meakndra Harny, "Trodblem grw for lip.. stee ezecotivee,"ww
miacaim.
Novu~er 20, 1996
"Economic bdicalors," The Economist, February 6,1999, p. l0S.
According to the Burest -ofLabor &ad"siw the n a IePof worker empioye in te bbl as aead
m
basic stee poudc sector fell from 23600 InJanumy 1996 to 226,100 in Joaiay 199. See flL%
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to rising impors rather than other factors. Furthermore as discussed below, deciing
employment has been the norm in the stee Idustry for the pas two'decades. A
contnuaionof this seculsa red is hardly evidence of a crisis. And finally, the figure of
10,000 job loanes, even if take at face value, is hardly alarming when compared to the
2.5 million net new jobs create in the whole US. economy in 1998.' Total jobs

eliminated in the steel industry over the course of the past year come to little mote than a
single business day's weth of net job creation in other sectors of the economy.
Meanwhile, the 1998 import surge shows every sign of being a passing
phenomenon According to Commerce Department figures, imports of steel mill products
peaked in the fall of 1998 and have been declining sArply since November. Normal
marketplace reactin to fall ing prices and rising inventories, compounded by the threat
of retroactive antidumping duties, caused steel imports to plunge in December by 29

percent compared to the previous month and another 7 percent in January. Hot-willed
steel imports from Japan, Brazi and Russia-the pro&:cts targeted by the antidumping
petitions-have virtually halted, faling in January to only 4 percent of their November
1998 levels.' 0 Total steel imports in January 1999 fell to 2,669,000 tons, less than the
monthly average of 2,729,000 tons imported during the last "pre-crWss quarter in AprilJune 1997." (See Figure 2.)
Another factor contributing to the steel industry's difficulties during 1998 has also
been resolved. The General Motors labor dispute in June 1998 sharply cut domestic
demand for'steel in the second quarter. The sudden fall in demand left domestic steel
mills with significant overcapacity and rising inventories, driving down prices further.
This temporary disruption of the steel market ended with the resolution of the GM strike
In the summer.
Despite recent problems, prospects for the US. steel industry look positive.
Domestic demand is expected to remain strong, especially in the automotive sector, and
exports could pick up In 1999 as demand in East Asia begins to recover. After bottoming
out in the fourth quarter of 1998, steel prices are expected to rise in 1999; indeed
numerous US. mills have announced price bikes in the past few weeks even as they
lobby for more protection.
American steel makers admittedly have experienced a tough couple of quarters.
These challenging tims, though, do not constitute a "crisis." They do not threaten the
futre of the industry. And they certainly do not justify resort toWcoived
protectionist policies that would injure downstream US. industries and flout our
international obligations.
Stels Noble. In Perspective
ThU steel industry's problems must be Understood in the light of paut perfomance,
and present conditions Inforeign steel sectors. To put the steel "crisis" in its full context,
though, it Is,necessary to look at developments outside the Industry. This broader
9Ansrdngto doe BLS, 13A umiio Amedcmm wer az~obed in the civiha cooomy inJa..ay 1999
wopaed to 130.9 inihlo equloyed in Jamy 1996. See Joint Ecmoenic Conimiftee of Coupe.,
Econookicludicomu Jaauuy 1999, p. 11.
ai, From 3dlm., Febvuy 25,1999,
W
0U.S. Cone Depmtoment, -Sled ImpcW CnIou
hetp;/wwwJA~oc~pv/=ehW2Z5*rutm
laupvt Needy 2.7 MilIon Net Tome. Februay
" ALS,Prew RHal..., ?re~eamly iainy 1999 Sled bW
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perspective reveals that the steel industry's recent troubles are by no mea nqu they
are the result of deprunderlying factors whose effects extend far beyond the stee
Specifically, the pimary cams of donz~ steel imports and falling prices during
1998 was the Asian economic crisis that began the previous year. That sudden, dramatic,
and utterly unexpected reverse of economic fortunes resulted in (1) a collapse Indemand
for steel in that region and (2) a realignment of currency values that makes foreign steel
much more price-competitive in the United States. Inlight of those cicustances, it is
only natural that prices fell and that the still vibrant U.S. market pulled in extra Import.
Many other U.S. industries hae been bit by the recent tubulence in the world
economy. Exporters, Inparticula, have experienced slumping sales because of distress in
foreign markets. U.S. export of all cormmodities were down 1.3 percent for 1996, after
Inrasn 10.5 percent in 1997. Exports of refined fuels (Schedue B Chapter 27 of the
HamnrdTariff Schedule of the United States) fell 19.2 percent las year, exports of
grains, oils, and other agricultual products (Schedule B Chapter 12) dropped 28 6
percent; and exports of wood and articles of wood (Schedule B Chapter 44) declined by
18.5 percent.
Mleanwhie, many import-competing industries have faced stiffer competition at
borne because of currency shift and falling demand in other markets. While U.S. imports
of iron and steel WMT Chapter 72) increased 19.0 percent in 1998, that Import surge was
not unique. Imports of aerospace products (IM Chapter "8)jumped by 34.5 ;prcent;
pharmaceuicamports (HIS Chapter 30) rose by 31.8 percent; imports of vegetables
(HTS Chapter 7)increased by 23.0 percent; and imports of ralway products (HTS
Chapter 86) shot up by 57.1 percent"
The steel hIustry is by no means alowe in feeling the effects of worldwide
economic volatility. Nevertheless, the steel lobby has portrayed this single industry as
uniquely victimized and deserving of assistance. There is no reao why the steel
industry should receive special treatment at the expense of its customers and American
consmes just because it is experiencing temporarily unfavorable conditions that affect
many other industries a well.
Steel Jobs: The Road Story
The steel lobby contends that protectionist barriers against stel imports are
needed to save jobs in the industry. But the evidence shows that import restrictons
cannot stop steel jobs from disapag
Steel protectionism-has been the rule rather than the exception over the past 30
years Quotas were first imposed in 1969, followed by the Carter administration's
"trigger price' mechanism in the late IM70 that imposed a price floor for steel Imports.
In 1984, after the stel industry filed a series of antidumping and countervailing duty
(CVD) petitions, the Reagan administration negotiated "voluntary resint agreements"
with virtually all steel exporters After those VRAs were finally allowed to lapse in
March 1992, the steel industry responded with another wave of atdumpving and CYP
suits against Imported steeL Today about a third of all outstanding III.Igan
aDWoe apwt mmd
lamput -t-adI denied fom asaysi of trad mlyd Danie L. DkMoM of
of lnnamio TmbRadem Suppomdogepot and Impot bda mravad" able
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countervang duty orders in force-100 case in all-are directed at steel products.13

11e L-est -md of rocto-ihpreliminary atdmigrts'nigfo
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71 percent, and a suspension Mpgreeent with Russia,-threatens to continue the war

-gissteel imor

Yet despite this recorddopton'
of ongoing protecti -- tedomaestic steel industry has

shed more than 60 percent of Its workforce since 1
o can this be? It turin out
that the main thrat to American steel jcbei Isn't imports, but rather rising productivity In
the domestic Industry. in 1980, a ton of domestically produced steel repquired 10 manhours to produce; today the industry average is less than 4 man-hours." With
productivity rising fater than domestic demand, the industry has required fewer workers.
The resulting decline in employment has been1relentless, with the number of employed
steelworkers falling In 16 of the last 18 years. '
Figure 3 tells the story. Employment has moved steadily downward in sync with
the falling man-hours per ton figure. Falling employment has occurred at a time when
industry shipmnents have recovered from their lows of the early 1980s to reach record
levels. The drop in steel industry employment has not been amsed by falling production
but by rising productivity.
During this same period employment levels have borne no relationship
whatsoever to variations in import penetration. Under a previous system of "voluntary"
qua imposed on foreign steel producers, imports as a percent of new supply (shipments
plus imports) fell from a peak of 26.2 pert in 1984 to 17.2 percent in 1992. (See
Figure 4.) Yet during that same period, employment in the steel industry fell by 78,300an average decline of almost 10,000 Steelworkers a year.' 7 (Doesn't tha figure sound
familiar?)
Foreign competition has helped to spur the progress in productivity, but the most
ferocious competition has come from within our borders from so-called mnini-mills. The
more efficient of these smaller mills can produce a too of steel in under two man hours,
and are relentlessly expanding the scope of products they can make. In 1981, mini-mflls
accunted for 1S percent of U.S. steel production; today they account for nearly Walof
the steel-manking capacity in the United States."5 With or without protection, the industry
will continue to economize and shed workers, with production shifting from the isger
integrated mills to the smaller, more flexible and efficient mini-mills.
The facts thus show that steel protectionism is an exercise infutillty. It cannot
save steel jobs from rising productivity. All it can do is injure the rest of the U.S.
economy.
13 Seethe Calnm admilrtionasRqport to Ccengrnon a Compreheiw Plan forReapxmdtqto Ae
Iwcau in Sftllmpwa, reprinte in rMda U1 7W4dJanuay 8, 1999, p. 20.
14BLS,
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CosIa Of Pretecaim

Raising barriers agaist stee import imposes a rea cost on the Americo
economy. hMlons of American workers and ten of millions of American consmeurs
will be made worse off so that the doetcsteel inilustry can enjoy temporary benefits.
Consumers will pay more tha they would otherwise for products made from sleel, auch
as household appliances, trucks, and cars Artifcially propping up the domestic cost of
steel will only raise the cost of final products to US. consumers. If protctiost meaue
succeed in raising the average price of stee mill products by $50 a too, Americans wil
pay the equivalent of a $6 billion tax on the more than 120 million tons cid steel they
consume each year.
Steel protection wiff impose a heavy cost on the huge segment of American
industry that consumes steel assamjo input to its production process. 7Ue majo steeland
using manuftchuing sectors-ransportation equipment, fabricated mea produce%
industrial machinery and equipment-emnploy a total of 3-5 million poduction workers.
Production workers in manufacturing9 industries that use steel as a major input outnumber
steelworkers by 20 to 1.91

A prime example is General Motors Corp., which buys 4.7 million tons of steel

dircty each year and another 2.5 million tons inirectiy through independent: supplers

OM buys most of its steel through long-eim contracts and is thus insulated fin shortterm price fluctuations, but any price increase caused by protection will eventually ifiter
through when contracts arerngoitd In a rief filed with the IT-1 ational Tade
Comisio in October 1998, OM warned that aIdu1ping dutiesagainst steelimports
could negatively affect its ability to compete in global markets. OM's domestic
operations "become less competitive In the international marktplace to the et those

operations are subjected to costs not incurred by offshore copetiin and to the exten
that U.S. import barriers Impede access to new products and materials being developed
offshore, or remove the competitive incentives to develop new products In the Unitd
St"Ne.H"
One of the largest direc consumers of stee Is the construction. industry, which

accounts for about 35 percent of domestic steel amo1ru1n-Io Duties and tariffs against
imported steel will result in higher price for homes and commercial offce space. 7Ue
jobs of thousands of cnstrctin workers couldbe put injeoperdy. When construction.
and other non-manufaicturing industries are induded, the 8 million employee in steeusing Industries dwarf the less than 200,00 steelworkers by a ratio of mome than 40 to
1

Especily vulnerable to rising Impor price are worker in smaller companies
that manufacture metal products. These frm typically-buy on doe spot market rather than
on long-team contracts, and are the ffirt to feel the pinch of hig' stee Prices. A""y of
them also act as suppliers to larger corporations, and are thus less abi to pms along a
-r offtb Cams, S&*"AbAuU g V. UnAW&SM4 10f (Lh2, M-*BMW~
?rIN,
1996) Ta 301W3, p.742-43.
WBrdc file wkb h1aimiaTkd COMAN1016 U. Cutd. H*Roled Cwboe Sfel Phi he due
from B&%zi4 iqps ad lbs Riid=n Feduao, luvuudgdos No. 701-TA4S4Famd No. 731-TA406406,
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hike in steel cosw in the form of higher price for their final products. The result of higher
domestic steel prices to these companies will be lower sales, decliing profit ad fewer
I
job created.

One such sector is the me - tomn indatty, which tUrn shee Metal, INDo

Intemedateand final products such as precision parts. Jon E. Jenson, president of the

Precision Metalfonning Association, testified before Congress on February 25,1999, that
steel protection is damaing to the 1,600 companies that belong to PMA and to their
380,000 employees (which make the PMA alone about twice as big as tihe steel making
Industry in tems of workers employed). "Steel is an essential raw rmaterial Inour
products," Jensen testified. "Itrepresents from 40 to 70 parent of the cost of
manufacturing our products. So steel price are criticaL They are all the more critical
because our members compete globally with busineses abroad If our members have to
-lton
cwm mmr will lose orders and be.
pay more for steel than our foreign cmp
forced to cut back or case production.
This unintended consequence of stel protection was confirmed by another
president and CEO of Inste Industries
witness for downstream, users IK0. Woltz M11
and vice president of the American Wire Producers Association. Woltz told Congress at
the same hearing that AWPA members were facing the same import pressures. the steel
mill industry, and that steel protection would raise the cost of major Input at a time its
members can least afford it. "Restricting the availability of raw materials to companies
like Inateel through protectionist legislation will result in reduced competitiveness of our
products and job losses Inour industryy" he said. "Those jobs will be lost to produce of
wire rod products in foreign countries that have accss to world-mare sMde.""
If the steel istry succeeds is gaining protection from imported steel, an even
for stee mill products.
larger gap will open between domestic and Intenational
This will give an advantage to foreign firms competing agabut Ameanm steel-using
industries. Faced with artificially high stel prices at home, Americans Will simply buy
their steel indirectly by importing more finished products made abroad from steel
available at cheape global prices. If the federal government blocks the import of stel
mill products through the frot door, stel will come in the back door in the form of
automobiles, Industrial equipment, machine tools, and other steel-basd products. As Jon
Jenson Said inhis cngresional-- testioy, -lMe United States cannot afford to become
an islNd of hig stee prlceS."2
The steel industry itself has been a major importer of seiiihdsteel products.
In 1998, more-than 6 million tons of stel slbs billets, and blooms were Imported for use
almost exclusively by steel MiUL21. When combined with wire rod and other semifinished
products, impo"t by the stel Industry reach 20 percent of overall steel imports. In
November 1998, the ItrainlTrade Com Isso heard testimony that several of the
major stel mills that have petitioned against stee import were themselves placing
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orders to import large amounts of the very same products as recently as August 1998.26
Through the eyes of the big U.S. steel mills, apparently, these are good steel Imports,
while steel products that conmpete directy with what they produce are bad imports.
Aside from. its direct negative Imaton the domestic economy, stee
protectionism will reverberate internationally to our detriment. Many steel-exporting
countries are presently reeling from serious economic problems. US. protectionism winl
only worse their plight and darken the prospects for recovery. At the same time, Itwill
send a very dangerous signal to foreign governments contending with their own
protectionist pressures.
Although the United States has been relatively insulated thus far, much of the re
of the world has been buffeted by a series of economic shoks over the past couple of
year. With Japans prolonged malaise, the acute crises elsewhere in Asia, the collapse of
Russia, and the reen currency mrash in -Brazil, the world economy has stumbled into a
highly precarious condition. During thee turbulent and difficult times, the best thing
America can do to encourage growth and stability abroad is to keep our markets open.
Instead, at the behest of the steel lobby, the U.S. government is poised to deliver further
body blows to ailing countries by restricting their steel industries' access to the American
market.
Meanwhile, consider the message that stel protectionism sends to the rest of the
world. Many counties today are suffering violent economic c ontractions assa remilt,
their governments, are faing formidable pressure to Abandon market-Oriented policies
and erect protectionist barrier of thei own. Ifthe United States-the largest and richest
country on Earth, with 4.4 percent unemployment, low inflation, and 4 percn growth in
1998-is unable to say no to an industry with only about 200,000 workers in a civilian
labor force of 138 million, bow can we expect othe countries to hold the line? A U.S.
surrender to special-interes pressure from t steel lobby would be a virtual green light
for copycat proate ctionism. around the world. Steel poetnimthus threatens to unleash
destructive forces In the world economy that could easily bring an end to the prosperity
Americana currently enjoy.V
Swe Robertao, -M&li s=i to gat d=mVpe stel Amu*=cs MeWa Muket, Novaber 17, OW~s
p. 1.
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tu wggeed tdo uachmina duatlsan Wtel imports wil enhance overall U.S. econmic

weffre. Specifically, the Economic Strnategy Institute publicheastady InFebruary 1999 (Greg bluteR
and Andrew Suroosmegi Lein th
doFlaying Field: Aalihmping and She U.S. Steel Jhust- ES!,
Ftbruatry 8, 1999) Wwch purports to show that stel duqnig, however thet term mil&ibedefined, rem&e
US. c omic well-bg ad that aatkhmnspiag dudles wre needed to prevent: Shin hau. ESra findings roe
uhimately on th ac that wages in the uteel indihsry we higher Su aveag and that dklaced stee
woers frequentlyareforced to accape lower paying jobs. 7thwacordIngto theES! sady, utU.
welfare Isrediacedby dauspig that caumes job losse in the stel sector astlshuzilg isgood forabecsus
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America'a Unblr "Uah& Trade Law
Despite complaints from the big steel mills that Congress and tbednlitr-o
are not doing enough, the sytm is already stacked infavo of domestic steel producers
U.S. antidumping law has become nothing more than a protectionist weapon for
industries hftin the, heat of global price competition.
US. antidumping law allows domestic producer to petition against imports that
are being sold in the US. market at below "fair value." Fair value is defined as the prime
in the home market or the cost of production plus profit.
The problem with this definition is that it has no meaning in the real world of
business and trade. As a coDnsequence, US. antidumpinig law punishes foreign producers
for engaging in p rctices,that are perfectly legal, and common, -in the domestic American
markeL U.S. firm, including steel makers, routinely sell the same product at different
prices in different markets depending on local conditions, or temporarily sell at a loss (or
a lower than "normal" profit) in order to liquidate inventories and cover fixed costs. Any
stel company that lost money in the fourth quarter of 1998 was selling its goods at below
total average cost and was consequently "dumping" its products on the domestic market
according to the definition contained in U.S. law. Ifevery domestic sale was required to
be at a "fair price according to the antidumpinig law's definition, most American
companies would be vulnerable to government sanction, and U.S. consumers would find
far fewer bargains.
The stel lobby argues that it isn't seeking special treatment; it merely wants
redress for alleged unfair trade practices abroad. But it i dear that unfair trade practices
under any plausible definition, had nodtn to do with the recent bard tim for the U.S.
industry. It is regrettably true; that protectionism and suibsidies distort steel markets.
around the world. But nobody can argue seriously that policies around the world are an~y
more unfai today than they were a couple of years ago, when U.S. steel mills; were
The aim of the laest batch of antiuping petitions has not been "fair trade but
rather no trade at all. The high preliminary duties announced in February make itdifficult
for the targeted products to be sold at all in the U.S. markeL Sectary of Commerce
Willia Daley, in announcing the preliminary dumping margins on Februay 12, said,
"The impact, what this will do, by virtue. of the fact that you've got such substantial
ranges her, is basically price these products out of the U.S. markeL"a Richard Riederer,
chief executive office of Weirton Stel Corp., one of the petitioners in the case, agreed
that the initial, duties would be high enough to "lock out" hot-roiled steel Imports from
Japan and Brazil.
It is a misnom to say that stel isbeing "dumped" on the U.S. market. Virtually
every ton of steel that enters the United States has been aored by a willing America
buyer, often months in advance of Its actual delivery.- Atidumping dirtes no only stop
foreign producers from selling in thie U.S. market; they stop American citbzns from
ves it am amcplse duy's mehodolog, the hypoholmin otoismouhig sfMuimpdag
duel apiastb -i ggg = Us-lmsh LOSe
peead of aws GDP-.ad Ma worth 6ter a
V=a
%lMgirth" the law wil W mad ftr puoedo.
OQMdR1
Dowm mec Sib ?elhehumy Margim imSiel (s qpi~ w m eJqWMDA
hwtaswne flede Rqorm, Febreuy 17. 1999, p.2 MS
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buying the typ anl amount of steel they need at prim. that benefit them most an
shareholder workers and consumes
Psopessi Lqh~ilem Wmul CruMPwed dos iM
mfl
that existing
The steel Industry and labor unions
aren't enoughi-that they deserve special =teto. Mwe reality is that thestel Industry
has benefited. unfairly from trade barriers for decades, and continues to enjoy advaatage
that are not available to other US. industries facing import competou The Commerc
Department's expediting of the anIdu Ing process indhe current case and the
adminlstradorn's proposed tax breaks worthi an estimated $300 million for steel companies
are merely the latest examples of flavored treatment
Meanwhile, precious little attention Isbeing give to the faect that the array of now
protectionist proposals now in the works will seriously threaten the ability of other U.S.
manufacturer, to obtain imported steel. None of the proposed legislation would Inemse
general economic welfare and much of itwould be inviolation. of U.S. international
commitment
The following is a list of the most egregious legislative proposals that would
benefit U.S. stee makers to the disadvantage1! of virtusly everyone else:

-

1) Quoass em Isaported. steel. This proposal would limit steel imports from all
nations to 19917 levels on a monthly basis for a period of three yeare Although the bill
passed by the U.S. House of Repretawive In March states that the import limits coud
be acopihdby "quotas, tariff surcharges or negotiated enforceable voluntary export
restraint agreements, or otherwise" Itis inessence a quota bill that would set striat limits
on the volume of foreign steel U.S. companies would be allowed to purchase, Watever
the mechanics of Imposing the limits, the legislation would be a dear violation of our
traditional obligations under the OA7Th
Why does GAIT Illegality matter? Most compeling is that the United Staoe
professes to be an honorable nation that keeps Its word and upholds the rule of law. But
beyond that the United State voluntarily accepts international trade. rules because they
arein our besti-Iners' Such ulesrestrain protecionism abrad andprovide anImpartial
framework for adjudicating disputes, the benefits of which greatly outweigh any potential
short-erm, costs to a singl industry. Unilaterally closing the U. steel mare through
quotas would undermine respect for the rules-based international trading sym that
Washington worked so hard to establish. If the United States expects other ntons to
honor their obligationt6 Itmust do the am.
Even if the United States had not pledged to ft orghm quotas are wawise
because they are one of the most damaging forms of brade restrictions. They redistribute
wealth from consmers to domestic producers and to those foreign producers lucky
enough to go quota rights, while the U.S. government does not receive tUMlirevenues& in
other words, quotas wduld tax U.S. stee us. to benefit major stee companies both here
and abroad. Moreover, they would endua the abiit of U.S. stel-using industries to
obtain the materials they need. Accorng to calculatios by the Precision Mectaformiu
",
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Association, for example, the quota levels approved by the House would leave US.
manufacturer nearly 4 million tons short based 0n01998 levels of dernand"
2) Sed~om 201 rer awd Import m.Itwbg. This proposal would cat a
permit and monitoring pogra that would requre all steel importer to register with the
Commerce Department and report information on the cost, quantity, source, and ultimate
destnation of all steel shipments. Legislation approved by the House authorizes

Commerce to collect "reasonable fees and charges to defray the costs of issuing permits.
The proposed import-reporting regime, In addition to being an unfair burden that falls
only on steel importers, has the potential to choke off beneficial steel trade through
paperwork.
More significantly, the legislation approved by the House would amend the Trade
Act of 1974 to make an injury finding easier under Section 201. First, it would drop the
requirement that imports be a "substantial cause" of serious inJury (i.e., "not less than any
other cause") and instead require that imports be only a cae of injury, however
insignificant. Second, the bill would detail the factors to be considered by the MTto
determine whether US. industry has suffered serious injury. By making 201 cases much
easier for petitioners to win, this bill threatens to open the floodgates of protectionism in
the future. It is dearly a step in the wrong direction.
3) Retactive dumping duties. Another proposal would assess retroactive
antidumping duties for a period of up to one year prior to the filing of the original
antidumping petition. Such a change is ill-advised for at least two reasons. Firse, it is in
direct violation of US. comiments, under the OAT'!, whidh sets universal standards for
the imposition of retroactive antidumping duties. Second, extending the potential for
imposing jumping duties after the fact places U.S. importers and steel-using

industries insa risky position that could threaten their scces to adequate stel supplies. As
IL 0. Woltz MIof the American Wire Producers Association recently pointed out, 'lle
existing system of retroactive assessment of dumping duties already create uncertainty
and often results in unfairness for American importers and customerss. 1 Etending the
time period would only make the current problem with retroactive duties worse.
4) 7hras-memth barn on steel Imports. An alternative quota bill would impose a
3-month ban on imports of steel and steel products from Japan, Russia, South Korea, and
Brazil, in disregard for the needs of American consumer and stee-using industries. An
outrigt trade ban-even a brief one-would seriously damage private business
relation~hips and undermine the global competitiveness of dynamic U.S. companies. As
written, the bill includes no provision for preserving the sanctity of existing contracts, nor
does it specify what would happen to stel shipments already en route to the United
from steel trsk and
States. This bill would deprive the U.S. economy of all the

-an
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a companies. Irwould, In short, be a
offr only temporay benefit to does sel
disaster.
5) Vekha Expot Rbvkt. 11 anboo ad~~taiIs pursuing its OWn
non-legoslatdve approach, generally knon as Voluntary Export Restraits, Or VERa. That
entails Oyin to Jawbone for at u~u~
~'
apnit reducing steel
exports "voluntarily." Of course, aVER ISin reality an Informal quota that ishaody
voluntary. Uk. all quotas, VEta distort the conomy and reducet national welre. En. the
1960s Aconmrphensoe syse of VE~s against steel Imports Imposed anet loss on the
U.S. eonomy ofa much as $6.8 billion ayear 3 2
Steel companies and unions have Spent large ama of money in an atptto
convince Cmngess and the public that they are in dire need of protection from Imports.
The raft of Dew protectionist legislation shows that Some, lawmakers hav been listning.
All of the Current proposals, however, woul damage US. economic health, undermine
the international trading system, and deprive American consumers and steel-users of their
legitimate right to trade. Despite tha hefty price tag&the legislation would do nothing; to
halt the long-term downward employment trend in the US. stel inustry. Given those
facts, Congress should reject the pending; stee bills.
CenduslON13
At the time of the So-called steel "crisis," another major and highy visible
American industry-the oil industry--has been suffering: as well. Worldwide excess.
supply has driven prices down to record lows. Major producers posted sharply reduced
earnings or outright losse for the fourth quarter of 1998. During the am period in
which 10,000 steelwodrerjobs were eliminated, the American oil and gas extraction
industry was shedding 38,000 Jobs."'
Sher
whr isthe all-out lobbying campaign Urging America to "stand up for oil"?
Weeare die proposals coming out of the Cogesona il CAUCUS for sharp
restrictions on imports of foreign crude? The absence of pressure for oil protectionism
may reflect the fact that Americans can see the impact of oil price directly-st the gas
pump and in their heating MilS. Accordingly, there would likey be a strong popular
reaction against any efor to raise taxes in order to bail out the oil companies.
Unfortunately, changes insteel prices are invisible to ordinary Americans. Those
changes show up, eventually, Inthe prc of an automobile, or aplane ticket, or rental
space in an office building-but the causal connections are complex and subtle. The
effect ofa tax on foreign steel just doesn't show up in the average family's budget in any
direct or immedat way. As a result, steel producers are free to equate their Interes with
the national interest without generating: much Inthe way of grass-roots oppositon
The campaign for steelpoecins thus hilght aclassic problem of Political
economy known as cncPntrated benefits and dispersed costs. The benefit of restrictions
opin terlatielysmallstelproducinsctow~hilet
on foreignsteelaMre ocntrtd
ix &urud
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cssare dispersed throughout the entire economy. Steel producers. therefore have avery
clear and powerfu incentive to lobby for protectionism, while most of the rest ofu who
stand to lose don't have a big enough or dear enough stake to oppose them with any
Worldwide economic developments have combined to prod=c conditions that at
present are unfavorable for U.S. steel producers and favorable for American stel users.
In such a circustance it is not the business of the US. government to intervene in the
mrepaeand favor one US. industry at the expense of other U.S. industries. In
particular, it makes no sense to penalize the industries that in terms of employment and
value-added are of much greater significance to the overall national economy.
The federal government should not use its power to confer special benefits on a
small but vocal segment of producers at the expense of the nation's general welfare.
Congress should reject calls for steel protection and reform the antidumping law to
prevent future abuse.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR PETER COOK, SHADOW MINISTR FOR TRADE, PARUWAMNT
OF AusTEmA

As the Australian Shadow Minister for Trade, I am of the view that certain issues
should be brought to the attention of the Committee. This submission is made in
my capacity as Shadow Minister for Trade, member of the Parliament of Australia
and representative of the Australian Labor Party.
This submission is principally directed to Bill HR 975 (requiring the President to
set a quota on steel imports). In relation to this Bill, I make the following points:
1. The imposition of a quota on steel imports would have a direct effec on
Australia. During financial year 1997-98, Australia exported A$348 million of
steel to the United States. Our exports are an example of fair and proper trade.
Australias steel industry competes fairly and without subsidies, protection or
any other special assistance. A reduction in these exports would cost Australian
jobs in the mining and steel production sectors and associated industries.
2. There is already a substantial deficit in Australia's trade with the United
States. During 1998, Australia imported A$21.6 billion of merchandise from the

US, whilst only exporting A$8.5 'billion. This bilateral deficit constituted 167
percent of Australia's overall merchandise trade deficit for 1998 of A$7.9 billion.
Australia's overall trade deficit in 1998 was 1.7 percent of GDP-comnparable to
the US trade deficit of 2.0 percent of GDP. An import quota on steel would exacerbate our trade deficit, as well as our burgeoning current account deficit. It
would probably force the Australian dollar down furher in relation to the US
dollar. This negative effect on the Australian economy may well also cause
knock-on problems for the fragile economies of Asia.
3. The imposition of a quota would also have an indirect effect on Australia.
During financial year 1997-98, Australia exported 62.0 million tonnes of iron
ore (worth A$1.6 billion) and 73.6 million tonnes of coal (worth A$4.1 billion)
to Japan. Australia also exported 16.8 million tonnes of iron ore (worth A*0.4
billion) and 21.2 million tonnes of coal (worth A$1.1 billion) to South Korea.
This represents a significant proportion of the iron ore and coking coal that both
Japan and Korea use to make steel. If those countries are forced to cut back
their steel production, Australian iron ore and coking coal producers will suffer.
4. These iron ore and cokig coal producers are alredy facing difficulties as
a result of falls in price and volume for Australia's commodity, exports. The imposition of an import quota on steel by the US will mean job losses in regions
of Australia such as the Bowen Basin in Queensland, the Hunter and Ilawarra
in New South Wales and the Pilbara in Western Australia. These are discreet
rgons, heavily or solely dependent on the mining industry for employment.
Te unemployment rate in Australia at p resent is 7.4 percent, well above the
US rate of 4.4 percent. In most, of Australia's mining regions, unemployment is
substantially greater than the national averg
5. Another indirect effect that the proposedimnport quota would have on Australia is to hamper economic recovery in Korea and Japan. As President Clinton
acknowledged in his visit to Japan in November 1998, in order to alleviate the
Asian financial crisis, it is necessary for the Japanese economy to grow. The
President, the G7 and international agencies have urged Japan to take steps
to lift domestic growth, rather than depend principally on an export-led recovery. I support these views, and note that the Japanese government has put in
place a range of policies to increase growth. Ultimately, however, a steel quota
will work against the recovery of the Japanese economy, patcual at this
fragile stage. If the Japanese economy fails to recover, it will create continuing
regional economic problems for the struggling economies of Asia, hurt Australia
at a time when mineral commodity markets are overhung by supply, and hamper global economic growth.
6. The imposition. of a quota on steel would be contrary to the spirit of, and
psilyS"1 obligations under the rules of the World Trade Organisation
7. Finally, an import quota on steel will come at a cost to Americans. Those

goods that embody steel will become more expensive in the US domestic mar-

ket. Additionallr, those exot rmteUS
that embody steel will become
more expensive in the world moarktet.mth
A copy of my curculum vitae is attached.
I would be happy t discuss the above points at greter length with members of
the Committee, eite in person or by tlphone.
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SUMM4ARY
The world economic crisis which began in 1997 has resulted in an extraordinary surge of
imported steel products into the U.S. market. (See Figure A). The impact surge struck a U.S.
industry that has spent nearly two decades undergoing aradical restructuring, an effort which has
transformed it into one of the most efficient, productive, and innovative steel industries in the
world. The import influx destroyed the prospects for a strong earnings year for the U.S. steel
industry in 1998, drove 10,000 workers out of their jobs, and pushed several steelmakers into
bankruptcy. Financial analysts warn that the U.S. Steel outlook for the industry for 1999 is rinm
and that fa~r more extensive layoffs may occur.
The import surge reflects the impact of the current financial crisis on a world steel
industry that has been grossly overbuilt as a result of decades of market intervention by
governments. The financial crisis produced an abrupt drop insteel demand in East Asia and the
former Soviet Union, and producers which served those markets desperately turned to the export
market. (Figure B.)
0

Japan's integrated steel cartel shifted virtually all of the export sales which it lost
in Asia toward increased sales in the United States- U.S. imports of hot-roiled
flat products from Japan increased by over 1000 percent over 1995 levels as
Japanese prices fell dramatically. (Figure C.)

*

At the same time, Russia's massive (but aging and inefficient) state-owned steel
sector, having lost most of its markets at home and in Asia, redirected a huge
volume of steel toward the United States. (Figure D.) Using deep discounts, the
Russians plunged into a "race to the bottom" insteel pricing with Japanese
producers, precipitating a steep fall inU.S. Steel Prices.

0

As demand for Drazian steel collapsed in Brazil and in Asia, Brazil's mills
(which according to WTO estimates, have received $26 billion in subsidies inthe
past four decades) increased their exports to the United States in 1997 and
maintained these levels in 1998, exacerbating the price erosion in the American
marke

0

The Korean industry, whicb has been vastly overbuilt as a result of'oillions of
dollars in government-directed bank loans, dramatically increased its exports to
theUnited Stanesin late 1998.

0

The European Unoo, facing its own surge of steel imports, established quotas on
steel from Russia, Ukraine, and Kazakhstan, diverting exports from those
countries toward the American market.

The convergence of these foreign export drives on the U.S. market produced a flood of
imported steel in 1998 that simply has no historic precedent:
* Import penetration rates jumped from 24.2 percent inthe first 10 months of 1997
to 29.5 percent in the same period in 1998.
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"

Prices collapsed despite continuing strong domestic demand.

"

The import volume was so great that it clogged U.S. ports and has resulted in
huge stockpiles of steel anywhere space for it can be found.

As a result of the import influx, U.S. steel operating rates fell from 90 to 74 percent. profitability
and stock value have fallen sharply, three producers have gone bankrupt and 10,000 steelworkers
have lost their jobs. The outlook for the steel industry, a basic pilar of the U.S. economy,
remains uncertain.
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Figure A

US. Imports of Finished Steel
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FIgure B

The Upward Trend of Finished Steel Exports
to the United States
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Figur C

Japan: The 1998 Surge In Exports of
Finished Steel Mil Products
Hlas Been Directed at the United States
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Figure D

Russia: The 1998 Surge In Exports of
Finished Steel Mill Products
Has Been Directed at the Unfled States
Change in Export Volume
]an-Nov 1998 vs. Jan-Nov 1997
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INTODUCTON
The economic turmoil which now grips much of East Asia and the former Soviet Union
has precipitated a crisis of survival for the U.S. steel industry. Demand for steel has fallen
dramatically in East Asia and Russia, and the mills which traditionally served those markets primarily based in Japan, Korea, Eastern Europe and the Soviet successor states - have
desperately sought other markets. But most export markets are either severely depressed or
heavily protected, with the result that huge steel surpluses are being channeled into the world's
few relatively open markets at deeply discounted prices - a Brazilian trader, speaking of world
steel export pricing patterns, said simply. "Its carnage."' The European Union confronts an
import influx so severe that observers warn that it threatens to "blow a hole in industrial
Europe," 2 although the EU has been able to stanch the flow from Russia, Ukraine and
Kazahstn
thoug th negotiation of steel import quotas with those countries. Chile's larget
steelmaker complained at the end of 1998 that imports had taken half the domestic market.
Canada's4 steel producers, lament, with cause, that their country has become a "dumping
ground."
But no major market has felt the impact of the steel export surge more dramatically than
the United States. Investment analysts at Paine Webber warn that "the world is awash in steel
and no end to the deluge is in sight," and as a result " the outlook for the [U.S.) steel industry from the perspective of the mills - is horrendous."5 Capacity utilization has fallen to 74 percent
from a level of over 90 percent a year ago. The stock price of some U.S. producers has lost
nearly half its value since the influx began. Three U.S. mills went bankrupt in 1998, another in
February 1999, and others are reportedly on the verge of insolvency.'
The massive import influx which began in April 1998 struck a U.S. steel industry which
has spent the past two decades in a thoroughgoing, pahinfull revitalization effort. This
restructuring has been so successful in improving the industry's efficiency that today t*re is
virtually no foreign producer that can deliver steel to the U.S. market at a lower cost than the

IBenjamin Bapdtisa Filo of CST inMad Bulgeriis (August 10,.99M).
"Meltdown PerdOver Steel Impor, avopean Report No, 2354 (October 28,1998); -Italian Coil
Miskat 'Can Takte No Mr,"MeatBverin (July 27. 1998).

2

3Mesal BaUnkh
(December 3. 1998)
Mead Baiesh (December 3, 199). Canadias authorities are conducting antidumping investigations of
cold-oled sbeet impomts fromt sevesf cotuties and hot-rolled sheet and plate incodl from four countries.
"Canada Opens Dumping Probe of CR Sheet Imports,- Metal Bwlletis Februaryy 4, 1999).

4

'

6

Paine Webber, Worid Steel Dynamks (Price Track M9.September 30. 19M).
GCeneva Files for Bankruptcy," Metal Bualleuin (February 4.1999). Utali-based Geneva Steel, which filed
for Chapter 11Iprotection in Febniuy 1999. stated that was a result of record high levels of low-priced steel
itupons and the resultant deterioraing muet conditions, the company's overall price realization and
shipments declined precipitously." Ibid.

57-253 99.6
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U.S. mills. The current import surge, however, does not reflect comparative competitiveness or
other market-based factors. Indeed, in a bizarre reversal of the rules of market economics* The country with the highest steel prices in the industrialized world, Japan, has
become the leading exporter of steel to the lowest-priced market in the industrial
worKd the United States.
" Somec of the highest-cost, most poorly-run mills built in the twentieth century antiquated facilities in the former Soviet Union - captured markets from some of the
most modem and efficient producers in the world.
The present steel import surge reflects massive government intervention and market distortion
abroad which has created and sustained far more steelmaking capacity than the world market can
possibly support The United States has become the world's market of last resort. and is being
asked, in effect, to sacrifice a substantial segment of its steel industry and tens; of thousands of
jobs so that foreign countries can avoid confronting the consequences of their own misguided
industrial Policies. How the U.S. responds to this challenge has implications for our own longrun national economic well being that extend far beyond the current plight of the steel industry.
American Steel - A Renaissance At Risk
The United Stares steel industry offers one of the most dramatic examples of industrial
revival in U.S. history. At the end of the 1970s, the U.S. industry appeared to be headed for
oblivion. Some of its mills were still using obsolete open-hearth furnaces, and in many cases its
mills depended on inland sources of iron ore and coking coal, while foreign rivals had access to
these resources through lower cost ocean-going transportation. Wage levels had outstripped
productivity gains, and U.S. mills were hampered operationally by restrictive work rules. Many
U.S. mills were too small to generate optimum scale economies. Reflecting these shortcomings,
the U.S. industry had far higher costs per ton produced than its rivals in Japan and Germany, and
U.S. producers were widely criticized for lagging competitiveness, out-of-date technology, and
poor labor productivity. Imports were capturing a growing share of the U.S. market, and while
trade policy measures by the U.S. government could slow import penetration, they were not by
themselves a solution to the problem of eroding competitiveness. Several major producers were
on the verge of insolvency or already bankrupt, and in 1977 the Council on Wage and Price
Stability concluded tha the outlook for the U.S. steel industry was essentially hopeless - that is,
that the industry's problems were so intractable that it would be uneconomical for the industry to
modernize.!
Recognizing that the U.S. industry had to change radically or die, management and labor
jointly undertook a drastic overhaul of virtually every aspect of the business of steelmaking.
U.S. steel finns invested over $50 billion in modernization in the years after 1980. Scores of
obsolete mills were shut down, and US. steelmaking capacity plummeted from over 160 million
Ways an Price Suibi ity, Report thedPreseson Prices and Cos. inthe United Suotes
Steel Indusnrj (WaSbigtu, D.C.. U.S. Goverua Printins Offce, Octobe 1977).
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tons in 198 to around 120 million tons in 1997. Entire layers of management wene eliminated.
U.S. producers sold off peripheral businesses and abandoned product lines which had become
marginal in order to concentrate on responding to customers' quality and cost needs in key
product areas, like corrosion-resistant steel. The work force declined by almost two thirds - well
over 200,000 steel industry employees lost their jobs, a wrenching downsizing which meant
untold hardship for displaced steelworkers and their families. For many steelmaking
communities and regions, restructuring meant permanent economic decline. But the adjustment
went forward, and the indusry's competitiveness improved dramatically. One steelworker
recalls that
It was a horribl time. But we fought back~ and proved we can compete on a level

Today the U.S. steel industry bears little resemblance to that which existed in 1980.
Every aspect of steel production is highly automated. In the integrated mills (where steel is
made from iron ore, coking coal and other raw materials) a new workplace culture.has been
forged between management and labo which features the vesting of a significant degree of
operational responsibility in production managers and workers - a transformation that has been
held up as a model for other industries.' All of the old open-hearth furnaces have been
permanetly shut down, and over 95 percent of all U.S. steel is now made through the efficient
continuous-casting method. Led by the so-called "mini-mills," which produce steel by melting
scrap in electric-arc furnaces, the United States has become a worid leader in the application of
advanced steelmaking technology, such as "thin slab casting," which makes possible the
production of flat-roiled steel from reprocessed scrap. The improvement in U.S. steelmaking
productivity - over 300 percet since 1980 - has outpaced productivity growth in U.S.
manufacturing as a whole in every year since 1983. The U.S. industry has reversed its cost
disadvantage with its counterparts in Japan and Germany, and in 1995-97 was producing coldrolled sheet at an average cost per ton that was roughly $50 less than those of its counterparts in
those advanced steelmaking countries. All of these gains were achieved entirely with the U.S.
industry's own resources, without the subsidies most foreign producers received to finance their
restructuring.
The success story of U.S. steel is a source of justifiable pride for the industry. It should
mean prosperity for the industry, its workers, and steelmaking communities in 1999 and beyond,
given the fact that the United States continues to enjoy robust economic growth and that the
demand for steel continues to grow. Instead today the U.S. steel industry stands on the brink of
an abyss. Within an extremely short period, the U.S. market has been inundated by millions of
tons of imported steel.
Thke ImpWr sure. The surge of imported steel which began in the spring of 1998 simply
has no historical precedent, either in terms of its sheer magnitude or the velocity at which it
Jeff Davis USS Faiile. Works, in washingtm. Post (Decembe is.1998)

industry. see Roger S.
S For a good accou of the traasformation of labor-managemeum relation in the smee
Ahibrandt, Richard J.Frushan amid Frank Giaratani, The Re uance fAasericn Sebl Lwosu for
Manqers in Co.ypemdve Indaes (New York and Oxford. Oxsford tinIveruity Press. 1996).
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unfolded - President Clinton commented in January 1999 that in his six years as president, he
had "never seen anythintlike this happen to one sector of the economy so quickly with such
obvious consequences."
1998 began as an auspicious yea for U.S. steelmakers, with the
economy doing well and domestic demand strong. In the second quarter, however, steel imports
began to rise dramatically, a phenomenon that accelerated thereafter. U.S. imports of hot-rolled
sheet from Japan in 1998 skyrocketed by 1,061 percent over 1995 levels, while Russia exported
3.8 million tons of hot-rolled sheet to the United States in 1998 - more than it had during the
previous three years combined. Imports of plate and cold-willed sheet from Korea soared - more
cut-to-length plate, for example, was imported into the U.S. from Korea in August and
September alone than in the previous seven years combined. The flcod of steel clogged U.S.
ports with coils, piling up "in warehouses, outside the warehouses, anywhere there is spare
ground." An official at the Port of New Orleans said "we're using every square inch we have for
cargo, and most of it is steel""
Import volume fell sharply in December 1998. although even this reduced volume was 32
percent higher than the figure for December 1997.12 Import figures for January 1999 may well
reflect reductions from 1998 levels. In large part this lull in import volume appears to reflect
preliminary measures implemented by the Department of Commerce on an expedited basis in
antidumping investigations involving imports of hot-rolled flat products from Russia and Japan,
which together accounted for nearly 60 percent of the increase in imports in 1998.13 Another
factor underlying the recent import decrease appears to be the fact that the U.S. market is utterly
saturated with steel as a result of the import surge - inventories are enormous, and prices remain
severely depressed:
However, (Slome believe lingering high stocks of both foreign and domestic
material will keep prices at or nearthe bottom for the foreseeablefuture. "Thiere
is just too much inventory. " said one Chicago area stockist who estimated that
there is about 30% more steel at US docks and warehouses than what is needed
"I hearthey couldpave the steets of Houston with the steel that is overloading
the docks down there - and that includes a lot of Japanese steel" He added that
10

Address to the Detroit Economic Club, cited in "Some Intercstng Facts About the Continwing Steel Trade
Crisis," Steel Works News E-Digest 7 (January 13. 1999).

It

"Rising Imports Distress U.S. Steelmakers." Wall Street JoueniaI, (September 8,199M).

12

Imports of hoc-roiled product from Japan fell from 405.974 tons in November to 93,102 tons in December
import of Russian hot-rolled flat products dropped from 62 1.188 tons in November to 64,825 tons.
Imgwta of hot-rolle flat products from Brazil (also the subject of an ongong antidumping action) dropped
from 64.529 coca to 9,961 tons. "U.S.: Steel Imports from Japan Halved," Amencan Mewal Market
(January 28, 1999).

13

On November 23, 1998, the Department of Commerce made an affirmative preliminary finding of "critical
circumstances" inantidumping investigation of imported hot-rolle flat products from Japa and Russia.
This means that if a final affirmative antidwmping finding is made, importers may be assessed antidumping
duties retroactively, reaching back 90 days prior to the preliminary antidumping determination. Ineffect,
this determination put importers on notice that they faced a substantial potential liability in the form of
antidumping duty assessments, and may have affected their decision as to whether to purchase additional
hot-rolled flat products from Japan and Russia.
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while traders normally hawe about 95% of their &mporssol4 that percentage has

fallen to around 70%6 which does not bode well for future

inventories. 1

Whether the recet drop in imports represets the beginning of a trend or a sholt-term Aberration
will not be known for a number of months. The President of U.S. Steel Group commaented:
(Olne month does not make a trend . .. The numbers of cut-to-length plat are
way up. and we've seen Increases in cold-rolled ULt products). What happens
usually, is that when you have success (with a tradecase) againstone prodixw
category, doferent products come in, or product comes in from other countries.
This is not a message that this crisis is over. The market is still saturatedwith
imports. "

I

Dust in tAe midde of boom~s
Ironically, the U.S. steel industry is experiencing a "bus" in
the middle of a booming economy that hm. sent U.S. stel demand soaring to record levels.
Imports have destroyed what otherwise would and should have been a period of strong
profitability. Foreign mills claimed that they were simply responding to strong U.S. deamad, but
the plummeting prices of imported steel made it clear that the influx was supply-drven. A3 the
Wall Street Journal observed in Jxkcn 1998:
The problem, analysts and steel traders say, is that Russian and Japanese
steelm-akers, among others, are in a race to the bottom of the pricing ladder. 4as
year, Russian steel started flooding U.S. markets, but the qualityy of that product
was low enough that big U.S. steelmakers didn't have to fret. In recent months,
however, high-quality Japanese steel has been showing up in huge volume and a:
shockingly low prices. "I've seen flyers advertising Japanese-quality steel at
Russian prices" (said an observer). '7Tere's only one place for the Russians to
go: even lower."
In July 1998, Morgan Stanley Dean Witter issued a report entitled "Steel - Apocalypsf
Now" which stated that the price spread between imported and domestic steel had reached
"historical levels" oi 15-20%. that traders were reporting worse price pressure from imports than
had been seen in 20 years. and that the entire pricing structure for steel was on the verge of
breaking down. In September Paine Webber's World Steel Dynamics spoke of a deathh spiral"
in the steel industry as the bottom fell out of prices, commenting that '*we detect a sens of panic
on the pant of the steel mills in the United States =Jd elsewhere almost like never before."' 6 By
December 1998, price were falling so fast that service centers which thought they had scored
bargains by purchasing lag quantities of imported steel became alarmed as prices continued to
plummet, leaving them saddled with inventory which "they have to sell before the,bottom drops

"4

"US. Sheet Prce Lookwto oar OW,

is

"Wilhelm Keepin His Gloves On." AMM Onl1ine (3muaa 28.1999).

"6

World Steel Dynamics (Prime
Track 039. Septembe 30, 1998)

MesoBulletin

(Januawy 28. 1999).
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out of the steel market."1 By the end of 1998. with the impact of the influx just beginning to be
felt in company operating results, over 10.000 U.S. steelworkers had already lost their jobs.'5
TU he
bmy oftinfficeecy. A central irony of the present crisis is the fact that the U.S.
industry, having undergone a punishing restructuring to restore itself to world class
competitiveness, is facing what is perhaps its gravest competitive challenge from a large number
of foreign producers wnich are not competitive in the U.S. market themselves. (See Figure E.)
It is tru that some steel producers in Korea. Taiwan and other countries are highly efficient, but
given the added costs associated with transporting steel to the United States, their total costs are
still higher than those of the U.S. mills in this -market. More significantly, the group of foreign
producers currently pouring steel into the U.S. market includes among its numbers some of the
most antiquated, inefficient and heavily-polluting steel facilities in the industrial world;
cartelized industries where the major mills have not competed with each other for over twentyfive years; producers that have not been able to survive without massive periodic injections of
government money; and industrial "white elephants" whose creation and expansion has been
driven by government planners - and to which no rational private investor would have
committed debt or equity capital in a normally-fuinctioning market.
The destruction or substantial contraction of the U.S. steel industry at the hands of such
rivals would confound one of the fundamental principles upon which our economic system is
based, namely that efficient producers should prevail over inefficient ones -not the reverse. It
would als constitute a serious indictment of the current world trading system which enjoys the
support of the American public, in large part, on the assumption that the opening of world
markets will benefit competitive U.S. firms and productive workers, not result in the destruction
of their livelihood by less efficient rivals. As one lad-off Pennsylvania steelworker, who has
pulled his son out of college to make ends meet, said in December 1998
I never thought that this would happen again, after all the sacrifices we made.
It's a prosperous timte, and I shouldbe working. It's like the world has turned
upsie down.19
From Structural Cris to "FInancil Contagion"
On January 23, 1997 a major South Korean steel producer, Hanbo Steel Corp., defaulted
on its outstanding debt. Subsequent investigations revealed that the Korean government and
corrupt politicians had manipulated domestic banks to channel over $6 billion dollars in dubious
loans into Hanbo to finance the expansion of a massive steelworks - the first of a series of
similar disclosures which metastasized over the succeeding months into a crisis of confidence in
17

to

'Steel Import Crisis Flits Servic Centrs Hard,"Meal~ie (December 10, 1998).
President Chinton's Report to Congress on a Comnprehensive Plan for Responsding to the Increase inSteel
Im~porss(1999). p.1.
itPip-fiuer JeffDavis, USS Fairless Works, in "Pa. Steel Industry Endures Fiery Blasu From Offshore,"
Washington Posn (December 18, 1998)
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Figure E
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the entire Korean financial system. The Hmnbo bankruptcy, by most accounts, was the starting
point of the so-called "financial contagion" that spread across East Asia, bringing in its wake
rapid currency depreciation, wholesale capital flight, and cascading bankruptcies - eventually
engulfing Thiailand, Malaysia, idonesia and Korea. At the same time that "financial contagion"
was toppling Asian economies, the principal successor states of the former Soviet Union were
lurching towred economic collapse. On August 17, 1998, with its economy shrinking at a rate
not seen in any major industrial country since the Great Depression, Russia declared a
moratorium on the payment of its foreign debt. The Russian default, coming in the wake of the
financial turmoil in Asia. sent a shock wave through foreign investors, who began withdrawing
funds from other economies deemed vulnerable to "contagion." In the fall of 1998, Brazil,
facing growing capital flight by jittery investors and an unstable stock market. swallowed its
pride and turned to the IMF for help in stabilizing its financial reserves. On January 13, 1999,
Brazil rattled financial markets by announcing a 10 percent devaluation of its currency.
This dramatic chain of events took virtually all-economic experts by surprise. Many
spoke of "financial contagion" or "Asian flu" as a sort of visitation inflicted on thriving
economies by some new, poorly-understood external force or forces. A variety of diagnoses
have been offered, including the maneuvers of international financiers, the huge, virtually
overnight flows of investment capital from one national market to another, the imperfectlyunderstood effects of new information technologies on global finance, and so on. But the steel
industry, where the contagion first erupted and where it is now manifesting it~lf in our own
market most dramatically, suggests that much of the explanation for the current crisis is as old as
industrialization itself, and is a common element linking every country suffering from
contagiono" - that is, the creation of overcapacity leading to a glut and a market collapse. Truly
massive investments have been poured into steel production facilities which are not needed and
which international markets cannot possibly support. While some of this surplus capacity
reflects the reckless and poorly informed decisions of private investors, most of it is a direct
result of government intervention in the market. Overcapacity now exists in a number of
important manufacturing sectors, but nowhere - nowhere - has overbuilding been pressed to
such a grotesue extreme as in the steel industry.
Steel's Strucawa Crsir. The roots of the present crisis in steel go back thirty yeam, to a
time when economies around the world were growing rapidly and living standards were ris, g.
The demand for steel - a material essential for building construction, automobiles, railroads,
pipelines, ships, consumer durables and many other prerequisites of a modem economy - was
expected to continue to rise at a robust rate more or less indefinitely. In this environment many
industrialized countries sought to expand their steel industries, and developing countries aspired
to create their own indigenous steel production. Became in most countries the investments
ne' Aed were too large or too risky, governments stepped in to provide financing and in manycasi s, management as well. Huge new mills, and in some cases virtually entire new cities
devoted primarily to making steel, came into existence. But in 1974, in the wake of the first oil
crisis, the bubble burst. World steel demand fell1 sharply, and the old growth trajectory never
resumed - instead, world steel demand remained virtually flat for over a decade. Many
governments and producers, however, saw this development as .mply another cyclical
recession, and pressed ahead with stil further expansion plans. Compoundng the problem, more
and more government-sponsored steel producers were sprouting up across the developing world.
By the early 1980s, with many new mills still coming on stream and a recovery in denmn
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nowhere in sight, the world steel industry was groaning under roughly 120 million tons of excess
production capacity.
In a market economy, the catastrophic structural gap which had opened between word
capacity and demand by 1980 would have produced a shakeout - that is, a period of intensive
competition resulting in downsizing of the industry through retrenchment, bankruptcies and
mergers. These things did occur, but their distribution around the world was very uneven,
reflecting fundamental divergences in government policies.
" In Europe, Latin America, and elsewhere, many mills that would have failed were kept
alive by massive infusions of government money - a conservative estimate of subsidies
to the steel industry since 1974 would exceed $100 billion.
* Cartels, implemented in conjunction with comprehensive regimes of imnport protection,
enabled mills in Japan and Europe that would otherwise have been shut down to weather
the crisis more or less intact
" In China and the Soviet bloc, central planners gave little regard to steel enterprise
operating results as they pressed ahead with ambitious capacity expansion programs.
* In the United States, where the industry did not receive massive subsidies and was not
carteLized, the structural crisis had a disproportionately severe impact The U.S. absorbed
a much larger percentage of imports and shed a far higher proportion of capacity and jobs
than any other major industrialized country.
In the early 1980s, recognizing that government intervention and private anticompetitive
arrangements were grossly distorting world steel competition. the Reagan administration
implemented a program of import restrictions pursuat to voluntary restraint arrangements
(VRAs) with supplier countries. The VRAs allowed import penetration levels to remain far
higher (over 20 percent) than the EU or Japan had ever regarded as acceptable. However, they
still provided substantial relief for the US. industry and made possible the successful
restructuring effort undertaken by the U.S. industry. After the VRAs expired in 1992, the U.S.
industry began filing antidumping and countervailing duty actions against a number of countries
whose taue was formerly restricted by the VRAs. Throughout the mid-1I990s relief granted
pursuant to these cases, coupled with a recovery in world steel demand, served to prevent the sort
of massive import influx which had occurred in the late 1970s and early 1980s - until now.
The Esdemic Cacity Swpiw. The implementation of VRAs and trade remedies by the
U.S. government could do little to address the basic problem of overcapacity in the world steel
industry. which has remained at about the same level, and for the same basic reasons, for fully a
quarter of century. The world steel industry is still burdened by surplus capacity, at least 25
percent more than is needed - and only marginally less than the level that existed when the
structural recession began. While restructuring and enterprise failures have cut capacity in some
parts of the world - such as the United States and the United Kingdom - dramatic recent
increases in capacity in China and elsewhere in East Asia coupled with the implosion of
domestic steel demand in Southeast Asia and Russia, hat e cancelled out the effects of
downsizing elsewhere. Today the CIS states alone have nearly 60 million tons of excess
Capacity.
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By one estimate steelmaking capacity in South and Southeast Asia wil more than double
from 1995 by the year 2000, from 61 millon to 133 million tons, with the most dramatic
increases occurring as new mills in India, Taiwan, Malaysia and Thailand come on stream
One observer commented with respect to the new capacity in Southeast Asia:
The expansion of some of these mills could not have been more poorly dmed
because local demand is only afraction ofthe demand forecast originally.21
National government promotional policies have played a major role in this expansion. In India,
while the government is seeking co expand the role of the private sector in steel, a number of
large producers are state enterprises, and the government has pressured financial institutions to
2
channel loans to the steel industry with questionable commercial justification In Thailand, the
for investment,
identified
as
priorities
industries
of
the
two
"basic"
has
been
one
steel industry
and receives numerous "incentives" from the government Board of Investment (BOI)232 - a
policy characterized by one Thai economist as a "massive misallocation of resources.", 4
Indonesia's Krakatau Steel, the country's principal steelmaker, is government-owned and has
been created and sustained through periodic infusions of government funds; since the onset of
the financial crisis, the government has been trying, unsuccessfully, to sefl the firm to private
investors.2
As in past steel crises, many national steel industries suffering from overcapacity are
simultaneously attempting to export their way out of difficulty, and as in the past, the market
impact of the export push is very unevenly distributed. Japan, for example, has actually curtailed
imports of steel from East Asia since the economic crisis began, with the result that suppliers in
30

Australian Iron and Steel Industty estimates.

21

Anna Low, "Asia: No Near-Term Respite inSight," Metal BulletinhiMonhly

U

A spokesman from the largest merchant bank in India comments that "[Plublic sector financial institutions,
had been under some sort of pressure from the government to fund the stl industry regardless, since this
industry was regarded as strategic to the goals of national developmentL India being a capital-deficient
country, allocating around Its 35 billion ($880 million) for a Im tpy steel project employing around 1,500
people directly and another5,000- 10.000 indirectly cannot be justified. even from a social wel fare point of
view." Gilber Lobo, SDI Capital Markets, in "Rolling Toward an Abyss," Metal Bulletin Monthly (August
1998).
BOI incentives include eligibility for an eight-year corporate income tax exemption-, preferential utility
raue; exenptionaduction of import duties and business taxes on machinery and essential raw materials;
and special ax a&d duty reductions for export oriented projects. %7TO, Trade Policy Review. Thailand
(Dete*er 1995).
Such investments led to "an excessive expansion of 'non-traded protective' industrial sectors such as steel,
pulp and paper, and cement." Banyong Pongpanach, "Article Views Two Problems Besetting Thai
Economy," Bangkok The Nation (October 7, 1997).
"Minister Notes Difficulty in Selling Steel Plant" Surabaya Post (June 8. 1998); "Indonesian Minister
Notes Obstacles to Privatization Plan," Media Indonesia (Pebruary 9,1999). Most of the capital for the
construction of the Krakatau steelworks was reportedly provided by the Indonesian government. Kontp~s
(July 3.1983). After the firm ran into financial difficulty it was revived by periodic injections of"PMP
(government participation capitall. SinarHamapan(August 12,1986); Kontpas (February 11, 1987).

23

24
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(Decmber 1998).
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these countries have redirected their exports to the United Stases (Figure F). Japan itself has
shifted its exports mwy from markets in Asia toward the United States. (See Figure C.) Russian
mills, blocked by EU quotas from increasing exports to Western Europe and facing import
restrictions in many other countries, have also dramatically increased their exports to the United
States. (See Figure D.)
The global dimension of the steel crisis naturally invites attempts to seek an underlying
cause in the macroeconomic realm, and no doubt a clearer understanding of how macroeconomic
factors may have contributed to the crisis will emerge over time - it is clear, for example, that
the collapse in currency values in the CIS and some Asian countries has provided a significant
stimulus to exports. But when the strands are untangled and the steel problem is examined
country by country, it is evident that much if not most of the current crisis has been caused by
specific misguided policies and commercial practices implemented in a relative handful of
countries. As one steel industry executive expressed it
We are in fact confronted with an economic crisis in the US. steel industry.
stemming direclyfrom the sructuralmismanagementby several other
governments ojtheireconomies. 16
The blunders sad excesses which have fostered this emergency vary from country to country,
and include the reckless, u nonstrained promotional policies of several developmental capitalist
states in East Asia, the megalomania and "glgantism" of central planners in communist regimes,
and market-rigging activities by old-fashioned cartels. However, all of these actions share a
common trait - they involve actions by governments, by private syndicates, or by some
combination of the two, to interfere with the normal operation of the market.
Japan
Japan bears a heavy burden of responsibility for the steel crisis sweeping East Asia today.
Japan was the first major industrialized country to implement an industrial promotion policy in
steel which dramatically overbuilt its industry, with severely disruptive effects in world markets.
Since then, Japan's example, its capital, and its technical support have fueled comparable spurts
of capacity expansion throughout East Asia. while at the same time, Japan has consistently
refused to allow more than a trickle of steel produced by these new mills into its own heavilyprotected domestic market (Figure 0). Thus, while Japanese investment misjudgments and bad
advice have contributed substantially to the massive overcapacity, indebtedness and desperate
pressure to export that afflict much of the East Asian steel industry, the problem is regarded by
Japan as one that other markets of the world must bear, not Japan itself. Indeed, in 1998 Japan
ulaedits own devastating export drive on the United Stats, directly competing with steel
mills in stricken Southeast Asian and CIS economies. One Asian steel trader, nosing that the
Japanese mills were exporting commodity grades of steel and semifinished steel (typical
26

Keith Busse, Chairman aW CEO of Sode Dynamics in"Stel Trade Suom Breaks," Metal Bulletin
Monthly, (December 1998).
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Figure F

As US. Imports Surged During the Asian Economic
Crisis, Japanese Imports FeD
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Figure G

While Imports Have Captured a Growing Share of the U.S.
Market, Japan Has Kept Imports Below 10 Percent
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developing country exports) at prices even lower than those offered for CIS steel, complained in
December 1993:
[ 77he Japanese were seeing their (sem#1nshed bars) and even pig iron and bile.
Once thse
Japanese decide to export, there's not mutch more we can do except
27
watch.
Overbuilding. Japan's spectacular, rapid creation of a huge modem steel industry has
been seen as a beacon for other Asian countries seeking to industrialize, and a number of them
have emulated not only Japan's government-driven industrial expansion, but the kind of gross
investment misjudgments and market distortions that first became observable in Japan in the
1960s. Between 1965 and 1974, with its industry benefiting from massive, government-directed
low interest loans, Japan addan incredible 93 million tons to its steelinaking capacity representing fully 49 percent of all capacity added throughout the western world during this
entire period (Figure H). Although Japan suffered severe recessions at intervals during this
period, government-administered cartels ensured that no producer suffered the normal
competitive consequences of overbuilding. Instead, domestic sales were restricted by cartel
arrangements to maintain high domestic prices, and massive surpluses were dumped abroad.
With abundant cheap capital flowing from government-influenced banks - and removed from
normal market risk - the Japanese mills engaged in a frenetic "capacity-expansion race,"
continuing to build new mills through recessions and in the face of warnings and protests in
Japan and abroad. Contemporary Japanese observers, aware that the expansion was irrational
and dangerous, commented that "excessive equipment investments had become... monstrous in
By the time the structural recession struck in the mid-1970s, Japan possessed more than
twice the steelmaking capacity needed to meet its domestic demand. The Japanese mills
response to the onset of the structural recession was to tighten the cartel at home, force through
price increases in the face of vociferous consumer complaints, and launch a massive export
drive. Japanese dumping triggered bitter trade disputes with the United States, the European
Community, and Canada. These culminated in the negotiation of voluntary restraint
arrangements with the U.S. and EU.
Japan widths Newlj-nduutrlalizng Countlrie. As the structural recession continued,
the Japanese mills sought to offset the stagnation in domestic sales volume by undertaking
engineering projects in developing countries, including the export of steelmaking equipment and
even the construction of entire steel mills in countries like Korea, Indonesia, Malaysia, China
and Brazil." The first integrated steel mill built by Korea's POSCO. now the largest steelmaker
in the world, was built primarily with Japanese equipment and technical assistance. The
S

"Asia: No Now-Term Resit in Sight," Met Bedlam Monthly (December 1998).

S Japan Ecowomti Journal (August 31, 197 1).
S

Nippon Steel Presden Saito commented in 1981 that 'Inthe tumn, sales of steel materials will not
imncs by mome than two or the percefL This Iswhy we have tackled engineering pro"et on a full
scale." M~on ekW
r~Shlbu(June 18.,19810.
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Japanese government provided billions of dollars in expect credits to facilitate these projects, in
part because Japan wanted to forge closer ties with countries that supplied it with raw materials
and energy." Japanese steel producers recognized that the new mills being built in East Asia
might produce what they call a "boomerang effect" - a surge of exports directed at Japa - but
they uneetmtdits magnitude."' As POSCO's new capaity cam on strem in 1979481, a
stream of Korea steel began finding its way into Japan Steel from other new mils in
developing countries soon foMowed. This development caused consternation among the
Japanese mills, which, worried about "fatal pricesandemonurn," were "becoming frantic,
saying 'we've got to find some way to stop this.' 2
The disruptive flow of imports from East Asia was quickly brought under control (Figure
1). The Japanese mills placed pressure on the domestic trading companies that distributed steel in
Japan. They were warned that if they bandied imported steel, the Japanese integrated mills
would sever commercial relations with them. Customers - heavily dependent on Japanese steel
producers for the supply of abasic materia - received similar warnings."3 Finlly, the Japanese
--mills, negotiated mill-to-mill agreements with suppliers in the devloping countries under which
the latter agreed to limit the volume of their exports to Japan to agreed tonnages. The leverage
used by the Japanese mills to secure these commitments arose from the threat that their massive
capacity would enable them to flood the market of any recalcitrant foreign supplier with dumped
steel, and the fact that they could cut off technical and other assistanc.3 POSCO agreed with
the Japanese mills to quotas on its exports to Japan on February 10, 1982," and quotas have been
renegotiated since then with POSCO and with mills in Brazil, Taiwan, bionesia, Australa New
Zealand and South Africa, limiting imports to very small leveIl 3 ' These arrangements remain in
place today.
30

U.S. Eaport-Impost Bank Statistics. Seegenerally Tekko Kaiho (October 21,1980).

31

On the 'boomerang effect. see comments o(flI Basic Industries Bureau Director Minno inTrkko
Shimbun (July 2, 198"1); Japan Econonsiclounial (December 6,198 1); Oriewnel Econonir (November
19"51). In 1981, Japenese mills citing the boomerang effect. declined to assist POSCO in establishig a
seamless pipenmill. JapanEconomicJoural(December8. l981); N0ikSangro(April21. 1983).

33

Japan Ecaonic Jornal(December~
6198 1); Japan WSaa Buletin (June 27,198 1).

33

'rader claim for exampKe that the big steelmakers use the implicit heat of cutting supplies to ay major
trading houses which attmpt to import steel direty." Japan Ecoomc Journal (March 16.,1991). "Any
(Japane waer of imported steel will rn the risk of being cut-off from supplies from domestic mills."
Kora RuewmoorWaMch
a
1987); "Steeling of Nerves," For Eastern Economic Review (October 11.
1984); see also"Penal Regulations Include Administrative Puishments andAssociation Pushments," in
former Hippo. Steel Chairm Inayas Yoehihiro's Memors olnmay.am Yoshilsiro (September 1.1988)
pp. 77-78; "Trd~ing; companies geneally do not hande iron-stel imports." "Industry Perplexed at the
Proposal by t US. for Iro and Steel I beraization. Nihson KeizaiShimbun (August 12,1989).
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See "Patience Will Pay Off for Japan's Importers," Meta BulletinMonohl (May 199 1).
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Met a Ulet Monthy (October 1994);. Nihon Krizai Shim (August 2,1994); Mesal Bsuein Monthly
(May 1991).
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Divisox of Mwkt *i7h &* Ewepma Mifi. The Japanese mills nam only presided
over the caruelizadon of Pacific Rim steel trade, but concluded a private bilateral arrangement
with the integrated mills inthe European Union to limit bilateral trade flows and divide the
Eastern Hemisphere into respective Japanese and European spheres of influence." Pursuant to
the London Agreement, also known as the East of Burma Agrement, the EU and Japanese mills
agreed to limit the volume of flat-rolled steel exports in both directions between the EU and Japan
to very small tonnages (e.g. about 150 thousand tons per year from the EU to Japan).3N The
Agreement also severely Unmits European shipments to third country markets east of Burmat
(Myanmar) and Japanese shipments west of Burma. Today, apparenty reflecting these
arrangements, while the United States is being flooded with hot-roiled flat products from Japan,
Europe is not. A Eurofer spokesman pointedly noted in October 1998 that while imports of hotrolled flat products into the EU sheet from many sources were surging. "We have no problems
with Japan in this Area.""

The JapaneseSuee Canal Today. Thie domestic cartel and the system of comprehensive
import protection which the Japanese mills established in the decade of the 1970s have remained
virtually intact down to the present day, and as a resut, Japani remains a high-priced steel island
in an East Asian market awash with cheap steel. In consultation with Japan's Ministry of
International Trade and Industry (MYH), the five biggest mills regularly exchange production
plans and develop projected output ceilings which are required to keep domestic prices firm.
Targe output levels are reflected in quarterly "guideposts" or "foreasts published by MITI.
Joint output reductions, when required, are implemented according to agreement and embodied

39

S

The arrngements between the Japns and Eswcpea mills have a long and tangled history, and have
involved the Japanese government and EC austities as well as private firms. They have existed since at
leas the early 1960s. whsen they was the subject of press reports in a number of counties A were even
U.. Markt,
denounced by Hubert Humphr'ey on the floor of the US. Senate. ("Foreign Steel Divides LUp
Enineering Newi Record (April 18. 1963); remark of Senawo Humphrey, Congresional Record -Senat
(May 17.1963, p.9537).) In the following decades the EC-apan stel cartel has been the subject of
an "open secret" in the stee business. (See,
report and commentary in many countries, and has becomery
for example Handeliblatt (October 29/30. 1976); MetalBmlkdmt (Marc 4, "96,May 27, 1993X Nihon
Keizai Sh~m (July 1.1975); Kyodo(03:390MT.f November311, l976t, Japm MadlBltinb (December
13,1980); PaWn-Webber Steel SawtW018*I (March 1992).) The EuropeanoCmmission's involvement
continued into the mi-1980s; in I9M a Comomission document summarizing the DC's system of import
restnt arangments in steel stayed a folos "Arrangments coverns# Comnutity stel imports for
1986 will be negpdated with the followiq aountres.. Japan (special understading)." Coewwncation
flkae rMeComaso t AtmCounci Comcernig r~Nedadmof.Aregeeswa Conmimnty Sreel
Iapom.s Io'JM~CObS (83) $35 final (Octber 14. 198T The Commisaioa's direct involvement appeals
to haye lapsed some time i te 1980s or early 1990L..

N

For a detailed description of the London Agreement and its effects on stee tra in the 198Mand ery
1990s, see Alan Win. WolfE "The Problems of Market Aiccess in the Global Economy Trade and
Competiio Policy," in OECD. New Dimensions of Market Accs in aOlobeliulng World Economy
(OECD Documents) (1994). See also "Bariers to Imponing Soee IMtJapan,' New Steel (March 1996);
New Steel (February 1995); Shao Daiyanmordo (August 7.1993); wAilegatimn of a Secret Steel
Agreement," Washningon Pont (July 23,1993).
American Metal Market (October 1998).
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in MIT "forecasts."'0 MITI jawbones steel producers to ensure that output levels are not
exceeded,41" where necessary, MIT also directs steel producers to refrain from discount
2
pricing.' (See Figure j.)
biggest manufacturer, Nippon Steel, andUM decide on everything. If
Nippon Steel's production range is decided in the guideposts, others would
rate accordingto their share. Of course, all
be assignedto an appropriate
3

-Th

prices arejust the same.4

There is essentially no competition between the Japanese integrated mills - their market shares
have remained absolutely the same for over twenty-eight years (Figure K).
Protection from imports, coupled with the absence of domestic competition, has enabled
the Japanese mills to "carry"' their capacity surplus - roughly 15 to 20 million tons - relatively
intact through all of the economic recessions and upheavals of the 1980s and 1990s (Figure L)."
As Professor Mark Tilton commented in October 1998:
Japan'slong-standingprotectionism has shielded ffrom global trade realities.
The Japanesegovernment, by restrictinglow-pricedsteel ionports, has no;forced
the tough adjustments on the Japanesesteel indiuty experiencedby the U.S. steel
industry. During the 198&96 peri64 when the yen was strong and Japanesesteel
was especially uncompetitive, restrictionson imports allowed Japan to remain a
major exporterof steel. Japanatifcially maintaineduncompetitive steel capacity
40

"1

42

Typically, in September1998 a Japne steel industry source acknowledged that the Japanese mills had
agreed on a 10 percent output reduction for the third quarters of 1998. based on a "generally agreed
forecast" for fourth quarter output of 23.2 to 23.3 million tons." "Japan Extends Steel Output Cut."
American MetaltMarket,Sept. 28,1998.
Typically M official Katumasa Kono said at the Io and Steel Distribution Discussion Group in
I99M: "I'mbeing transferred to a new post after today. Thanks (for your cooperation) over the past tre
years. The supply and demand forecast for July-Septernbef is 25.500.000 tons. I million tons less than the
previous quarter. I would like you to cooperate in wiping out surplus inventory." "258h Iro and Steel
Distribution Issues Discussion Group Meeting," Zenietsuran Square. July 1995. at 12.
Thus, in April 3998. MITI Basic Industries Bureau Steel Division Director Eiji Sakuta stated: "Iwould like
the industry to avoid contests; of sacrifice sales, in particular in these very serious times. It will hurt the
industry if volume goes down and prices go down. To improve the tnarket, it's crucial to reduce
production. The other concern is excessive increases in inventories.... The reason whty UM produced its
estimated dean asu
low as23.000.000 tons isthat we would like to send signal "to press the industry for
goo inventory adustment." We really would like the industry to acknowledge the seriousness of the
circumstances, to behave rationally (for avoiding sacrifice sales), and to make aplan for decreased
production for riding on the wav -ifrecovery." "Interview with Eiji Sauta Director of MITI Basic
Industries Bureau on Issues of Future of the Steel Industry in Next Fiscal Yewr," Tekko Shimbun (April 12,
1998) at 2.

"3

"Puti H: Big Turn-Around. Truth of Interest Trmnskrred. Regulations Made by Goverrnent and Industry s
One to Block New Entriies." Mainicki Sltimbw, (March 16,1997).

44

Japan produced 104.5 million metric Eon of stel in 1997. It consumed 82.1 millon tons in 1997 and 72.3
million tons in 1998. 1151
Steel Data Centre.
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Figure J

MITI and Industry Use the Guidepost
Managed-Trade System to Stabilize
Prices
INDUSTRY DATA COLLECTION

STABILIZED PRICES
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Figure K

Japanese Production Shares Have
Remained Stable Since 1970s
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Figure L

Japanese Steel Industry Profitability is
Relatively Insulated from Market Cycles
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that has bee. the basisfor this year's large exports to the U.S. and other
countries... Japan's-export surge to the United States should be viewed as a global
bellwether. The fwtidamental solution to the problem Japaneseimports are posing
for the American steel industry is to insist that Japanbreak up its steel cartel and
open its steel market to importsfrom around the world."
The 1998 Export Drive. The Japanese mills jointly exercise vigorous control over the
composition, price and volume of their exports to all world markets through governmentsanctioned export associations."6 They use this control to restrict exports to certain export
markets when considered necessary - e.g., to implement a cartel agreement involving mutual
export restraint, or to avoid foreign government-imposed restrictions such as antidumping duties.
B~ut given Japan's large surplus production capacity, the Japanese mills are also capable of
unleashing a massive torrent of steel exports into other world markets when they see fit to do so - indeed, the threat of such an export flood is the principal mechanism for enforcing the mill-tomill agreements with producers in other countries. Most commonly, an export drive is
undertaken in conjunction with reduced domestic sales (Figure M). In April 1998, with Japanese
domestic steel demand severely depressed, the Japanese cartel directed a veritable avalanche of
dumped hot-rolled flat products into the U.S.- market (Figure N). U.S. imports of hot-rolled sheet
from Japan increased by 1,061 percent in 1998 over 1995 levels, and average prices of Japanese
hot-roiled flat products have dropped from over $430/ton in 1995 to under $3001ton in late 1998.
A Morgan Stanley analyst commented in September 1998 that "Japanese steel is just murdering
[the U.S. industry)."47 (See Figure 0.)
President Clinton's January 1999 report to Congress on the steel crisis singled out Japan
as the "single largest contributor to the current pressures faced by the American steel industry."'
The Administration told the Japanese government that "we expect Japan's exports to return to
appropriate pre-crisis levels," and the Japanese government reportedly responded that "Japanese
steel levels will return close to 1997 levels in 1999."49 But as of this writing, Japan has given no
real commitmn, its; after the Administration announced its policy, Japan's Ministry of
International Trade and Industry issued a statement that "Japan never pledged voluntary steel
export restraints to the United States and cannot accept such a step because it violates Word
Trade Organizaion (WTO) rules.'"0 And Japan's Fair Trade Commission, which has made no
43

Mark Tilton, Japan's Steel Camesl
and the 1998 Steel Eipen Surge, (Japa Inormation Access Project,
October23, 1991).
44 50 YwerHU" ofdie Koral Club Joho, Kosm Club 10410
(July 1979); (Tokyo; Kozai Club, May 1,1997).

47

-Steel Impocts to U.S. Set Record in July; Japa Clams Shipments aseSlomnS," Wall Sreet Journal

(September 21, 199).
48

Report soCongoe= on Steel, op. cit. (1999), p.2.

op

Reporto Congress on Steel, op. cit. (1999),

so

"MMf: No Promise on Voluntary Steel Export Resmiats," Kyodo (05:50 GMT, January!8, 1999). The
notion that the U.S. expected Japa to reatrain its exports was branded "a totlly shameless act" and

P.S1.

severely criticized inJapanese editorial papa. "U.S. Trade Policy Pull of Coutrsdictions - Two-Sided
Offensive indoe Emt and WesV,Stukan Dclyamodo (Febnsuy 20.1999).
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Figure M

Reduced Japanese Producers' Shipments to the
Japanese Market Are Almost Always Accompanied
by Increased Japanese Steel Exports
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Fig=r N

Japanese Domestic Steel Prices
are Substantially Above Japan's Export Prices:
The Case of Hot-Rolled Col
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Figure 0

Japanese Steel Exports to US. Market Have
Quadrupled During Asian Crisis
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move to challenge the Japanee steel cartel in 28 year, suddenly sprang to life and declared it
would not permit Japanese steelmakers to act jointly to limit their exports:
By stressing Its approachof relying on market mechanism, the JOTC is also
aiming to suppress expectatiorisby the U.S. govemnmentfor a Japanese voluary
export restraint(VER)Y

-

Most importantly, the Japanese steel cartel remains intact and can generaeaohreprmlo
----a-an time itse an
d
Diveruion of East Asiarn SteeL Japan's restrictive practices in steel not only affect the
U.S. market in the form of direct exports, but by diverting massive volumes of steel
manufactured in nearby Asian countries away from Japan into the U.S. market. Japan, with an
annual consumption of over 70 million tons and the highest steel prices in the industrialized
world, should be absorbing much if not most of the low-priced steel being exported by the East
Asian mills (many of which were built with Japanese financial and technical assistance).
listed in the current financial crisis, Japan has resolutely rejected all appeals, including direct
pleas from President Clinton, to open its markets to exports from troubled East Asian economies.
Japan's steel imports from East Asia occur only on a regulated basis, in volumes permitted by
the cartel - and in 1998 those volumes fell while the export volumes from these sawe countries
to the U.S. rose dramatically (Figure P).
The most dramatic instance of diversion is offered by South Korea. Because Japan and
Korea are close geographic neighbors and each country possesses massive steelmaineg
overcapacity, in a normally funrctioning market the two industries could be expected today to be
locked in a ferocious competitive struggle. Instead the opposite is true - the Japanese and
Korean mills are reportedly closely coordinating their activities to avert such competition.
Reflecting a detente between the largest steelmaking enterprises in the world (Nippon Steel and
POSCO) surplus Japanese and Korean tonnages have been removed from Northeast Asia and
exported to distant parts of the globe, primarily the American market.
When the Asian crisis began, Nippon Steel (on behalf of the Japanese mills) initiated
intensive talks with POSCO to ensure against a destructive competitive price war. These talks
soon bore Wlit. When the Japanese mills were seeking to implement price increases to the
"

"IMF Will Monitor Iron ad Steel Exports to Prevent Collusion in Voluntary Restraints to U.S.." NiAmi
KeiraiSSdmbsn (Jamtamy 10, 1998).

S A Japanese observe consned: "'Ever since the presidletial election last December [19971, people from
Nippon Steel's heald planning office in Tokyo have been coming and going ina steady wean, says an

industry source stationed in Soul. lFinally, anxious to make a trip himself, [Nippon Steel) Vice-president
Osihays headed to Seotl. Whet did [Formner PQSCO ChirmanJ pk tell him? Probably, spealting in
fluent Japanese he sad 11won't do anything to crate chaos oa ths Asia market' Inother words, Park
hadn't forgotten the debt of grasiwde he owed Nippon Stee for helping POSCO to Its feet when it was a
nazional-policy-mandated project He notified lopanes traing companies that he would let the price of
surface-treated and heat-roiled coil shipmnents to Japan stand krm March through May. POSCO. though
toddled with U.S.-dollar-denotninateod debts. still managed to se the minds of those concerned astew for
the time being." "Report See Chain Reaction in Asian Crisis," Shakan Toyo Keitni (Februery 7. 199).
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Figure P

As the Asian Crisis Unfolds, Asian Exporters
Shipped to the Low-Priced US. Market Rather
than the High-Priced Japanese Market
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domestic auto indutry for fiat-rolled steel in the late 1997, "in response to requests made by
Japanese mills to raise prices, POSCO, which plays the key role in setting prices for sheet,
followed the Japanese mills and came into the negotiations over a rise in price for hot and coldrolled plate and steel.""~ In the spring of 199, it was disclosed that POSCO was negotiating
with the Japanese mills for a possible cross-shareholding arrangement. Chairman Imai Takashi
of Nippon Steel explained that:
As a compeitor, Nippon Steel has exchange&d information with POSCO to stabilize
the market. If Nippon Steel can speak "as a shartelder who was requested to be
one, "there is a possibility that "a tacit cooperation system" will be established
for the export market, like that in the domestic markeP.'4

____

An executive of the Japan Iron and Steel Federation spoke about the proposal in July 1998,
noting that "if other [Japanese] blast furnace manufacturers acquire POSCO stock, and Japanese
manufacturers together held about 10%, the market will be further stabiized.""3 Reflecting such
coordinationon" Korean steel is not disrupting the Japanese maimce and Japanese steel is not
flooding Korea. Instead, both Korea and Japan have unleashed massive surges of low-priced
exports directed at the United States.
Korea
South Korea's dramatic leap into the front rank of world steel producing nations is
frequently cited as a leading example of the "Asian miracle," ancl the recent debacle in its steel
industry is now emblematic of the "Asian mess." Korea, whose ,teel industry in 1970 consisted
of a few antiquated facilities utterly incapable of meeting Korea'.%then-modest domestic
demarld, has emerged as the sixth largest producer of steel in the 'uorld and a major exporter. Its
principal steelmaker, the Pohang Iro and Steel Company (POSCO). is the biggest steel producer
in the world, and is widely respected for its efficiency and the quality of its products."6 But if the
creation of POSCO itself was a success, it is now painfully evident that Korea's policymnakers
simply did not known when to stop the industry's expansion, nor were its steel producers
particularly sensitive to market signals. The same comprehensive governments promotional
policies that enabled Korea to create a modern steel industry fueled massive new capacity
expansion projects in a glutted market - a course of action so irrational that it ultimately
precipitate the destabilization of the countrys entire financial system.
The Koanm promotional effort in steel began in the 1960s. Brushing off findings by the
World Bank and U.S. Eximbank that its plan was not economically feasible, the government
"Pobsag of Kome Also Proposes a Raise of Prices, Japanese Plates and .11hea for Auto." Tek.o Shiubaun
(October 3, 1997).
'POSCO Make a Proposal of Cross Share Holding to Nippon Steel. Stroitgest Coalition to Develop Asiant
Markets,- NihonI Keizai Simbwn, May 20,1998, at 11.
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"Nippon Steel and POSCO Move Toward a Capital Tie-Up," Nihon Ktiza, Shbnm
"

"POSCO Keeps

the

Momnentum Going," Metal Bulletin Monthly (Pebnzaay 1998).

July 4.1998.
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created POSCO a a quasi-governmental entity headed by a retired general. The government,
which ran Korea's financial system "like a military unit" directed Korean banks to loan massive
capital to POSCO to fund its expansion, often at negative real interest rates. Between 1975 and
1998 Korean steelmaking capacity grew rapidly, from 2.0 million rn/ons to 43 milion tons
(Figure Q). " By the 1980s POSCO and other Korean mills were producing far more steel than
Korea's domestic market could absorb, and low-priced Korean steel exports were becoming a
major factor in international steel trade.
-The
Korean government has always operated POSCO as an instrument of its industrial
promotion policies. POSCO has provided steel to Korean manufacturers on the basis of twotiered prime - if an end product is to be exported. POSCO reportedly lowers the price "in order
to increase the export-competitiveness of steel-using domestic industries"5 ' - a practice which
effectively subsidizes Korea's exports of a variety of finished steel products. New Steel reported
iniJuly 1997

From the beginning, Korean steelmaking was a "strategic industry," Mahn-Je
Kim FOSCO's chairman, told New Steel. This meant that POSCO was supposed
to help its customers be competitive by producing low-cost steeL 'Despite recent
changes in the market environment, there is still plenty of rsuefru
oke
rsueoru oke
subsidizing those customers," he says."
The Korean government has continued to channel resources into further expansion of the
steel industry despite the crisis of global overcapacity that had become apparent by the 1980s, a
practice which was the proximate cause of the Korean economic collapse in 1997. The Hanbo
insolvency simply highlighted excesses which have characterized Korean policies in steel for
many years. As one analyst put it, the problem in steel was "the country's governmentdominated banking system ... .the belief that the bi9Aer you are the better you are.-ec Hanbo
was "tottering toward insolvency" as long ago as 1989. Nevertheless, despite the firm's
precarious financial condition, and capitalization of only $106 million, Korean banks loaned
about $6.7 billion to Hanbo to create a huge new integrated steelworks which would add another
7-10 million tons to Korea's steelmaking capacity. Much of the debt was channeled through
government-controlled banks (at rates as low as 1.5 percent) or by private banks pressured by the
government to make loans. One such bank loaned over 1 trillion won to Hanbo, representing
In 1987 aWorld Bank study commented that "it shoul be noted dthat
while the (Korean stel] industry has
become technologically efficient it was developed with highly subsidized captal anw1
thus may not have
been an economically efficient investment in and of itself." World Dank Korea: Managin the Indusrial
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Transitdee, Volume I (IM8), p.2.39.
S Korea MeWa
JourWnal (May S.,1997).
"

"Privatizing Steel in La America and Asia New Steel (July 1997). In the wake *,'the Kamean economic
crisis. in 1998 POSCO lowered *6 price of its steel so" for production for expect in order to offset the
effect of the devaluation of the Korea currency, which had caused st consumers' raw materials price to
rise by 50 percent. Korea Metal Josmal (May 7. 1998).
"South Korea Moves into a New Era," Mel B*uie& Mwontl (Febuwy I99M).

"

"Q&A on Multiblion-Dolwa Haabo Scanda." The People's Korna (1997.
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Figure Q

Korean Production Nearly Doubled
During 1990-1998
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nealy all the bank's book value,

and many of the private bank loans were made without a
feasibility study, the requirement of collateral, or a risk analysis, or other minimal lending
safeguards. After Hanbo bankruptcy, it was revealed that many of the company's creditors had
loaned it money under pressure from government officials-.Scores of politicians were
investigated; some were charged with pressuring banks to lend to Hanbo after receiving bribes
from Hanbo, and several have gone to jail.62
Despite the Ifanbo bankruptcy, the glut of steel on world markets, and the fact that Korea
was "already awash with steel," 63 in 1997 the Korean government pressed ahead with plans to
expand Hanbo. It installed a management team from POSCO, injected grant money into Hanbo
to enable it to continue operations, and organized a consortium of banks to ensure that funding
would continue for further capacity expansion. The government also disclosed plans to provide
funding for roads, piers, harbor construction, industrial water facilities, distribution depots and
electric power stations." Hanbo's major investments in capacity expansion continued, even
though they were partly responsible for Hanbo's troubles in the first place.
POSCO itself showed little sign of retrenchment despite Korea's economic crisis:
Mihle other leading Korean industries responded by curtailing their operation

POSCO doesn't have the luxury of being able to adjust its output. "Financial
losses from tampering with blastiramce operations are enormous, " says KIET
research fellow KiwJoo-han. Steelmakers for this reason never go below 90

percent operation ratio, Kim explains.'5

However, POSCO has been forced by the crisis to redirect its exports. "'Short of Asian markets,
the U.S. market may really be the only major alternative.' says Kim at KIET."66
U.S.-Korea Negotiations. The U.S. government has engaged Korea in extensive talks in
1997-98 (including an exchange between President Clinton and President Kim) to secure
assurances that Korea would end "market-distorting subsidies" to Hanbo and would arrange a
"market-driven sale of the company." The U.S. also pressed the Korean government to sever its
ties with POSCO and provide guarantees that it would not influence POSCO's pricing in the
future. Korea has assured the United States that it is taking such steps, and has given
commitments to IMPT to end government interference in the banking system. These recent
62

An audit of the company revealed in 1999 that it had "doctored its

books" to conceal a "slush fund" of
$625 mifloa. "Lawmaker: Hanbo Kept More than W733 Billion in Slush Fund," Yon~ip (01:15 GMT,
January 21, 1999).

63

Anti-Trust Authority Urges Shaka-Up of Korean Steel," Metal Butlean (November 26, 1998)

44

"Seoul to Support Completion of Harbor/Pow Pla for Hanbo." Asia PuLse
(March 12. 1997); "Delay
Expected inCompleting Hanho's Tanjin Plant," Korea Herald(February 18, 1997)

63

"POSCO Bts on a Long-Term Export Recovery," Korea Herald (Match It. 1998).
"

ibid. The Korea Intitute for Economics and Technology (KIT) is a think tank which operates under the
auspices of Korea's Ministry of Trade and Industry.

development, however, are unlikely to resolve the problem Korm's government policies have
create in steel:
"Korea vernmen auwances to she U.S. government in steel have hisorkcaly
prove unrelable. For many years the Korea government assrd the Commerce
Department in formal submissions that it did not direct Korean banks to channel loans
to designated industries such As steel. Today the whole world is well aware that such
government influence over Korean banks on behalf of favored companies and
industries, including steel, is not only the norm but the principal caus of Korea's
economic crss
* Korean government assuncesto Mie IMF have proven wnreliable. The nMo

stabilization program for Korea includes apledge by the Korean government not to
influence the lending practices of banks for indjutia policy purpose. But
government manipulation of banks to achieve specific indusria policy goals no only
continues but isopenly reported inthe press."7

" Hanbo'ssteehuaking Caacr: remain inta

Hanbo's massive new steelworkers-

which would no have been built ina market economy or inthe absence of subsidies

remains intact and will resume producing steel upon the company's sale. The
mere transfer of the firm to new owners - quite possibly another Korean steel firm
- will do nothing to offset the effects of government actions that created Hanbo, in
the first place.
-

Mwe Legacy of Communism
The production of steel occupied aposition of quasi-mystical importance inthe ideology
and doctrine of the twentieth century communism, and the establishment of a large steel industry
was an overriding goal, if not an outright obsession, of generations of central planners inthe
Soviet Union, Eastern Europe, and the Peoples Republic of China Inthese command
economies, enormous resources were mobilized and channeled into expansion of the steel
industry, regardless of the economic cost and the huyman toll. Stalin's brutal forced
indstialzauonof the 1930s transformed vast rural regions inthe Ukraine and the Urals into
major centers of steel production, and by the 1970s the Soviets had created by far the largest
steel industry the world had yet see. InChina, under the slogan "all peope joining steel
production," Mao Tse-tung's Great Lcap Forward (1958) uprooted 50 million peasats; virtually
overnight - 19 percent of China's entire work force - and dragooned them into the manufacture
of steel, much of it in "backyard" mills so primitive that the steel produced was useless for any
purpose. Romanias communist leaders pursued the expansion of the steel industry with such
sungle-mkuded zeal that by the early I98M this formerly-rural economy had been transformed
6?

On December 29,.199W. it was disclosed the gSoverunw-conuoled Kon=a beak yesterday foz fresh
leadinS to LO Semicon as punishmAt for define ofa lovesmem demnd that utramp with Hyundai
Ele-ci rnics Windstries The bakls we also coaisidedag ceiling in exitng loans." 'Bankts Freeze LO)
Seinicon.s Credit," Fn ,cia Mwu (December 29.1IM).
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into the world's 12th largest producer of steel - and as owe Wester obwer commented in
1984, "the building of a giant steel industry [was) an achievement that has heped to break the
back of the Roinanian economy and pauperize the population.""' In Poland, so much of the
national wealth was channeled into the ill-considered expansion of the steel industry that a Polish
economist pleaded - vainly - in 1987:
Let us not blunder along anyficrther. The insatiable steelworks demon is
devouring all of theflids allocatedfor investment and it is also gobbling up raw
materialsand energy.6
Although the Soviet Union was for many years the world's leading producer of steel in
terms of volume - with 186 million tons of output in 1986 - its steel industry was wholly
unsuited to competition in the world market. Most Soviet mills were built before or just after
World War H, and used antiquated, inefficient open-hearth ixhnology. The mills were sited
where government planners wanted to put them for reasons frequently wholly unrelated to cost
or competitiveness. As a result, today much of the Russian steel industry is sited at remote
inland locations - secure, perhaps, from invading armies but far removed from low-cost ocean
transportation and their sources of raw materials and markets. Overstaffing was endemic in the
Soviet steel industry, and in the CIS successor states, steel mills continue to support "bloated
work forces." At the Magnitogorsk Metal Works in the Urals, only half of the work force of
55,000 is actually making steel; the remainder are on the payroll because layoffs might lead to a
"huge social explosion." For much of the industry there is no reliable cost data, and some mills
conduct most of their business transactions in barter, even paying their taxes with steel. 7
Elements of the old Soviet command system are still evident. 7 The OECD commented in 1998:
"The pricing of Russian and Ukrainiansteel exports has often been uneconomic
due to the inability in these countries under the current economic conditions to
employ standardaccounting principles, the lack of finance and the use of barter,
and the orientationtowardproduction ratherthanprofits. "72
77#e CIS Export Push. During the Cold War, a number of communist countries particularly those in Eastern Europe - used the export of commodity-grade steel to the West as a
mechanism for earning hard currency. Erratic surges of cheap exported steel from Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union - reflecting the decisions of state planners rather than market
conditions or the relative competitiveness of the producers - have been disrupting Western
S Renters Nort Europeant Service (May 16,1984).
S

Dr. Wawrzyniek irzbicki in Potiryka (January 10, 1987).
-Venezuela Slaps Duty on CIS Steel," The Indian Express (Septmber 7.1998).

0

A Ukrainian obserme commented about his country's steel industry in 1998: "Many plants are preparng

71

investment progranv in the Soviet style. rathe than creating modern, market oriented business plans. This
issomnethting which will have to hange. " -DunminS Actio Hits Ukraine Exports" Mew Bl~deti
(October 1,1998).
S

OECD. Cooperation between OECD and Russia and Ukraine inthe Steel sector (Dect-Aber 2 1.199M).
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markets for over 30 years, sometimes, in spoctacuuw fashion. However, in terms of sheer
volume, theme is simply no precedent for the flood of steel exports that has occurred in 1997-99
in the wake of the economic collapse underway in the former Soviet Union (See Figure D).
The breakup of the Soviet Union and the ensuing economic implosion in the CIS has
precipitated an unparalleled crisis in the steel industry. Its principal traditional market - the'
factories of what was once the Soviet Union - has shrunk to a fracton of what it once was. The
Soviet military machine, which generated! the demand for much of the CIS steel output, is largely
gone. The economic crisis in the CIS has depressed demand in the civilian economy as well Russias GNP has fallen by over 42 percent since 1989, and Russas steel consumption, once 970
pounds per capita, has today falen to under 265. In 1997 the OECD)estimated that the CIS
countries had nearlyflve tbnies as much steelmaking capacity as was needled to meet domestic
demand." Yet the mills in Russia, Ukraine and Kaza-kbstan continue to produce steel, reflecting
the fact that in many steelmaki g regions, there is literally no other economic activity that
promises to support the popuLat~on. A union official a Magnitogorsk commented in 1998 that

"the steel mill is the main enterprise inthe city. There

is no Other work""4

And as Russian

observers note. "it is only abroY.i that our metal industry has the chance to earn real money (e.g.,
hiard currency] ."75 A Ukrainian observed note in January 19W.
[Djwnplng is the nam e f the gam. Ukrainianmetallurgist;call their branch
profi nef Ukraine," because it does just that- it nets the big fish coiled
"die bigks
But the same account noted that the hard currency being earned by steel exports was not flowing
into the Ukrainian economy, but into the Swiss bank accounts of corrupt executives:
(Mietallurg experts say that te mouaemadefrom exjon does not go towards
the branch 's dewtopmnseiu bun straight to the private Swiss bank accouns ofthe
phnt'eecties U7&y sell 10 tonsr oftmetal in Europe trough intermiediaries.
Then they put 0.5 tons in the report andpun the rest ofMie muoney in their
pockets, say ex-peoples deputy, and social democrat yuny BWzduhL77
Under such cicmtnemills in Russia Ukraiem and Kazakhstan have poured their
produ. onto the export market, flooding markets all aroun the world with commodity-grade
steel sold at extremely low prices. In May 1998 a European source complained that the Bleck
Sea ports were clogged with over 2 million tons of steel "and the Ukrainian millis keep on
73
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producing - this is what makes the market so difficult." 7 ' By mid- 1998 Russian mills were
exporting 65 percent of their output, and some producers were exporting nearly 100 percent of
their production, usually at prices well below those prevailing in foreign markets. A Ukrainian
analyst commented in 1998 that "very frequently, metal production is sold at a price lower than
the cost of production...""' Incredibly, Russian plate and hot-rolle coils were apparently being
sold in some markets at less than half the prevailing domestic market priceYlo CIS countries
were even trading charges with each other over dumping steel - in December 1998 the Russian
Severstal and Magnitogorsk steelworks demanded impoition. of antidumping duties on "theimportation of cheap Ukrainian metals"into Russio"
Chaotic steel market conditions were reported in Latin America. the Middle East, South
Africa and Southeast Asia as a result of sharply rising imports from the CIS countries.
3
Antidumping actions against Russian steel exports were launched in Canada, Mexico,82 india,6
Chile Thailand, South Atica, and the Philippines." Ukrainian steel was the subject of
antidumping or other trade measures in Venezuela, Chile, the United States, India, Canada,
Mexico, Thailand, Turkey, Indonesia, South Africa, the Ebilippines, Colombia, Egypt, and
Argentina.'"" "A huge stockpile of cheap. low-quality Ukrainian metal lying in heaps on the
external market has only prompted wider-ranging antidumping investigations."S7 By late 1998 at
least 30)countries had imposed import restrictions against CIS steel or were preparing to do so."'
The progressive closure of markets around the world to CIS steel in 1997-98 has had a
--channeling effect on exports:

"

Mtal Buadin (May 11. 1998).

""Metallurgy

so

Anti-Dumping Meaures Viewed," Kiev Den (September 30, 199M).

Mewd Bulkle i (May 28. 1998).
*~"Russian Metallurgists Against the Importation of Cheap Ukrainian Metals." Irvestiye (December 26.
1998): see also "Steel Dumping in Russian Marke Alleged," Segodnya (October H. 1997).

--- u MeWa
Bulletin (May 28, 1998).
S WFO. Seta-Anna Report Under Article 16.4 of the Apeenent: India. G1ADPM/N
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WTO. Setai-Annual Repor Under Article 16.4 of the Agreement: Chile, O/ADP/NI29&IMH

(Septmber

Mete) Bullein (May 28, 1998).
-Dumping Action Hits Ukraine.s Eatpocts." Meta Bulltri (October 1,1998); "Metallurgy Antidumping
Measures Viewed, Kiev Den (September 30.1998); "Demise of Metallurgical Industry Viewed," Kiev
lielws (January S. 1999).
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"Demise of Metallurgical Wnustry Viewed," Kiev lntbsews (20.45 GNIT. January 5,.1999).
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OECD, Cooperation Betwsen OECD and Russia and Ukraine in M~e
Steel Stw (Decemnber 21, 1993).
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With the closure of practicallyevery other market, and with declining
counswption at home, at the end of lastyear Rususia turned to the last market still
3
open.-. the MS.
A Moscow journal commented in January 1999 that "since the Asian crisis the U.S. steel market
has been virtually the only place to sell this Russian product."' 0
In 1998, the United States bore the brunt of the Russian export onslaught, absorbing far
more Russian steel than any other country. The volume of U.S. imports from Russia virtually
exploded in 1997-98 as prices plummeted (Figure R). One Russian account acknowledged that
in early 1998 "an avalanche of cheap Russian metal [was) hurled down on the American
market.""1 Another Russian observer summuarized the situation which was unfolding in June
1998:
The American continent accountsfor 28 percentof the 26.5 milhioe tonnes of
Russia&exported metal products. Russia has sold 42 percent of the "excess"
steel in Asian -countries(including China)at this point. While the Asian "flu"
will not pass soon (and some OECD) representativesbelieve that this "epidemic"
ohv vr esnt
will last until the year 200)51 Ameino~estd
ruyd.aeevr esnt
fear Russian metallurgicalaggression rdcr
The Russian Apeemmnta. On February 22, 1999. following weeks of reports that the
U.S. attitude toward Russian steel was "softettung," the Administration announced it had
concluded tentative agreements with Russia to restrict Russian steel exports to the U.S.' 3 A
"Suspension Agreement" suspends the antidumping proceeding brought by U.S. steel producers
and workers against imports for hot-rolled flat products from Russia. The agreement would
impose an annual quota on hot-rolled steel imports, of 750,000 ton~s, or a 78 percent reduction
from the 1998 level. T7he Suspension. Agreement establishes minimum prices ranging from $255
to $280 FOB for sale of Russian hot-rolled products in the U.S. Finally, the Suspension
Agreement establishes a six-month moratorium on imports of hot-roiled flat products from
Russia into the U.S. Concurrently, the Commerce Department announced preliminary margins
of dumping in the investigation of Russian hot-rolled steel which ranged from 71 to 218 percent.

S "Russia May Get Less than She Bargained Fmr" Meal Buierui Mom*d (December 1996).
-Nezawiuiinaya

"3

Ceris (January 14.,1999).
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Maris Rozhkova. "Russians Go Home," inMoscow KommeraNs - Day (Octobe 2,1998).
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"OECD Calls for Reduction of Steel impot," Segodnya (June 9.1998).
fIzvstiya repote in January 1999 that "the While House position on Whs
ismu (steel) has evolved ftrm
very tough to moderately neutral... We can only hope that. in dhe coure of future talk with the Russian
side, the White House's position will change from moderatly neutral to positive. and that, after the
conclusion of an intergovernmental Agreement on steel shipments the antidumping investigation will be
wound up. "U.S. Administration Softening Stanc on Steel Imports." Izvestiya (January 12,1999); see also
"U.S. Decision to 'Spwe' Russian Steel Maers Analyzed." Izvestiya (February 12, 1999).
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Figre R

USSR &Successors' Steel Trade
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A parallel "Comprehensive Agreement on Steel Imports from the Russian Federation"
established quotas on U.S. imports of a broad range of .'.el products from Russia."
The U.S. steel industry sharply criticized the Ruissian agreements and asked that the
Administration neither sign nor implement the tentative pacts. The industry pointed out that the
agreement - by suspending the antidumping proceedig - would permit the Russian mills to
continue dumping in the U.S. It contended that, in effect, the agreement cedes to the Russian
producers a substantial piece of the U.S. steel inarkefi that was initially secured, and can now be
held by dumping at dramatic margins. But while some Russian producers denounced the
agreements, others hailed the tentative accords. Th,.General Director of the Magnitogorsk
Steelworks commented:
The absence oftpuitive dies planned against Russians signifies the further
partner relations with she American buyers of Magnitogorsk metal -(the General
Director said). The plant welcomes the possibiiry to corin~ue the exports,
although at asmaller amount. " Thke Rauuian market is so far unable to consumve
our metal now. '
The DiapaigChinese Market While many communist countries built huge steel
industries, thogh all the decades of the Cold War none of them became ruly self-sufficient,
and they needed to import large volumes of steel Voxn the West-particularly higher-grade steel
(such as seamless pipe and corrosion-resistant gratles) that they could not make or could not
produce in sufficient quantity. China in particular, which in the 1980s and 1990s boasted one of
the world's fastest-growing economies, absorbed ai enormous volume of exported. Western steel
- and indeed, had it not done so, the structural crisis which developed after 1974 would have
been immeasurably worse. However, today this ouwlet - a steel export market as big as the
United States - is rapidly disappearing as a result of'government import-substitution policies.
The closure of the Chinese steel market, which begati with the issuance of an obscure
government circular in 1994, is arguably an event which wil have a greater impact on world
steel trade patterns than would any conceivable progiumn of import restrictions which the United
States might implement. But in contrast to the tentative, fully transparent actions taken thus far
by the U.S. government - which have triggered cries of alarm and protest all over the world China's moves to close its vast steel market have passd unnoticed, and unchallenged.
Chisa's Late Star. Communismn followed a different path in China than in the Soviet
Union, a fact which is reflected in its emerging steel industry. Under Mao-Tse-tung's erratic
leadership, China was in theory a centrally planned eccoomy, but was in fact immersed in long
periods of revolutionary turmoil and domestic chaos." True central planning, involving the
U.S. DMparuwn.t of Commece, Commerce Secretary Wiliam' M. Daky Anrnouces Tentative Agreemtents
Sharply Reducing Inmr qRusim Steel (Press release, Febrary 22Z 1999). The two sides also
concluded a Memorandum of Understanding relating to the prmotion of lair trade bet weeh U.S. and
Russia.
S Viktor Rashnikov. "Magnitogorsk Plant Head Approves of Steel Agreement.- ITAR-TASS World Senice
(14:32 GMT, February 23.,1999).'
9'As the World Baak dryly expressed it, in an economy dominated b7 revolutionary commnitteves which
condemned technology. training, profitabiity. and efficiency. '"all0caicA decisions became more and more
94

continued...
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centraily-coocvitated application of resoues over a long period of time to achieve specified
goals, did not really occur in a sustained fashion until new leadership rejected Mao's thought and
launched the country on a course of economic reform in 1978. Among the priorities of Deng
Xiaopng's regime was to create modern steel industry that would eliminate China's dependence
on imported steel and enable China to become a net steel exporter.
China's steelmaking capacity has grown phenomenally in the two decades since Deng's
policies were adopted. The government has channeled massive financial resources to the
industry in a succession of Five-Year Plans, concentrating on the creation or expansion of
several huge steelmaking centers. Modem equipment and technical assistance were secured
from western countries, particularly Japan. Capacity grew from 32 million tons in 1978 to 52
million tons in 1986 and over 100 million tons in 1996. The current Ninth Five-Year Plan
(1996-2000) calls for expansion of capacity to 130 million tons by the year 2000. Much of the
cost of this effort is being provided by the central government or by local governments.'"
While China's steel industry is now the largest in the world, it is for the most part not
internationally competitive, and most of the industry would disappear under conditions of open
competition. The industry has a work force even more swollen than that of the CIS mills. The
Chinese industry employed over 3 million people in 1998, and several individual Chinese
steelworks each employ more workers than the entire U.S. steel industry (300,000 workers at
Anguang works and 260,000 at Shougang versus 226,300 for the whole U.S. industry.)" The
industry guarantees lifetime employment to this vast workforce, as well as subsidized housing,
health care, and other services. Per capita output at the end of 1996 was an abysmal 76 tons,
compared with around 425 tons for mills in the U.S. and Europe. The quality of much Chinese
steel is poor.9 ' But central and local authorities have proven reluctant to allow poorly-managed
enterprises to fail, and, where necessary, have intervened to bail them out.100

arbitrary and subjective as central management became increasingly ineffective." World Bank. China.
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Economist Intelligence Unit and American Iron and Steet Institute.
"Pain Before Gain for Steel," Inside China Today (December 8. 1998).
1WChongqing Special Steel Works, a "huge same-owned enterprise." ran into difficulty in 1997. _'1Work in
the old factory was a mess There was no accurate report of the use of gas, electricity and water, nor was
there an accurate accourit of the firm's spending." Chongqing stopped paying its worker in mid- 1997, and
an audit revealed that the firm was effectively bankrupt Chin's State Council intervened, providing
financial support and new manages. This episode was sad to demonstrate that "contrary to popular belief
that the State shoul stay out of an enterprise's business in amarket economy, it ivfems the government's
participation in some enterprises! management is still necessary... "Steel Works Saved by State
Intervention," China Daily (August 24, 1998).
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Closing te. Market. Given the weaknesses of its industry and the progressive
decentralization of economic decision-making, in the 1980s and early 1990s many, Chinese
enterprises preferred imported over domestic steel. By the early 1990s China had become the
largest export outlet for steel except for the United States. But in 199, China's imports surged the country absorbed 30 million metric tons of steel, a quantity so larg that industry observers
complained that imports were "blind" and "out of control"' 0 ' (See FigureS). Accordingly, in
August 1994 China's highest authority, the State Couidil, issued a circular prescribing a series of
policy measures to be taken to limit steel imports. The circular required, among other things,
that steel trade be centralized in the hands of a limited number of national and local enterprises
with 'trading rights" to import steel products. In addition, any consumer wishing to import steel
was required by the circular to file an application with a local authority designated by the State
Planning Commission and demonstrate: (a) that the imported steel represented a "market Deed"
and was required for local construction or manufacturing purposes; (b) that the consumer had
secured renmimbi to pay for the steel; and (c) that an authorized import agent, and international
supplier, and a domestic end-user all existed and were prepared to participate in an agreement. 02
1
The equremnt
hatan ed~uer e ientfieprior to approval effectively forecloses the
prospect of secondary sales of imported steel."~ The net effect of these new rules has been to
regulate the flow of imported steel and prevent the market re-sale of imported steel.to4
After the issuance of the 1994 circular, China's stel imports were steadily ratcheted
downward as it proceeded toward a declared goal of 100 percent self-sufficiency by the year
2010.105 As a result, while China's steel demand continues to grow, its import volume is
declining both in absolute terns and as a percentage of domestic consumption. China imported
only about 14 million tons in 1995 and abou 12 million tons in 1998. In late 199 it was
disclosed that with economic growth slowing and new domestic steelmaking capacity coming on
inee
199tmlintn.
Ciaialsn t
stream, China would cut its
ilintns Cin scosn t
borders," an industry analyst said.w rs n19 t
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Guoji Shangbao (N4ovember 1994).
Th registration requirement filed a gp, left by the removal of import licensing requirements for steel
pursuantlto the October 1992 Megouvdgn of Understanding an Marst Access between the U.S. and
China. Under the registration system. as with the licensing scheme Ckinese authorities retain the
discretionary authority to limit impact transactions as they see it, Dickson. China's Steel Imtports (1996
op.ci.) p. S.
The regulationstdesignat 56 local registration authorities so that any importer seeking to do business on a
nationwide scale is required worgiswe in each of the 56 jurisdiictions
Ian.Dickson, Ckhne's Steel Imntrs: An Owfine of Recent Trade &nfin (July 1996, Workin Pape.
University ol~etaide, Australia).
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"China Seen Cutting Imports 40%," AMM Oniin (November 30, IM9). in 1995 China imported 235
thousad ne toss of steel from t United Staies making it the eighth hergest export destnaion for U.S.
steel products. In 1997 this total had fallen to 14 million net tons anid in 1998, based on annualization of II
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To put the global impact of China's new protectionist policy in perspective, the
difference between China's import volume in 1993 (30 million metric tons) and 1998 (12 million
tons) was 1S million tons. The drop in steel demand in Asia (excluding China) between 1997
and 1998 is a result of the financial crisis was 27 million tons. Uf China had been importing at
of the entire volume of surplus steel on
1993 levels in 1998, it could have absorbed two-thirds
07
the world market attributable to the Asian crisis.'1
China is not only disappearing as major steel export outlet, but is on the verge of
becoming a major exporter itself. While exports to dame have been modest (about 3 million tons
in 1998 and a high of 5.9 million tons in 1995), the government is implementing policy measures
to stimulate steel exports. Steel was one of a handfu of sectors which received preferential
export tax rebates in 1998, a measure implemented to "cheapen China's exports to make them
more competitive in export markets."1IW The American Chamber of Commerce in China
devaluation of China's currency in the form
reportedly characterized the measure as a disguised 09
of an export subsidy, a charge which China rejects. 1
Chinese enterprises have not only adopted many capitalist business practices, but some of
capitalism's excesses. In late 1998 the Chinese steel industry was reportedly moving to form
cartels to stabilize the domestic prices of steel products. The cartel initiative - centered initially'
on hot-rolled flat products - was a response to conditions of glut in the domestic steel market and
reportedly involved the establishment of price floors through interfirm agreements ua
punishingg enterprises that sell their products at lower prices ),IO The government has buttressed
these efforts with so-called "Self-Disciplinary Regulations on Steel Prices," which prohibit steel
and steel trading firms from "reducing selling price artificially."" These market-stabilization
moves have drwn sharp criticism within China and may ultimately be reversed, but they bear
watching."12 China has no antitrust tradition and cartels may well appear to be an expedient
107
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"Export Tax Rebates upi for Five Sectom-, China Daily (June 23. 1998).
"Rtaising of Export Rebate Rate Viewed, Beijing Review (February 15-21. 1999). China has taken pains to
point out that the rebates merely rettan a portion of the domestic value-added tax to export enterprises aind
therefore nutia subsidy. However, die rebates "' larger for a few key sectors (including stel, with an
w~e
I1Ipercent rebate), than for Chinese exports in general, and were expresly Implemented to stimulate
rebate for preferred sectors are an indicator of China's export
exports in these sectors. As such, te hWghe
swatleg, which apeas to envision amajo role for steel. The rebate for steel. for example, was incresed
to 11Ipercent because "under pressure from price copeitinrm Komeand iqie, China's stel export
(December 6. 1998).
has stalled." "Official Urges Reform of Export Tax Rebate," Guoji Maoyi Werm
"Chinese Industries Set Up Cartels to Deal With Glut." Agence France Prenc (October 4.199M); AFPEvel NewsLiked (October 5, 1998).

S "Oovenment Begins to Regulate Stee Prices. Chin Business Infiwar Nierieork (Novembe 2. 1998);
"Stat Sets Minimum Price for Steel Products," South China Morning Post (September 1.,1998); "Official
on Enforcing Price Regulation," Xinha (08:29 GMT. September20. 1998).
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In November 1998 an official in the State Development Planning Coadmission told nrerr that members
governing body) had assured him that the price-fixing policy would
of the State Coucil.(Chinas stupremne
soon be reversed. 'Beijing to Reverse Policy on Price-Fixing." South China Morning Post (November
10.1999).

response to stagnant demand and falling prices. in the past, in other countries, the emergence of
cartels has been a precursor to nmasive dumping in export markets. Given the sheer size of
China's steel industry, the closure of the Chinese, market, coupled with the cartelization of the
industry, could have a profoundly destabilizing effect in export markets in the coming months
-and
years.

Brazil has built the world's tenth largest steel industry, largely through a series of
ambitious government-driven capacity expansion programs."'. The WorddTradeOrganization
estimates that the Brazilian government has invested $26 billion its steel industry since the mid1950s:
The industry's growth was supported by successive Brazilian governments,
initially through public irnvestment in large inegroiedsteel mills and later
throughfiscal incentives.
By the early 1980s the government's enormous commitment to steel produced an industry that
was large, but which suffered from inefficiency, chronic massive losses, and operational
chaos.' 5 When the debt crisis struck developing countries in the early 1980s, it became clear
that the steel industry - by then grossly overbuilt - was not only a principal source of the
country's debt burden, but a policy instrument for improving Brazil's balance of payments
through dramatic expansion of its exports."'1 Implementing an extensive array of export
subsidies, the government demanded that the steel sector dramatically increase its exports "at any
cost."" 7 As a result, a massive surge of extremely low-priced Brazilian steel struck the world
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The U.S. Embassy in Brasiia commente in 1977 tat the 'Brazilian steel expansion program.., is of
tnily vast dimensions. perhaps unparalleled in the developing world.' US. Embassy, Brazils Steel
Iadaswj - Saw as mid-year (August 31,1977).
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disorder." Gemu Merowntil (Jan'wy 9. 1983).
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Former Industry Minister Camillo Pmnna observed tha foreign bankers "cam knocking at any door
offering money to buy a stel mill, using political and diplomatic prewaie. We bought, and now the only
waylI have to psy the debt is selling stel." Wash agwoe Pont (Febnaey 21.,1984). Siderwgia
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A Braztilian steel exectave conceded in 19S3 thud "Mselproduct wer ohem exported at prices that were
lower thaa desirbl or even reasonable." SIDEADRAS President avalcante in0OEsado Slo Peako
(March 13. 1983).
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market in the mid- 1980s, creating turmoil in markets all over the world."' Many countries
imposed restrictions on stel imports from Brazil.
Confronting the collapse of the state steel sector at the end of the 1980s, the Brazilian
government changed course and embarked on a sweeping privatization effort. By 1993, eight
steel firms had been privatized. The industry became profitable, cut costs, and overcame many
of its operational problems. However, subsidies and other forms of state support, while scaled
back, have nevertheless continued. Brazil's biggest producer, CSN, is currently building a new
mil in Ceara with lucrative tax benefits and cheap electricity,""'9 and the steel industry ren~
one of a number of "strategic" sectors designated for government support and easier access to
low interest loans.'20
.Brazil's steel industry possessed significantly more capacity than was needed to supply
the domestic market even before a recession developed in Brazil in 1998. With the onset of the
world financial crisis, demand for Brazilian steel in Asian markets collapsed at the same time
that domestic demand fell. As a result as the President of the Association of Brazilian exporters
expressed it, "Brazil will need to be more aggressive in other markets such as Europe, Mercosur
and the United States!"'' This "aggression" was demonstrated in Brazil's exports of hot-roiled
flat products to the U.S., which increased by 75 percent in 1997 over 1996 levels. By the third
quarter of 1998, prices of Brazilian hot-rolled flat products sold in the U.S. had fallen to their
lowest level in years, over 25 percent below the level at the beginning of 1995.122 In February
1999, the U.S. Department of Commerce announced preliminary antidumping and countervailing
duties on imports of hot-roiled fiat products from Brazil, with antidumping nmaws as high as 71
percent -. measures which Brazil characterized as "arbitrary" and "artificial."' Nevertheless,
the Brazilian mills remain bullish about their export prospects for 1999 because the 10-percent
devaluation of the Brazilian currency enhances their
2 4 price competitiveness relative to Russia and
Korea, two of the most aggressive steel exporters.' 1
"'

The Department of Commerc found that Bratilian firms wer dumping steet in the U.S. at margins which
in one case exceeded 100 percenL Certain Flar.Rolled Cabon Sgul Producu from Brazil. 49 F.R. 3102
(January 25, 1984). for accounts of disruption of wrld markets during this period by Brazilian steel
exports, see Metal Bulletin (January 28. 1983) (Canada anld East Asia); Metal BuIletn (May IS, May 29.
August 6, 1982) (Eurfopean Union); American Metal Marke (January 28, 198 1.July 27. 1983) ("United
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destroyed' pricing in the Gulf Coast region." Wbi.)
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as Gap Widens," Journal of Comimerce (February 10. 1998).
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Between January and April of 1998, Brazil's exports of rolld steel products to East Asia fell by 48 percent.
"Asia Woes Impact on Exports Discussed, Carooic Brsw'tse (June 16,.1998).
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The Brazilian producers are frank intheir assessment tat steel export volume will increase at a higher rate
(4.8 percent) than steel export value (4.0 percent), suggesting: a fwnher decline in export prices is
anticipated. -Exporters Foresee 16 Binion Trade Balance Surplus,"Jornalda Tarde (February 15. 1999).
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prweatgOwMwte. Brazil has persistently and heatedly denounced "rotectionist"
policies in the United Stae and the EU which limit its exports of stee products.13 "Our
patience is reaching its limit," warned Foreig Minister Luiz Feipe !Anmea in 1997 with
respect to U.S. antidunmping and counterviling duties on Brazilian steel. 36Brazil's Minister of
Industry. who observes tha -foreign trade nowadays is not a game for schoolgirls in a
convent'"'" said in 199$ that
President Fernando Henqee has already announced tOw the governmentintends to Increase our exports to $100 billWon by 2002. 8ra11 is going to achieve
tha goal whether the WIO likes itornoL'2
At the same tim, while bristling at foreign impediments to its export push, Brazil has moved to

impose its own comprehensive restrictions on imports into its domestic steel market Beginning
in mid- 1997, Brazil established a requirement that importers either make an advance non-interest
bearing deposit of the purchase price of imported goods or wait 366 days before remitting
payment, thus effectvrly forcing the exporter to provide long-term finaning.' 2 ' In addition. in
1998 Brazil impleented an information technology system T Sisomex," for import licensing
which prisa government administrtor to establish a minimum import price for the
1asa
30n'
These restrictions have been denounced by a number of Brazil's trading partnes,
and Brazil bas responded defiandly. When the Euonm Unio sought consultations with Brazil
inthe WTO over the import deposit requiremet, the Brazilian Minister of Industry commented
that
the WTO is made utp ofa gang, of idlers preoccupied with seeing to it tha
developing countries such as Brazil ewporr less and iwMrtmore."
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he European Union
The current open world trading system based on the General Agreement on Tariff and
Trade (GATT') and its satellite agreements, is mostly the product of a longstanding collaboration
between the United States and Western Europe. The Americans and West Europeans share a
general commitment to liberal trade, encouragement of foreign investment, open markets, and
rules-based resolution of disputes. U.S.-European economic relations have nevertheless been
marred by acrimonious, recurring disputes in several sectors. While the most bitter controversies
have erupted over trade in farm products, no manufacturing sector has generated as much rancor
over a sustained period as steel. For decades, U.S. producers have Wled trade actions against
subsidized and dumped steel from Europe, and the Europeans have vehemently objected to U.S.
"protectionism."
At present, the most pressing immediate issue confronting the U.S. and the EU is whether
and to what extent the burden be equitably shared of absorbing exported steel products from
countries in economic crisis. However, the steel issue, dormant of the past five years could
erupt into another major dispute if the EU mills, suffering from overcapacity, launch an export
drive aimed at the United States, as has occurred in past recessions.
The Record ofIntmrentien. In the first 25 years after World War MLthe nations of
Western Europe devoted an intensive effort to rebuild steel industries that had been shattered by
the war. In some countries, such as Germany, with an established industry and tradition of
steelmaking, most of the reconstruction and expansion effort was undertaken and financed by the
private sector. In France, Itay, Britain. Belgium and Spain, when piwate firms could not raise the capital required, governments provided -he necessary investment funds. Both private and
government investors based their expansion plans on the assumption that the buoyant economy
and rising level of steel consumption enjoyed by Western Europe in the 1960s would simply
continue along the same trend lines in subsequent decades. State planners directed massive
public resources into the construction of new steel mils in underdeveloped areas such as
southern Italy, southern France, rural Sweden and Scotland.
With the onset of the structural recession, steel demand in Europe fell abruptly, from 124
million tons in 1974 to 102 million tons in 1975, and prices dropped 35-40 percent, Largely
failing to recognize that this downturn marked not just another recession byzt a fundamental
change in the pazerr of demand. many European governments and producers continued to press
ahead with ambitious capacity-expansion plans they had mapped out in the early 1970s. Five
years after the structural recession had struck with full intensity, many of the Community's
economic decisionmakers; were still resisting capacity reduction initiatives, aod, in some cases,
were pressing forward new expansion plans, with an "overoptimism which in some cases
bordered on the extravagant and the perverse." 32 The reult was catastrophic. Virtually all
major producers suffered unheard-of losses, by the caxly 1980s, the state steel enterprises of
France and Italy ranked among the biggest money-losing enterprises in the world, and British
Steel had achieved the dubious distinction of being the greatest loss-making enterprise: in the
in

Yves Many and Vincent Wrighi eds.YUePolis ofSteelt: Western Euroe anddie Seel Industy intMe
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history Of the United Kingdom.' In Italy, the crisis in steel was characterized by La Repubblica
as "the major economic disaster in the history of industrialized Italy,"'34 and in France, it was
called "the greatest mess we have seen in thirty-five years.""
Subsidies. While European governments were already providing substantial subsidies to
the steel industry before the crisis. the sheer volume of government money poured into steel after
the crisis began was nothing short of stupendous. The EC Commaission approved over $35
billion in subsidies for steel by Member State governments between 1980 and 1995,'36 and by
one-half the cost of
1982 the German Steel Federation complained that in Britain, full'
3
producing a ton of rolled steel was provided by the government.'1 In Luxembourg the drain of
steel subsidies on the national treasury was so great - three percent of total national expenditures'
- that the government was forced to raise the cost of public telephone calls and increase taxes on
alcohol, cigarettes and gasoline to raise the needed revenue.'34 While the bulk of the subsidies
were provided merely to ensure that lossmaking steel producers would survive, government
money also enabled these firms-which were uncreditworthy by any reasonable definition-to
modernize through the acquisition of expensive state-of-the-art equipment.
In recent years the European Commission has been successful in substantially reducing,
although not eliminating, the flow of su ',sidies from national governments to the steel industry,
and a number of state-owned firms have been or are being privatized. Firms such as British
Steel, which once benefited from enormous subsidies, have renounced state financial aid to the
industry, and are curety vigorously criticizing and legally challenging specific subsidy
proposals in other Member Staes."1" Nevertheless, steel subsidies have not been eliminated and
remain a controversial issue within the EU and with the EU's trading partners. The Commission
approved $8.3 billion in steel subsidies in 1994, principally to mills in Spain, Italy and the
former East Germany.140 A new EU State Aids Code which took effect. in 1997, actually
expanded the universe of allowable subsidies for the FU steel industry - leading a U.S. steel
executive to complain that 67hey (Europeans) are going backwards on state aid, rather than
forward." Moreover, the effects of the massive subsidies of the 1980s on the industry are still
readily apparent today. There is still more steelmaking overcapacity in the EU - over 30 million
tons -- than in any other region of the world except the former Soviet Union. The Community
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steel industry is dramatically larger today, as well as far more efficient, as a direct result of what
is probably the largest infusion of money made by governments into a specific civilian
manufacturing sector since the beginnings of industrialization.
Cartels. The cartel is frequently said to be a European innovation, and while that
proposition may be debated, there is no question that cartels have found a particularly
sophisticated and widespread expression in the European steel industry in this century. European
producers have a long tradition of using "gentlemen's agreements" and other anticompetitive
arrangements to stabilize steel markets.' 4 ' The European cartel tradition is fundamentally
inconsistent with the principles underlying the U.S. antitrust laws, and this divergence has
produced some of the worst U.S.-EU economic conflicts of the past 30 years. In steel, European
cartels have fostered, periodic surges of dumped exports from the EU into the U.S. market. In
the present crisis, any move by the European mills to cartelize their market - historically their
standard response to recession - should be viewed with extreme concern by the U.S.
government.
Cartel agreements to divide markets and restrain price competition were legal, and legally
enforceable, in a number of European countries until and during World War IL"42 and in the
1920s and 1930s the entire European steel industry was organized into national cartels which in
turn belonged to an International Steel Cartel (ISC)'4 The U.S. Occupation introduced
American antitrust concepts to Europe, but rather than wholly displacing the cartel philosophy,
these ideas resulted in the formation of institutions which incorporated both antitrust and cartels
as legitimate industrial policy concepts w'ider certain circumstances.'" Price fixing, restraints on
output end other anticompetitive activities were prohibited by the Treaty of Paris, which created
the European iron and Steel Community, but the Treaty also permitted the Brussels authorities to
authorize legal cartels to surmount severe recessions (which they began to do in 1967)"'' The
same institutional tensions characterized the constitution of the young Federal Republic of
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In addition, the Community's competition authorities Lrnded to turn ablind eye to
the extensive cartelization of the European steel industry by the private secto. 147
Germany."'4

When the structural recession struck in the mid- 1970s, it quickly became clear that
traditional private restraints would not suffice to maintain market stability in the Community,
and the Euroea Com ission intervened with progressively more stringent market-regulating
measures.4 In 1980, invoking the Paris Treaty's provisions, the Commission declared astate of
"manifest criss" and imposed mandatory production quotas on many steel products."'4 Any firm
that produced steel in excess of its quota (except for export) or which undercut the legal
minimum price. was subject to Commission fines. These measures were reinforced by the
integrated steel industry association, Eurofer, which enforced quotas on deliveries to steel
consumers in the EU. The Commission-Eurofer anticrisis measures remained in effect for eight
years, were phased out, and then reintroduced, in a much more limited respect, in 1992-94.
These measures saved many European mills from what would otherwise have been almost
certain extinction, but they left a decidedly mixed legacy:
* Overcapscft. If subsidies have been the principal factor continuing to the EU's
longstanding capacity surplus, cartels - whether formally sanctioned by the EU
authorities or not - have also played a major role in preventing the market from
forcing acontraction on the EU industry. The production quota system supportede)
prices and help~edi to keep inefficient steel companies alive."'"t
" Dumn~g. The Community's crisis measures were designed to reduce the volume of
steel within Europe, thus stabilizing prices. A damaging side effect was the
consequent displacement of the Community's steel surpluses into export markets.' 5'1
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A commission of "Wise Men" tasked by the EC Commnission to examine
the overapaity problem in the atel industry reported in 1987 that the production quotas "go too fmrin
softening she financial and commercial pressures to act quickly in order to adapt to the foreseeable market
siuation. ... It isobvious that, having been protected by aqt~ow system (or seven yews. andhaving
becro accustomed to the system being extended. the companies wrenot prepare to give adequate
undertakings regarding closures...-." EC Commission, Commnuuication iom ie Contission to Wh
Council Amending COU FbuaLW of 17 September 1987, COM 87 640 Final. November 26,1987.

SeeT. HowelL W. Noellen,. J.Kreier and A.Wolff, Steel and the Stae:- Covemntutltenoendon and
Steel's Structural Crss (Boulder and London: Westview Press. 1988), pp. 102-106.
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* Persistence of the carte ltrdon. In the 1990s the Community has taken dramatic
steps to enforce a more rigorous competition policy. A series of investigations by
DO-NV, the EU's competition authorities, has revealed that cartel activity has
continued to flourish in the EU steel industry even though the official sanction for
such activity was withdrawn years ago."12 The roots of these persistent clandestine
arrangements are traceable, in most cases, to the period of anti-crisis measures that
the "cartel concept"
began in the late 1970s, which in turn served to carry forward
3
that was embraced by European leaders of the prewar era."
The current surge of imports into the EU from various countries not subject to formal
import restrictions presents a challenge to any new European. industry effort to reestablish cartel
discipline in the EU market, whether with formal approval from Brussels or not. But such
problems have been surmounted in the past within a relatively short time frame, and the same
could be true in 1999 or beyond. The East of Burma agreement with the Japanese mills appears
to be holding up. U.S. policymnakers should remain vigilant to ensure that recartelization of the
European market does not occur, or, failing in that, that EU surpluses are not - as in the past displaced into the American market.
Sharing the Burden. Western Europe's geographic proximity to the CIS countries and
Eastern Europe make it a more natural export market for steel produced in the former Soviet
Bloc than the United States. However, the EU has negotiated agreements with Russia, Ukraine
and Kazakhstan which establish quotas on the annual volume of steel the EU will import from
these countries. The total quotas for flat-roiled products from all three countries combined in
1997 was 866,690 metric tons,"' and a Russian observer complained that his country's quota
was "absurdly sbufal."15 3 As a result, as an official at Severstal, one of Russia's principal steel
exporting manufacturers commented:
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See Comm-ission Decision of January 21, 1998. OfficiaL Journal L. I0(YSS (April 1, 1998); Commission
Decision of February 16, 1994, offlcialjournalL. 116 (May 6. 1994); Commission Decision of July 18.
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Western Eu
rope is a closed marketfor us anyway, due to the number of quotas
5

enforei1

Hungary has also imposed quotas on steel imports from the CIS.' T5
1he net effect of these
restrictions has been to divert the massive wave of CIS steel exports away from Europe and into
the United States, with the result that the U.S. has absorbed far more CIS steel than Western
Europe. In 1997 the U.S. imported 8.5 million metric tons of steel from the CIS, and the EU
only 2.3 million tons. The diversionary effect of the EU's quotas has been widely recognized:
Rwslan perspective (1). "T7he point is that the market of the countries of the
European Union (which accountsfor 10 percent of domestic exports) is insured
against a 'flood" by quotas set in aflve-year agreement on the steel trade signed
with Russia~So in the event the crisis continues, all the metal intendedfor Asia
might actually pourinto the American region and upset it along with output -unneeded on the domestic market --from the steel foundries of Japan, Korea.
Singapore. Thailand,and other countries which are undergoingcrisis."'
Raulanmperspecivie(2). Were the Asian economic predicament to lingeron,
which some experts tip to last well until the year200)5, the U.S.' misgivings about
Russia's intrusive steel exports there could well be vindicated. Th point is that
the EU market, which soaks up ten percent of Russia's steel exports, is securely
hedged over with quotas specified by afive -year steel trade accord the EU
clinched with Russia"
Commentfree India "In the European Updin where most of the CIS imports
should go, NRC exports would only be around450,0J0 tonnes per annum, other
flat productsaround60, 000 tonnesper year, and long products 150,Ku) tonnes.
So the 40 million tonnes of exports from Russian and Ukraine have to go
elsewhere. Meanwhile, the EU will supply technology andfinance to upgrade the
cis industry. ""a0

-~
Summea Doldzm Add toCIS Export Woos" UeslBuk&n (Augusa 13.1998).
"'
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"Hungary Renews Quotas on Russian, Ukrainian Inports." Mesai Bul tji (Juy 9,1999).
-OECD Calls for Reduction of Suet Imports," Segodny. (June 9.1998).
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"Steelworkers Arm Being Hlemmed in by an Iron Ctutain." Sqtody (June 9.,1998).
-oVenezuela Slaps Duty on CIS Steel," MhIndian £rprss (Septeuber 7.1998).

T1w Trade Policy Chiafleupg
Imports of dumped and subsidized steel have confronted successive U.S. administrations
with ade policy challenges since the 1960s. In general the U.S. government has responded with
two typM of policy measures:
Trade remedier. Congress has created an array of administrative trade remedies which can
be invoked by industries which are injured in international competition. Reflecting the
massive distortions which characterize international trade in steel, these remedies have been
utilized hundreds of times by U.S. steel producers since the mid-1960s, particularly the
antidumping law (which authorizes the imposition of duties on imports sold at less than fair
value which injure or threaten to injure U.S. firms) and the countervailing duty law (which
authorizes the imposition of duties to offset the effects of foreign subsidies).
*Co
ehenuiwe programs. Several U.S. administrations have also negotiated comprehensive
systems of import restraint with the principal foreign suppliers of steel to the U.S. market.
The most notable arrangements have been the Trigger Price Mechanism (FPM) implemented
under President Carter - essentially an early warning system for dumping with which foreign
supplier countries were expected to cooperate - and the so-called "voluntary restraint
agreements" (VRAs) pursuant to which foreign countries limit their steel shipments to
predetermined annual tonnages.
The market distortions which have occurred in the global steel industry during the past three
decades have been so gross and pervasive that in the absence of the repeated application of the
tade remedies and the implementation of several comprehensive U.S. government steel
ptograms, most of the U.S. steel industry would have long since disappeared. However, both
types of relief were, and are, characterized by certain limitations, an understanding of which is
necessary inconsidering appropriate policy measures in the present crisis. VRAs were
negotiated with Japan and the European Community for carbon steel products between 1968 and
1974, and with these and many other supplier countries during the period 1982-92.
The. U.1. Indaa~y often suffer signifian Lisjwy Weore any relef Iufeathcong. The
antidumping and countervailing duty laws require a finding of "material injury" by the
international Trade Commission before duties can be imposed - in other words, U.S. mils must
usually suffer significant economic injury in order to obtain relief against the source of that
injury. Moreover, the imposition of duties does not make the U.S. producers whole again for the
injury already suffered, it simply buffers them against further injury. While duties can also be
imposed on the basis of a determination of "threat"of material injury, such findings are less
common and more- difficult to secure. Section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974 provides that the
ITC can authorize comprehensive import relief if it finds that imports are "a substantial caus of
serious injury" to a U.S. hindstry. Here too, the industry normally must suffer very substantial
economic hamn before becoming eligible for relief The U.S. government's comprehensive
import programs in steel such the Trigger Price Mechanism (1M) implemented by President
Cate and the VRAs put in place by Presidents Johnson and Reagan, have also only been
forthcoming after the U.S. steel industry suffered major economic damage.
y mechanism for import relief has played a majo role in
The lack of a timely trade remedP
the progressve contraction of dhe U.S.- steel industry over time. Each wave of dumping and
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subsidized imports has heralded a new string of plant closings, layoffs and bankruptcies. While
the import surges have eventually been halted in each case, the U.S. industry has been smaller.
Conversely, it is probably not a coincidence that intensive reinvestment and revitalization
occurred during the interval (1985-92) during which the U.S. industry enjoyed relief from import
surges.
U.S. Import Rutirions In Steel Hat,* Nt Always PlrovldAdeqale Relief. The U.S.
antidumnping and countervailing duty laws focus on-particular steel products and specific
countries, such as "plate from Brazil," "wire rod from Taiwan," and so on. Because so many
countries now manufacture a broad range of steel products, the imposition of antidumping duties
on a particular product, soon as hot-rolled sheet may simply result in the producer shifting to the
dumping of a related, but similar product, such as cold-rolled or corrosion-resistant sheet - in
which case an entirely new antidumping proceeding, taking roughly a year, is necessary. VRAs
commonly cover a wide range of steel products, however, the conclusion of a VRA with a
particular country limiting its shipments to the U.S. has commonly resulted in new import surges
from countries not covered by VRAs, with no diminution (and in some cases, an increase) in
actual import levels. Implementing an effective response to this phenomenon required the U.S.
to negotiate VRA's with many countries in the 19M0.
TraditionalV.S. polky-measure are Inereasingly constrainedby new nwldilaeral
rules. The United States is a signatory to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
which is now administered by the World Trade Organization (WTO). The GATT and several
ancillary agreements now appear to prohibit several forms of trade relief which have been
utilized in the past in the steel sector and are likely to impose new limits on others:
*

VRAs are now prohibited by theOAT!'.

" The countervailing ditty law was significantly weakened with the Uruguay Round
amendments to the GATT, which prohibit application of countervailing duties to a
number of so-called "green light" categories of subsidies and limit the extent to which
other types of subsidies can be offset.
" The application of antidumpingduties is coming under increasing attack by WTO dispute
resolution panels. In the forthcoming "Millenium Round" of multilateral trade
negotiations, our trang partners will insist on a negotiation on antidumping, with the
objective of weakening or eliminating the antidumping law.
The United States faces a dilemma in which it is increasingly difficult to implement an effective
program for the steel industry while remaining consistent with our WTO commitments. Yet
historically and at present the GATT and the WTO have proven ineffective at remedying the
types of market distortions - such as subsidies and cartels - which characterize the world steel
industry.
U.S&policy measures in steel have been overridden by "foreign policy" concerns
Steel trade issues are politically sensitive in many countries because of the importance placed on
the industry as a basic pillar of modern economies and the large number of jobs at stake. As a
result. on a number of occasions when the U.S. was on the verge of applying antidumping and
countervailing duties to imports from other countries, furious objections and blunt threats have
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emanated from foreign governments, and in most cases the U.S. government has chosen a
negotiated solution which permits continued sale of dumped and subsidized steel - albeit subject
to some constraints - rather than prant of the full relief authorized for the U.S. industry under the
trade laws.
A multilaera solution ha. proven eluslve. During the early 1990s the U.S.
government initiated negotiations with major steel producers to attempt to conclude a
Multilateral Steel Agreement (MSA) which would eliminate market-distorting practices in world
steel trade. It quickly became apparent that the basis for such an agreement did not exist. The
United States priority was to eliminate subsidies, cartels, import barriers and other market
distorting practices in steel around the world. However, many other countries' priority was
exactly the opposite - that is,to eliminate the United Sttes' ability to offset their subsidies,
closed markets, and cartel practices in steel by the application of the trade remedies.
In theory, according to some, a consensus stil could have been achieved if the U.S. had
surrendered its ability to use the trade laws in return for foreign guarantees that subsides, cartels
and other distortions would end. However, such aconsensus proved unattainable for a number
or reasons:
"In the MSA negotiations, atentative consensus was reached to prohibit certain practices
which most countries had already abandoned anyway (such as direct export subsidies).
But foreign countries demanded "carve-outs from any new multilateral rules that would
permit them to continue the particular market-distorting practices they were utilizing in
their own steel industries.
"Because existing multilateral disciplines on subsidies have proven almost completely
useless, the U.S. was unwilling to trade its abilty to use countervailing duties for yet
another multilateral mechanism of dubious effectiveness. For example, GAIT rules
regulating subsidies were codified in the 1979 Tokyo Round of Multilateral Trade
negotiations. These rules did nothing to prevent or inhibit the tens of billons of dollars
in steel subsidies which occurred after 1979, did they prove to have any utility in
offsetting injury caused by these subsidies.
" Japan refused to take part inany multilateral steel negotiations that might leadto a
prohibition on cartels, and other anticompetitive practices. At the same time, it sought an
MSA that would hine or completely block the U.S. ability to respond to the endemic
dumping that was caused by Japan's cartels.
* National antitrust-type ruls and enforcement regimes backed by fines have not prevented
the flourishing of steel cartels in Japan and the EU. Thus, even assuming an international
agreement on cartels could be negotiated, it was difficult to expect such an agreement which would lack the enforcement powers available to national authorities today - to
eliminate anticompetitive combinations.
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Conchlson
The world financial crisis has led some observers to conclude that the United States
"must" accept the destruction of its steel industry because it needs to set an example to the world
of maintaining an open market regardless of circumstances which may arise in individual
industries:
"(The US. government is very likely to sacrifice their steel industry because they
have no choice but to practice what they preach.," says one Singaporetrader,who
is optimistic that there will not be protectionistmeasures in 1999.161
In fact, no major industrial nation, including the United States, can afford to "sacrifice' an
industry as essential as steel, and there is no reason to believe that the U.S. government would
seriously contemplate such an outcome. President Clinton has already announced an Action Plan
to defend the steel industry against dumped and subsidized imports, and2 has indicated that the
Administration "will take additional action as circumstances waffant."1' While U.S.
policyrnakers may debate the nature and the extent of the relief required, there should be no
doubt that the U.S. can and will act to save this key industry. The only issue is which specific
actions are necessary and appropriate.
The United States has never "preache" that the U.S. or any other country should
maintain completely open markets regardless of the market distortions which may prevail in the
international arena. The basic bargain which Congress and American people have embraced in
successive rounds of multilateral trade negotiations is that the United States will progressively
open its market in return for reciprocal concessions and an assurance that effective measures will
remain available - in the form of the cride remedies- to offset the injuriows effects of unfair
trade. '63 Reflecting this tradeoff, the right to impose antidumping and countervailing duties, and
to grant import relief, is guaranteed by the GAIT itself. If - for whatever reason - the United
States were to find that it could no longer apply these remedies to fulfl effect in response to an
import surge of the kind which is occurring today in steel, then this basic balance, which has
sustained the U.S. commitment to the GATI'/WTO system since the end of World War IL would
be broken.
Misguided government actions abroad have created an economic crisis. It does not
follow that the U.S. Steel industzY must now pay the full price for these mistakes through the
detUction of their jobs, companies and communities. The steel industry did not create thV
financial crisis, nor, for that matte, did the United States. In fact, the U.S. has been the most
consistent and vigorous opponent of the kinds of interventionist policies that precipitated the
present crisis, and the U.S. is now doing more than most countries to redress the situation, both
unilaterally and trogh the multilateral financial organization. if U.S. policyrnakers conclude
that it is necessary to extend further major assistance to Russia, Indonesia and other trobled
economies, the cost of that effort should be shouldered by the United States as a whole, and
implemented pursunt to a comprehensive plan - not imposed, in effect, by default, through
dumped imports. on a single industry.
No Nei.Term Rpite in SighiMemI Buidktin Monthly (December S.1998).
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-As legislators worWe with executive branch leadr to construct a system to protect themselves firm wade
pressures, they also sought a dlifferen sort of administrative institution one modeled on quasi-judicia
reguatory procedures. For ter remained broad agreement that, under certain exceonal circmstaces
Ameican indwie ough to have recourse to trade protection.... Thus, US law and practice maintained a
set of -tade remedies" designed to offer recours to interests seriously injured by imports and to thos up
agIn what wer consiered "unfar' foreign pacfts" Ist. Deader. Amerkca Trade Polities
(Wasgtn Institute for Ineationai Economics. 2d ed., 1992), p. 21.
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J. DuEBiN (D-IL)
Mr. Chairman and Senator Moynihan, I would lik to thank you and your colleagues on the Senate Finance Committee for holding hearings on the issue of steel
dumig
Thereis a crisis facing the steel industry in the United States, a crisis that has
left over 10,000 steelworkers out of jobs and could jeopardize the jobs of thousands
of additional workers. This disruption is a result of subsidized and dumped goods
coming into the United States from a variety of countries--from Russia from Japan,
from Brazil, from Indonesia-at far under the cost of production and far under the
price the steel'i being sold in those countries.
While our existing aws and Administrative procedures are in p lace and we've received favorable preliminary. indications from Administration officials, the time it
takes to process these cases is too long and does not respond to a situation as dire
as ours quickly enough. For example, hot-rolled carbon steel dumping ptitions filed
in September 1998, a full 10 months after the import surge began, willnot be heard
and decided until June 1999. Under current law, industries and workers must wait
until the injury has occurred or is so imminent as to be unavoidable to file a Section
201 case.
Meanwhile, steelworkers continue to lose their jobs and the steel industry is suffering tremendous losses fr-om which it may not easily recover. I shouldn't have to
remind anyone that three American steel com panies have declared bankruptcy and
two of them are in the state of Illinois (LaClede Steel in Alton, IL, and Acme Steel
in Riverside, IL) and at least 10,00 of the nation's 170,000 steelworkers havre been
laid off. Illinois is the fifth largest steel producing state and we're proud of our steelworkers, the industry, and the products that they make for the American people and
the world.
It is my belief that we should ap proach this situation with both short-term and
long-term strategies that will complement each other and produce the maxium
benefit for the U.S. economy, the steelworkers, and the industry. First, steel mills
need access to capital to stay open and to keep their workers on the job, producing
the finest and best steel in the world. That's a short-term approach that Will help
the industry and the workers when they need it most: now.
Second, we need to put more teeth into current trade laws. Specifically, we should
strengthen Section 201 language by remove a very high causation standard and
replacing that standard with a lower threshold by which U.S. industries and workers canyprove their cases more easily. Let me state for the record that if we reform
our trade laws and we ensure our trading partners know we are serious about enforcing those laws, the incentive to du~mp steel or other imported products will be
reduced. I lien this to a long-revered Senate procedure: the filbuster. As we all
know, the threat of a filibuster may be far more effective than the actual filibuster
itself. Similarly, the threat of more readily-prven dumping case may, in fact, make
a country thin twice about dumping a product illegally into this county
The Congress has reacted swiftly to deal with this national, staa an local crisis.
The Housf of Representatives last Thursday passed H.R. 975, the Visclosky/Regrula
uyota bill. This bill would limit steel imports over the next three years to 25% o-f
U.S. consumption, a level comparable to the average of steel imports between 1994
and 19.07. On this side of the Capitol, we have several measures pending before this
Committee that will help address this problem. I'm an original co-sponsor of two
such measures: S. 261, the Trade Farns Act of 1999 and 8.5682, the Unfair Foreig Competition Act of 1999. I'm also an oriinal co-sponsor of Senator Br's steel
ilph
longuarantee amendment to S. 544, the FY9EegnySplmna
Finance Committee is also considering S. 61, the DeWine Continued Dmigo
pugo
Subsidization Offset Act of 1999 and S. 395, the Rockefeller quota bill.
Mr. Chairman, it is my belief that we need to reach- a consensus on how to provide
short-term and long-term relief for the U.S. steel industry. We must act responsibly
and ensure that our trade laws are as strong and effective as they can be.
I again thank the Committee for this hearing and I look forward to working with
the members of th.- Committee, the Senate as a whole, and leaders from. the steel
community to find a solution to this American crisis.
STATEMN

STATENM
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Mr. Chairman, and distinguished members of the Finance Committee, thank you
for holding this hearing today. As a member of the House Ways and Means Coinmittee, Ihave urged the Congress to take cone te legislative action in the wake
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of the Administration's failure to take effective action to deal with the crisis now
facing the U.S. Steel industry.
I testified before the Ways and Means Committee's Subcommittee on Trade on
February 25, 1999 and asked the Committee to consider legislation to address the
crisis. The conditions that were present at that time are still present.
PRODUCTION

America's steel industry is the most efficient, competitive and technologically advanced in the world. Our domestic steel producers have long since shed the inefficiencies that plagued the industry In decdes past. American steel companies are
ca its] intensive and internationally competitive.
Mevertheless, American steel is facing a crisis which, without immediate action
from the federal government, is threatening to devour a significant part of the industry. The domestic steel market has been flooded by imported products pouring
in from Asia, Russia and Latin American, swamping more efficient American producers and drowning thousands of jobs. This tsunami threatens to wash away a
strategic industry that has been a keystone of our manufacturing sector for generations, and nowhere more than in my part of western Pennsylvania, where the Bessemer process was first prfected in the last century.
Today, American steeljobs are threatened by illegal foreign imports as our trade
competitors attempt to unload the consequences of their failed economic policies on
American companies and workers. And I predict the bad news will get worse. Increasingly, other manufacturing sectors face similar unfair competition as foreign
producers target lucrative U.S. markets, causing rolling depressions that sweep
away industry after industry
The time has come for Washington to stand up for steel, and insist on a level
playing field for American producers.
BACKGROUND

The American steel industry is facing a crisis due to an immense surge of illegally
dumped and subsidized foreign steel imports. Since mid 1997, many foreign markets
have been rocked by economic and financial crises. One consequence of these financial crises has been the significant drop in demand for steel products in foreign markets.
When combined with preexisting overcapacity and subsidized foreign producers,
the drying up of foreign demand for steel has led many countries to attempt to illegally unload their excess steel onto the U.S. market.
Since the 1980s the American steel industry has reinvented itself as one of the
most efficient, most competitive in the world. Through sacrifice by the industry and
its workers, streamlining and investments, the U.S. steel industry has nearly tripled
new US. steel industry can compete against anyone in the world.
productivity.
Te sad part The
of this story is that our industry p lays by the rules and has restructured itself to be a model of economic efficiency. it is only through illegal and unfair
trading practices that foreign producers have be en able to undercut U.S. producers.
Import volumes in 1998 reached record levels, surging 33 percent over 1997. And
1997 was itself a record year for steel imports. Imports have surged over a wide variety of product lines. We have recently seen, in response to trade cases filed by the
industry and unions, a decline in certain products that are subject to duties that
would be impoed by the final disposition of the cases. But steel is still flowing in
massive quantties frm countries not covered and in the form of products not listed
by the cases. Also it is entirely possible that imports have declined temporarily because we're simply out of storage space at U.S. ports.
This crisis is precisely the reason why the Congressional Steel Caucus, Republicans and Democrats together, have been urging the Administration to use allof
the tools at its dispsal under our trade laws to take decisive action to address this
crisis. So far, we hve all been disappointed by the Administration's general lack
of concrete, effective action.
Mr. Chairman, the question before us today is this: What can Congress do to stop
the current steel crisis and reduce the possibility of another crisis that could be devastating to the industry and its workers?
I firmly believe. that we need legislative action. There are several major areas that
can be effctvely addressed by legislation if we act quickly.

H.R. 976: Reduction in Volume of Steel Imports and Import Monitoring
The House of Representatives passed H.R. 975, combining provisions of Re p. Peter
Visclosky's bill (H.R. 506) which will reduce the level of imported steel products to
pre-crisis levels and Rep. Ralph Regula's bill (H.R 412) which will establish an im-
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port notification and monitoring system. This legislation passed the House by a wide
This bilwllrdc the burden of imports into our market to pre-crisis levels and
help to limit the damage done to communities, workers, and firms in the U.S. steel
industry in the short term. The steel import notification and monito
s ysem,
which is modeled on similar systems currently in use by our largest taring partners, Canada and Mexico', will allow the U.S. government to receive andanlz
critical import data in a more timely mannr and allow industry to determine more
quickly whether unfair imports are disrptin the market.
The Senate should quickly call up and pasi H.R. 975.
Strengthening Our Trade Laws
In addition to H.R. 975, Congress should consider strengthening our trade laws
in several areas to enforce a level playing field on which U.S. industry can compete
fairly within the rules-based trading system.
Section 201
We need to start by strengtheningr our ability to deal with import surges. By
bringing U.S. standards in line wvith the WFO "Safeguards Agreement," we can
make laws which have been on our books for years such as Section 201 of the Trade
Act, more effective and easier to use. U.S. standad for proving inury are currently
more strict than required by the World Trade Organization. With these changes, the
industry or the Administration will be able to challenge unfair trading activities by
foreign competitors in a more timely fashion.
Anti-dumping
We should consider strengthe"in our anti-dumping and countervailing duty (AD/
CVD) laws. We can bring the injury thresholds in line with international standards
to allow workers and companies adequate remedies when it is proen that our trading partners are trading unfairly. One aspect of the AD/CVD laws that can be improved is the consideration of curec devaluations. Currency devaluations can
have the effect of "robbing" th vlueof sanctions imposed and allow dumpers to
avoid the penalties they should legally face.
Russian Agreement
The rcntly announced agreement with Russia gives reason for concern. In addition to short-circuitis the legal process of proving dumping and *,nposingsanctions
against violatr ofThe trade laws, the agree meant would cede a large part of our
market to one of the most inefficient steel producers in the world. Future "Bim
sion agreements" should be subject to the approval of a majority of the affected domestic industry and workers.
Private Right of Action
At the hain before the Ways and Means Committee on February 25, 1999, Sen.
Specter testified- on beal of a pro~a to allow a private right of action for judicial
relief when there is a violation of our trade laws. This would shorten the process
of obtaining relief when it can be proven that our trading partners are engaging in
unfair trd ractices by providing injunctive relief. This is a valuable proposal
which is worthy of conrti.
Closing
Anytime an American loses their job it is a tragedy. But in the steel valleys and
mills across our country this taey
has been replayed thousands of times over in
just the past few months. The Amnistration has been unwilling to act. No wonder
our communities and districts are lookingt Cogess to take the strong action necessary to stop this trgey and prevent the theft of our jobs by Illegal imports.
I want to be clear. The choice we face today is not between free, markets on the
one hand and protectionist barriers on the other. The choice today is whether we
have the will to take appropriate action, such as I have outlined here, to prevent
the victimization of our economy by predatory exporters determined to pursue a
mercantilistic economic policy at the expense of our workers. Unfortunately, nations
sometimes try to take unfair advantage of their trading partners. Companies may
atmt to benefit--at the expense of their legitimate competitors-from unfair ad
ofeiisd
subsidies. When that happens it is the Job of government to step in
and ensure a level playing field where competition-which benefits us all--can survivo. Now is such a time for government action. I hope this committee will answer
our call and restore farness for American steel producers. Thank you.

I
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STATEMENT OF THE XMrTIE EXCHANGE
(SUBMITFED BY DENNIS ROCHFORD, PRESIDENT)

The Maritime Exchange for the Delaware River and Bay, a non-profit trade association representing the interests of the Delaware River port community, is opposed
to H.R. 975. While the Exchange supports the discerning use of trade remedies already available to the domestic steel industry, the Exchange believes that the unilateral quotas proposed in H.R. 975 will be detrimental to the health and vitality
of this port, as well as U.S. trade policy as a whole.
The Maritime Exchange was established in 1872 to promote and protect the Delaware River port commerce, and has -grown to approximately 300 members strong.
In terms of commercial maritime traffic, the Delaware River port complex is among
the busiest of all U.S. waterways, handling a diverse array of commodities from
countries throughout the globe. In addition to being the largest U.S. port for imported crude oil and m~y fresh fruit products,, nearly 12% of the ships calling Delaware River port facilities last year carried steel products. The restrictions aainst
certain imported steel products from various nations proposed in H.R. 975 wilhave
a significant adverse economic impact upon both'the Delaware River ports and its
adjacent communities.
At Delaware River ports alone, federal trade policies have the potential to -affect
the livelihoods of over 60,000 people whose jobs depend on healthy port commerce,
and the associated federal and local taxes. It can beestimated, for example, that
average direct revenues for a single Delaware River steel ship transit may top
$300,000; last year the port handled 121 steel ships from the 10 countries currently
targeted by legal action. Labor wages associated with steel imports at just one of
the several marine terminals handling this commodity in 1998 neared $7,150,000.
At another facility, approximately 1,260 direct jobs are attributable to imported
steel handling. These dirct jobs support over 500 induced and&185- indirect jobs.
H.R. 975 has the potential to put all of these men and women out of work.
Further, the ports on the Selaware River and Bay have gone to great lengths to
become competitive and make themselves accessible to the world's shippers. As a
matter of fact, many of the improvements to the port have come through fdrland
state funding. For example, there is a project underway to deepen the Delaware
River main channel by five feet; this project includes federal funding authorized in
the amount of $199 million, as well as matching funds authorized by the states ofDelaware, Pennsylvania and New Jersey. These financial commitments by federal
and local governments represent an investment in both America's infrastructure and
trade interests. If trade in certain commodities, such as steel, is allowed to wither,
investors may not be as willing to continue supporting America's port and waterway
systems. This would lead to a loss of the competitive edge American ports have enjoyed, resulting in a drop in trade overall.
In addition, much of the steel handled by the Delaware River port operators in
1998 was of a type and quality not readily available from the domestic market and
was destined for U.S. manufacturing plants, especially the automotive industr-In
fact, a significant amount of semi-finished steel handled was consigned to domestic
steel producers and utilized for further processing. Simply stated, it i's not always
possible for domestic companies in one segment of industry to fullfill demands required by another. Therefore, the Exchange is also concerned that U.S. downstream
steel users, who employ 40 times as many workers as the integrated steel mills, wiUl
be out of work. This number does not reflect the port steel handling workers nor
does it reflect the impact on. the manufacturing and -port communities. Needless to
say, the impacts of H.R. 975 will be far reaching and severe.
On a more micro level, the proposed requirement that importers of certain products apply for and obtain a steel import notification certificate from the Department
of Commerce will be enormously burdensome to the members of the Maritime Exchange community. As you know, based on published demand estimates for steel
products, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimates the increased cost to importers would be nearly $400 million in 2000, $340 million in 2001, and $150 millinin 2002. If akreasonable fee is established for the certificate, the CBO estimates
that the direct cost for importers to obtain a certificate would be about $60,000 annually. Many of the importers in this port could not afford such an expense. The
ptential negative impact on the livelihoods of the 60,000 people which depend upon
healthyport commerce in this region will be enormous.
From a more broad-based public polic prospective, we agree with the House Committee on Ways and Means that HIM97 is in violation with the United States'
international obligations. First a quota on steel imports outside of current trade
remedy laws violates U.S. obligations in the World Trade Organization (WTO). H.R.
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975 quotas would not be based upon a determination of whether the imports are
serious injury or whether unfair trade or subsidization is inthreatening
causn
by WTO. Such unilateral action, without evidence of injury is
volvedasor required
suetob subject of protracted dispute in the WTO, and could threaten the stab.lt
of WTO. Second, this bill would be applied to all steel imported into the Unite
States, and would not be limited to steel imports from countries not involved in this
issue. In other words, countries whose exports to the United States have not been
shown to cause ixi r,or even threat of I ury, to the United States domestic industry, will be penalze. Such a policy ts neither just nor sound,
Finally we wish to reiterate that the Maritime Exchange does not condone unfair
trading. We Exchange supports the use of regulations and laws, such as section 201
and anti-dupn laws, in order to address unfair trade prctices when necessary.
However, the Exhage supports only the judicious use of these laws to combat unfair trade. If these laws are utilized without an investigation into their total economic impact, they cannot be effectivt_. The adverse consequences which will flow
from protectionist trade policy, including H.R. 975, must be measured against the
positive effects the domestic steel industry claims will flow from the government
intervention. It is essential that the public plicy makers consider the legitimate inttrests of this port, and others like it, as wellas those of the domestic steel industry
when debating the passage of legislation such as H.R. 975. The ramifications to the
entire international trade community must be examined. We believe the consequences to the Delaware River port will be numerous and severe.
Thank you for the opportunity to express our views.

STATEMENT OF ASSociATE PROFESSOR MICHAEL 0. MOORE, DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS AND THE ELLIorr SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIR, GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERsiTy
The US steel industry has come under increasing economic pressure in the last
six months as falling profits and lost Jobs have gripped the industry. Steel firms and
steelworkers argue tLmt unfairly-traded imports are solely to blame. The industry
has resorted to a now well-worn strategy of simultaneously filing antidumping petitions and using quota legislation introduced by the Congressional Steel Caucus to
to negotiate a special steel trade regime. Those who have folPresident
thetrade
pressure
lowed steel
policy over tho last thirty years have seen identical strategies used

during the fights for the 1969 import quotas on European and Japanese steel, the
1977 Trigger Price Mechanism, the 1982 Voluntary Restraint Agreement (VRA) on

Europan steel, and the 1384 VRAs coverin all steel imports.
The stated goal of the industry and its allies in its current 'Stand Up For Steel"
campaign, and in the earlier efforts noted above, is to preserve steel sector employment by limiting imprts. However, past protectionism failed totally to prevent job
ad future import restrictions will be equally ineffective.
icurrentinusty
thestel
losss
In addition,
lgsaieproposals will do lastn daae
to broader US economic interests, far in excess of any possible temporay benefits to the steel industry. Instead, the better approach would be to let the current, fuilly-adequate, trade
laws deal with this short-run import surge.
The issues confronting US steel policy are three-fold. What is the source of the

steel industry's current problem? Are current laws adequate to deal with the crisis?
Would proposed changes solve the difficulties at an acceptable cost?

There is no dispute that steel imports rose a dramatic 33% in 1998 over 1997 levels. And these imports have suresly contributed to lost Jobs decreased profits and
painful adjusmnts in US steel communities. However, other factors have played
a role in the steel industrys recent economic condition. The booming US economy

over the last few years has fueled the need for steol, both imported and domestic.
Indeed despite the record level of imports, US steel production in 1998 was over
102 mlilon tons, which is Mhiahr than any yerfrm182trugh 199-4.
The steel industry' posiffon did worsen significantly in the second half of the
year fueled in large prtthrough terapid fa&l in steel prices. While imports played
a role in the extraoi a price decreases in the last quare of 1998, price weakaes was exacerbated by the 54-day GM strike which brought millions of tons of
steel onto the spot market
In short, import volume and price changes have been the conisequetce of a cm
plicated set of factors. A careful economic analsi uild be in order to ascertain
exactly what role imports have had on the Inuts
condition. Fortunately, US
trade law allows for an Impata federal ageny, the Internatioal Trade Coission (IO
sort
be~,~rc of these various factors rather thaz relying solely
on alegaion
ftm In
parties.
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The next question concerns the adequacy of existing trade law to deal with the
industry's problems. The steel industry points to dumpede" imports as the main culprit. Industry representatives argue that current "fair trade laws cannot protect
the industry and that these laws are not being aggressively enforced. These arguments are seriously flawed.
The administration has not been timid in its application of antidumping laws during the current crisis. The Commerce Department expedited the review of the antidumping petitions for Japanese and Brazilian hot-rolled sheet and impoed provisional (and retroactive) duties ranging from 25% to 68%, thereby effectively removing these sources from the US mar et. A comprehensive steel export restraint
agreement has been negotiated with Russia which will reduce imports by 68% compared to their 1998 level. The results of these unfair trade cases, along with the
threat of poesible action against other countries, has already resulted in a 34% reduction of imports from November 1998 to January 1999.
It is therefore puzzling to hear that the unfair trade laws are not working. The
:industry has not only been very successful in gaining antidumping rtcini
h
current crisis, it has been by far the single most frequentue of these laws since
their inception and has had extensive input into how antidumnping law and rules
have been written at both the US and international level.
If the industry deems the unfair trade laws inadequate, one wonders why the industry has not filed a Section 201 "safeguard" ptition. This GATT-consistent rocedure could provide comprehensive protection for at least four years but would require the industry to demonstrate to the IT C that imports are a substantial cause
of serious izij*y If the ITC ruled in the industry's favor (as it did in 1984, the last
time the industry used this procedure) the President could decide to protect steelworkers and steel-making communities with tariffs, other import restrictions, or
trade adjkustment assistance, the last of which would provide direct help to affected
The industry, however maintains that it needs special treatment unlike other US
industries dealing with the economic crises in East Asia, Latin America, and Russia.
Among other initiatives, it proposes that Congres pass a GATT-inconsistent import
quota on foreign steel. Not only would this policy be ultimately unsuccessful at protecting steelworker jobs, the attendant costs on other parts of the US economy
would be unacceptably high.
The last time the industry convinced US authorities that special treatment was
necessary was between 1984 and 1992 when comprehensive steel quotas were negotiated with all exporters. During that period of specific quantitative restrictions on
all carbon steel products, the number of wage-earning steelworkers fell from 171,000
in- 1984 to 101,000 in 1992, or a loss of almost 9,000 per year, according to the
American Iron and Steel Institute.
Why were steel jobs not preserved? Imports certainly were not the culprit since
they actually. fell from 26 million tons in 1984 to 17 million tons in 1992. In fact,
steel sector employment has fallen steadily from the early 1970s through today, despite repeated rounds of protection and sometimes risi-ng, sometimes falling imports.
Instead, the critical factor in steel industry job loss ivas that the traditional integrated sector in the Northeast-and Midwest has rapidly lost ground to domestic
minimills. The onslaught of these new market entrants, whose productivity and efficiency are much higher than traditional mills, began in earnest during the 1980s
and has proceeded unabated to this day.
Miimills use the most up-to-date equipment and recycle steel in electric furnaces
rather than relying on costly blast-furnaces and coke-ovens needed in traditional
steelworks. These differences provide mirimills with signfcant and far-reaching
cost advantages. Consequently, minimill share of US production has risen from 8%
in 1979 to 24% in 1991 to nearly 500%in 1998. During the 1990s, minimills have
begun to produce significant amounts of high-value-added products like hot-rolled
sheet, which had been the last refuge of the integrated mills. And since minimnills
require many fewer workers per ton than traditional mills (around one worker hour
per ton versus more than four in integrated steelworks), their expansion will result
in continued losses of steel industry employment, whether imports are restricted or
not. Higher prices through protection will siply increase the profits of minimnills
which will further undercut the workers in integrated steelworks.
Even if future protection somehow managed to preserve steel sector employment
in ays that past protection has not, the economic costs would be unacceptably
i]st increased steel prices would reduce employment in steel-using sectors, especially small metal fabricators and exporters. These industries, which employ dozens
of workers for every steelworker, face international competition who would not be
similarly burdened by increased steel costs brought about by US protection. This
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will lead directly to lost saes and laid-off workers. In other words, savn a steelworker's job through protection results in job losses in other US industries
But perhaps most importantly, the steel quota bill, or any other GATT-inconsistent policy, would be a direct violation of US international commitments and have
predictable negative consequences. Other countries, much less committed to the
rules-based system for which the US is the undisputed champion and primary architect, will use any GATT-inconsistent US steel policy as an excuse to igoetheir
own commitments. If the international trading -system founded on rules=te than
expediency is worked through a GATT-illegal measure passed by the US Congress,
every job temporarily protected in the steel industry today will result in the loss
of many more hai
US export jobs in the future.
In conclusion, alAmericans can comprehend the shock and frustration of US
steelworkers employed in traditional steelworks and communities as they face yet
another crisis after years of painful restructuring. However, the economics of the industry and the continued growth of minimills means that many of these jobs will
be lost over the next ten years, regardless of the level of steel imports. Consequently, overall US interests will be fostered by encouraging the administration
to enforce US laws (as it indeed is doing). GATT-inconsistent legislatien enacted on
behalf of the steel industry dealing wit a short-term import surge will undercut
that goal. Protection will not preserve steel sector jobs and wol put the international trade system at risk as well as the long-term living standards of the vast
majority of Americans.
STATEMENT OF SPECIALTY STEEL INDUSTRY OF

NORTH

AMERiCA

(SUBMTED BY JAMES F. WILL, CHAIRMAN, AND CHAIRMAN, PRES[DEN,
ARMCO, INC.)

AND CEO,

I am James F. Will,' Chairman, CEO and President of Armco, Inc., headquartered
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and Chairman of the Specialty Steel Industry of North
America. SSINA appreciates the opportunity to present our views before the Senate
Finance Committee on steel-related legislation.
SSINA is a Washington, D.C.-based trade association representing 15 companies
which employ over 25,000 workers, many of whom are members of te USWA. Specialty steels are high technology, high-value stainless and other special alloy products sold by the pound rather than the ton. While shipments of specialty steel account for only about 2 percent of all steel produced in Not America, annual revenues of agro. mtely $8 billion account for about 14 percent of the total value of
all steel s pped.
Our industry has long been recognized as extremely modem and efficient and second to none in the world. We have a strong history of continuous investment in
plant and equipment.
We are a world-competitive industry facing an import problem based solely on unfair trade. We cannot afford to, in essence, continue to subsidize our customers who
are benefitting from predatory i1mport Pricing. Our basic responsibility to our shareholders and employees requires that we file dumping and countervaiin duty suits
to seek restoration of fair pricing in the U.S. marketplace. We greatly appreciate
the opportunity to talk about our situation today.
Three years ago, SSINA did a study in which we examined anticipated growth in
worldwide stainless capacity. At that time, we projected that by mid-1998, new ca-.
pacity would come on stream around the world at twice the size of the U.S. stainless
market. At the same time we sought a Multilateral Specialty Steel Agreement
(MSSA) to reduce subsidies and encourage fair trading, but our efforts were rebuffed
by foreign interests.
To no one's surprise, with no MSSA in place much of the new capacity that came
on line was built with foreign _government subsidies. Even though market demand
for stainless steel has been andl remains strong, we knew that- ther was simply no
way that world markets could ever absorb the new capacity-and prices were going
to be depressed.
While we knew that global capacity was increasing dramatically, we could not
predict the second contributing factor to the current crisis-disastrous economic developments in Asia which began in mid1997. You know the story: the currencies of
the Asian "tigers" were severely weakened, their consumers panicked and refused
to buy, and their steel mills, desperate for hard currency, began the sale of the decade--with no thought of profitability or even costs of production.
As a result of excess capacity funded by government subsidies and the
unpredicted effect of the Asian crisis, the prioe crunch was much more severe than
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we anticipated. Prices today are off about 30 to 40 percent compared to just three
years ago.
To counter the surge of unfairly traded specialty steels entering the country, we
knew it would be necessary to begin the long, arduous and expesve task of filing
antidumping and countervailing duty trade cases. Over the latT35 years SS[NA
has all too regularly found it necessary to challenge the unfair international trading
practices of our trading partners around the world. In the past 18 months, stainless
steel producers have file 34 trade cases against more than 45 producers in 14 countries on four different product lines. A summary is attached to my statement. It has
been a difficult process. But, we are finally beginning to see some improvement in
some stainless prices as a result of our trade cases. Bear in mind that it takes about
a year and a half fr-om the decision to launch cases to final decisions by the Department of Commerce and the ITC.
So where do we go from here? The evidence is clear-foreign manufacturers are
willing to do anything and sell at any price to make a sale. Modem and efficient
industries like ours must aggressively attack these unfair tr-kde practices in order
to preserve our markets. We will continue to closely moni*,Jr imports. We Will continue to actively pursue the trade cases already filed to thsir successful conclusion.
We will fight to preserve existing cases as the " sunset" review process moves
through the Commerce Department and-the International Trade Commission. And,
we are actively considering additional cases on specialty steel products and producers.
The Administration is finally beginning to recognize the severity of the steel import situation, as highlighted when the Secretary of Commerce personally announced the antidumping margins in the stainless steel wire rod cases last summer.
The message Secretary Daley delivered was directed squarely at foreign producers
of all products--dumping cannot be the answer to the economic crisis in Asia or
elsewhere. Our companies and employees should not be the scapegoats for other nations' economic mismanagement.
The Commerce Department must reco *ze the devastating effect of the Asian financial crisis .on the U.S. marketplace. ITthe past year, we have seen imports of
certain stainless steel products from Korea surge over 50 percent. At the same time,
the Korean won lost more than 60 percent of its value. Y'et, for reasons that puzzle
me, the Commerce Department has refused to take this dramatic currency devaluation into account when making its preliminary dumping determinations against
Korea. In fact, Korean stainless steel producers have continued durng their products -into the U.S. market with impunity. Both Secretary Daley and undersecretary
Aaron have stated numerous times that they will enforce U.S. trade laws to the full
est extent, yet if foreign exporters are allowed to take advantage of a weak currency
to dump product into the United States, they will be beyond the reach of our dumping law--clearly not what Congress intended. The Commerce Department should
recognize the effect of drastic exchange rate changes in administering the dumping
law.
We simply will not allow our efficient, technologically-superior U.S. specialty steel
industry and the valued jobs of our dedicated workforce to be destroyed by illegal
foreign trade practices. I urge you to join us in protecting the sanctity of our trade
laws and to oppose at every opportunity any attempt to weaken them.
SSINA joins with other steel trade associations in urging the Congress to work
with us and the Administration to develop a comprehensive policy to address these
issues. We urge that the following steps be taken:
*The Administration must continue pressure on foreign governments to discourage unfair trade practices such as dumping and subsidization;
*Expeditious handling of trade cases on specialty steel products;
*Congressional support for H-R 412, the 'Trade Fairness Act of 1999," and legislation to pay the dumping duties directly to injured U.S. industries; and
-- w-L2"'atonto improve the trade laws to provide more effective relief to injured
We are working with our colleagues in the steel industry and other industries to
develop additional legislative proposals. These will be provided to you shortly.
SSINA has serious concerns with S.395 / H.R. 975 in its current form. As presently drafted, this legislation would require import quotas on virtually all steel
proucts by category, i.e., semifinished, plates, sheets and strips, wire rods, wire
and wire products, structural shapes and units, etc. There is no poion for separate categories of specialty steel products. If this legislation beaelaw in its
p resent form, exporters of carbon steel products could-and most likely would -transfer their exports to the much more valuable stainless steel product categories. Stainless steel is sold by the pound, rather than by the ton as is carbon steel. Stainless
sells for roughly 5 to 50 times as much as carbon steel. So, if foreign producers are
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limited to shipping a certain tonnage of, for example, sheet and strip, they obviously
would shift to the higher-value products. Our producers would be overwhelmed and
devastated.
Leaders in the House were aware of and sympathetic to our concern, but did not
want to amend the basic bill in the House Ways and Means Committee or on the
House floor. It is therefore critical that it be amended in the Senate.
We have provided the Co irssional and Senate Steel Caucuses with language
which would carve out speciic quota categories for stainless and other specialty
steel products. Without this change, the Specialty Steel Industry of North America
would reluctantly be forced to vigorously oppose this legislation. We respectfully
ureyou to accept our amendment.
Te specily steel industry is on full alert in monitornspcatselimos
and reported foreign efforts to circumvent U.S. trade laws. We appreciate your help
inasrng that competitive, efficient industries such as ours are given the opportunity to cmeein a marketip lace free of cutthroat practices which violate both
U.S. laws=d h international rules of the WTO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for
holding this timely hearing.
Attachments.

STAINLESS STEEL PRODUCERS AND UNIONS STATUS OF UNFAIR TRADE CASES BY MAJOR
PRODUCT LINE FILED IN1997 AND 1998
Product...................................
Date Filed. ....-...--........ ***
....
Named Countries ........................
Status.....................................

Next Step.................................

Product...................................
Date Filed................................
Named Countries ........................
Status.....................................

Case Concludes ....................
Product...................................
Date Filed.................................
Named Countries........................
Status.....................................

Case
Concludes ....................
Product...................................
Date Filed.................................
Named Countries ........................

Stainless Still Rod
July 30. 1997
Spain, Sweden, Taiwan
Italy, Germany, Japan. Korea,
Thecase concluded with the issuance of final antidumping and countervailing
orders bythe Commerce Department on9115/98. Theduties range
duty (CYD)
up to 34%, with penalties extending back to 3/5/98. TheInternational Trade
Commission (ITC)voted onfinal injury determination on 9/1/98. Excluding
Germany, ITCconcluded that imports from six ofthe seven named countries
caused injury to producers.
On 10/15/98, appeals were filed with Court of International Trade. Successful
appeals would result in a significant increase In the antidumping duties levied on imports from Korea
and the assesmnt of antidumping duties onimports from Germany. Theindustry will vigorously pursue the appeals process
with the hope
ofa decision byyear end 1999.

ttoie s tee Rouai ir
March 27, 1998
Canada, India, Japan, Korea,
Spain, Taiwan
On6/4/98. ITCpreliminaril determined that Imports from the named countries
are injuring the domestic industry. In 11/13/98, Commerce set preliminary
antidumping duties ranging upto 36% on imports from the subject countries.
TheITCand Commerce will conclude their investigations and final antidumping
duty orders will beannounced in early April 1999.

stainless Steel Plteo InColls
March 31, 1998

South Africa, Taiwan
Belgium, Canada, Italy, South Korea.
On5/15/98, the ITC:
voted preliminarily that imports from the named countries
are injuring the domestic industry. On9/1/9. Commerce issued preliminary
CYDdeterminations against Kore, Italy. Belgium. and South Africa ranging
up to 15%. On10/27/98, Commerce announced preliminary antidumping duties ranging up to 68% on imports from the six named countries. Subsequently, on-12/3/98, Commerce published a revised preliminary determination
on imports from Taiwan and
tookt
the extremely unusual step of finding that

subsidiary. ToChen
Stainless Pipe and its U.S.
Taiwanese producer TaChen
International, engaged In middlemann dumping" of coiled stainless steel
plate produced byYleUnited Steel Corp.
determinations onMarch 22. 1999;
Commerce will issue final dumping and CYD
7,1999.
the 17Cwill issue its final report byMay
Staleless Steel
S"ee m1111
Str" Incell
June10,1998
South
Kore,
Taiwan,
United
Kingdom
France, Germany,
Italy, Japan, Merdco,
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STAINLESS STEEL PRODUCERS AND UNIONS STATUS OF UNFAIR TRADE CASES BY MAJOR
PRODUCT LINE FILED IN 1991 AND 1998-ontinued
On7/24/9%, the FTC
voted preliminarily that imports from the named countries
are injuring the domestic industry. On10/30/98, U.S.producers requested
that Commerce apply the "critical circumstances" provision of U.S.trade
laws to combat recent import surges. Anaffirmative finding would impose
antidumping duties retroactively to 9/18/8. On 1110/98, Commerce announced preliminary CYDrates ranging up to 29% against France, Italy and
On 12V18/98,
Commerce announced preliminary antidumping
South Korea.
duty margins ranging up to 59%; and decided favorably on "critical circumstances" as to Germany, Japan (Nippon Metals. Nippon Yakin, and
Nisshin only) and Korea(Taihan Electric Wire Co. only). "Critical circumstances" were not found for Italy and Taiwan.
Case Concludes ..................... Commerce will issue its final dumping and CYDdeterminations onMay 20.
will issue its final report byJuly5.
1999; the ITC;
Status ..................................

Proposed Amendment to S. 395
On Page 2, Line 21, add the following new sentence:
Specialty steels such as stainless steel, silicon electrical steel, tool steel and highnickel alloy steel shall be considered as separate categories for each of the foregoing
steel product forms.
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